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Abstract 

 

This thesis, the first study dedicated to Catholic supernatural belief, explores popular and 

elite mentalities in relation to various aspects of supernatural belief including demonic 

possession, fairies, miraculous cures, fortune-telling, folk-healing and ghosts in Catholic 

Ireland in an era of revival and reform (1821-1921). Previous historiography suggests that the 

erosion of Irish Catholic supernatural belief was accelerated by a series of reforms within 

Catholicism and by the social changes in consequence of the Great Famine. In addition, the 

unprecedented expansion of the Catholic Church following Catholic Emancipation in 1829, 

and the transformations in Irish Catholic piety since the 1850s that were characterised by 

increased mass attendance and increased observance of devotions, has given rise to the 

‘devotional revolution’ theory.  

This thesis challenges previous assumptions that popular Catholic supernatural beliefs 

and practices declined in the post-Famine period and demonstrates that recourse to the 

supernatural prevailed in rural and urban Ireland throughout the nineteenth and in the early 

decades of the twentieth century. Furthermore, this study will also argue that contrary to the 

concept of a ‘devotional revolution,’ the reforms implemented by Catholic hierarchy were 

evolutional and inconsistent in nature, particularly in rural areas. This thesis demonstrates 

that by selecting singular aspects of Irish popular supernatural beliefs which they wished to 

reform, the Irish Catholic hierarchy inadvertently encouraged belief in and recourse to a 

substantial body supernatural beliefs and practices both within and outside the jurisdiction of 

the Catholic Church.   
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Notes on Spelling, and Irish Names, Place Names and Phrases 

 

 

Spelling 

When quoting from primary source materials or publications, grammar, punctuation, and 

spelling have been kept as they appear in the original unless otherwise stated. 

 

 

Irish names, Place names and Phrases 

Irish names, place names and phrases are presented in the manner in which they appear in 

original manuscripts in the NFC, DIB and ODNB. Where appropriate, translation has been 

provided.  
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Introduction 

This thesis explores popular and elite mentalities in relation to various aspects of supernatural 

belief including demonic possession, fairies, miraculous cures, fortune-telling, folk- healing 

and ghosts in Catholic Ireland in an era of revival and reform (1821-1921). This study 

challenges previous assumptions that popular Catholic supernatural beliefs and practices 

declined in the post-Famine period and demonstrates that recourse to the supernatural 

prevailed in rural and urban Ireland throughout the nineteenth and in the early decades of the 

twentieth century. In addition, it will be argued that by selecting singular aspects of Irish 

popular supernatural beliefs which they wished to reform, the Irish Catholic hierarchy 

inadvertently encouraged belief in and recourse to a substantial body of supernatural beliefs 

and practices both within and outside the jurisdiction of the Catholic Church. 

Francis Young suggests that in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the term 

supernatural was interpreted to mean the realm of God, though from the nineteenth century, 

the use of the term supernatural to refer to the divine has fallen into disuse.1 Modern 

interpretations of the term supernatural refer to a wide range of beings other than God.2 In 

this thesis, the term supernatural is used with the intention of embracing all supernatural 

powers, good, evil and neutral. Ceri Houlbrook and Natalie Armitage suggest that the term 

supernatural is among those words that have lost credibility in academia and studies 

concerned with such topics, ‘linger on the edges of ‘respectable’ disciplines’ and are 

subsequently neglected.3 Until recently, the supernatural in Ireland has largely been under 

researched and tends to be overlooked unless in relation to a specific person, case of interest, 

or a particular folklore motif, such as Erin Krauss’s synopsis on Moll Anthony, Angela 

 
1 Francis Young, English Catholics and the Supernatural, 1553-1829 (Surrey, 2013), pp 4-5.  
2 Ibid. 
3 Ceri Houlbrook, Natalie Armitage (eds.), The Materiality of Magic (Oxford, 2015), p. 2.  
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Bourke’s investigation of the Bridget Cleary case, or Patricia Lysaght’s study of the 

banshee.4 In addition, Andrew Sneddon’s Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland is the first 

academic study of Irish witchcraft since John D. Seymour’s brief synopsis of the same topic 

in 1913.5  

Previous works, notably Sean Connolly’s, often categorise Irish Catholic popular 

supernatural beliefs as vestiges of older superstitious traditions, which, Catholic officials 

sought to distance both clergy and laity from.6 Thus, the consensus among scholars such as, 

Timothy Corrigan Correll, is that from the early nineteenth century, rationalist attacks on 

vernacular beliefs intensified, culminating in their decline in the post-Famine period.7 

Corrigan Correll argues that improvements in personal devotion and public piety eroded fairy 

beliefs of the Catholic rural poor in the nineteenth-century.8 In addition, Correll suggests that 

the urban and rural middle class Catholics regarded fairy beliefs as credulous and irrational.9 

Diarmuid Ó Giolláin’s study of popular Irish fairy belief in relation to religion and practices 

that operated outside Christianity assesses the impact of Catholic Church reform, the 

consequences of the Famine and the modernisation and politicisation of Irish Catholicism and 

suggests these changes reduced the scope of supernatural beliefs.10 Owing to the internal 

reforms within Catholicism following Catholic Emancipation, Connolly suggests that post-

Famine Irish Catholicism emerged from a number of devotional and structural changes. In 

 
4 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary (London, 2006); Patricia Lysaght, The Banshee: The Irish 

Death Messenger (Dublin, 1997); Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare, Moll Anthony and popular tradition in 

the east of Ireland’ in Raymond Gillespie (ed.), Maynooth Studies in Local History: Number 94, (Dublin, 2011).  
5 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke, 2015). John Fulton has also examined Irish 

witchcraft and magic although the focus was on primarily Protestant beliefs and practices, see, John Fulton, 

‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century 

Ireland’ (PhD thesis, Ulster University, Coleraine, 2016). See also, John D. Seymour, Irish Witchcraft and 

Demonology (Dublin, 1913).  
6 Ibid. pp 112-13. 
7 Timothy Corrigan Correll, ‘Believers, Sceptics, and Charlatans: Evidential Rhetoric, the Fairies, and Fairy 

Healers in Irish Oral Narrative and Belief,’ in Folklore, Vol. 116, No. 1 (April, 2005), pp 1-18.   
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Diarmuid Ó Giolláin, ‘The Fairy Belief and Official Religion in Ireland’ in Peter Narváez (ed.), The Good 

People (Kentucky, 1997), pp 199-212, p. 205. 
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addition, he argues that the erosion of Irish Catholic folk belief was accelerated by social and 

demographic devastation caused by the Great Famine of 1845-1852. 11 In the immediate wake 

of the Famine, large scale reforms and positive changes occurred in Irish Catholic religious 

practice which were characterised by increased observance of mass and feast days, a decrease 

in gambling and drinking, the building of elaborate buildings fit to house parishioners, as well 

as the provision of education.12 These reforms were widely visible from the mid-nineteenth 

century and have been referred to as a ‘devotional revolution’ by Emmet Larkin.13 Much of 

the data used in Larkin’s work was taken from David Miller’s research.14 Miller measured the 

success of these transformations and reforms in Irish Catholic piety based on increased 

attendance at mass and greater observance of devotions and sacraments.15 In rural areas in 

1834, especially Irish-speaking districts, rates of attendance at mass on Sundays were 

markedly lower than they were in the twentieth century.16 He also found that in rural 

Gaeltacht areas, weekly attendance was between 20 and 40 percent, in English-speaking rural 

areas it was between 30-60 percent and in towns such as Drogheda and Kilkenny, it was the 

highest with almost universal attendance.17 In larger areas such as Dublin, Belfast, Cork, and 

Limerick, Miller estimated 40-60 percent mass attendance.18 By the close of the nineteenth 

century, mass attendance had increased to 90 percent leading Miller to conclude in agreement 

 
11 S. J. Connolly, Priests and People in Pre-Famine Ireland 1780-1845 (Dublin, 2001), pp 14-18, 119. 
12 See Ian McBride, ‘Religion’ in Richard Bourke and Ian MacBride (eds.) The Princeton History of Modern 

Ireland (Princeton, 2016), pp 292-319, p. 307. See also Diarmuid Ó Giolláin, ‘The Fairy Belief and Official 

Religion in Ireland,’ pp 199-214, p.205. 
13 Emmet Larkin, ‘The Devotional Revolution in Ireland 1850-75’ in The American Historical Review Vol. 77, 

No. 3 (June 1972), pp 625-652. See also, Emmett J. Larkin, The Historical Dimensions of Irish Catholicism (2nd 

edn. Washington, 1984), pp 57-84. 
14 See, David W. Miller, ‘Irish Catholicism and the Great Famine,’ in Journal of Social History, Vol. 9, No. 1 

(1975), pp 81-98. 
15 Ibid. For a revised perspective on Miller’s initial work, see also, David W. Miller, ‘Mass Attendance in 

Ireland in 1834’ in Stewart J. Brown, David W. Miller (eds.), Piety and Power in Ireland 1760-1960, Essays in 

Honour of Emmett Larkin, (Belfast, 2000), pp 158-179. 
16 David W. Miller, ‘Review: Irish Catholicism and the Historian’ in Irish Economic and Social History, Vol. 

13, (1986), pp 113-116. 
17 David W. Miller, ‘Irish Catholicism and the Great Famine,’ pp 81-98. See also, David W. Miller, ‘Landscape 

and Religious Practice: a study of mass attendance in pre-Famine Ireland,’ in Éire-Ireland, Vol. 40, No. 1 

(2005), pp 90-106. 
18 Ibid. 
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with Larkin that a ‘devotional revolution’ had occurred.19 While Miller’s study has received 

much criticism, Colin Barr and Daithí Ó Corráin maintain that his estimations that by 1830, 

rural mass attendance was no greater than 40 percent has been sustained.20 

Since the publication of Larkin’s work in the 1970s, the idea that Paul Cardinal 

Cullen spearheaded a ‘devotional revolution’ in the 1850s and was responsible for ‘the great 

mass of the Irish people’ becoming ‘practising Catholics’ has dominated Irish religious 

history.21 Síle de Cléir suggests that when compared with Connolly’s research on pre-Famine 

popular culture, Larkin’s study ‘forms a neat and pleasing continuum: a new post-Famine 

Ireland with an increasingly powerful, English-speaking middle class, assimilating imported, 

Italianate forms of devotion and rejecting older, native religious practices.’22 Contrasting with 

Larkin’s concept of a ‘devotional revolution’ is the argument that there were signs of change 

in Irish religious practice (particularly in the east from the 1820s) that suggest the process 

was more of an ‘evolution.’23 Thomas McGrath proposed that many of the devotions Larkin 

regarded as new had been part of both orthodox and popular Catholic culture in Ireland long 

before the mid-nineteenth century.24 He continues to describe a ‘Tridentine evolution’ which 

had been initiated in the sixteenth century at the Council of Trent in 1563, and which had 

been inhibited by the Penal Laws.25 Donal Kerr suggests that in the pre-Famine period, many 

of the devotions which characterised twentieth century Catholicism were either less 

 
19 David W. Miller, ‘Irish Catholicism and the Great Famine,’ pp 81-98. 
20 Colin Barr and Daithí Ó Corráin, ‘Catholic Ireland 1740-2016’ in Eugenio F. Biagini and Mary E. Daly (eds.), 

The Cambridge Social History of Modern Ireland (Cambridge, 2017), pp 68-71. 
21 Emmet Larkin, ‘The Devotional Revolution in Ireland 1850-75’ in The American Historical Review Vol. 77, 

No. 3 (June 1972), pp 625-652, p. 625.  
22 Síle de Cléir, Popular Catholicism in 20th-Century Ireland: Locality, Identity Culture (London, New York, 
2017), p. 5.  
23 Colin Barr and Daithí Ó Corráin, chapter in The Cambridge Social History of Modern Ireland, pp 68-71. 

Changes included building of churches and chapels and the establishment of confraternities and religious orders. 
24 Thomas McGrath, ‘The Tridentine Evolution of modern Irish Catholicism 1563-1962: A Re-examination of 

the “Devotional Revolution” thesis’ in Recusant History, 20 (1991), pp 512-23. 
25 Ibid. 
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widespread or absent.26 In addition, the beliefs that constituted the religion of the poorer 

peasants included devotions connected to patterns, pilgrimages, holy wells wakes and charms 

as well as central Catholic devotions such as the sacraments, prayers fasting and the rosary.27 

Religious practices became more ‘orthodox,’ a combination of the Famine and the opposition 

from the reforming church which denounced these as either superstitious or occasions for 

immorality or insobriety.28 The pace with which these reforms took place ‘wrought a rapid 

change in Irish devotional life.’29 Kerr stated, [sic] ‘if this thesis of a devotional ‘revolution’ 

implies that previous to 1850 the Irish were ‘non-practising Catholics, if indeed they were 

Catholic at all’, one must enter a caveat.’30 According to the forms filled in by the parish 

priest in advance of an episcopal visitation from the bishop, whether Paschal duty had been 

fulfilled was deemed of greater importance than attendance at mass.31 Thus, in the pre-

Famine period, communion was regarded as the criterion of a practising Catholic.32 

Furthermore, Kerr suggests that some devotions associated with Ultramontanism were 

common in urban areas prior to the 1850s and in rural areas, devotion to the Blessed Virgin 

and the Rosary were deep-rooted.33 In the post-Famine period, Irish Catholics adopted 

Roman and continental devotions, a popular French devotion which became a stereotypical 

symbol of Irish Catholicism was the Sacred Heart of Jesus.34 Claire Connolly suggests that 

there was sa transition in the post-Famine period, from an older landscape-based Catholicism 

in which intimate topography of holy wells existed alongside domestic worship, both gave 

 
26 Donal Kerr, ‘A Nation of Beggars’? Priests, People and Politics in Famine Ireland 1846-1852 (Oxford, 

1994), pp 318-322, p. 318. 
27 Ibid, p. 319. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. Paschal duty was receiving Easter communion.   
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid, p. 321. 
34 Ibid. 
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way to formal chapel going which was favoured by the Council of Trent.35 Connolly suggests 

it was in the final, modern space that miracles occurred.36 Marian Elliott and Eugene Hynes 

among others, would argue that the visible changes, such as increased mass attendance, in the 

decades after the Famine were the fruits of a gradual process initiated in the pre-Famine 

period which then peaked in the latter half of the century.37 Both the ‘revolutionists’ and the 

‘evolutionists’ point ‘in the general direction of change, towards a society that was more 

religious.’38 Michael Carroll suggested that ‘something very dramatic happened to the 

practice of Irish Catholicism’ in the nineteenth century.39 Irish Catholics ‘embraced the whole 

gamut of devotions,’ weekly mass attendance rose to approximately 90 percent and Catholic 

Ireland became the most ‘romanised’ of all Catholic populations.40 Barr and Ó Corráin 

argued that while Catholicism was ‘deeply embedded’ among the majority of the Irish 

population, it was not always ‘Roman Catholicism.’41 In addition, Barr and Ó Corráin argue 

that not only were there regional variations in mass attendance but also a class element; rural 

labourers were less inclined than farmers to participate in church life and sacraments.42 

Furthermore, Irish-speaking areas appear to have been ‘less conventionally devout.’43 

Although Sunday mass was an obligation, as was receiving communion at Easter, Breandán 

Mac Suibhne suggests that in certain parishes, people simply did not attend mass and some 

 
35 Clair Connolly, ‘Prince Hohenlohe’s Miracles: Supernaturalism in the Irish Public Sphere’ in David Duff and 

Catherine Jones (eds.), Scotland, Ireland and the Romantic Aesthetic (Lewisburg, 2007), pp 236-257. 
36 Ibid. 
37Marianne Elliott, The Catholics of Ulster, A History, (New York, Basic Books, 2001) p199. Elliott suggests 

that during the eighteenth century the drive for internal reform came from Munster, South Leinster with Ulster 

and North Connacht clinging to old practises longer than anywhere else. Elliott also suggests reform took three 

forms, restructuring and building chapels, instruction of faithful and ecclesiastical authority. See also Eugene 

Hynes, Knock: The Virgin’s Apparition in Nineteenth-Century Ireland (Reprint edn., Cork, 2009).  
38 Sheridan Gilley, ‘Catholicism in Ireland’ in Hugh McLeod and Werner Ustorf (eds.), The Decline of 

Christendom in Western Europe, 1750-2000 (Cambridge, 2003), pp 99-112, p. 104. 
39 Michael P. Carroll, ‘Rethinking Popular Catholicism in Pre-Famine Ireland’ in Journal for Scientific Study of 

Religion, Vol. 34, No. 3, (September 1995), pp 354-365, p. 354. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Colin Barr and Daithí Ó Corráin, chapter in The Cambridge Social History of Modern Ireland, pp 68-71. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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chapels did not have weekly mass.44 A crucial point made by Mac Suibhne is that for the 

typical small holder although the priest performed baptism, marriage and last rites, clerically 

directed devotions were not deemed vital in their lives.45 In relation to the supernatural, the 

‘devotional revolution’ theory eschewed by Larkin and the ‘Tridentine evolution’ suggested 

by McGrath have been over relied upon to substantiate arguments that in the post-Famine 

period there was a considerable decline in popular Irish supernatural beliefs.46 

 Mac Suibhne argued that in the 1850s, people ‘vibrated’ between two cosmologies, 

one of which was ancestral or fairy and the other was Christian.47 One feature of the non-

Christian belief system was ritualised gatherings around wells or fires, often as Mac Suibhne 

suggests, on dates determined by solar and lunar cycles.48 In addition, Christian tradition had 

traces of magic, for example, the cult of the early Christian Saints and pilgrimages to sites 

associated with them. Lizanne Henderson commented that, ‘the lines between religion, folk 

beliefs and superstition were still blurred.’49 Although Henderson was referring to the process 

of distinguishing the superstitious from what was not in seventeenth-century Scotland, it 

accurately portrays the difficulty interpreting supernatural beliefs in nineteenth-century 

Ireland. Sean Connolly suggests an amalgamation between orthodox Catholic doctrine and 

ritual and the various popular beliefs and customs that fell outside that boundary, arguing that 

there was little evidence to suggest it constituted an alternative belief system.50 In addition, 

Diarmuid Ó Giolláin suggests that the ‘strength of popular religion was in inverse proportion 

 
44 Breandán Mac Suibhne, The End of Outrage: Post-Famine Adjustment in Rural Ireland (Oxford, 2017), pp 2-

5. 
45 Ibid.  
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. p. 2. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Lizanne Henderson, Witchcraft and Folk Belief in the Age of Enlightenment Scotland, 1670-1740 

(Basingstoke, 2016), p.16. 
50 Connolly, Priests and People, p.14. 
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to the strength of the official church.’51 This is particularly evident in the penal era (1690-

1829) as the Catholic hierarchy were obstructed by the sanctions imposed on them by a 

hostile state; consequently, the majority of the population had little in the way of clerical 

guidance and popular religious practices thrived.52 Furthermore, James Murphy maintains 

that popular culture was 'characterised by a belief in magic and rituals,' which as Richard 

Jenkins suggests, reflected 'actual interpersonal conflicts, envies and fears.'53 The Gaelic Irish 

held alternative beliefs in butter witches and fairies and individuals believed to possess 

magical powers were consulted to counteract malefic magic.54 Richard Jenkins suggests 

belief in fairies and witchcraft coexisted with broader anxiety surrounding misfortune within 

a community based context which was intensified by gender roles and domestic and social 

relationships.55 Angela Bourke suggests that as the nineteenth century progressed, fairy belief 

became increasingly associated with poverty and the lower orders.56 

Recent research has challenged the idea that witchcraft, magic and wider supernatural 

beliefs and practices declined in the post-Famine period.  Aside from a discussion of 

Ireland’s few witch trials, Andrew Sneddon’s Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland explores 

harmful and beneficial magic in relation to cunning-folk and suggests these magic 

practitioners were an integral part of Catholic and Protestant culture in both early modern and 

modern Ireland as their counterparts were in throughout Europe and the British Isles.57 In 

addition, John Fulton’s PhD thesis also explores popular recourse to cunning-folk in Ireland 

as well as witchcraft and popular magic among minority Protestant groups including 
 

51 Diarmuid Ó Giolláin, ‘The Fairy Belief and Official Religion in Ireland,’ pp 199-214, p.205. 
52 Ibid, p.204.  
53 James H. Murphy, Ireland, A Social, Cultural and Literary History 1791-189, (Dublin, 2003) p. 30. See Also, 

Richard Jenkins, ‘Witches and Fairies: Supernatural Aggression and Deviance Among the Irish Peasantry,’ in 

Peter Narváez, (ed.), The Good people: New Fairylore Essays, (Kentucky, 1997), pp 302-329. Jenkins also 
suggests that mystical aggression reflects gender specific ambiguities. 
54 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland, chapter 1. 
55 Richard Jenkins, ‘Witches and Fairies:’ pp 48-52. 
56 Angela Bourke, ‘The Baby and the Bathwater: Cultural Loss in Nineteenth Century Ireland’ in Tadhg Foley 

and Seán Ryder (eds.), Ideology and Ireland in the Nineteenth Century (Dublin, 1998), pp 79-92. 
57 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland  (Basingstoke, 2015). 
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Methodists and Quakers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.58 A recent article by 

Andrew Sneddon and John Fulton discussed belief in witchcraft and the practices of cunning-

folk in Catholic and Protestant areas until well into the twentieth century.59 The remainder of 

this introduction provides a brief overview of catholic Ireland in the nineteenth century 

before discussing methodology and potential problems with sources as well as an overview of 

chapters. 

  

Overview of Catholic Ireland in the Nineteenth Century (Social, Economic, 

Cultural and Political) 

To fully understand the supernatural in Catholic Ireland in the nineteenth century as well as 

Ireland’s position in relation to other Catholic countries in the same period, an understanding 

of eighteenth-century developments within European Catholicism is necessary, particularly 

the attitudes to popular religious customs. Francis Young suggests Catholicism had always 

been treated as superstitious by the Protestant religions since the reformation and had been 

increasingly associated with witchcraft and other diabolical and superstitious practices.60  

In terms of the practices of popular religion in Catholic countries in the eighteenth 

century, Francis Young suggests that unorthodox beliefs and practices were a factor in the 

church’s influence over the masses both rural and urban.61 For most of the population, 

‘religion combined colourful ceremony, the appeasement of divine wrath and folkloric 
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custom.’62 Despite the denunciation of popular religious practices from members of the 

clergy, piety in the form of novenas, processions and pilgrimages and devotions, meant that 

religion was reinforced as a central feature of daily life.63 By the end of the eighteenth 

century it is noted that the ‘traditional instruments of popular religion were beginning to lose 

favour, particularly in urban centres.’64 Furthermore, this demonstrates that not only a 

distinction between elite Catholicism and popular religion, but in terms of the supernatural, it 

suggests a decline in such beliefs among the Catholic middle-class.65  

In Catholic Europe in the eighteenth century, popular belief in necromancers and 

witches had not fully disappeared, although there was increasing scepticism among the 

educated elite as well as a decline in witchcraft trials.66 In addition, there was the stigma 

attached to Catholic clergy that they were intentionally distorting Catholic rituals for magical 

purposes. In the early decades of nineteenth century, Catholic clergy in Ireland were still 

accused of this as the pamphlet literature surrounding the case of Rev. John Carroll 

demonstrates.67 Furthermore, in popular religious beliefs it is often difficult to distinguish 

between the Christian and the magic/supernatural beliefs as there was usually an 

amalgamation of the two.68 Additionally, as formal religion was regarded as intercessionary 

and magic was viewed as being coercive, popular religion was then regarded as being 

dangerously close to ‘an attempt to coerce intercession.’69 The emphasis on devotionalism in 

the eighteenth century demonstrates that the aspiration of the clergy was to deepen religious 

sentiments without the risks inherent in the practices of popular religion or in unrestrained 
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personal piety. They did this by choosing to keep specific rituals and intercessional 

worship.70 The eighteenth century witnessed an increase in devotions such as the Sacred 

Heart and Stations of the Cross which became the foundation for a new form of popular 

religion regulated by the church itself. The clergy in many Catholic states were trained to 

loathe certain aspects of popular religion for example, shrines and the magical qualities often 

attached to relics, fountains and features of natural landscapes, which they attempted to curb 

in favour of the new devotions.71 The significance of this for this study is that not only did 

these devotional practices fail to replace the archaic appeal of traditional popular religion, 

crucially; the shrines pilgrimages and other curious rituals existed alongside the devotions 

created by the church.72 

In nineteenth century, Ireland, there were two strands to popular supernatural belief; 

one was based on official Catholic doctrine and the other was rooted in folk Catholic belief 

system which arguably had more support. This led to internal hierarchical efforts of the Irish 

Catholic church throughout the course of the nineteenth century to move Catholicism away 

from popular folkloric traditions, for example old style wakes.73 This often proved difficult as 

the Catholic hierarchy struggled to maintain control over their flocks and clergy particularly 

in the early decades of the nineteenth century.74  

It is also necessary to briefly explore social, political, cultural, and economic 

developments in nineteenth-century Ireland. Previous historiography suggests nineteenth- 

century Ireland was characterised by rebellions, reforms, turmoil and trauma, beginning and 
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ending with a rebellion followed by a civil war.75 This is mostly true as can be seen from the 

effects of the intensity of various events and their aftermath for example, the 1798 

insurrection and the Union which followed, Catholic Emancipation, the Famine, the land 

wars, and the Home Rule campaign to name a few. Ireland’s social, religious political and 

economic developments were not occurring in isolation from the rest of Europe and reflect 

far wider, global developments as the recent publication edited by Brian Heffernan has 

shown.76 In line with the European trend, Ireland experienced a wave of political nationalism 

in the late eighteenth century. Notions of Ireland’s national past in the beginning were 

popular among middle and upper class Protestants who exhibited an increase in political 

patriotism.77 Parallel to the Protestant political nationalism, an arguably more radical one 

existed, based on the struggle for Catholic emancipation in the early decades of the 

nineteenth century. Furthermore, Daniel O’ Connell’s repeal movement of the 1830s which 

followed this campaign for emancipation demanded a separate government for Ireland.78 

As political nationalism was largely driven by Enlightenment ideas regarding 

relationships between people and the state, it ties in with two issues which dominated Irish 

politics from the late eighteenth century until the mid-nineteenth century, the civil rights of 

Irish Catholics and the nature of the constitutional relationship between Britain and Ireland.79  

It is necessary to examine the political developments of the 1780s and 90s in detail to 

fully understand the agrarian and sectarian unrest of the early nineteenth century and the 

bearing this had on Catholicism and supernatural beliefs. As mentioned above, penal laws 
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were enforced in Ireland since 1695. It has been argued that for Ulster Catholics, as a 

consequence of both their relative poverty and the greater number of Protestants surrounding 

them, they felt the restrictions of the penal laws (concerned with religious observance) more 

severely than any other group in the country.80 These laws prevented Catholics from owning 

property and land, carrying arms and some even targeted the Catholic Church. The 1709 oath 

of abjuration required the registered clergy to deny James III’s right to the throne, this was 

denounced by the Pope which illegitimated the Catholic Church and led to an outbreak of 

priest-hunting.81 The 1704 Popery Act prohibited patterns and pilgrimages although in many 

areas a blind eye was turned.82 In line with Marianne Elliott’s suggestion that Catholics were 

often treated favourably under the penal laws, Brewer and Higgins maintains that there was 

‘more freedom of action than the law suggested,’ although by the mid-eighteenth century 

Catholics wanted the penal laws gone as they ‘represented formal subjugation.’83 Brewer and 

Higgins also note that despite Protestants being on good terms with Catholics and providing 

financial assistance to build churches and attending funerals in Catholic churches, they 

objected the repeal of the penal laws.84  

In 1778 full property rights were restored to Catholics and they held five percent of 

the land although they made up over three quarters of the population.85 Other legislation 

removed restrictions on worship, priests were permitted to live in Ireland and provide 

schooling, and intermarriage and establishment of seminaries for local training of priests 

were also permitted.86 Brewer and Higgins note that ‘liberalisation and eventual repeal of the 

penal laws was an attempt to curry Catholic favour in order to establish political stability in 
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Ireland, to stave off a possible invasion by France, to encourage Catholic recruits to the 

armed forces and to prevent an alliance with the United Irishmen.’87 Marianne Elliott notes 

that ‘despite the penal laws, the eighteenth century was a period of major recovery for the 

Catholic Church throughout Ireland.’88  

Irish Catholics in the nineteenth century accounted for 80.9 per cent of the population 

in the Pre-Famine period.89 However, the Catholic population was unevenly distributed. In 

the province of Ulster, Catholics were a minority in four of the six counties, while in the 

provinces of Leinster, Munster, and Connaught they represented the majority. Social 

distinctions also existed between Catholics in various parts of the country; as a result, Ulster 

Catholics were a severely disadvantaged group by comparison.90 Marianne Elliott, although 

referring to the eighteenth century, notes that ‘traditionally it was the penal laws which have 

been held responsible for the disadvantaged situation of the Irish Catholics.’91 In provinces 

outside of Ulster, there was a substantial Catholic middle class, although they only held one 

third of the total middle class wealth. In terms of education, ninety two per cent of those who 

were unable to read or write were from the catholic faith.92 Although there is evidence that 

Catholic peasants particularly in Ulster became more militant and assertive in the late 

eighteenth century, the Catholic Church in Ulster was less aggressive and almost de-

politicised in comparison to the Catholic Church elsewhere in Ireland.93 The rise of the 

Catholic middle class which took place mostly outside Ulster was partly made possible by 

domestic and international trade.94 These economic improvements led to an upsurge in 

political demands and expectations for Catholics. Following this, the Catholic Committee 
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was formed in 1758, with the intention to integrate Catholics into political life. By the 1780s 

Ulster Catholics had representatives in this Dublin based organisation. In addition, by this 

time other societies and organisations had also been formed in Ulster and there is some 

indication of the beginning of a sense of Catholic nationalism, as some of these Catholic 

groups notably the Defenders were becoming increasingly militant, although this was in 

response to militant Protestant attacks.95  

Increased militancy among Catholic groups as well as the relief from some of the 

penal laws generated insecurity and fear for Protestants. The ascendancy feared that these 

actions of England regarding Catholics would ultimately destroy their monopoly. 

Consequently, feelings of anti-Englishness as well as deeper anti-Catholicism shaped the 

Irish Protestants’ opposition to the repeal of the penal laws. Late eighteenth-century literature 

suggests that Catholics were still ideologically regarded by Protestants as barbaric savages.96 

This sectarianism was intensified by agrarian unrest regarding tithes, rents, and enclosures. 

In the late eighteenth century on both Catholic and Protestant sides, secret armed 

organisations and societies were formed. These organisations were often both the product and 

cause of sectarian violence. Initially both sides were agitated on issues concerning land 

reform and economic interests and wider proto-industrial circumstances. On the Protestant 

side, in addition to the anti-Catholic Peep O’ Day Boys the Orange Order was formed in 

1795. Orangeism was used a means of social control for Catholics and for defence of 

economic and political interests of the wealthier Protestants.97 On the Catholic side, a group 

known as the Defenders formed in response to the threat to order from the Protestant 

organisations, had moved from retaliation to revolution by the early 1790s negotiating with 
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France to lend assistance. This increased Catholic strength and militancy was interpreted as 

an assault on the Protestant ascendancy.98 By the 1790s Defenderism had become almost a 

national movement and the revolutionary outlook of the Catholic peasantry alarmed 

Protestants to the extent that Orangeism was viewed by some Protestants as a forum through 

which domination could be demonstrated.99 Some Presbyterians sympathised with Irish 

Catholics and demanded independence for Ireland, full political citizenship for Catholics and 

a union between Catholics and Protestants as well as economic reforms.100  

In 1791, several Presbyterians in Belfast formed The Society of United Irishmen; at 

the head of this society was Theobald Wolf Tone. Their appeal was to young middle-class 

Protestant professionals to challenge the ascendancy. They also needed Catholic support to 

achieve this and directed attention to middle class Catholics. Partly as a response to the 

activities of the Orange Order in the mid-1790s in Ulster, the Defenders were absorbed into 

the ranks of the United Irishmen.101 By this time the Catholic Committee had become divided 

into two camps, conservative and radicals. The radicals joined the United Irishmen and the 

conservatives dissolved in 1793 after the Catholic Relief Act was introduced as its existence 

was deemed unnecessary with the legislation.102 

When the United Irishmen led a rising in 1798, it had the most support in southern 

Ireland particularly Leinster.103 Ulster Catholics did not get involved in the style which it was 

hoped they would, the Catholic Church did not support the rebellion and Catholic officials 

threatened excommunication to those who became involved although a few priests were 

implicated for their part in the rebellion. The Catholic peasantry in Ulster had experienced 
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intense sectarian brutality in the 1790s at the hands of organisations such as the Orange 

Order, subsequently this demoralisation from Protestant oppression deterred them from 

supporting a primarily protestant enterprise.104  

One explanation for the lack of involvement of the Catholic Church in the rebellion is 

perhaps that it was forced to respond to the international crises it faced.105 The unstable 

situation on the continent with France in particular, increased fears among the Irish Catholic 

Church hierarchy that Irishmen studying abroad would be corrupted with revolutionary social 

theories and so pressed the government for an establishment of a seminary in Ireland. After 

the rejection of the idea to use the already existing Trinity College, Dublin, a bill was 

introduced in 1795 to establish a Catholic seminary at Maynooth. The only cost was a 

restriction in Catholic Church’s actions in dealing with the state, considering the French 

revolution this was a relatively small cost.106  

The stance of the Catholic hierarchy in the 1798 rebellion is significant in two 

respects. Firstly, the success with which the Catholic Church in Ireland assimilated and 

established themselves as a governing body over the Catholic population and secondly, the 

difficulty the bishops faced in terms of maintaining political control over the clergy. Both of 

these points would arguably ‘become motifs of Catholicism in the nineteenth century.’107 

Both of these points are also significant in relation to supernatural beliefs as they were called 

into question particularly in sensational or tragic cases, for example in the case of Rev. John 

Carroll in 1824, which is discussed in chapter one.108 
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The Act of Union passed in 1800 which took effect from January 1801 was not only a 

direct consequence of the 1798 rebellion, but it ensured that Ireland was part of the United 

Kingdom. For Catholics, this came with the promise that they would be granted 

Emancipation.109 It is argued that after 1798, ‘a tradition of violent political expression of 

nationalism developed, in Ireland which was unusually strong in Europe.’110 For the pre-

Famine period this is largely true. The Catholics who supported the Union in the hope that 

they would be liberated and given true civil equality, were further alienated, and 

discriminated by the failure to grant emancipation. This resulted in not only the politicisation 

of the Catholic clergy but led to the increased politicisation of the Catholic masses.111 Thus 

the political situation of the early 1820s as Geary notes were, ‘angry and festering times,’ 

marred by bitterness, discord and discontent.’112 The reference here is to the consequences of 

1798 characterised by social and economic crisis and also sectarian agrarian faction fighting 

and tithe grievances.113 

The significance of these developments for Irish Catholicism is that by the 1850s it is 

clear that the Irish Catholic Church, in line with European developments had begun to 

demonstrate what England regarded as ‘papal aggression.’114 Evidence of this assertiveness 

can be found in the ongoing efforts of the Catholic Church to reinstate itself, through the 

building of elaborate Churches, the establishment of the National School system and 

ultimately the campaign to reform the popular supernatural belief system and certain aspects 

of popular culture by discouraging traditional styled wakes, targeting drinking and gambling 

and encouraging attendance at mass.  
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In addition, Catholic assertiveness is also evident in certain influential individuals for 

example Daniel O’Connell and Paul Cardinal Cullen who among others were important 

driving forces in reshaping the identity of Irish Catholics and gaining political support from 

the Catholic hierarchy, respectively. On the one hand O’Connell brought about political and 

civil equality while Cullen restored the authority of the Church and united Irish Roman 

Catholics in an Ultramontanist mission against Protestantism.115 Daniel O’Connell became a 

prominent figure with the members of the Catholic Association formed in 1823. Catholic 

nobility and gentry who initially were members withdrew leaving the bulk of the membership 

disillusioned middle class men, merchants and lawyers, among others whose statues, career 

were hindered with religious discrimination.116 O’Connell successfully united and radicalised 

all classes of Irish Catholics giving them a common cause or agitation, which included their 

non privileged status and ethnicity as well as the more pressing concerns of the peasantry, the 

violence and activities of the Orangemen as outlined above.117 Thus the Association was 

transformed into a mass movement, its effectiveness partly the result of the rent, a 

subscription to the Association paid by associate members.118 The hierarchy voluntarily paid 

this and the returns of parish priests, almost £300 a week from Dublin, confirmed the 

suspicion of the British government that the Association’s fund raising method had 

strengthened the relationship between ‘popish parliament’ and ‘popish population’.119 As 

O’Connell had the support of the Catholic clergy and a portion of the rent was used in 

building chapels, houses for priests and in denominational education, the clergy essentially 
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were agents of the Association and helped O’Connell to keep a sort of law and order among 

the politicised peasantry.120  

Internally, men like Paul Cardinal Cullen and John MacHale were also influential in 

restructuring the Catholic hierarchy. Mentalities of Bishops like Murray and Doyle, 

Gallicans, who, used Roman authority for their own ends were becoming increasingly 

criticised. In the 1820s these two Bishops encouraged supernatural beliefs when they 

authenticated the cures of Prince Alexander of Hohenlohe were regarded as traditional and 

their outdated objectives were increasingly criticised as they kept superstition and ignorance 

alive only as a form of controlling the population as is argued in the literature surrounding the 

Carroll case. A new faction of Gallicanism swept across Irish Bishops and aligned itself with 

the ambitions of Irish nationalism as opposed to those of the state.121 Cullen aimed to distance 

the Catholic Church from this and led innovation and reform.   

Cullen was from Ireland but was educated abroad which is essentially where he 

obtained a new way of thinking and committed himself to Ultramontanism, that is papal 

absolutism. It was because of this ideology that he never fully comprehended ‘the radical 

forces at work in secular society,’ and distanced himself from a lot of Irish political issues.122 

Despite this, when Murray died, he became the main figure of Catholicism in Ireland and was 

instrumental in uniting Irish bishops in a Counter-Reformation offensive against Protestant 

proselytisers, although this was more to do with his absolutism than anything else.123 Cullen 

was not particularly received well by Protestants or liberal Catholics. Liberal Catholics did 

not want sectarian bitterness and deplored the idea of a Catholic ascendancy having spent 

time under Protestant rule; in addition, his zeal against Protestant missions had broken the 
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relationship and respect Murray had achieved with Protestants. The majority of Catholics 

were willing to live in a pluralist society.124 A deeper analysis of the role of certain 

individuals will be made in another chapter. 

Several social and economic developments are worthy of a mention as they had an 

impact on both Irish Catholics and supernatural beliefs. Under the Union, centralisation of 

Irish administration increased in the following areas, education, public health, police, prisons 

and economic development.125 The national schools were influenced greatly by the Catholic 

Church who utilised them as a means of social control.126 The curriculum included a 

British/imperial world view based on the reports in 1825 of the Commissioners on Education. 

They criticised the corruption of children in hedge schools whose books taught lawlessness, 

superstition and disloyalty.127 Books in the new system were of the Christian world view and 

nothing was taught of Irish history as it was so controversial a text could not be agreed on. 

These schools were ‘a modernising force,’ and ‘a pathway to advancement and career 

opportunities.’128 The significance of national schools to this study is that provision of 

education in theory should have removed the need to retain the supernatural to explain 

misfortune and mysterious illnesses. This raises questions regarding the accessibility of this 

new education and the influence of the supernatural aspects of Catholic doctrine within the 

curriculum. 
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From the 1840s onwards, Ireland arguably had ‘the nineteenth century’s highest gross 

out-migration rate, expressed as a proportion of the home population.’129 Furthermore, 

Akenson argues that Ireland was the only country in Europe to lose population in this period 

as out-migration was higher than live births. The reason for this is not only due to the effects 

of the Famine but also the hardship in the post-Famine years in starting and maintaining a 

family.130 One of the major implications of out-migration in relation to supernatural beliefs 

was the loss of culture and traditions which Angela Bourke has commented on.131 

Overview of Chapters 

Each chapter will explore a different aspect of Irish Catholic supernatural belief including, 

demonic possession, fairies, miraculous cures, fortune-telling, folk-healing, and ghosts, in 

relation to popular and elite mentalities. Witchcraft is not included in this study as Andrew 

Sneddon and John Fulton’s research into this belief has received thorough attention to date. 

Gender and class are important themes in this thesis and will be discussed in depth in the 

relevant chapters. Cara Delay’s research suggests that lay Irish women played an 

instrumental yet understudied role in the Church from 1850-1950.132 Delay suggests women 

dominated daily lived religion and challenged the established patriarchy, this is evident in the 

relationship between priests and wise-women such as Biddy Early and fortune-telling which 

was characterised by power struggles. In rural areas women used oral tradition and legends 

undermine clerical authority.133 Chapter one provides insight into the often-hidden 

supernatural mentalities of both clergy and ordinary Irish people at a time of reform and 

revival within the Catholic Church. During the summer months of 1824 in Wexford, a priest 
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named John Carroll performed an exorcism on a child resulting in her death. The case 

generated heated sectarian debates in the press and in pamphlet literature regarding the level 

of control priests had over the laity and the superstition and customs of Irish Catholics. 

Insanity and the supernatural healing abilities of priests will also be explored. 

The second chapter examines miraculous cures. In both the opening and closing 

decades of the nineteenth century, the Irish Catholic Church found itself at the centre of 

allegations of medical miracles, which sparked debates in pamphlet form and in the press. 

This chapter will compare the two occurrences and will examine them in relation to the 

internal hierarchical reforms and the external political developments of both eras, as well as 

comparing them to the cures obtained at holy wells. This chapter will focus on both the 

medical cures which were authenticated and promoted by the Catholic hierarchy as well as 

the cures which they turned a blind eye to. The only activity associated with holy wells 

condemned by the Catholic Church was the drunkenness and faction fighting which occurred 

on the Pattern Day.  In addition, none of the cures discussed in this chapter appear to have 

been overly miraculous. 

Chapter three is a study of ghost beliefs. This chapter will explore the transformations 

that occurred in the Irish ghost story from the ordinary returning, familial dead, to the 

poltergeist and demonic ghostly activity reported in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century. A common trend in both ordinary ghost beliefs and poltergeist phenomenon is that 

the Catholic Church ‘laid’ the entity. This chapter will demonstrate that Catholic doctrine 

regarding purgatory and practices of banishment such as exorcism to a large extent promoted 

and encouraged ghost beliefs. In addition, it will be argued that to an extent, the Irish ghost 

story was a tool used by the Catholic church as a form of moral and religious instruction.  
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The fourth chapter will focus on fairy beliefs. Belief in fairies was a major component 

of the supernatural belief system of both Catholic and Protestant communities in nineteenth 

century Ireland, particularly among the rural, lower socioeconomic classes. Functionalist 

interpretations in the past have demonstrated that recourse to these beliefs served a variety of 

purposes. For example, they were used to explain everyday misfortunes and inexplicable 

events as well as mysterious physical and mental illnesses. Other historians have suggested 

that child changeling cases were instances of infanticide; although recently discovered cases 

involving murdered ‘changeling’ children suggest otherwise. This chapter will focus 

specifically on the murder (accidental and deliberate) of sick and disabled adults and children 

under the assumption they were changelings. In addition, the response of the judicial and 

medical authorities will be explored in relation to the supernatural component of these 

murders to provide an insight into the significance of fairy changeling beliefs within Catholic 

communities in nineteenth century Ireland. Despite the decline in supernatural beliefs in the 

late nineteenth century, this chapter illustrates that child changeling murders occurred as late 

as 1890s. This chapter will also discuss the treatment of these cases by the press. 

The remaining two chapters both discuss magical practitioners, and as they discuss 

distinct types, they will be split into two chapters. Chapter five examines folk-healers, 

cunning folk, and the legend of the wise-woman. In many respects there are similarities 

between the services they provided, the reactions of the judicial authorities when things went 

wrong and, in some cases, the vehement opposition from the Catholic Church. In other ways, 

the differences between these magic practitioners and the fact that they operated 

simultaneously and within the same field, suggests that in nineteenth-century Ireland, there 

was a market for different types of physical, psychological, and supernatural assistance. 

Studies concerning magic practitioners provide valuable insight into personal anxieties, levels 

of state control and the place of magic practitioners in popular and elite culture. 
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Chapter six focuses on a distinct set of magical practitioners from those discussed in 

chapter five, they are fortune tellers, cup-tossers and card-cutters. This chapter will focus 

specifically on cases involving Irish fortune-tellers practicing unlawfully demonstrating that 

Irish fortune tellers were not exclusively women from the lower socio-economic classes. A 

number of important points regarding the practice of fortune telling, including the social 

status of the magical practitioner, the naivety and faith of the clientele and the popularity of 

the of the practice will be discussed. The attitudes of the judicial and religious authorities will 

be explored to provide an insight into fortune-telling within both rural and urban Catholic 

communities in Ireland in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.  

 

Methodology and Sources 

Michael York mentioned ‘the supernatural reveals itself to us, but we are unable to measure it 

and appraise it with our laboratory methods of science.’134 While it is difficult to measure the 

supernatural, by comparing and cross referencing various sources scholars can gauge the 

extent to which people relied upon supernatural belief systems in their daily lives and also the 

attitudes of elites, and religious, judicial and medical authorities. In addition, broadening the 

source base to include folklore as has become the trend among scholars in recent years, gives 

the opportunity for geographical and class comparisons.135 Primary research for this thesis 

relied on nineteenth century newspapers, folklore, and oral tradition, printed nineteenth 

century pamphlets and periodicals and records relating to the Catholic Church such as 

 
134 Michael York, Pagan Theology: Paganism as a World Religion (New York, 2003), p. 1. 
135 The following works rely on folkloric traditions, see Matthew Ramsey, ‘Magical healing, witchcraft and elite 
discourse in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century France,’ in Marijke Gijswijt-Hofstra, Hillary Marland, and Hans 

de Waardt (eds.), Illness and Healing Alternatives in Western Europe (1997), pp 14-37; Matthew Ramsey, 

Professional and Popular Medicine in France 1770-1830: The Social World of Medical Practice (Cambridge, 

Studies in the History of Medicine, 2002); David Hopkin, Voices of the People in Nineteenth-Century France 

(Cambridge, 2012); William Pooley, Body and Transformation in Nineteenth Century France: Félix Arnaudin 

and the Moorlands of Gascony 1870-1914 (Oxford, 2019). 
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visitation records and bishops’ papers. Although the sources used in this thesis will be 

discussed in more detail in the relevant chapters; it is appropriate to make a few comments 

regarding limitations and potential methodological problems. Writing in 1919, Herbert 

Wood, Assistant Deputy Keeper of the Public Records in Ireland remarked, ‘The Public 

Records of Ireland, like those of most countries, have undergone great vicissitudes, but have 

perhaps suffered more in the way of loss of valuable material for history.’136 Wood was 

referring to the unsuitable conditions in which records were kept and the Lords Lieutenant 

taking the papers with them when leaving Ireland at the end of their term. Unbeknown to 

Wood, three years after his guide to the records was published, the wing of the Four Courts 

which housed the Public Record Office (PRO) would be destroyed in the ‘spectacular but 

accidental’ first fire of the Irish Civil War.137 Previous historians of Irish history tend to 

overstress the destruction of the PRO during the War of Independence in 1922. Other record 

collections, especially those of private institutions have not survived in their entirety albeit 

for a variety of reasons; medical records are one such example. 

While it is lamentable that certain records have been destroyed in the fire in 1922, not 

all of Ireland’s records were lost. Caitriona Crowe, head of special projects at the National 

Archives of Ireland (NAI), gives an overview of the records that have been destroyed and 

what still survives in an in article in The Irish Times.138 Furthermore, Howard B. Clarke 

suggests that some records, namely from the chief secretary’s office had not been deposited 

 
136 Herbert Wood, A guide to the records deposited in the Public Record Office of Ireland (Dublin, 1919). 
137 Gemma Clark,  Everyday Violence in the Irish Civil War (Cambridge, 2016), p.55. 
138 Caitriona Crowe, ‘Ruin of Public Record Office: marked loss of great archive,’ in  The Irish Times, June 30, 

2012. Records lost include, census returns for 1821, 1831, 1841, 1851, ecclesiastical records, court records 
dating from the 13 century, transportation records from the 18 century and Church of Ireland parish registers 

dating from the 17 century.  Surviving records include, Chief Secretary’s Office records (CSO), Valuation 

Office records, the 1901 and 1911 census returns, records of the Office of Public Works and  the Commissions 

of National Schools administration records. For more information on the lost and surviving records in relation to 

genealogy and tracing Irish ancestors see, https://findmypast.com/articles/irish-records-office-destruction/four-

courts-destrcution-what-was-lost; See also, www.https://irish-genealogy-toolkit.com/irish-record-burned.html.   

http://www.https/irish-genealogy-toolkit.com/irish-record-burned.html
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in the PRO.139 In addition, other archives existed at the time for example, Trinity College, 

Dublin, Marsh’s Library, Dublin, and records relating to Ireland were also held in libraries 

and museums in England including the Bodleian Library, Oxford.140 Clarke also mentions 

that prior to 1922, records had been published, transcribed, and calendared.141 Since 1922, 

various strategies have been employed to remedy the gaps. Coinciding with the centenary of 

the destruction of the Four Courts in 1922, Trinity College, Dublin and its archival partners 

plan to launch a digital reconstruction of the Record Treasury in 2022, complete with 

substitutes and copies of Ireland’s records from archives and libraries worldwide that were 

previously believed to have been lost.142 The main point here is that alternative sources for 

researching nineteenth century Ireland do exist, from which can be gained insights into 

orthodox and popular Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs. This thesis will examine a wide 

range of interdisciplinary primary source material including Catholic Church records, 

folklore and oral collections, newspapers, and court records; a selection of these sources and 

their limitations is briefly discussed below. 

Catholic Church Records 

The largest Christian denomination in Ireland, the Catholic Church, with its extensive 

administrative structure, is, ‘a significant creator of records.’143 Patrick Corish suggests the 

survival of Catholic Church records has been complicated by a combination of both its 

 
139 Howard B. Clarke, ‘Making up for Lost Time: the Impact of the Destruction in 1922 of the Irish Public 

Record Office,’ in Igor Filippov and Flocel Sabaté (eds.), Identity and Loss of Historical Memory, the 

Destruction of Archives (Switzerland, 2017), pp 289-302.  Papers relating to the privy council and chief 

secretary’s office were still held in the Record Tower of Dublin Castle. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Ibid. 
142Peter Crooks, Séamus Lawless (RIP, 2019), Beyond 2022: Ireland’s Virtual Record Treasury, 

https://beyond2022.ie. Peter Crooks and the late Séamus Lawless, the principle investigators of this digitisation 

project had planned to launch a full catalogue of records in December 2018.   

143 Patrick Corish, David Sheehy, ‘Records of the Irish Catholic Church’ in MaryAnn Lyons (ed.), Maynooth 

Guides for Irish Local History: Number 3 (Dublin, 2001), p.1.  
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turbulent history following the reformation and a lack of archival consciousness among the 

earlier custodians of its records.144 In addition, issues arise around access, under-resourcing 

of archival services and lack of publicised materials cataloguing what is available. A wide 

range of records relating to the Irish Catholic Church are available both within and outside 

Ireland. This thesis will utilise the Visitation records, Parish registers and Bishops’ papers 

from a selection of Diocesan Archives, namely Dublin Diocesan Archives (DDA) and the 

Cardinal Tomás Ó Fiaich Memorial Library and Archive, Armagh (CÓFLA). In addition, 

collections relating to specific seminaries and student records, for example, St. Patrick’s 

College, Carlow will be consulted. The Irish Catholic Directory, Archivium Hibernica and 

Collectanea will also be utilised where relevant. 

National Folklore Collection (NFC) and Oral Tradition 

Although it is classed as a twentieth-century source and was collected outside the time frame 

of this thesis, the manuscripts of National Folklore Collection currently held in University 

College, Dublin (UCD) have been an invaluable source. Collected by its predecessors 

including the Irish Folklore Institute (1930-1935) and the Irish Folklore Commission (1935-

1971), many of the contributions were from an older generation of people (usually the 

grandparents or elders of the school children that collected the accounts), whose recollections 

describe the beliefs and customs of the latter half of the nineteenth century. In addition, when 

cross referenced with other sources, particularly newspapers, a more complete picture of Irish 

supernatural beliefs and practices emerges. The collection contains manuscripts and 

drawings, paintings, photographs, and film. The material reflects supernatural beliefs of the 

Catholic Irish in the West of Ireland although other locations are covered.145 It must also be 

noted that the Folklore Commission was also a national organisation and also reflects the 

 
144 Ibid. p.2.  
145 Seán Ó Súilleabháin, A Handbook of Irish Folklore (Detroit, 1970). 
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cultural and political ideas of the Irish Free State during the period material was collected.146 

Despite these potential limitations, oral tradition remains a valuable source as it contains 

hidden inferences. William Pooley stated folklore is considered to provide the best evidence 

for stasis of rural culture.147 David Hopkin suggests that while folklore manuscripts were part 

of the writing of history from below, the process of collecting the material was initiated from 

above.148 The School’s Collection has been digitised in recent years and many of the accounts 

used in this thesis were found on the online database.149 Research was conducted much in the 

same way as using online newspaper databases, search terms were entered that included 

poltergeist, Biddy Early, fairy changeling, cures, healing, and local customs and sometimes 

filters were applied, such as to limit results to certain counties. As with all sources, there are 

difficulties in using oral testimonies as historians of witchcraft and magic in England and 

Wales have pointed out, these include relationships and context between informer and 

informant, and the popular beliefs being recorded.150 Folklore is susceptible to variations and 

inconsistencies depending on time and place and the fact that they have been ‘reworked’ to 

clarify meaning and have subsequently changed or altered that meaning.151 Nevertheless, 

folklore sources contain ‘valid historical inferences.’152 

Contemporary Newspapers and Periodicals 

Contemporary newspapers and periodical such as the Belfast Newsletter, the Dublin Evening 

Mail and the Dublin University Magazine, are a valuable source for examining attitudes to 

Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs in relation to significant developments for example, 

 
146 Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh, Séamus Ó Catháin, Ríonach Uí  Ógáin and Seosamh Watson, ‘Introduction’ in 

idem (eds.), Treasures of the National Folklore Collection (Dublin, 2010), p. 11. 
147 William Pooley, Body and Transformation, pp 1-2. 
148 David Hopkin, Voices of the People, p. 19. 
149 See, https://www.dúchas.ie.  
150 Owen Davies, Witchcraft, Magic and Culture 1736-1951 (Manchester, 1999), pp 168-9. 
151 John Tosh and Séan Lang, The Pursuit of History: aims, methods and new direction in the study of modern 

history (4th edn., Harlow, 2006), p. 330. 
152 Ibid. 
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Catholic Emancipation, the Famine and the debates over Catholic Universities and Home 

Rule. Ann Andrews advocates the use of Newspapers and Periodicals suggesting they are an 

invaluable resource to support the study of Irish history as they were a vital mode of 

communicating with society.153 Elizabeth Tilley suggests that social and political crisis in 

Ireland were often accompanied with an increase in published titles, such as Irish language 

titles following Catholic Emancipation in 1829. Furthermore, certain developments, 

campaigns and movements were dependent on a politicised and literate audience; for 

example, during Daniel O’ Connell’s repeal movement in the 1830s and during the Young 

Ireland movement in the 1840s.154 Periodicals, by their nature, are topical and volatile often 

spurred by religion. Between 1834 and 1836, The Catholic Penny clashed with The 

Protestant Penny, and accused each other of paganism and blasphemy.155 In addition to the 

Irish press and Periodicals, alternative perspectives of Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs are 

provided by the British Press including, the Morning Post, the Morning Chronicle and the 

Illustrated London News. Anti-Catholicism was both an intellectual and social trend in 

Victorian Britain and British stereotypes and observations of the Irish will be used where 

appropriate in this thesis to provide insights into popular Irish customs and beliefs.156 Michel 

de Nie also suggests that when Ireland appeared most violent disloyal and disorderly to 

British observers, more vicious, radicalised print descriptions of the Irish appeared.157 This is 

also true where Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs are concerned; in the instances where 

unorthodox treatments went wrong, British press reports vehemently denounced the Irish as 

 
153 Ann Andrews, Newspapers and Newsmakers: Dublin Nationalist Press in the Mid-nineteenth Century 
(Liverpool, 2014), pp 1, 7. 
154 Elizabeth Tilley, ‘Periodicals in Ireland,’ in Andrew King, Alexis Easley, John Morton (eds.), The Routledge 

Handbook to Nineteenth-Century British Periodicals and Newspapers (Oxon, 2016), pp 208-220, p. 209. 
155 Ibid. 
156 Michael de Nie, The Eternal Paddy: Irish Identity and the British Press, 1798-1882 (Wisconsin, 2004), p.13.  
157 Ibid. p.11. 
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credulous and superstitious.158 James Mussell suggests that digital resources have 

transformed how we access print archives and scholars have ‘no choice but to consult the 

digital resources that index and republish its printed remains.’159 Nineteenth-century 

Newspapers and Periodicals are becoming increasingly available in digital formats through 

online databases. For this thesis newspapers have been consulted using a variety of forms 

including, print, microfilm, and online databases, such as the British Newspaper Archive 

(BNA), Irish Newspaper Archive (INA) and Gale Cengage British Library Newspapers 

(BLN). Search terms were used when using the British and Irish newspaper databases they 

included but were not limited to ‘fortune teller,’ ‘fairy changeling,’ ‘healer,’ ‘cures,’ ‘wise-

woman’ and ‘poltergeist,’ ‘miracles,’ ‘demonic possession,’ and ‘exorcism.’ Search results 

were reduced by applying filters such as restricting advertisements and sports articles.  

Contemporary Pamphlets and Surveys 

Shedding light on Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs and popular customs, contemporary 

pamphlets and surveys often serve as both primary and secondary sources. This thesis draws 

on a wide range of personal observances and anecdotal evidence of Irish beliefs and customs 

from both Irish and non-Irish perspectives including, Thomas Crofton Crocker’s Researches 

in the South of Ireland (1824) and Fairy Legends and Traditions in the South of Ireland, 

Vols. i-iii (1825-28), Gerald Griffin, Tales of Munster Festivals (1827), William Wilde’s 

Irish Superstitions (1852), Patrick Kennedy’s Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celts (1866), 

William Larminie, West Irish Folktales and Romances (1893), Jeremiah Curtin’s Tales of the 

Fairies and the Ghost World Collected from Oral Tradition in South-West Munster (1895), 

Elizabeth Andrews, Ulster Folklore (1913). In addition to these works, a survey of Ireland 

 
158 For an Example of this, see, Bury and Norwich Post, 28 July 1824. This article references the case of Rev. 

John Carroll which will be discussed in chapter one. 

159 James Mussell, The Nineteenth-Century Press in the Digital Age (Basingstoke, 2012) , p.199. 
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was ordered in 1824 which provides an insight into the supernatural beliefs and popular 

customs and practices across Ireland. The British Government initiated the mapping of 

Ireland in a series of six-inch maps supervised by Col. Thomas Colby. Colby appointed 

Richard Griffith to lead the study of existing boundaries. The maps were originally to be 

accompanied by memoirs for each county, providing information historical and cultural 

traditions, geography, botany, society, and the economy of each area. The project was 

terminated in 1842 and only one memoir had been published by then, Memoir of the city and 

north western liberties of Londonderry, parish of Templemore (1837).160 The original 

manuscripts are held in Royal Irish Academy (RIA), Dublin, and have since been published 

as a series by Queen’s University, Belfast (QUB) in the 1990s.161 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
160 Gillian Smith, ‘An Eye on the Survey’: Perceptions of the Ordnance Survey in Ireland 1824-1842’ in History 

Ireland, Vol. 9. No.2 (Summer, 2001), pp 37-41.  
161 Angélique Day, Noirin Dobson, Lisa English, Patrick McWilliams (eds.), Ordnance Survey Memoirs of 
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Demonic Possession and Exorcism in Pre-Famine Ireland: A Case Study of the 

Trial of Rev. John Carroll 

 

In the summer of 1824, local and national newspapers reported a ‘Horrible Fanaticism’ and 

‘Dreadful Occurrence,’ in the parish of Killinick, County Wexford. The reports referred to an 

exorcism performed by Rev. John Carroll, which resulted in the death of Catherine Sinnott, a 

child under four years of age, and violent assaults, perpetuated by Carroll, against three other 

parishioners.162 As details of the tragedy spread, contemporary intellectual elites became 

embroiled in heated pamphlet exchanges criticising the extent to which Catholic clergy in 

Ireland influenced their parishioners. Although there was a widely held popular belief that 

priests possessed supernatural healing abilities, cases like this in Irish court records are rare 

between the last recorded witch trial involving demonic possession at Islandmagee, Co 

Antrim in 1711 and the repeal of the Irish Witchcraft Statute in 1821.163 The incident 

generated lengthy sectarian debates on the extent of the social control exerted by the Catholic 

Church and its clergy, which is revealing of popular Catholic beliefs and customs regarding 

the demonic and the wider supernatural as well as elite attitudes towards them. This chapter 

reveals attitudes towards the supernatural from the viewpoint of both the clergy and ordinary 

Irish people at a time of reform and revival within the Catholic Church. In addition, the 

supernatural beliefs of the Catholic Irish will be explored in relation to the intense social, 

religious, and political instability that characterised the 1820s, particularly when witchcraft 

and associated beliefs ceased to be regarded as crimes.  

 
162 For a selection of press reports that used such headings, see, Wexford Herald, July, 1824, Caledonian 

Mercury, 24 July, 1824, The Scotsman, 24 July, 1824, Dublin Evening Mail, 17 July, 1824, Roscommon and 
Leitrim Gazette, 24 July, 1824.  
163 The following examples relating to the supernatural healing abilities of priests involved people taking clay 

and grass from their graves and using it for a variety of purposes, see, National Folklore Collection The 

Schools’ Collection (NFCSC), NFCSC, Vol. 0689, p. 244, Moynalvy, Co. Meath; NFCSC, Vol. 0160, p. 190, 

Bellanurly, Co. Sligo; NFCSC, Vol. 1033, p. 143, Ballintra, Co. Donegal; NFCSC, Vol. 0322, p. 274, Upton, 

Co. Cork. 
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Previous historiography paints a picture of pre-Famine Ireland characterised by 

turmoil, trauma, rebellion, oppression, and reform. One historian remarked, ‘nothing could 

have been further from the peaceful peasant society of some anthropological folklore.’164 In 

addition, Samuel Clark contends that pre-Famine Ireland ‘was a remarkably violent 

country.’165 This view has recently been substantially revised.166 Hilary Larkin suggested that 

Catholic mobilisation prevailed for the first three decades of the nineteenth century in the 

form of rural violence which was, ‘led by groups with eccentric-sounding names.’167 Perhaps 

among the most notorious was the Rockite movement, whose ‘sustained outburst of agrarian 

violence’ James Donnelly Jr. suggests, was ‘greater than any that had previously occurred in 

Ireland.’168 Violent and often sectarian clashes between both secret societies and riotous 

assemblies became an integral feature of the agrarian disturbances concerning tithe 

grievances.169 A combination of factors culminated in the mobilisation of the Catholic 

masses, notably the consequences of the 1798 rebellion, the economic depression following 

the Napoleonic wars, and the intensity of agrarian riots concerning tithe grievances.170 

Following the 1798 insurrection, and the subsequent Act of Union of 1801, ‘a tradition of 

violent political expression of nationalism developed, in Ireland which was unusually strong 

 
164 Samuel Clark, Social Origins of the Irish Land War (Princeton, 1979), p.66. 
165 Ibid. 
166 Richard Mc Mahon,  Homicide in Pre-Famine and Famine Ireland (Liverpool, 2013). 
167 Hilary Larkin, A History of Ireland, 1800-1922: Theatres of Disorder? (London, 2014), p. 27. Larkin refers 

to the Threshers, Caravats, Shanavests and Ribbonmen. 
168 James S. Donnelly, Jr., Captain Rock, The Irish Agrarian Rebellion of 1821-1824 (Cork, 2009), p.5. 
169 Noreen Higgins-McHugh, ‘The 1830s Tithe Riots’ in William Sheehan and Maura Cronin (eds.), Riotous 

Assemblies, Rebels, Riots and Revolts in Ireland (Cork, 2011), pp 80-95, p.82.  An anomaly in tithing the potato 

in Munster and South Leinster meant that tenant farmers, cottiers and labourers paid the bulk of the tithe burden. 

Often these riots were economic in origin as agricultural prices fell after the Napoleonic wars; examples include 
the Connacht Threshers’ protests of 1806-7.  
170For economic deflation, see Samuel Clark, Social Origins, p.28. Clark suggests that following the Napoleonic 

wars, economic returns to Irish agriculturalists were drastically reduced resulting in a deflationary period, 

which, combined with a series of crop failures, lasted until the 1830s. See also, Laurence M. Geary, ‘Prince 

Hohenlohe, Signor Pastorini and Miraculous Healing in Early Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ in Greta Jones and 

Elizabeth Malcolm (eds.), Medicine Disease and the State in Ireland 1650-1940 (Cork, 1999), pp 40-58, p.52.  
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in Europe.’171 The Catholics who had supported the Union in the hope that they would be 

liberated and given true civil equality, were alienated and discriminated by the failure of the 

government to grant emancipation. This resulted in not only the politicisation of the Catholic 

clergy, but led to the increased politicisation of the Catholic masses.172 John McGrath 

suggests prior to 1820 the population were already considerably politically involved and were 

cultivated further by the Catholic Association during the campaign for Catholic 

emancipation.173 Furthermore, contemporary pamphlet literature suggests that the existing 

sectarian sentiments were intensified further when two prominent Irish Bishops, Dr. Daniel 

Murray and Dr. James Warren Doyle, each authenticated a miraculous cure which was 

performed by the German priest and miracle worker, Prince Alexander of Hohenlohe in 

1823.174 Subsequently, Catholic belief in miracles and the powers attributed to priests were 

denounced as superstitious and anti-Catholic rhetoric was employed to manipulate wider 

popular Catholic supernatural beliefs and customs.175 Contemporary English press employed 

colonial and imperialistic language to refer to the Irish, in their eyes, Irish Catholics, ‘are, in 

short, thanks to the superstition which tramples them to the earth, more credulous than the 

besotted slave.’176 Controversial publicity surrounding these miracles was potentially 

detrimental to the campaign for Catholic Emancipation; it highlighted divisions within the 

hierarchy regarding the supernatural and in a sense undermined the Tridentine reforms 

introduced by Catholic clergy such as Bishop Sweetman of Co. Wexford in the late 

eighteenth century. 

 
171 Joost Augusteijn, ‘The Origins of Irish Nationalism in a European Context’ in Brian Heffernan (ed.), Life on 

the Fringe? Ireland and Europe, 1800-1922 (Dublin, 2012), p. 35. 
172 Brian Jenkins, Era of Emancipation: British Government of Ireland, 1812-1830 (Belfast, 1988), p.8. 
173 John McGrath, ‘Riots in Limerick, 1820-1900’ in William Sheehan and Maura Cronin (eds.), Riotous 

Assemblies, Rebels, Riots and Revolts in Ireland (Cork, 2011), pp 153-74, p.169.  
174 Daniel Murray, A Pastoral Address to the Catholic Clergy and Laity of the Diocese of Dublin; Announcing 

the Miraculous Cure of Mary Stuart (Dublin, 1823). 
175 See the section below under the heading Responses to the Carroll Case in Press and Pamphlet Literature. 
176 The Morning Post, 26 August, 1824. 
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 Patrick Corish suggests that by the death of Bishop Sweetman in 1786, Catholicism, 

in Co Wexford ‘had reached an approximation to the Tridentine pattern that was not attained 

in some other places until the best part of a century later.’177 Although the Penal Laws were 

felt as severely in the Barony of Forth (Wexford) as elsewhere in Ireland, the relationship 

between Protestant Landlord and Catholic tenant in the barony suggest that the rigours of the 

laws appear considerably tempered.178 By the late eighteenth century, having recovered 

politically and economically from the Cromwellian confiscations, many of the old Catholic 

families of Forth had given their sons and daughters to religion, and were able to afford to 

educate them abroad.179 In addition, the majority of clergy in the diocese of Ferns had 

undertaken seminary education and in the second half of the eighteenth century, it had 

become the rule.180 In addition, in this same period, some of the liberal Protestant landlords 

had permitted Catholic chapels to be built on their estates.181 Despite these reforms, in 

Catholic religious culture, the practice of exorcism lingered. Brian Levack suggests that 

although witchcraft gradually disappeared from eighteenth-century elite mentalities, 

possessions continued.182 According to Levack, the possessions that took place in eighteenth 

and nineteenth-century Europe fall into one of three categories; spontaneous possession, 

medical possession and group possession.183 Spontaneous possession involved a single 

individual who became the centre of controversy, medical possession was treated by an 

 
177 Patrick Corish, ‘Two Centuries of Catholicism in County Wexford’ in Kevin Whelan (ed.), Wexford, History 

and Society, Interdisciplinary Essays on the History of an Irish County (Dublin, 1987), pp 222-47, p223. 
178 Richard Roche, ‘Forth and Bargy- a place apart’ in Kevin Whelan (ed.), Wexford: History and Society, 

Interdisciplinary Essays on the History of an Irish County (Dublin, 1987), pp 102-21, p.117. 
179 Richard Roche, ‘Forth and Bargy- a place apart,’ p.117. 
180 Patrick Corish, ‘Two Centuries of Catholicism in County Wexford,’ p243. 
181 Richard Roche, ‘Forth and Bargy- a place apart,’ p. 117. 
182 Brian Levack, The Devil Within: Possession and Exorcism in the Christian West (Yale, 2013), pp 219. 

Levack referenced France here; but the argument can also be applied to Ireland.  
183 Ibid. p. 217.  
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exorcist who conducted healing campaigns and group possession involved demoniacs whose 

symptoms appeared to be contagious.184 

Although each of these categories has roots in the early modern period, they are 

distinct from the possessions following the Reformation as they do not involve witchcraft 

persecutions.185 Rites of exorcism had for centuries shared similar features with ritual magic 

and like magicians, exorcists authorised by the church often introduced elements into the rite 

without approval. Furthermore, prior to 1614, there was no ‘official’ rite of exorcism.186 In 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as the Church’s relationship with secular 

governments was regarded as being of paramount importance, the embarrassing practice of 

exorcism was subsequently discouraged.187 Sean Connolly suggests the Catholic Church was 

a ‘mixture of the archaic and the new.’188 Although elements of the Tridentine system had 

been introduced, evidence from Ferns indicates not only the inability of the bishop to ‘direct 

work of his clergy within a fixed parochial system’ and that the new system was ineffective 

in dealing with delinquency and negligence.189 A Visitation notebook for Bishop Nicholas 

Sweetman of Ferns in 1753 discussed deviant priests, although on the whole it is suggested 

these priests were an exception.190 Furthermore, as Sean Connolly suggests, popular 

Catholicism ‘diverged in important respects’ from the official version, ‘orthodox doctrine and 

ritual existed side by side with a wide range of magical beliefs and practices.’191 Not only 

were religion and magic inextricably linked, but Catholic ritual could be reinterpreted in 

 
184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid. 
186 Francis Young, A History of Exorcism in Catholic Christianity (Basingstoke, 2016), p. 17.  
187 Ibid. p. 3. 
188 S.J. Connolly, Religion, Law and Power: The Making of Protestant Ireland 1660-1760 (Oxford, 1992), p. 
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189 Ibid. this included sexual misbehaviour, drunkenness and neglect of pastoral duties. 
190 Patrick Corish, ‘Two Centuries of Catholicism in County Wexford,’ pp  222-47, p. 242. 
191 Connolly, Religion, Law and Power, p. 155. 
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magical terms.192 This prompted Bishop Nicholas Sweetman of Ferns to introduce diocesan 

regulations in 1771, he warned:  

[sic] No pastor, priest or ecclesiatick whatsoever, in the Diocese of Ferns, must 

presume, sub peona suspensionis et Privationis Beneficii to read exorcisms, or 

Gospels, over the already too ignorant, and by such ecclesiasticks too much delude 

people, or act the fairy doctor in any shape, without express leave in writing, from the 

Bishop of the Diocess. Under the foregoing article I comprehend all those who bless 

water to sprinkle sick persons, cattle, fields, etc.193  

Hierarchical attempts to regulate unorthodox practices of older-styled priests were met with 

obstacles. It is in this context that Rev. John Carroll, a Catholic Curate, and self-styled 

exorcist in Co. Wexford, violently beat several parishioners with the intentions of expelling 

devils, which caused the death of Catherine Sinnott, a child aged three and a half. 

Unfortunately, records relating to Fr Carroll prior to the events of 1824 are scarce. In 

addition, details regarding his training and ordination remain ambiguous to say the least. A 

contemporary report in The Dublin Evening Post (originally published in The Carlow Post), 

commented that Carroll exhibited, ‘melancholy proof of the extreme danger which may arise 

to society, from the appointment of an insufficient person to exercise the functions of a 

Christian Clergyman.’ The report also claims John Carroll was refused ordination at Carlow 

College after an objection was raised, ‘if not to the sanity of his intellects, at least to the 

general correctness of his religious impressions,’ he was allegedly sent to a neighbouring 

Diocese, ‘where, not being so much known as in Carlow, whatever was defective about him 

unfortunately escaped observation and he was ordained.’194 Rather than shedding light on Fr 

 
192 Ibid. The pattern celebrations at Holy wells are an example of this. 
193‘The Diocesan Manuscripts of Ferns during the Rule of Bishop Sweetman (1745-1786)’ ed. W.H Grattan 

Flood, Archivium Hibernicum, 3 (1914): 117. 
194 Dublin Evening Post, 29 July, 1824. 
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Carroll’s training, surviving records muddy the waters a little. John Carroll is mentioned in a 

biographical dictionary of priests of the Diocese of Ferns, suggesting he received full training 

and was ordained at Carlow College before being appointed to the Diocese of Ferns.195 

Conflicting with this is a reference to John Carroll in John Mc Evoy’s detailed account of the 

past students of St. Patrick’s College, Carlow, published to commemorate its bicentenary. 

The entry for John Carroll implies that he studied at Carlow College for a brief time in 

September 1814 and was in fact ordained there (also in 1814), before he was appointed 

Catholic Curate of the parish of Kilrush in the Diocese of Ferns from 1814-1819.196 While 

there may be discrepancies regarding Carroll’s training, contrary to what was reported in the 

contemporary press, neither of the biographical entries in the publications aforementioned 

allude to any objections regarding his ordination, although he did spend an unusually short 

time at Carlow College in 1814.197 

In 1824, The Leeds Mercury reported that Fr Carroll ‘proclaimed from the altar that 

he would shortly appoint a day for the performance of miracles and for administering relief to 

such diseased persons as put their faith in him.’198 According to this report, Friday 9 July was 

the agreed date, and ‘Fr Carroll’s intention was made known throughout the country, and 

hundreds flocked from remote parishes for the purpose of witnessing the miracle.’199 The 

author of this report was perhaps confusing John Carroll with Prince Hohenlohe. Claire 

Connolly suggests that due to the scale of his celebrity, Hohenlohe had proclaimed ‘field 

 
195 John V. Gahan, The Secular Priests of The Diocese of Ferns, Lists of Priests who Served in Each Parish, 

with Short Biographical Notes (Strasbourg, 2001), pp 43-44.  
196 John Mc Evoy, The Ordained Students and Teaching Staff of St Patrick’s College Carlow (1993), p.76. 
197 Drawing my own conclusions from John Mc Evoy’s book listed above, it would appear that the majority of 

ordinations took place in ceremonies at the end of the academic year. It has been confirmed with the archivist 

that John Carroll spent only a few months at Carlow College. There is a possibility that John Carroll trained 

elsewhere, possibly abroad and due to the Napoleonic wars returned home, as was the case with the Irish 
College in Rome, although this is mere speculation. John Carroll does not appear in Hammel’s list of students in 

Maynooth, and the archivist for the Ferns Diocese has confirmed there are no records pertaining to Fr Carroll 

held there. It is possible, that he was ordained in a private ceremony due to illness or other extenuating 

circumstances; though this is speculation. 
198 The Leeds Mercury, 31 July, 1824. 
199 Ibid. 
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days’ for miracles with certain dates dedicated to particular countries.200 Whether or not John 

Carroll was imitating Hohenlohe is unknown. On the 9 July, Rev. John Carroll, with a crowd 

of around fifty people, visited the homes of three of his parishioners and in a violent and 

unorthodox manner, proceeded to expel devils from persons he thought were possessed.201 Fr 

Carroll called at the home of Henry Neale, a man suffering from apoplexy, and declared he 

was ‘possessed with devils.’ The crowd were asked to ‘keep in prayer’ in order to dispossess 

the ill man while Fr Carroll ‘jumped on the man several times.’202 Upon witnessing this, a 

bystander, Peggy Danby, became distressed and fell in hysterics. In a violent manner, and 

believing that she was also possessed with devils, Fr Carroll, ‘trampled on her, broke several 

of her ribs and left her for dead.’203 Following this, Fr Carroll entered the house of Mr Robert 

Moran and beat his wife Mary so violently that when he left, ‘she was scarcely able to speak 

and her head was swelled to a shocking degree.’204 

The last house that Rev. John Carroll visited that night was Mr Thomas Sinnott’s. The 

Sinnott’s were not at home and whilst Fr Carroll was waiting on a servant to fetch the 

Mistress, a child began to cry. Believing there was a devil in the child. Fr Carroll jumped into 

the bed on top of the infant and proceeded in the same violent manner which he had 

displayed at the previous houses. He requested a tub of water and salt which he poured over 

the child, as the water mingled with the child’s blood and gurgled in her throat Fr Carroll 

exclaimed, ‘Behold a miracle I have turned the water into blood!’ The child’s father entered 

the room at some point and attempted to make his way towards her, but the crowd prevented 

him and chastised him from disrupting the proceedings. Fr Carroll turned the tub over and sat 

 
200 Clair Connolly, ‘Prince Hohenlohe’s Miracles,’ pp 236-257. September 1, 1823 was the date set aside for 

praying for the sick in Ireland. 
201 There are discrepancies among reports as to the exact number of people present; The Dublin Evening Mail, 

16 July, 1824, suggests figures were exaggerated as contemporary press reports varied between 50 and upwards 

of 200. The event was initially reported by Wexford Herald, July 1824. 
202 Wexford Herald, July, 1824. 
203 Ibid. 
204 Ibid. 
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on top of it with the child under it; he whistled, sang, and danced a hornpipe for over three 

hours. It was reported that the edge of the tub which rested on the child’s neck had 

‘mercifully completed the tragedy.’205 Rev. John Carroll warned the parents not to allow 

anyone into the room or to touch the child until he returned. The parents obeyed Fr Carroll’s 

directions. The following day, Fr Carroll’s sister visited the Sinnott’s and told them that when 

her brother returned the child would be ‘quite well.’206  The majority of the leading 

contemporary newspapers appear to be in agreement that Fr Carroll was later found 

wandering in the nearby town of Wexford in a ‘high state of insanity.’207 

A coroner’s inquest was held on 12 July. Dr. Devereux, the physician who examined 

the child’s body testified there was a ‘large contusion on the head,’ and ‘great marks of 

violence on the abdomen.’ He concluded, ‘the child might have died from either of the above 

causes, or from suffocation when under the tub.’208 The jury returned the verdict that 

Catherine Sinnott, ‘came by her death in consequence of the violence she received from the 

Rev. John Carroll, as adduced by the evidence.’209 Fr Carroll was charged with the wilful 

murder of Catherine Sinnott and as committed to Wexford gaol pending trial. Based on 

witness testimonies presented during the hearing, five parishioners, Nicholas Wickham, 

James Devereux, Patrick Parel, Nicholas Corish and Walter Scallan, were also charged with 

wilful murder for their roles in assisting Fr Carroll to perform the exorcism.210 At the close of 

the Coroner’s Inquest it was remarked that, Mary Moan ‘lies at this moment dangerously ill, 

 
205Ibid.  
206Ibid. 
207Ibid. 
208 Fanaticism! Cruelty! Bigotry! The Particulars of the Horrible Murder of Catherine Sinnott, A Child Under 

Four Years of Age, by the Rev. John Carroll, An Irish Catholic Priest, Under the Pretence of performing A 

Miracle, By Casting Devils out of the Child, Which took place at Killinick, in the County of Wexford, on Friday, 

July 9, 1824; including the Coroner’s Inquest , And, Reflections on the Influence of Catholic Priests over the 
Minds of People, as exemplified in this melancholy case (London, 1824), p 10. For the remainder of this chapter, 

this pamphlet will be referred to as The Particulars of the Murder (London, 1824). 
209The Particulars of the Murder (London, 1824), pp 10-11. 
210 Nicholas Wickham of Assaily held the candle. James Devereux of Ballyraan brought in the tub. Patrick Parle 

prevented a witness from ‘endeavouring to save the child.’ The roles of Nicholas Corish of Ballysheehan and 

Walter Scallan, a carpenter of Killinick are not explicitly mentioned.  
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her breast bone broken, and otherwise so seriously injured that she is not expected to 

recover.’211  

The trial was held on 4 August. Letters to the Chief Secretary of Ireland containing a 

copy of the notes made during the trial survives providing an insight into popular Catholic 

supernatural beliefs as well as the legal and medical attitudes to insanity.212 The witness 

statements, particularly those of Mr. Thomas Sinnott, the child’s father, reveal the extent to 

which it was believed that priests had supernatural powers. Mr Sinnott was asked, ‘Did you 

make no observation to Father Carroll on his conduct? His response was, [sic] ‘I DID NOT, 

AS I THOUGHT HE WOULD RETURN AND BRING THE CHILD TO LIFE AGAIN.’213 

He was also asked, ‘Did you think he could bring the dead to life? Mr Sinnott replied, [sic] 

‘IT WAS MY OPINION THAT HE COULD.’214 Cross examination of the witnesses 

revealed there was universal opinion that numerous miracles had been worked by Fr 

Carroll.215 In the original copy of this statement, the text was capitalised by the author, based 

on the content of the two sentences in capitals, there is a possibility this was intended to 

emphasise the belief that priests possessed supernatural abilities.  

Mr Sinnott stated that ‘the child was subject to sickness’ and on previous occasions, 

Fr Carroll ‘had said prayers over the child.’216 Mr Sinnott mentioned ‘it is the opinion of the 

people that persons subject to fits are possessed of evil spirits.’217 It had long been believed in 

areas where there was a lack of scientific understanding of the brain’s function that 

supernatural forces were to blame for seizures and fits in infants and protective amulets and 

 
211 The Leeds Mercury, 31 July, 1824. 
212 CSO/RP/ Presumably it was these notes which were later printed anonymously as Report of the Trial of the 

Rev. John Carroll, Roman Catholic Curate of Killinick, in the County of Wexford, And Five of His Parishioners, 

For Murder (Dublin, 1824), as the texts bear very striking similarities. For the remainder of the chapter the 
aforementioned pamphlet will be referred to as Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824).    
213 Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824), P. 20. 
214 Ibid. p. 20. 
215 Ibid. pp 20-1.  
216 Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824), pp 20-1. 
217 Ibid.  
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charms were frequently used.218 On this occasion, the child was not sick and Fr Carroll had 

not been sent for. Mr Sinnott stated he ‘had no notion that Father Carroll meant to injure the 

child.’ In addition, reference was made to the curing powers of priests. Mr Sinnott mentioned 

‘Father Carroll was considered by the people to possess superior power to other priests’ and 

‘it was universal opinion that numerous Miracles had been worked by Father Carroll.’219 

Mr Sinnott’s testimony reflects the widely held popular belief among the Catholic 

population of Ireland that priests possessed extraordinary powers and were capable of 

exorcising or casting out demons. The National Folklore Collection (NFC) in University 

College, Dublin (UCD) contains numerous narratives of priests banishing and exorcising the 

troublesome spirits.220 Nineteenth-century printed folklore collections, such as Lady 

Augusta’s Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland, contain references to cures performed 

by friars and priests.221 Furthermore, in Irish folk tradition, the suspended priest was believed 

to possess supernatural potency especially as a thaumaturgist (a performer of magical feats or 

miracles), and the ‘power’ was commonly associated with priests who had been silenced as a 

result of a drink problem.222 The following account was collected from Tom Flynn aged 

sixty-eight, Co. Mayo. Flynn recounted a ‘travelling man’ came to his house, from the way 

the man spoke and how he said the Rosary, Flynn suspected he was a suspended priest. At the 

time, Flynn’s wife had been suffering a toothache and the man said he could cure it. He asked 

 
218 Michael Obladen, ‘Possessed by Evil Spirits: A History of Seizures in Infancy,' in  Journal of Child 

Neurology (May2013). p .9.  
219 Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824), pp 20-1. 
220 For a selection see, NFCSC, Vol. 0651, p. 56-7, Castletown, Co. Waterford; NFCSC, Vol. 0843, p. 108-9, 

Kilmacow, Co. Kilkenny; NFCSC, Vol. 0910, p. 010-011, Rathvilly, Co. Carlow; NFCSC, Vol. 0404, p. 034, 

Tarbert, Co. Kerry; see also Chapter 7 of this thesis relating to ghost beliefs. 
221 Lady Augusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland collected and arranged by Lady Gregory; 

with two essays and notes by W.B. Yeats (G.P. Putman’s sons, New York, London, 1920). See also, William 
Wilde, Irish Popular Superstitions (Dublin, 1852, Reprinted by Irish Academic Press Dublin, 1979), pp 93-94, 

Wilde mentions Fr Crump’s powers and Friar Geoghegan’s ability to ‘wallop the devil out of a mad man with a 

blackthorn.’  
222 Kevin Whelan, ‘The Role of the Catholic Priest in the 1798 Rebellion in county Wexford’ in Kevin Whelan 

(ed.), Wexford: History and Society, Interdisciplinary Essays on the History of an Irish County (Dublin, 1987), 

pp 296-315, p.305. 
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for woollen thread which he put three knots in and gave to Flynn’s wife. He told her ‘as long 

as she kept the thread sewed in her clothes, she would never meet death by drowning, or 

would never get a sudden death and would never have a toothache again.’ Flynn recalled the 

incident happened forty years previous and his wife had not complained of a toothache 

since.223 

In addition, relics of priest’s clothing and even the dirt from their graves were 

believed to have restorative properties and were used in charms and protective talismans to 

heal and cure the sick. A letter published in the Catholic Layman, a nineteenth-century 

magazine, references a popular belief in Co. Cork that earth from the grave of a priest had 

great healing properties when it was mixed with water and consumed orally.224 Furthermore, 

Laurence Geary notes that in many rural areas priests took on the role of physician partly as a 

consequence of their education and due also to the shortage of trained doctors in remote 

parts.225 Thus, in cases where priests had successfully alleviated symptoms of illness it served 

to reinforce the popular belief that priests did in fact possess supernatural powers.  

During the trial, Dr Renwick, the physician who had attended Carroll on 10 July and 

found him in a state of ‘perfect insanity,’ was cross examined by Mr Bennett.226 Mr. Bennett 

asked whether Carroll was ‘so bad’ that he was bled and restrained, Dr. Renwick replied that 

blood was taken from Fr Carroll’s temples and handcuffs were put on him.227 An artist’s 

 
223 NFCSC, vol. 0090,  p. 008-9, Ballyhean, Co. Mayo. The inference in this account is that the ‘travelling man’ 

was a suspended priest as opposed to an Irish traveller. 
224 The Catholic Layman, Vol. 5, No. 50 (Feb, 16, 1856), pp 22-3. 
225 Laurence M. Geary, ‘Prince Hohenlohe, Signor Pastorini and Miraculous Healing in Early Nineteenth-

Century Ireland,’ in Greta Jones, Elizabeth Malcolm (eds.) Medicine Disease and the State in Ireland 1650-

1940 (Cork, 1999), p. 40-58, p. 40. 
226 CSO/RP/1824/509/2/A (10).  
227 CSO/RP/1824/509/2/A (10). 
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sketch taken of Fr Carroll during the trial depicts him wearing a bandage around his head, as 

blood was taken from his temporal artery.228  

 Figure 1. This image of Rev. John 

Carroll was published in Report of the Trial, Dublin, 1824.    

Venesection or blood-letting was a method widely used in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century for a range of conditions including mental illness.229 There was a debate among some 

of the medical profession as to whether blood-letting was effective.230 In the eighteenth-

century, the practice of bloodletting began to be questioned by medical professionals, such as, 

Dr William Battie.231 In his Treatise on Madness, Battie suggested that blood-letting was 

particularly harmful if the patient was feeble or suffering.232 Brendan Kelly suggests that 

 
228 Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824).  
229 Brendan Kelly, Hearing Voices: The History of Psychiatry in Ireland (Kildare, 2016), p. 29.  
230 Ibid. 
231 See William Battie, Treatise on Madness (1758). Among those who criticised bloodletting was also Dr 

William Saunders Hallaran (1765-1825) a prominent figure in Irish asylum medicine.  
232 Battie, Treatise on Madness. For a nineteenth-century discussion of blood-letting see, Pliny Earle, An 
Examination of the Practice of Bloodletting in Mental Disorder (Wentworth Press edn., 2019), the original 

edition was published in 1854 and provides arguments for and against bloodletting. For secondary works on the 

history of bloodletting see, Liakat Ali Parapia, ‘History of Bloodletting by Phlebotomy’ in British Journal of 

Haematology, Vol.143, No. 4 (October, 2008), pp 490-495. For a discussion of physical treatment, care and 

violence in the asylum, see, Mark Finnane, Insanity and the Insane in Post-Famine Ireland (New Jersey, 1981), 

pp 201-13, 218.  
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changes in attitudes towards and treatment of the mentally ill were tangible from the 1790s, 

beginning with William Tuke’s Retreat at York.233 Despite the implementation of the policy 

of ‘moral management’ by asylum management in the nineteenth century, this did not 

exclude practices such as bloodletting which continued until the 1870s.234 

Dr. Renwick was asked if Fr Carroll was raving, he replied, ‘oh he was very much.’235 

Mr. Bennett asked if Fr Carroll talked about devils, Dr. Renwick replied, ‘yes about devils he 

drove out of the people.’236 Mr. Bennett remarked, ‘There are delusions peculiar to every 

country I believe,’ to which Dr. Renwick replied, ‘I believe so.’237 Mr. Bennett asked if Dr. 

Renwick was a North Briton, the answer was yes, Mr. Bennett continued, ‘Second sight is a 

popular notion there?’ Dr. Renwick replied, ‘yes.’238 Mr Bennett’s comments regarding 

popular beliefs and Fr Carroll talking of devils appears to have caused confusion as to why 

the priest was restrained. Dr. Renwick was asked by a Mr Dogherty, ‘Do you mean you 

restrained him because he laboured under a popular delusion or because he was perfectly 

insane? Dr. Renwick replied, ‘because he was insane.’239 

An anonymous pamphlet was later circulated in Dublin in 1824 which contained a full 

account of the trial proceedings, in this, Mr Bennett’s comments appear to have been 

manipulated. In the published pamphlet, it was stated Mr Bennett remarked, ‘there was such a 

thing as second sight believed in Scotland, and in the North of Ireland the existence of 

witches was believed, it is therefore not at all wonderful that our poor peasantry should have 

 
233 Kelly, Hearing Voices, p. 33. The Retreat was a humane and nurturing setting and patients were treated with 

sympathy. 
234Catherine Cox, Negotiating Insanity in the Southeast of Ireland, 1820-1900 (Manchester, 2012), p. 209. See 

also, James Kelly, ‘Bleeding, vomiting and purging’: The Medical Response to Ill-health in Eighteenth-Century 

Ireland’ in Catherine Cox, Maria Luddy (eds.), Cultures of Care in Irish Medical History, 1750-1950 
(Basingstoke, 2010), pp 13-38. 
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their Miracles.’240 Although this statement ties in with nineteenth-century nationalist rhetoric 

that the South of Ireland has no witches, Andrew Sneddon’s recent publication suggests that 

in popular culture, the witch figure was prevalent in both Catholic and Protestant 

communities.241 Regardless of what exactly Mr Bennett uttered during the trial proceedings, 

the circulation of pamphlet literature containing a reference to witches in the North of Ireland 

is important. County Antrim was the setting of two cases involving witchcraft. Ireland’s only 

mass witchcraft trial occurred at Islandmagee in 1711, which included demonic possession 

and spectral visitations.242 The other case took place in Carnmoney in 1807, in which three 

people died as a consequence of a cunning woman’s charm whilst attempting to un-bewitch a 

cow.243 The nineteenth-century heralded the beginning of historical discussions of the events 

in Islandmagee in 1711. Samuel Mc Skimmin published an historical account of 

Carrickfergus in 1811 containing the first historical analysis of the 1711 Islandmagee trial.244  

Eight witches were tried and convicted under the 1586 Irish Witchcraft Act at 

Carrickfergus Assizes in March 1711 for bewitching a teenage girl, Mary Dunbar.245 Events 

began in February 1711 when Ann Haltridge, a widow of a Presbyterian minister went to stay 

with her son in Islandmagee. Throughout her stay, unseen hands stripped the beds, threw 

stones at the windows, and arranged bed clothes in the shape of a corpse. In addition, 

household objects mysteriously went missing only to re appear a few days later. Before she 

 
240 Report of the Trial (Dublin, 1824), p. 23. 
241 Andrew Sneddon, ‘Witchcraft Belief, Representation and Memory in Modern Ireland’ in Cultural and Social 

History (2019), p.2. DOI: 10.1080/14780038.2019.1595273. 
242 For a discussion of the Islandmagee trial see, Andrew Sneddon, Possessed By The Devil: The Real History of 

the Islandmagee Witches And Ireland’s Only Mass Witchcraft Trial (Dublin, 2013). 
243 For a discussion of the Carnmoney case, see, John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, 

Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016). 
244 Samuel Mc Skimin, The History and Antiquities of the County of the Town of Carrickfergus, From the 
Earliest Records to the Present Time, In Four Parts (Belfast, 1811). A second edition of this publication was 
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Sneddon, ‘Witchcraft Belief, Representation and Memory in Modern Ireland’ in Cultural and Social History 

(2019), p.2. DOI: 10.1080/14780038.2019.1595273. 
245 For a full historical analysis of the case see, Andrew Sneddon, Possessed By The Devil:  The Real History of 

the Islandmagee Witches And Ireland’s Only Mass Witchcraft Trial (Dublin, 2013).  
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died on the 21 February from pains in her back, it was said that Ann’s death was foretold by 

the demonic apparition of a small boy wearing black clothes.246 As a result of the 

supernatural activity, the local community suspected Ann’s death was caused by witchcraft. 

Following the funeral, Ann’s daughter and niece, Mary Dunbar, went to stay at the house. 

Demonic occurrences re-commenced after Dunbar arrived. Furthermore, within a few weeks, 

Dunbar had displayed the full range of symptoms of demonic possession, including vomiting 

household objects and having fits and seizures. She was also visited by the spectral forms of 

eight women from both the locality and neighbouring town lands. Despite not being from the 

area herself, Dunbar was able to identify the women by both their names and appearances. A 

trial was held on 31 March 1711 and although they pled not guilty, the women were 

convicted of witchcraft.247 

Another case occurred in 1807 in the North of Ireland which Mr Bennett may have 

been referring to. In Carnmoney, a Protestant community in Co. Antrim, Mrs Montgomery 

discovered the milk from her husband’s only cow was failing to churn to butter.248 Jeanne 

Cooper Foster suggests that blinking of cattle was the most common form of witchcraft in 

Ulster and those afflicted were more inclined to seek assistance from a local witch-doctor as 

opposed to a Veterinary surgeon.249 Although this case occurred in a Protestant context; the 

integration of tenets of Catholic witchcraft belief is evident. Convinced the cow was 

bewitched and following customary tradition, Mrs Montgomery, accompanied by local 

women, attempted a number of counter-measures to restore the cow.250 When these failed, as 

a last resort, Mrs Montgomery consulted Mary Butters, a cunning woman from 

 
246 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke, 2015), pp 83-4. 
247Ibid.  p.84. 
248 For a full discussion of the Mary Butters case see, John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: 

Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016), 
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Carrickfergus, who specialised in curing bewitched cattle. Butters failed on the first attempt 

but reassured Mrs Montgomery that a second attempt, to be conducted at nightfall, would be 

successful. Later that night, Butters advised Mr Montgomery and a younger local man named 

Carnaghan, to turn their waistcoats inside out and stand by the head of the bewitched cow. 

They were ordered to remain there until Butters returned at midnight, at which time they were 

to draw blood from her forehead. In the meantime, Mrs Montgomery, her son David and 

Margaret Lee an elderly lodger, remained in the house with Butters while she, ‘caused the 

door to be shut, the chimney to be stopped and every crevice that could admit air to be 

carefully closed up.’251 The two men stayed with the cow all night and by daybreak they 

became worried. When Carnaghan went to the house he found Elizabeth and David dead and 

Lee and Butters were unconscious. He removed the two dead bodies and while attempting to 

rescue Butters and Lee, he ‘almost succumbed to the sulphurous vapour which filled the 

house.’252 Neighbours rescued the two women; Lee died a after a few hours but Butters made 

a full and quick recovery. Newspapers commented that a search of the house revealed a large 

pot on the fire containing milk, pins needles and crooked nails. It was also reported that while 

it was unknown what ‘stratagems’ Butters ‘employed to work her pretended enchantments,’ 

she had burned sulphur, the vapour of which ‘had proved fatal to the sufferers.’253 The 

coroner’s inquest ruled that Elizabeth and David Montgomery and Margaret Lee died ‘from 

suffocation occasioned by Mary Butters, in her making use of some noxious ingredients, in 

the manner of a charm, to recover a cow.’254 Belfast Commercial Chronicle reported that at 

the Antrim Assizes on 11 April, 1808, Mary Butters, ‘the magician of Carnmoney’ was 

discharged by Proclamation.255 Mr Bennett’s comments regarding witches could have been 
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intended for either of these two cases in the north of Ireland as the controversy generated by 

each of them ensured that even in 1824 they remained at the forefront of public memory. The 

point to be taken from the above accounts involving witchcraft is, as Andrew Sneddon 

suggests, that not only did both the Catholics and Protestants in Ireland believe in witches, 

but these beliefs had a deep and lasting effect on culture and society.256 

To return to the discussion of Fr Carroll’s trial, perhaps the most crucial remark made 

was the medical opinion of John Carroll’s personal physician, Dr Devereux. Devereux stated, 

‘he laboured under a determination of blood to the head, a confusion of ideas, an impaired 

memory and his intellects were so weak I did not think him capable of understanding the 

simplest subject. He was, in fact, what medical men call having a predisposition to 

insanity.’257 The doctor also stated that Fr Carroll had been affected with insanity three years 

previously, but ‘he had no particular delusion at the time.’258 Dr. Devereux mentioned Fr 

Carroll had not been taking his medication for at least two months prior to the event and ‘the 

omission of taking the medicine prescribed for him , as well as that fanaticism which had 

gained possession of his mind, deluded him into the idea that he could work miracles.’259 Mr 

Dixon mentioned that Dr. Devereux’s work put him in frequent contact with the ‘lower 

orders’ and asked his opinion of their belief in Miracles.260 Dr. Devereux responded as 

follows: 

[sic] My profession lends me to mingle with the lower orders, and I find that 

there is a very strong delusion among people as to supernatural powers being vested 

in Father Carroll, as well as in other Roman Catholic Priests; there is also a proneness 

among them to believe in Miracles; they have also an idea among them that persons 

 
256 Andrew Sneddon, Possessed By The Devil, p. 11. 
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are occasionally possessed by the devil, and that the Priests have the power of casting 

him out.261  

Cross examination of the doctor revealed that Fr Carroll’s Parish Priest had known of 

his insanity but had heard of the circumstance but did not prevent Mr. Carroll from 

officiating.262  

The jury found the five men not guilty and Fr Carroll was declared not guilty being at 

the time insane. Following his trial in August 1824, Fr Carroll was remanded in gaol awaiting 

the pleasure of the lord lieutenant to transfer him to Richmond Asylum.263 Reports were 

circulated in the press that Carroll’s condition was hereditary, ‘the affection is hereditary in 

his family, and but a few years since an uncle of his drowned himself from the same 

cause.’264 Fr Carroll was transferred to Richmond Lunatic Asylum Dublin, in September 

1824.265 One newspaper reported, while Fr Carroll was being transported to Richmond 

Asylum in September 1824, ‘a most respectable lady who had taken a seat in the day coach 

objected in the strongest terms to sitting in the company of the Reverend Gentleman to which 

Mr Carroll politely apologised for the uneasiness he had occasioned her and expressed his 

willingness to travel outside.’266 

The Dublin Evening Mail interviewed Fr Carroll before he left Wexford and reported; 

‘The Reverend Gentleman is as well as can be expected, he seems mischievously disposed to 

prove, beyond doubt that there is not a particle of insanity in his composition.’ The reporter 

that interviewed Fr Carroll remarked, ‘his answers were cool and collected, and his 

deportment that of a person in the full and undisturbed possession of their faculties.’ The 
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account continues, ‘previous to his quitting Wexford, he was resolved to prove that he was, 

‘but mad north north-west and that when the wind blows southerly, he knows a hawk from a 

hand-saw.’267  

 Legal and medical assessments of insanity as well as advancements in the care and 

provision for the mentally ill in Ireland were prominent topics throughout the nineteenth 

century as this case reflects. There had been a series of major developments in both 

legislation, physical and medicinal treatments, and institutions for the insane prior to Fr 

Carroll’s case. To gain an understanding of how the case was handled in the courts, it will be 

necessary to briefly explore the birth of psychiatry in Ireland.268 When Jonathan Dean Swift, 

the author of Gulliver’s Travels died, he bequeathed his estate and fortunes to the 

establishment of a charitable institution for lunatics.269 St. Patrick’s Hospital or Swift’s 

Hospital as it was also known as, opened in Dublin in 1757.270 Initially, Swift’s Hospital was 

a charitable institution; but by the end of the nineteenth-century as a result of financial 

difficulties fee-paying patients were admitted.271 Aside from St Patrick’s, a public asylum, 

the Eglinton Asylum, opened in Cork in 1789.272 Despite the establishment of such 

institutions, the majority of the insane in Ireland were housed in separate wings in the work 

houses, gaols and ‘mad houses’ such as the Bloomfield Retreat, which was run by the Society 

of Friends.273 Overcrowding in the gaols and work houses became major concern. The 1804 

report from the Select Committee on the Aged and Infirm Poor in Ireland found that there 
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was inadequate provision for ‘idiots and the insane.’274 Despite this finding, calls for 

legislation for the establishment of four asylums from Sir John Newport, an MP for 

Waterford, were ignored.275 Catherine Cox suggests it was the events which transpired at the 

Dublin House of industry in the beginning of the nineteenth century which strengthened the 

argument for the urgent need of lunatic asylums in Ireland; several lunatic wards had been 

attached to the original institution resulting on overcrowding an inadequate care.276  

In 1810, governors received funds for a separate hospital for lunatics and Richmond 

Asylum was established in Grangegorman, Dublin. It opened in 1814 and almost immediately 

became the major centre for the mentally ill in Ireland as patients were sent from all over the 

country, resulting in overcrowding and coupled with insufficient funding, led to calls for 

further provisions.277 An investigation into the management of Richmond Asylum was 

launched by Robert Peel in 1816, it was concluded that asylum facilities were required 

elsewhere in Ireland to remedy the situation. Subsequent lunacy legislation was introduced in 

1817 to facilitate the establishment of asylums for the lunatic poor in Ireland. Under the 1817 

Act, Ireland was divided into separate asylum districts and in addition to Richmond Asylum 

it was decided a further four or five district asylums were required. By 1835, a total of nine 

asylums had been established at Armagh, Limerick, Belfast, Derry, Carlow, Maryborough, 

Connaught, Waterford and Clonmel.278 

In addition to the developments regarding the care of the mentally ill and providing 

specialist accommodation, there was also legislation introduced to help determine the 

culpability of an individual accused of committing a crime while insane. Prior to 1800, the 

verdict was ‘not guilty’ and effectively meant that the culprit walked free having been 
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completely acquitted.279 The introduction of the Criminal Lunatics Act passed in 1800 

changed the verdict to ‘not guilty on the ground of insanity’ and the individual was detained 

(for an indefinite period) awaiting the decision of the Lord Lieutenant.280 In 1821, ‘an Act to 

make more effectual provision for the establishment of asylums for the lunatic poor and for 

the custody of insane persons charged with offences’ was introduced. 281 In the same year, in 

fact just twenty days before the abovementioned bill was passed, the 1586 Irish Witchcraft 

Act was repealed on the 9 March.282 This is by no means intended to suggest that the 

medicalisation of Irish witchcraft beliefs occurred, but rather as accusations of witchcraft or 

the practice of maleficent or harmful magic had not occurred since 1711, the statute had 

become defunct. This appears to follow the same pattern as in England. The English 

Witchcraft Act was repealed in 1736.283 Owen Davies has suggested this indicates the 

decriminalisation of the witch.284 In addition, Malcolm Gaskill suggests that witchcraft was 

redefined; witchcraft instead became associated with the fraudulent activities of conjures, 

fortune-tellers and ‘pretenders’ than the diabolic activities of witches.285 In Ireland, following 

the repeal of the Witchcraft Act, there appears to be a gradual increase in the number of 

individuals prosecuted for duping people into parting with money and valuable items under 

the pretence of telling fortunes.286 In England, the majority of these were dealt with in 

accordance with the Vagrancy Act of 1824; though this was not extended to Ireland until 
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1871.287 This will be explored further in the chapter on Magic Practitioners. It would appear 

then that the Irish judicial and medical authorities in 1821 were more concerned with social 

reform such as accurately assessing insanity and culpability in criminal cases and providing 

adequate care for the insane than pursuing or punishing popular superstitious beliefs.    

 

Responses to the Carroll case in the Press and Pamphlet Literature 

The press and authors of pamphlets took the opposite approach to the authorities and as a 

result generated heated and intense sectarian exchanges regarding the Catholic Irish popular 

supernatural and the level of faith the Catholic population placed in priests. The anonymous 

author of one pamphlet remarked: 

[sic] Who would have thought that such fanaticism existed in any part of the 

kingdom, much less in a county which forms such as contrast to all the others? The 

peasantry even of the neighbouring county of Waterford are a century behind the 

peasantry of this county in point of civilisation, and yet in such a county, in one so 

improved and respectable, and above all, in the Barony of Forth, that such a scene 

should have been exhibited, no reader can let pass him without his ‘special 

wonder.’288  

Until the barony system was abolished in 1898, it served as a boundary division. The barony 

of Forth, in which, the events discussed in this chapter took place is situated in the extreme 

south-eastern part of the country.289 Richard Roche suggests that the ‘unusual degree’ to 

which the terms Forth and Bargy (a neighbouring Barony), have survived in modern spoken 
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usage indicates the distinctive personality of the two baronies.290 Visitors’ descriptions of 

Forth and Bargy in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century attest to this, commenting 

on distinctive attributes such as, ‘the industry and sobriety of its inhabitants, the good 

husbandry of its farmers, the neatness of is homes, the general appearance of progress, 

prosperity and rural stability.’291 Writing in 1764, Amyas Griffith noted, ‘the plebeian sort 

live better than the generality of their kind...they are the most indefatigable and hardest 

working people.’292 Chevalier de la Tocnaye remarked of the inhabitants of Forth, ‘they are 

much more clean in person that they appear quite as a different race.’293 A newspaper report 

circulated in The Irish Farmers’ Journal in 1814 remarked, ‘the inhabitants of these baronies 

are enabled by the industrious and skilful management of their farms, to avail themselves of 

the comforts and decencies of life, in a degree seldom to be remarked in any country, among 

the lower orders.’294 An article printed in Wexford Conservative, 1833 stated, ‘These baronies 

were colonized from Wales, in the time of Henry the Second, and they have still preserved, 

with surprising distinctness, much of their original manners, habits, and language, which are 

very different from those of the aborigines of Ireland.’295 An essay in The Belfast Monthly 

Magazine stated, ‘on contemplating the appearance of such a state of society, who would not 

be led to wish that such were the state of the whole island.’296 A prominent theme in the 

abovementioned accounts is that ‘a spirit of thrift and cleanliness and honest pride is firmly 

established.’297 The events of July 1824 certainly appear inconsistent with the 
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abovementioned idyllic image of progression, prosperity and advancement within the barony 

of Forth. 

The press in Ireland, especially Unionist newspapers, criticised the conduct of priests, 

condemned the Catholic rite of Exorcism and questioned the control priests held over people. 

A rebuttal printed in the Catholic Spectator remarked that, ‘the Orange fabrications which 

have gone forth on this unfortunate subject were designed to make the Irish appear more 

ridiculously superstitious than their neighbours and the Orange press in Ireland has, as might 

be expected, made the most of this unfortunate occurrence.’298 Although both the Catholic 

and Protestant press presented this case in a certain way for their own agenda, this anti-

Catholic rhetoric reflected the wider sectarianism stemming from the tensions generated by 

political and economic agrarian movements and secret societies, as Laurence Geary suggests 

that the 1820s were ‘angry and festering times marred by bitterness, discord and 

discontent.’299 Sectarianism was further intensified with the circulation of pamphlets by 

Charles Walmesley under the name of Signor Pastorini claiming to be prophecies foretelling 

the apocalyptic extirpation of Protestant heresy in the 1820s.300 This was taken to mean the 

destruction of the Protestant church in Ireland 1825, but it is thought to be a misprint of 

1528.301 These prophecies were widespread in areas where the influence of particular 

agrarian movements was strong, for example the Rockites.302 Sean Connolly argues that 

millenarian ideas based on the, ‘divinely ordained overthrow of social and political order,’ 

was a ‘classic response of the poor and helpless when faced with catastrophes such as famine, 

war and epidemic disease.’ Connolly continues to argue that the hostility towards the 
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protestant oppressor which became the feature of popular attitudes in the early decades of the 

nineteenth century was brought to the surface rather than created by the crisis in the early 

1820s.303  In addition, Crawford Gribben suggests that in contexts of reaction and revolution, 

‘millennial beliefs were prevalent on both sides of the sectarian divide.’304 It is maintained 

however that the Catholic Hierarchy played down and denied the claim that belief in the 

prophecies was widespread.305 In the midst of all this, Daniel O’ Connell revived Catholic 

agitation for Emancipation. In May 1823, the Catholic Association was launched. 

Membership was exclusively drawn from the middle and upper classes.306  

The English press further ridiculed the civility of the Irish drawing comparisons with 

national and global events. The Morning Post stated that, ‘no circumstance ... that has 

occurred since the deplorable era of 1798, has occasioned in the public mind a stronger 

sensation than this horrible event which is almost the only subject of conversation among all 

classes.’307 The Morning Post also reported the death of a female slave in Jamaica in an 

attempted miraculous cure and drew comparisons with the Carroll case noting that:  

[sic] It appears from the trial of a Negro at St Catherines Jamaica, for killing a 

wretched female slave, in attempting to perform a miraculous cure, that Prince 

Hohenlohe and Father Carroll have some formidable rivals among the lowest of the 

blacks in the West Indies ... His sable Highness of St. Catherines was a much more 

dexterous operator than the Wexford priest, he absolutely persuaded bystanders that 
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he extracted pieces of glass bottle, dog’s teeth and coals of fire out of the poor 

patient’s back...Father Carroll’s tub-dancing was surely a clumsy trick compared with 

the foregoing and we think the negroes showed considerably more sagacity than the 

Wexford peasants. The former doubted a little and examined a little before they 

believed; the latter did neither.... Irish Catholics are, in short, thanks to the 

superstition which tramples them to the earth, more credulous than the besotted slave 

... 308 

In addition, in The Leeds Mercury, the following statement precedes the report of the Carroll 

case; ‘we lately laid before our readers a detail of the horrible effects of fanaticism in a 

Canton in Switzerland, and though perfectly aware of the extreme ignorance and credulity-

the parents of fanaticism and superstition—of the lower orders in this country, we did not 

think it possible that they could be productive of results such as those we are about to 

communicate.’309 The events in Switzerland were a reference to a ‘Fanatical Association’ in 

the Canton of Zurich who engaged in murdering each other in their adoration of Christ.310 

The Morning Post remarked that the details of the association in Switzerland were of ‘so 

horrible a nature we cannot credit them.’311 According to reports one woman ‘by her own 

desire’ had been crucified, ‘her hands feet and elbows were nailed, a nail was driven through 

her heart and an iron mallet broke her head while she cried out to heaven.’312 

In both the press and pamphlet literature surrounding the Carroll case, it is the belief 

in miracles and the power which people invested in the priests that attracted the heaviest 

sectarian criticism. Irish Catholic belief in miracles had been the topic of debate in Ireland in 
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1823 when two separate miraculous cures performed by the German Priest, Prince Alexander 

of Hohenlohe were authenticated by prominent Bishops, Daniel Murray, and James Doyle. 

According to Francis Nicholas Baur, the Prince of Hohenlohe was a descendent of one of the 

oldest German lineages.313 Their name is derived from the castle of Hohenloch, which lies 

between the Mayan and Tauber, in Franconia. By 1744, Charles VII had, ‘elevated them to 

the rank of Princes of the Holy Roman Empire.’ The family was divided into two houses, 

Neuenstein and Waldenburgh, with the Rev. Prince Alexander of Hohenlohe, one of the 

Canons of the Noble Chapter of Olmutz and a Knight of Malta, belonging to the latter.314 

Aside from his Royal status, Prince Hohenlohe made a name for himself in performing 

miraculous cures. He was ordained in 1815 and began ministering in 1817 and ‘within a few 

years he was celebrated as a healer in many parts of Western Europe.’315 The following was 

written about him in a letter, ‘it is moving and deeply affecting to see him operate on the sick: 

When standing before him they send up deep-drawn and piteous sighs from their afflicted 

breasts to their heavenly Father; and tears of joy fall from the eyes of those whom he has 

healed.’316 

In June 1823, The Dublin Evening Post published correspondence from James Warren 

Doyle, Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin verifying the cure of Maria Lalor through the 

intercession of the Prince of Hohenlohe.317 A little over a month later, the same publication 

carried correspondence from Dr. Murray, Bishop of Dublin, authenticating the miraculous 

cure of Mary Stuart, again through the intercession of Hohenlohe.318 Mary Stuart was had 
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been in a state of ‘grievous and helpless infirmity,’ she had been for four years ‘afflicted with 

paralysis’ which threatened her ‘immediate dissolution.’319 It had been previously arranged 

with the Prince of Hohenlohe that he would say a mass for her and at the exact same time, a 

mass would be said in her bedroom in Ireland. When the mass had ended there was no change 

in her, then, almost instantly she felt the power of movement, she rose up herself without any 

assistance.320 A letter was sent to Bishop Murray from the Convent where the girl was based, 

telling him of her cure. Murray investigated her case and gave a pastoral address to be 

circulated to all parishes and Bishops around the country supporting and encouraging 

miraculous cures. Based on ‘unquestionable evidence,’ the investigation found ‘the cure 

effected on the 1 of August is the effect of supernatural agency.’321 Bishop Doyle also 

published a pamphlet detailing the miraculous cure of another girl, Maria Lalor. Her father 

had approached Doyle whilst on a visit to Queen’s County asking for his help in consulting 

the German priest to affect a cure. Doyle contacted Hohenlohe on the girl’s behalf, a mass 

was arranged and Hohenlohe’s instructions were carefully followed.322 Doyle’s pastoral letter 

opens with the announcement of a, ‘splendid miracle’ before asking the parish to, ‘unite in 

thanksgiving’ for ‘restoring miraculously, Miss Maria Lalor to the perfect use of speech, of 

which for six years and five months, she had been totally deprived!’323 News of these 

occurrences generated debates on miracles and Catholic practices in both pamphlet form and 

in the local and national press. A later chapter on Medical Miracles discusses these cures of 

1823 in more detail. The main point here is that the Carroll case rekindled previous anti-

Catholic rhetoric regarding the 1823 cures and lead the author of one pamphlet to claim, ‘we 
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have now a practical result of the consequences of the doctrine of miracles as lately enforced 

and recommended to their flocks by the Roman Catholic Bishops Drs. Murray and Doyle.’324   

While literature condemned the level of faith placed in priests and by extension the 

non intervention of the crowd, one report sympathised with the bystanders suggesting they 

were unfamiliar with the rite of exorcism:  

[sic] ... it showed their ignorance of the ceremonies prescribed for exorcism .... they 

had never seen an exorcism before, and as it is a wonderful power, Paddy might 

innocently enough suppose it would be accompanied with marvellous ceremonies ... 

The sprinkling of Holy water, which harms nobody, is a common ceremony in the 

Catholic Church and Pat might naturally enough suspect that to expel a devil would 

require a whole tub of it.325  

As an ordained priest who received the required seminary education, John Carroll should 

have been familiar with the official Catholic rite of Exorcism, which makes no mention of 

dancing a jig on top of a tub. As is illustrated by the literature surrounding the miracles in 

1823 and the Carroll case, criticism of Irish Catholic supernatural beliefs and practices in the 

1820s was heavily coloured by the sectarianism and anti-Catholicism resulting from the 

political anxiety generated by both agrarian movements, secret societies as well as the 

initiation of the campaign for Catholic Emancipation. 

Biographical Information Relating to Fr Carroll’s Later Life 

Enough archival materials have survived to piece together a biographical timeline for Rev. 

John Carroll, albeit a limited one, as a great deal about his early life and career remains 

shrouded in mystery. In addition to the records relating to his training and ordination 
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mentioned above, fragmentary information exists for the remainder of Carroll’s later life, 

which he spent in lunatic asylums. As mentioned previously, more district lunatic asylums 

were established in the 1830s.326 As more district asylums opened, patients in Richmond 

Asylum were increasingly transferred to the district asylum close to their birth county, family 

homestead or last known address in an effort to ease overcrowding. In 1832, Fr Carroll was 

transferred from Richmond Asylum Dublin, to the newly opened Lunatic Asylum in 

Carlow.327 Carlow District Asylum covered town lands within Wexford, Kilkenny, Kildare 

and Carlow.328 The 1832 Register of Patient Admissions for Carlow Lunatic Asylum contains 

an entry for Patient 53. Rev. John Carroll, a Roman Catholic Priest from Co. Wexford, ill for 

8 years, was transferred from Richmond Asylum and admitted on 25 October 1823.329 The 

cause of his disease is listed as hereditary and the species is given as insania.330 As previously 

mentioned, press reports in 1824 suggested his condition was hereditary.331 Unlike other 

patients who transferred at the same time from Richmond Asylum, Carroll’s age, information 

on relatives and the opinions of magistrates and medical persons were not recorded.332  

Pauline Prior suggests that asylum care, whilst better than imprisonment was 

characterised by loss of liberty and rejection by society.333 Although Fr Carroll may have 

been isolated from society, he appears to have enjoyed freedoms during his time in Carlow 

Asylum. The Minute Books of the Boards of Guardians of Carlow Asylum suggest John 
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Carroll’s stay at the asylum was quite a comfortable one, his requests were considered and 

were accommodated where possible. At a meeting dated 3 January 1833; ‘it was ordered that 

Mr. Carroll shall be supplied with a suit of clothes, and that his allowance of meat be 6lb per 

week.’334 John Carroll was indulged further, a meeting on 5 Feb 1833 ordered that, ‘the Rev. 

Mr. Carroll now in confinement here shall be supplied from the store with one pint of beer 

daily and any other indulgences that the patron of the institution admits of.’335 This 

information is not included here to suggest that Fr Carroll had a dependence on alcohol. 

There are no references either in the press reports of the case in 1824 or in his admission 

records to Carlow Asylum in 1832 that suggest John Carroll was an alcoholic. Rather, as 

Brendan Kelly suggests, beer, wine and porter were essential components in the nineteenth-

century asylum diet and were often included in the budget for medicines.336 A meeting of the 

board on 7 May 1833 recorded that the Rev. Carroll, ‘a patient or prisoner,’ made a further 

application to the board, ‘requesting to be allowed a supply of groceries, wine &c. &c. and to 

be allowed to go out to mass every day.’ The following response was written:  

[sic] That as the board on a former application directed as liberal an 

allowance as the establishment would admit of namely the same notions as the 

store keeper of the Asylum, that his present application for groceries, wine &c. 

&c. cannot be complied with .... with respect to his going everyday out to 

mass, we think it would not be convenient to spare a keeper to attend him so 
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often, but on Sundays, and principal Holydays we leave it to the direction of 

the manager as he can conveniently spare a keeper.337 

Fr Carroll certainly was not the only priest in Carlow asylum at this time; Rev. Fenlon aged 

31 from Carlow, was also transferred from Richmond Asylum in October 1832. Fenlon who 

had been ill for three years was also suffering insania, but his was due to an over application 

of reading.338 At a meeting of the board in October 1833 it was ordered Rev. Fenlon would 

receive 3-4lb of meat per week, there is no mention whether Fenlon was allowed to attended 

mass or was permitted alcohol or other indulgences that Carroll received.339 Rather than 

suggesting prejudices or favouritism on the part of the members of the board of governors, 

which, at the Carlow asylum comprised Roman Catholic and Church of Ireland Clergymen, 

rural landed gentry, merchants and traders and local magistrates, Catherine Cox suggests that 

requests were assessed on an individual basis; more able patients were permitted outside.340 

Fr Carroll’s condition then, was simply less detrimental than Fr Fenlon’s was. Furthermore, 

requests (mostly for permission to leave to visit family or friends) from other patients besides 

priests are frequently found in the Minute Books, and these were more often than not 

granted.341 These liberties reflect more of a change in both the attitudes to patients and the 

provision of care in the nineteenth-century asylum system as opposed to indicating 

preferential treatment of inmates. The idea of ‘Moral treatment’ was an increasingly popular 

practice adopted in the nineteenth century by asylum management. It is to be presumed that 

Fr Carroll spent the remainder of his life at Carlow Asylum as there are no surviving records 

 
337 Minute Book of The Governors and Directors of the Carlow District Lunatic Asylum Commencing 1832, 

p.30. 

338 Register for Patient Admissions, SDH/2/2, The Delaney Archive, St. Patrick’s College, Carlow. 
339 Minute Book of The Governors and Directors of the Carlow District Lunatic Asylum Commencing 1832. 

p.40. 
340 See, Catherine Cox, Negotiating Insanity, p. 12, pp 195-239, for occupations of Asylum board of governors 

and letting patients out.  
341 Minute Book of The Governors and Directors of the Carlow District Lunatic Asylum Commencing 1832.  
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to indicate otherwise. The exact date of his death is unknown, although he is listed on the 

Sick Priests’ Register from 1826-1849. There appears to be a two-year discrepancy with these 

dates. Fr Carroll was found to be insane and was sent to Richmond Asylum in 1824. 

Assuming the Sick Priest’s Register is two years out, or is updated only periodically, it is 

possible Fr Carroll died in 1847.342 

Through the trial of Rev. John Carroll, and an exorcism gone wrong in Wexford 1824, 

this chapter has explored popular belief in miracles, the power of the priest as well as both 

judicial and official Catholic attitudes to the supernatural in the midst of reform and revival 

within the Catholic Church, and wider, intense political and social change in pre-Famine 

Ireland. Despite the best efforts of the Catholic hierarchy to implement reforms and raise the 

behavioural standards and pastoral performance of the clergy towards a fixed parochial 

system, the events in Wexford in 1824 suggest that in the early decades of the nineteenth 

century, the hierarchy struggled to maintain control over traditional-styled priests in rural 

areas. In addition, this case study demonstrates that in popular Catholicism not only were 

religion and magic inextricably combined but orthodox doctrine and ritual co-existed with a 

diverse range of magical beliefs and practices. It was not until after the Famine that 

Tridentine reforms became more visible, which, combined with the increased assertiveness of 

the Catholic Church following Emancipation, have been attributed to a ‘devotional 

revolution’ in historiography of the post-Famine period.343 In addition, the way in which the 

judicial and medical authorities treated the non Christian supernatural in this period (the 

1820s), when witchcraft and associated beliefs were no longer a crime, illustrates the 

increased marginalisation of supernatural beliefs in educated culture. From the medical 

 
342 The archivist of the Diocese of Ferns unfortunately did not respond to my enquiries as to how often the 

information contained in Sick Priest’s Register was updated.  
343 For a discussion of the ‘devotional revolution’ see Emmett J. Larkin, The Historical Dimensions of Irish 

Catholicism (2nd edn., Washington, 1984), pp 57-84. 
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evidence presented during his trial by physicians, and the records from Carlow Asylum in the 

early 1830s, Rev. John Carroll was suffering from insanity when he attempted to expel devils 

from his parishioners in the summer of 1824. This highlights the advancements within the 

legal and medical professions relating to insanity, such as establishing culpability, moral 

treatment of patients in asylums and the practice of bloodletting. The author of the pamphlet 

containing the report of the trial printed in Dublin in 1824 remarked, ‘it is to be feared there 

are many, many Father John Carroll’s in the country.’344 It remains unclear how 

representative of Irish Catholic clergy this statement is, as cases like this in Irish court records 

were certainly rare. 
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Miraculous Cures, A Marian Apparition and The Holy Well Cult in Nineteenth 

Century Ireland 

In both the opening and closing decades of the nineteenth century, the Irish Catholic Church 

found itself at the centre of allegations of medical miracles, which sparked debates in 

pamphlet form and in the press. This chapter will explore the two occurrences in relation to 

the internal hierarchical reforms and the external political developments of both eras, as well 

as comparing them to the cures obtained at holy wells. This chapter will focus on both the 

medical cures which were authenticated and promoted by the Catholic hierarchy as well as 

the cures which they turned a blind eye to. The first two cures which will be examined 

occurred in 1823 and in both instances, were preformed remotely by a German priest who 

said a mass at the same time priests in Dublin held a mass and prayed over the afflicted 

person. These two cases were both authenticated by prominent bishops and were widely 

publicised. The second set of cures occurred following the Marian apparition at Knock in 

1879. Initially, these cures were not authenticated despite the efforts of Archbishop Cavanagh 

to have them officially recognised. It was not until the twentieth century that the Catholic 

Church officially authenticated the apparition at Knock. Finally, this chapter will explore the 

cures pilgrims received at holy wells. While they were not officially authenticated by the 

Catholic Church, the cures at holy wells were not criticised either. The only activity 

associated with holy wells condemned by the Catholic Church was the drunkenness and 

faction fighting which occurred on the Pattern Day.  In addition, none of the cures discussed 

in this chapter appear to have been overly miraculous. All the diseases, maladies and 

afflictions mentioned were relatively common everyday ailments.  In addition, the rituals 

practised at Knock following the apparition were very similar to the practices at holy wells, in 

that the cement from the gable wall appears to have substituted the well water and the votive 

offerings, especially crutches; left by pilgrims resembled the rags typically left at holy wells. 
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At first glance the miracles of 1823 and 1879 give the impression as being sporadic events; 

yet, they both were deeply rooted in the political, social, and religious climates preceding 

them. Crucially, the major difference is that the miracles of 1823 were authenticated and 

those at Knock in 1879 were not (not until the twentieth century) which reflects both the vast 

changes which occurred within Irish Catholicism under the direction of Paul Cardinal Cullen 

and disunity among the hierarchy.  

 The miraculous cures dealt with in this chapter initially appeared to be different in 

nature to the folk cures referenced in chapter five in this dissertation. These two case studies 

appear to deal with religious miracles, the kind commonly found in the bible and the related 

concept of divine intervention. Although it could be argued that the miraculous cures affected 

at holy wells were in a sense divine in nature, they had existed for centuries and as a result 

had become embedded in folk memory and traditions, thus, cures wrought by the power 

associated with the well operated on a personal level and were not extraordinary enough to be 

newsworthy. The events of 1823 and 1879 appear to indicate church sanctioned magic and 

unlike the private devotions and cures sought at holy wells, these two instances, authenticated 

and promoted by Catholic officials, were widely publicised. Furthermore, the occurrences in 

1823 and 1879 generated literary debate among intellectuals, in both the press and pamphlets, 

notably, physicians and clergy from both Catholic and Protestant churches.  

Before continuing, an understanding of the concept of a miracle is necessary. 

Numerous works exist in relation to interpreting miracles. According to Joe Nickell, the basic 

definition of a miracle, or miraculum in Latin, is simply, ‘to wonder at.’345 In all instances of 

medical cures discussed in this chapter, the cures, predominantly physical, were attributed to 

divine intervention or higher power. It is also necessary to state that although belief in the 

type of miraculous healing as performed by Jesus is an inherent feature of Roman Catholic 

 
345 Nickell, Joe, The Science of Miracles, Investigating the Incredible (New York, Prometheus, 2013), p13. 
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doctrine, the instances of medical cures discussed below were of a different nature to the 

everyday reports of cures using methods of folk healing. In Irish folklore accounts, some 

references are made to cures being obtained using herbs, skulls, and bones and through 

consorting with magic practitioners.346 This suggests that in Ireland there was a distinction 

between orthodox and popular or folk miracles. Taking this into consideration, the events in 

1823 were Christian miracles, the events at Knock in 1879 and the practices of holy wells 

appear to have been an amalgamation of Christian and folk beliefs and practices.  

In the summer of 1823, miraculous cures took place amid the establishment of the 

Catholic Association of Ireland and intense sectarian divisions. In June 1823, The Dublin 

Evening Post published correspondence from James Warren Doyle, Bishop of Kildare and 

Leighlin verifying the cure of Maria Lalor through the intercession of the Prince of 

Hohenlohe.347 A little over a month later, the same publication carried correspondence from 

Daniel Murray, Bishop of Dublin, authenticating the miraculous cure of Mary Stuart, again 

through the intercession of Hohenlohe.348 News of these occurrences generated debates on 

miracles and Catholic practices in both pamphlet form and in the local and national press. 

Both bishops not only authenticated the cures as being miraculous, but they had also written 

to Hohenlohe on behalf of the two women, requesting for masses to be said for them.  

The pastoral letter penned by Bishop Doyle on the particulars of the case appeared in 

June 1823 and included copies of the letters between the Prince of Hohenlohe and Doyle. 

Doyle’s pastoral letter opened with the announcement of a ‘splendid miracle’ before asking 

the parish to, ‘unite in thanksgiving’ for ‘restoring miraculously, Miss Maria Lalor to the 

perfect use of speech, of which for six years and five months, she had been totally 

 
346 See chapter five of this thesis. 
347Dublin Evening Post, 26 July, 1823. 
348 Dublin Evening Post, 19 August, 1823. 
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deprived!’349  Doyle described that in February, as he was preaching the Lent, Mr James 

Lalor of Rosskelton approached him and stated that his eighteen year old daughter had been 

deprived of the use of her speech for six years, ‘in consequence of a severe and protracted 

illness.’ Mr Lalor told Doyle that he had heard of the miracles performed by the Prince of 

Hohenlohe and asked the Bishop to help him contact the Prince as he, ‘had recourse, in vain, 

to every medical and surgical aid within his reach, and had now no hopes of her cure, unless 

from the Mercy of God.’350 A few days of speaking with Mr Lalor, a letter dated 6 March, 

1823, was written to the Prince on behalf of Lalor. The letter stated that news of the Prince’s 

‘wonderful’ work had reached Ireland and reference was made to the case of a Nun in 

England, whose arm had been cured following a ‘miserable disease.’ Doyle continued to ask 

the Prince for, ‘prayers and charity on behalf of a young female of our Diocese, whose father 

earnestly requested of us, that we commend her to your prayers that she might be cured by 

God.’ Doyle mentioned the father was ‘a respectable and pious Catholic’ and the girl was 

‘brought up piously to her eleventh year,’ and was also educated. Describing the condition of 

the girl, Doyle stated that, ‘after a long illness which she bore patiently,’ she was ‘deprived of 

the use of speech.’ He continued to explain that for six years the family tried every medical 

aid but to no avail. In the concluding paragraph, Doyle mentioned that the girls, ‘organs of 

sense are perfect.’ He also described how she received confession by writing or making signs 

to the priest.351 Doyle mentioned that on the first of June 1823, a letter arrived from the 

Prince and Lalor was contacted through a clergyman residing in the same parish with 

instructions for his daughter to follow to ensure the cure would be successful. 

 
349 Doctor Doyle, Pastoral Letter of the Right Reverend Doctor Doyle, Roman Catholic Bishop of Kildare and 

Leighlin, Authenticating a Miracle Wrought by the Intercession of the Prince of Hohenlohe (Dublin, 1823).  
350 Ibid. p 4. 

 
351 Doctor Doyle, Pastoral Letter, p. 10-11. 
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Doyle contacted Rev N. O’Connor to inform him he had received a response from 

Prince Hohenlohe. He stated that Maria Lalor’s friends were to, ‘join her in devotion for nine 

days preceding the 10 June,’ and on that day she was to receive Holy Communion at mass 

before nine o’clock. Doyle asked the clergyman to contact Lalor and instruct him. In 

addition, Doyle advised O’Connor against publishing, ‘and without publishing the matter too 

much, you can insure the prayers of many holy souls, and you know how “they do violence to 

heaven.” Doyle concluded the letter with hope, he wrote, ‘the Princes Secretary mentions that 

he had, at that moment he was writing, received an account of a cure, entirely similar to that 

which we hope for.’ Doyle inserted a postscript note to O’Connor reminding him that the 

time difference between Bamberg and Maryborough was one hour and twelve minutes so he 

should hold mass before 8 o’clock on 10 June.352  

The priest wrote back to Doyle on 11 June 1823. He opened the letter stating Maria 

Lalor was, ‘connected with most of the respectable Catholic families in this country.’ He 

continued to note that her loss of speech was well known among her social circle but her, 

‘hearing and understanding remained unimpaired.’ He mentioned that she carried a slate and 

pencil with her and used signs to communicate. O’Connor gave a brief account of two 

doctors whose methods were employed but had no effect. Surgeon Smith reportedly had 

never encountered a case like it in his career and consulted, ‘the most eminent Physicians in 

Dublin.’ Eight responded that there was no hope of recovery. Smith heard Maria speak on the 

14 June, ‘and declared the cure to be miraculous.’353  

The priest also reported that the family observed the instructions and on 10 June, 

Maria confessed her sins by signs and received Holy Communion. O’Connor read Doyle’s 

letter to her so that, ‘she would excite within her a sincere repentance.’ Despite his efforts to 

 
352 Ibid. 
353 Ibid. p.15. 
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keep the affair a secret as Doyle advised him, O’Connor states that, ‘a considerable number 

collected in the Chapel.’ At the usual time during the mass, the Sacrament was administered 

to Maria. O’Connor states that at this point, she, ‘instantly heard a voice distinctly saying to 

her, “Mary you are well,” Miss Lalor exclaimed, ‘O Lord, am I.’ Miss Lalor was, 

‘overwhelmed with devotion that she fell prostrate on her face.’ O’Connor remarked that she 

‘remained in this position for a considerable time whilst I hastened to conclude Mass.’ The 

mass was interrupted by the girl’s mother urging her to speak. When Miss Lalor was, 

‘satisfied in pouring her soul to the Lord,’ she took her mother’s hand and said, ‘Dear 

Mother.’ Mr Lalor sent for O’Connor who had retired to avoid the interruption, and the Clerk. 

The clergyman stated he found the girl, ‘speaking in an agreeable, clear, and distinct voice.’ 

O’Connor remarked that as Miss Lalor made her way home, ‘the doors and windows in the 

street through which she passed were crowded with persons, gazing with wonder at this 

monument of the power and goodness of Almighty God.’ He concluded the letter with a 

declaration that what he wrote was an unaltered statement of what he witnessed and heard.354 

Little over a month later, a pastoral address from the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. 

Murray followed Doyle’s pastoral letter. Murray gave an account of the miraculous cure of 

Mrs Stuart, a nun who had lost the use of her limbs. The prioress of St Joseph’s Convent, 

wrote to Murray informing him that one of the religious sisters, Mary Stuart, had been 

afflicted with sickness for four years, and for a period of seven months, had suffered attacks 

of paralysis. The most powerful remedies had been applied but had not produced anything 

other than partial or temporary relief. In recent months she had been confined to bed, 

‘whollly deprived of the power of assisting herself.’355At a certain time as had been arranged 

with Prince Hohenlohe, mass was celebrated in her chamber. After mass ended, and no cure 

 
354 Ibid. p. 15-16. 
355 Daniel Murray, Pastoral Address to the Catholic Clergy and Laity, of the Diocese of Dublin, Announcing 

The Miraculous Cure of Mrs. Mary Stuart, With Certificates (Dublin, 1823).  
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having been effected, she was about to resign herself, when instantly, ‘she felt a power of 

movement and a capability of speech,’ she exclaimed, ‘Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord of Hosts!’ 

and ‘raised herself without assistance.’356 Murray stated he had examined the circumstances 

of the cure and after several days subjected the case to, ‘a new and rigid enquiry.’357 Based on 

what he referred to as, ‘unquestionable evidence,’ he declared the cure was ‘an effect of 

supernatural agency’ which he attributed to, ‘the finger of God.’358  

Both bishops publicly advertised these cures which received a backlash in press 

accounts and pamphlet literature. In addition, these two cases generated heated sectarian 

debates on the Catholic belief in supernatural agency in both cures. Two publications written 

by anonymous Protestants (a clergyman of the Established Church and a physician), viewed 

the cures differently. The Clergyman advised against dismissing the Catholic miracles while 

the physician on the other hand dismissed the involvement of supernatural agency. The 

clergyman discussed the Catholic miracles performed by Prince Hohenlohe and explained 

why Protestants should be careful to dismiss them. He explained that as both Catholic and 

Protestant faiths share a common ancestry, Protestant writings against Hohenlohe’s miracles, 

‘undermines the foundation of Christianity itself.’ He continued, ‘let us not then, my 

Christian brethren, for the sake of mere temporal distinctions, which will soon vanish away, 

cut ourselves off from the unity of that one eternal and universal Church of Christ.’359 The 

clergyman continued,  

‘I warn you to beware that you wound not the cause of our common 

Christianity through the sides of the Catholic Church; and this warning I give you at 

 
356 Ibid. 
357 Ibid.  
358 Ibid. 
359 Anonymous, An Admonition to Protestants, On the Subject of the Late Miracles (1823). The author referred 

to themselves as, A Beneficed Clergyman of the Established Church. 
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this trying crisis, because I know that the enemies of our faith wish no greater triumph 

than to be enabled (as by the character which our religious contentions have lately 

assumed they entirely are), to show that the foundations on which Christianity was 

originally founded, are no longer considered by Protestants themselves to be 

tenable.’360 

The clergyman compared the miracles of Christ and Hohenlohe and concluded that Christ’s 

miracles were miracles of healing and could be ascribed to the influence of the imagination 

and the operation of merely natural causes.361 He stated for those who believed that the word 

of God was handed down uncorrupted to reject the doctrine of miracles and argue no such 

power existed was to suggest ‘the Holy church palmed on us, a system of the grossest lying, 

and known and flagrant imposture.’ He argued that, ‘there has never been an age in which she 

has not vindicated and claimed to herself the possession of these powers.’362 

The other tract was penned by a physician who resolved to explain the cures on 

natural principles. He stated that, ‘when the following pages were first sent to the press, the 

subject to which they relate, had obtained full possession of the public mind.’ He affirmed 

that if the events had occurred in any other country, they would have either passed unnoticed 

or would have given occasion for congratulation from the friends of the patients. The author 

continued to state that in Ireland, the occurrences have, ‘become a new cause of dissention, 

and have been discussed with all the bitterness of religious and political animosity.’363  

 
360 Ibid.  

361 Ibid. 
362 Ibid. 
363 Anon. An Attempt to Explain, On Natural Principles, The Cures, Alleged To Be Miraculous, of Miss Lalor 

and Mrs. Stuart, With An Appendix, Containing Cases and Illustrations, By A Physician (2nd edn., Dublin, 

1823), p.3.  
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Although the physician rejected the Catholic belief in supernatural agency and 

showed respect for the Catholic clergy, he appears to have been disappointed with the old 

fashioned, almost backward claims of the Catholic hierarchy regarding the miracles: 

[sic] ‘the revival on the part of the Roman Catholic priest-hood, of a claim 

which seemed obsolete, by the putting forth a miracle “in the midst of ourselves,” and 

in the beginning of the nineteenth century, has excited a feeling of surprise, not 

unmixed with regret, among all those who take an interest in the progress of the 

human mind.’364  

The author goes as far to state that he believed the ‘well informed’ Catholics were 

disappointed when they discovered Doyle’s announcement of a ‘splendid miracle’ amounted 

to nothing more than the, ‘restoration’ of Miss Lalor’s speech.365 The physician stated he 

was, ‘not without hope that there were a still a few, who, while their reason rejected the 

pretensions of the Church of Rome to supernatural power, were yet unwilling to attach to her 

Ministers the revolting imputation of deliberate falsehood and imposture. To such as those he 

dedicates this little tract.’ 366  Furthermore, he argued:  

[sic] ‘I hope my Protestant friends will not take it amiss, that I should state my 

belief, which I do in perfect sincerity, that in the cases of Miss Lalor and Mrs Stuart 

there was neither delusion on the part of the patient, or dishonesty on the part of the 

priest. That the cure was effected I firmly believe, and that they were wrought (I will 

not say by the intercession) but by the influence of Prince Hohenlohe, I do not 

entertain a doubt; but, on the other hand I must deprecate the wrath of the reverend 

 
364 Ibid. p.6. 
365  Ibid. 
366 Ibid. p.4. 
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persons, and of their friends, when I deny that there was anything miraculous in the 

transactions.’367 

The physician used medical discourse of the nervous system to substantiate his assertion that 

Hohenlohe’s influence brought about the cures. The author remarks that, ‘the disposition to 

be affected by moral and physical influences is different in almost every individual, and 

varies even in the same individual at different times.’368 In addition he made a gender 

distinction regarding the nervous disposition, he remarked that, ‘almost invariably women are 

more susceptible to moral impressions than men: hence it is that women have ever been, “the 

chosen vessels” for enthusiasm, and the most approved subjects for delusion.’369 Although 

this gender distinction regarding, ‘mental impressions’ is perhaps true of the two women 

involved in the miraculous cures in 1823, it is not the case for the miraculous cures in 1879, 

as many men and children were cured at Knock in a manner that would suggest they were 

also suffering under, ‘mental impressions.’ The physician concluded the pamphlet with the 

question of whether the force of the moral impression made on both women was 

proportionate to the effects which were produced. He answered that, ‘although it would be 

but a petitio principia to affirm, that the impression was sufficient, since it produced the 

effect, still I think it may be conceded that it is difficult to conceive a situation better 

calculated to exalt the imagination, and to engross every faculty of the soul, than that of a 

young enthusiast, who, exhausted by long suffering, and hopeless of relief from all human 

means, throws herself on the Divine Mercy, and comes with an undoubting faith into the very 

 
367 Ibid. p.9. 
368 Ibid. p.14. 

 
369 Ibid. p.14-15. Continuing with the gender distinction, the author quoted Selden and stated that when Priests 

enter a family, they act in the same way as a man setting fire to a house, ‘he does not put his torch to the brick 

wall, but he thrusts into the thatch.’ In other words, he says, ‘they work upon the women, but they let the men 

alone.’   
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presence of her God.’370 The closing lines completely dismiss medical miracles, ‘and when 

“the arm of the Omnipotent is stretched forth,” let us hope it will appear, if not in a more 

worthy, at least in a less equivocal demonstration of power than in restoring a young lady to 

her voice, or hypochondriacal nun to the use of her limbs.’371 

Before moving on to discuss the Marian Apparition at Knock in Co. Mayo in 1879, it 

would be worthwhile to briefly examine the social, religious, and political and economic 

developments which transpired in the interim period between 1823 and 1879. Daniel 

O’Connell secured The Catholic Relief Act in 1829.372 By the 1850s the Irish Catholic 

Church had begun to demonstrate what England regarded as ‘papal aggression.’373 The 

Catholic Church asserted itself by reinstating its hierarchy, through the building of elaborate 

Churches, the establishment of the schools system and ultimately the extended control over 

the population through the clamp down on drinking and gambling and increased attendance at 

mass.  

The assertive stance of Catholicism both politically, religiously and socially was not 

only due to the effects of broader contemporary developments but was in part the result of 

certain influential individuals for example Daniel O’Connell and Paul Cardinal Cullen who 

among others were important driving forces in reshaping the identity of Irish Catholics and 

gained political support from the Catholic hierarchy. On the one hand O’Connell brought 

about political and civil equality while Cullen restored the authority of the Church and united 

Irish Roman Catholics in an Ultramontanist mission against Protestantism.374  

 
370Ibid.  p.17-18. 
371 Ibid. p.19. 
372 Connolly, ‘Mass Politics and Sectarian Conflict’ in Vaughan, A New History of Ireland, p. 105. 
373 Joost Augusteijn, ‘The Origins of Irish Nationalism in a European Context,’  in Brian Heffernan (ed), Life on 

the Fringe? Ireland and Europe, 1800-1922 (Dublin,2012), p.27. 
374 Desmond Bowen, Paul Cardinal Cullen and the Shaping of Modern Irish Catholicism, (Dublin,1983), p.166. 
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Daniel O’Connell became a prominent figure with the members of the Catholic 

Association formed in 1823. Catholic nobility and gentry who initially were members 

withdrew leaving the bulk of the membership disillusioned middle class men, merchants and 

lawyers, among others whose statues, career were hindered with religious discrimination.375 

O’Connell successfully united and radicalised all classes of Irish Catholics giving them a 

common cause or agitation, their non privileged status and ethnicity as well as the more 

pressing concerns of the peasantry, the violence and activities of the Orangemen as outlined 

above.376 Thus the Association was transformed into a mass movement, its effectiveness 

partly the result of the rent, a subscription to the Association paid by associate members.377 

The hierarchy voluntarily paid this and the returns of parish priests, almost £300 a week from 

Dublin, confirmed the suspicion of the British government that the Association’s fund raising 

method had strengthened the relationship between ‘popish parliament’ and ‘popish 

population’.378 O’Connell had the backing of the Catholic clergy and a portion of the rent was 

used in building chapels, houses for priests and in denominational education, the clergy 

essentially were agents of the Association and helped O’Connell to keep a sort of law and 

order among the politicised peasantry.379 

Internally, men like Paul Cardinal Cullen and John MacHale were also influential in 

restructuring the Catholic hierarchy.380 Mentalities of Bishops like Murray and Doyle, 

Gallicans, who, used Roman authority for their own ends were becoming increasingly 

criticised. In the 1820s these two Bishops kept superstition and ignorance alive only as a form 

 
375 Brian Jenkins, Era of Emancipation, British Government of Ireland, 1812-1830  (Belfast,1988), p.216. 
376 Ibid. 
377 Ibid. p. 216-217. 
378 Ibid. p.218. 
379 Ibid. p.217. 
380 For a recent study of Paul Cardinal Cullen see, Colin Barr, Paul Cullen (1803-78): Church, State, and 

Ireland’s Devotional Revolution (Dublin, 2020). 
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of controlling the population as is argued in the literature surrounding the Carroll case.381 A 

new faction of Gallicanism swept across Irish Bishops and aligned itself with the ambitions 

of Irish nationalism as opposed to those of the state.382 Cullen aimed to distance the Catholic 

Church from this and led innovation and reform.   

Cullen was from Ireland but was educated abroad which is essentially where he 

obtained a new way of thinking and committed himself to Ultramontanism, that is papal 

absolutism. It was because of this ideology that he never fully comprehended ‘the radical 

forces at work in secular society,’ and distanced himself from a lot of Irish political issues.383 

Despite this, when Murray died, he became the main figure of Catholicism in Ireland and was 

instrumental in uniting Irish bishops in a Counter-Reformation offensive against Protestant 

proselytisers, although this was more to do with his absolutism than anything else.384 Cullen 

was not particularly received well by Protestants or liberal Catholics. Liberal Catholics did 

not want sectarian bitterness and deplored the idea of a Catholic ascendancy having spent 

time under Protestant rule; in addition, his zeal against Protestant missions had broken the 

relationship and respect Murray had achieved with Protestants. The majority of Catholics 

were willing to live in a pluralist society.385  

By the mid nineteenth century, the expansion of the Catholic Church and the 

assimilation of ideas of cultural nationalism in Ireland had been instrumental in the creation 

of a national identity which ultimately led to an independent nation state.386 Cavelti maintains 

that the rise of nationalist movements was a response to political and religious minority 

status. Significantly, the Catholic Church promoted the spread of nationalism and nationalist 

 
381 See chapter one of this thesis. 
382 Desmond Bowen, Paul Cardinal Cullen and the Shaping of Modern Irish Catholicism (Dublin,1983). p36. 
383 Ibid. p.14-15. 
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386 Annina Cavelti, ‘Cutural Nationalism and Religion in Ireland: With Glances East to Prussian Poland,’ in 
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movements albeit for its own agenda which was a factor in the success of cultural 

nationalism. Cavelti attributes this to the idea that priests were powerful figures in their 

parishes and if movements could gain support of priests the population at large would follow 

suit.387  Although her comparison is with Prussian Poland, it demonstrates that Ireland was up 

to date with European developments. Furthermore, although the Irish Catholic Church had 

been behind Daniel O Connell’s Repeal Association in the 1840s, it had ceased to support 

nationalist movements after 1848 as a result of Pope Pius IX’s hatred of nationalist 

movements as well as the rise of Ultramontanism promoted by Cullen.388 In the 1880s the 

Catholic Church again supported what were initially non violent, non political nationalist 

organisations, for example, the GAA and Gaelic League.389 The latter part of this chapter 

illustrates disunity among Catholic hierarchy on this point, particularly in the West of Ireland 

from 1879.   

Following this, Boyce suggests that the Catholic Church was beginning to abandon its 

Cullenite attempts to impose a clerical view on the nationalist public. In addition, he argues 

the Church sought rapprochement and wanted to adopt its traditional role following Cullen’s 

unsuccessful and damaging encounters with politics and the Fenians and Archbishop 

McHale’s hostility to the Land League in 1879. These were according to Boyce, the last in a 

series of political blunders since O’Connell’s time.390  

 In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, under the new leadership of bishops like 

Walsh and Croke, who were sympathetic to nationalist objectives, the Catholic church 

reasserted itself into Irish politics; priests played a vital role in local politics, aiding the home 

rule movement which tied in to Parnell’s style of leadership which was well established by 

 
387 Ibid. 
388Ibid. 
389Ibid. 
390 Boyce, D. George, Nationalism in Ireland (3rd edn., London, 1996), p.202. 
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the 1880s.391 It was in this context that the apparition and consequent medical miracles of 

Knock occurred. 

As previously mentioned, although there were holy wells and shrines dedicated to 

Mary, Ireland had no Marian cult akin to what existed in the early nineteenth century in 

certain other Catholic countries, such as, France. In this respect, the events which transpired 

in Knock in 1879 appear anomalous for Ireland. Deeper examination reveals that Knock not 

only shares similarities with the Marian apparitions preceding it in Europe (France), but can 

be explained by considering the contemporary political situation of Mayo and the rest of 

Ireland in 1879. Before looking at Knock, a brief understanding of Marian cults and events in 

Europe, mainly France, is necessary.  

Apparitions and political anxiety on the Continent 

A series of Marian apparitions occurred in Europe during the nineteenth century. France 

experienced three. These events occurred in times of conflict or distress. In 1796, for 

example, a wave of Marian images was reported in Italy when French troops under Napoleon 

invaded and pressed further south.392 Michael Carroll explains that when civilian populations 

are in jeopardy, they turn to the supernatural for comfort. Furthermore, he argues they 

‘reduce their anxiety by reassuring themselves that the forces of the supernatural world are on 

their side.’ In addition he maintains they are inclined to be ‘extremely receptive’ to the idea 

that ‘a powerful supernatural mediator, such as the Virgin Mary was giving them a sign.’393 

There appears then to be then a strong correlation between political and social uncertainty/ 

instability and supernatural occurrences. Furthermore, in 1871, just eight years before the 

apparition at Knock, Pontmain in France experienced a Marian apparition in the midst of the 

 
391 Ibid. 
392 Michael, P. Carroll, The Cult of the Virgin Mary: Psychological Origins (New Jersey, 1986), p. 195. 
393 Ibid. 
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Franco-Prussian War.394 The war broke out between France and Germany in July 1870 and 

lasted until May 1871, by this time; France suffered a series of humiliating defeats, notably 

Sedan.395  

Pontmain lay between the advancing Prussian army and the city of Laval. On January 

17, 1871, Eugene Barbadette, his younger brother Joseph and two other children witnessed a 

Marian apparition. The Barbadette’s older brother had joined a regiment of mobiles from 

Pontmain in September 1870.396 In addition, on the morning of the apparition, Eugene had 

served a mass at which, the priest had requested the congregation to pray for the men who 

were fighting.397 In the evening, a woman named Jeanette Dètais visited the Barbadette 

household to inform them she had heard good news of the mobiles from Pontmain. Eugene 

did not stay to hear this, according to Walsh’s account; he went outside to check the 

weather.398 In some accounts of the Pontmain apparition, Jeanette is said to have been 

responsible for burial in the town.399 Michael Carroll suggests the child’s fears about his 

 
394 William J. Walsh,  The Apparitions and Shrines of Heaven’s Bright Queen: In Legend ,Poetry and History, 

From the Earliest Ages to the Present Time, Vol, 4 (New York, Carey,1904), pp 99-116. Walsh wrote, ‘The 

Blessed Virgin could not be absent when war, with the grim spectre of defeat, had cast mourning throughout the 

land.’ He continued to suggest that, ‘if France was Mary’s kingdom in its hours of joy, how much the more 

should this tender mother look upon it as her own, and watch over her devoted clients when sorrow weighted 

them down.’  
 
395 Upon hearing that Louis-Napoleon was among those who were captured at Sedan, Paris rose in revolt. The 

Germans relentlessly bombarded Paris. Under siege, Parisians were cut off from essential supplies; food was so 

scarce that animals in the zoo were consumed and all the trees in the Champs Elysees were burned for fuel. Paris 

fell to the Germans on 28 January 1871. Following the Prussian defeat of the French army, an armed left-wing 

group known as the communards revolted and took control of Paris in March; they murdered hostages and set 

fire to public buildings. The Communards surrendered, and 20,000 of them were killed in battle or executed 

without trial between the 21 and 28 May 1871. 

 
396William J. Walsh, The Apparitions and Shrines of Heaven’s Bright Queen, pp 99-116. 
397Ibid. 
398Ibid.  
399 Abbé M. Richard, What Happened at Pontmain (New York, 1971), p.18. It was stated ‘the children used to 

say she buried the dead.’ 
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brother, more specifically, his association of the visit of the woman’s visit to the possibility 

his brother had died as she dealt with burials, triggered the vision.400 

Eugene saw three stars in the form of a triangle. He also saw the image of a lady. She 

was wearing a blue dress with gold stars on it, the dress had flowing sleeves. She wore blue 

slippers with gold ribbons. She wore a black veil and a crown. There was a cross on her 

breast, and she was surrounded by four lights.401 The apparition lasted over three hours and 

was seen only by six children. The adults could only see the three stars they could not see the 

image of the lady or the other details.   

The apparition was silent, although Mary showed the children banners with messages 

written on them. The day after the apparition, King William of Prussia became emperor of 

the new German second Reich and the General of the Prussian army was ordered to halt his 

attack on Laval, the area in which Pontmain was located. Troops in Laval were evacuated by 

February and in May the Frankfurt treaty was signed ending the Franco-Prussian War. 

Although it was brief, the war crippled France politically, economically, and socially and 

militarily. Significantly, the burning of Paris and Marseille, and the rise and fall of Napoleon 

III was predicted in 1846 when Mary appeared in LaSalette. Pontmain was authenticated by 

the local Bishop in 1872. 

The inclusion of the lengthy discussion of the Marian apparition in Pontmain is not 

without significance. Ireland, more specifically the region of Mayo was engaged in a war in 

1879 (the Land War), and during this political and social upheaval, Mary appeared at Knock 

chapel. Unlike France, which had experienced similar Marian apparitions since the 1840s, 

Ireland had no previous history of Marian cults or related phenomenon regarding the Virgin 

 
400 Michael, P. Carroll, The Cult of the Virgin Mary, p.200. 
401 Abbé M. Richard, What Happened, p.18. 
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Mary, despite much of the population belonging to the Catholic Church. Significantly, in 

Irish folklore records, there are scant references to Mary.402  

Séan Ó Súilleabháin’s Miraculous Plenty, suggests that popular Irish Catholicism had 

a stronger affinity to the Saints and other benevolent supernatural beings. In Ireland religious 

cults were formed around the idea of Saint’s relics and holy wells. Aside from the shrines at 

the holy wells associated with Mary, pre 1879, there does not appear to have existed in 

Ireland a Marian cult on the same level as that which existed in the Catholic countries of 

France or Spain. It would appear the medical miracles at Knock were an anomalous with both 

the events of 1823 and popular Irish Catholic piety.  

Furthermore, despite Ireland’s lack of Marian cult, there were many similarities 

between Knock, Lourdes and LaSalette in that they occurred on a national level, they all 

occurred in times of distress and nationalism played a role.403 Furthermore, Michael Carroll 

suggests that Knock is reminiscent of the apparition at Pontmain in 1871 both in terms of the 

broader political situation and also in the regard that both apparitions were illusions, in that 

the apparition was influenced by the idiosyncratic imagination of the seer.404 He argues that 

although Knock fitted the ‘script’ of contextual distress common to all Marian apparitions, 

Knock’s context was different to the continent, which is largely true. This is for the most part 

due to developments within the Irish Catholic hierarchy and Irish Nationalist politics.   

Knock’s Medical Miracles 

 
402 Séan Ó Súilleabháin,  Miraculous Plenty, Irish Religious Folktales and Legends (Dublin, 2011). Based on Ó 

Súilleabháin’s work, the only reference to Mary is the stories dealing with early Christianity. 
403 John Joseph White, The Knock Apparitions and Pilgrimage: Popular Piety and the Irish Land War (PhD 

Dissertation submitted to Boston College, December 1999), p.3. 
404 Michael, P. Carroll, The Cult of the Virgin Mary, p.120, p.147. Carroll suggests that Pontmain and Knock are 

illusions in the sense that they involved the misperception of ambiguous visual stimulus.  
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The most prolific proofs which arguably validate the Knock apparition are the copious 

instances of supposed miraculous cures which have been collected, recorded and published, 

commencing with Delia Gordon’s cure just days after the apparition in 1879 and continuing 

to the present day to the most recent miraculous cure of Marion Carroll in 1989. Delia 

Gordon’s cure was the first reported cure at Knock. In addition, hers was the first case to 

attribute the cure to the cement which was taken from the gable wall on which the apparition 

appeared. Delia Gordon was the daughter of P.J Gordon, a child of about twelve. Up to 

August 1879 the child suffered, ‘violent attacks of pain in her left ear.’ Mr Gordon stated he 

sometimes had to get up in the night to get, ‘hot whiskey, flannel and different other remedies 

to try and relieve her of the pain,’ he stated this occurred two to three times a week. Mrs 

Gordon stated she brought Delia to mass in Knock, ‘on the Sunday next but one,’ or ten days 

after the first apparition. While in the church Delia’s pain attacked her so violently, she cried. 

Her mother brought her outside to the gable wall and told her to pray. While Delia prayed, 

the mother used the pin of her shawl to pick out some the cement from the wall, she made the 

sign of the cross on it and put it into the girls’ ear. The mother was then distracted briefly by 

a friend whom she spoke to for a few minutes. When she turned back to the child, she asked 

how the pain was, the child said, ‘tis gone mamma.’ The cure was instantaneous her mother 

concluded the account stating that Delia never had a pain to trouble her since.405 P.J Gordon 

the girl’s father, was one of the principal Fenians involved in the Knock protest in June 1879 

over a sermon preached by Cavanagh condemning local Fenians who were instrumental in 

the Irishtown meeting in April 1879. Gordon appeared on every Land League platform in 

Galway and Mayo and was arrested with Parnell, Davitt, and T.D. Sullivan in 1880.406  

 
405 The Illustrated Record of the Apparitions at Knock.: The Depositions of the Witnesses, List of the Alleged 

Miraculous Cures ... (reprinted from the "Weekly News."), (Dublin, 1880), p.11. 
406 John White, ‘The Cusack Papers; new evidence on the Knock apparition,’ in History Ireland, 4,4 

(Winter,1996), pp 39-44.  
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In the months following the apparition at Knock, numerous instances of people 

having been cured were recorded and published. Archdeacon Cavanagh kept both a diary of 

cures and the letters detailing cures which were sent to him personally.407 The Freeman’s 

Journal  published a letter sent from Cavanagh to inform his correspondents that, ‘it is simply 

impossible for me to answer the vast number of letters that arrive here daily from every part 

of Ireland, England and Scotland, relative to the apparition of our Blessed Immaculate 

Mother.’408 Records relating to the cures reveal not only the types of ailments being cured but 

also give the name and address of the individual. Geographically, those who were cured 

ranged from the whole thirty-two counties of Ireland to as far as England, Scotland, 

Australia, France, Belgium, Canada, and the United States.409  

Based on the original letters to Fr Cavanagh, the majority of cures were obtained by 

the application of cement (sometimes mixed with water) from Knock to the afflicted area.410 

One individual from Limerick obtained a cure for indigestion by, ‘drinking rain water 

procured from the roof of Knock chapel,’ they continued, ‘I was made as well as I could 

desire.’411 The most common method of obtaining the cement was to visit Knock in person 

and remove it from the gable wall of the Church. For those who lived overseas, they wrote to 

Fr Cavanagh requesting to be sent cement, for example, John O’ Connell wrote from Ottawa, 

 
407Original letters detailing Knock’s cures (dated between 1880 and 1884) were found in 1995 among the 

Cusack Papers in the archive of the Sisters of St Joseph of Peace in the USA (located in Washington and 

founded by the Nun of Kenmare), see, John White, ‘The Cusack Papers; new evidence on the Knock 

apparition,’ in History Ireland, 4,4 (Winter,1996), pp 39-44. The manuscripts were subsequently donated to 

Knock Museum archive in 1998. A selection of original letters was published by Archdeacon Cavanagh in the 

Weekly News in 1880. The Weekly News was a paper owned by T.D. Sullivan, a Land Leaguer.  
408 The Freeman’s Journal, 14 February, 1880. In this letter to editor of the Freeman Cavanagh also states that, 

‘the reports given in the public journals are substantially correct, both as regards the apparition and the 
numerous miracles wrought since the 21 of last August.’ 
409 WP 007, Ottawa, Canada. 
410 Based on the letters to Archdeacon Cavanagh dating from 1880 to 1884, people obtained cement by visiting 

the shrine in person and removing it from the wall or for those who lived overseas cement was sent to them by 

Cavanagh. 
411 Knock Museum (KM), WP097, 15 June, 1881, Limerick. 
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‘Very Reverend Dear Father, I am now going to intrude on your good nature once more if 

you would be so kind as to send me another piece of the cement of knock.’412  

The consequences of people taking the cement from the church and the gable wall are 

discussed by a news correspondent. ‘So absorbed was I in observing the tokens and signs of 

spiritual fervour that it was only when I stumbled into a hole in the clay floor of the humble 

church that I noticed there were several of these shallow excavations. Little by little, they had 

been made by the people, who took away small quantities of the earth.’413 He continued, 

‘Going round to the southern gable, I noticed that, since last week, it had been sheathed with 

planking to a height of about eight feet from the ground. This was necessary in order to save 

the wall, for the people, first of all had stripped away the cement; then picked out the mortar 

from the spaces between the stones; and at last the stones themselves had been taken out of 

the wall, and two large holes were left, through one of which a man could almost enter. The 

parish priest had to resort to the expedient of plank-sheathing to save the wall from going, 

stone by stone. When I came in sight of the gable there were several men and boys, propped 

up on the shoulders of the crowd, detaching with knives and crooked handle sticks small 

particles of cement above the sheathing, while hats were held out below to receive the tiniest 

fragment that might fall.’414 

Almost all the references to cement are for personal use; though some letters mention 

the cement was passed on to friends and family members. In one letter to Cavanagh from St 

Joseph’s Orphanage Tasmania, the cement is intended for collective use, ‘The Sisters of 

Charity would feel most grateful if Archdeacon Cavanagh would send them some of the 

cement from Knock ... They and all their poor people are most anxious to have some ... those 

 
412 KM, WP 007, Ottawa, Canada.   
413 The Illustrated Record of the Apparitions at Knock, p.8. 
414Ibid. 
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who are afflicted express their ardent faith and hope that their dear Mother will relieve them.’ 

The letter continued with the affirmation that a boy, blind from birth ‘recovered his sight’ by 

applying Knock cement to his eyes. The letter ended with, ‘they trust to your care for the 

poor “exiles from home.”415 The closing phrase suggests that there was a continuation of 

beliefs, traditions and religious piety among the Irish Catholic ‘exiles’ in Tasmania.416 This 

letter is interesting as it could also suggest that the Irish Catholics abroad whether convicts or 

emigrants, not only maintained their faith particularly in the supernatural and the miraculous, 

but on another level were linked to the political developments in Mayo preceding the 

apparition, thus the reference could be to Fenianism.417 

 The medical conditions of those cured included blindness, deafness, paralysis, joint 

and bone disease, tumours, and insanity. In one letter, Patrick Cross of Limerick City stated:  

 [sic] ‘I was in the Asylum of Limerick for five weeks, I was insane: None of 

my relatives except a cousin was ever insane. My father and mother brought me here 

out of the Asylum against the wishes of the doctor (Dr. Courtney) they brought me 

here to Knock on the 26 of March. I was violent in my manner when I came with 

father and mother. I smashed delph and I showed violence at Knock, raving at night 

jumping about. I was immediately cured. I returned home with my father and mother 

perfectly cured. I had not any sign or symptom of its return since then.’418  

In one of the published letters it appears that Cavanagh talked a man out of taking his child to 

an eye specialist in Dublin. Kate Cassidy a five-year-old girl was born in Knock. She was 

about to take off her boots one night, and ‘not being able to untie the knot on the string of one 

 
415 KM, WP019, 12 June, 1880, Tasmania. 
416 ‘Exiles from home’ is most likely a reference to Irish convicts. The reference could also be to those who fled 

Ireland during and after the Famine.  
417 There was strong support both financially and through the supply of weapons for the Land League and I.R.B 

from Irish Catholics abroad  (America and Australia).  
418 KM, WP119, Part 3.  
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of them with her fingers, she endeavoured to do so with a fork.’ While she was pulling at the 

fork, ‘it came suddenly out of the knot with force, and the point penetrated her eyeball.’ Her 

eye of course, became quite useless, and the poor child suffered intensely. Her father got a 

letter from Mr Strickland, of Loughlynn, to procure her admission as a patient in St Marks’s 

Ophthalmic Hospital in Dublin.419 Cavanagh recalled, ‘I met him one day on his way to 

Knock with the child. He had Mr Strickland’s letter with him and had not yet made use of it. 

He consulted me as to what he ought to do.’ I said to him, ‘as you did bring her here, 

continue your prayers for her, persevere for a little time, and see what the Mother of God will 

do.’ He acted on my advice. The child is now quite well. This happened about five weeks 

ago.420 

In addition to letters describing cures, Cavanagh sent medical certificates to 

publishers. Two certificates were published in 1881 by A Child of Mary (the author’s actual 

identity is unknown), in, An Account of The Apparitions, Pilgrimages and Cures, At the 

Shrine of Knock, with the approbation of the Ven. Archdeacon Cavanagh. The first medical 

certificate was from Belfast, dated 3 August 1880, written by John Campbell Quinn, M.D, 

L.A. He wrote about the case of sixteen-year-old Elizabeth Duffy a, ‘pale, fair, anaemic girl, 

hardly able to walk and suffering incessantly from pain.’ She was examined by him and he 

found a, ‘large lump in the groin and three unhealthy openings in the outer side of the thigh.’ 

He stated she, ‘expressed my opinion very strongly that nothing but a surgical examination, 

and, most likely, operation, could be of use.’ She was given carbolic oil and morphia. The 

morphia made her ill, ‘owing to constitutional and stomach irritability.’ Some months passed 

since he first examined her, although he admits that while attending her sibling, he had seen 

Elizabeth, ‘but not as her doctor and declined to interfere unless the surgical examination 

 
419 St. Marks Ophthalmic Hospital in Dublin was founded by Sir William Wilde. 
420 The Illustrated Record of the Apparitions at Knock, p.26.  
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were undergone.’ He stated he saw her three weeks before the date of the letter when she 

returned from Knock. He noted that, ‘the change in her condition was surprising.’  Her 

condition had improved, ‘she had become healthy and pleasing-looking, with red lips and full 

pulse and the runnings healed.’ He mentioned he had seen her on three or four occasions 

since noting that, ‘each time her condition is better, the lump in her groin is gone and only the 

cicatrices of the three ulcers remain.’ The doctor remarked that the girl had not taken 

medicine the entire time, using the carbolic oil and morphia only a few times. The doctor 

concluded the letter stating that he regretted that a surgical examination was not made. He 

continued, ‘believing as I did that necrosis of the bone undoubtedly existed, I am confident 

that no medical treatment, change of air, or good food, could have brought about a cure so 

rapidly, or indeed at all.’ Furthermore, he stated, ‘I am forced to the conclusion, though 

sceptical about miracles, that the all powerful intercession of the Blessed Virgin has operated 

upon Elizabeth Duffy, in a wondrous cure while at Knock.’421  

The second medical certificate in this publication is from John Conroy, L.R.C.S.I., 

Kilkenny, dated 25 July, 1881.422 He stated he had attended a fourteen year old girl named 

Ellen Waldron of Aughamore, who suffered an ‘attack of chronic peritonitis, with formation 

of matter in subjacent cellular tissue, and tumours in the right and left lumbar regions.’423 He 

continues that on 6 July, the father applied ‘sacred substance from the chapel at Knock,’ to 

the girl’s body, and ‘these tumours, and all other signs and symptoms of disease, suddenly 

 
421 Anon.  An Account of The Apparitions, Pilgrimages and Cures, At the Shrine of Knock, with the approbation 

of the Ven. Archdeacon Cavanagh (Dublin, 1881), pp 81-82. The author referred to themselves as A Child of 

Mary. 

 
422 Ibid. it is inserted at the end of the preface with a note that while the work was in the printers, the compiler 

was, ‘favoured with further original documents from Archdeacon Cavanagh.’  
 
423 According to an article in the Irish Journal of Medical Science, Peritonitis is the, ‘inflammation of the 

membrane lining the inside of the abdomen/pelvis and all of the internal organs.’ In children, peritonitis is 

usually caused by, ‘perforated appendicitis and intra-abdominal abscess arising from acute appendicitis.’ See, 

Obinwa, O., M. Casidy, and J. Flynn, ‘The Microbiology of Bacterial Peritonitis Due to Appendicitis in 

Children,’ Irish Journal of Medical Science, Ir J Med Sci, 183 (2013), pp 585-91. 
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disappeared, at a time when I had her life nigh well despaired of.’ The doctor declared, ‘in 

my opinion, this instantaneous recovery is due to a miracle.’ The doctor concluded the letter 

with substantiation for his belief that a miraculous recovery occurred. He noted that in 1877, 

Dr Blake treated the girl for a similar attack which, ‘did actually end in the formation of 

matter, and was discharged through the umbilicus during a period of three months.’424 

Aside from Archdeacon Cavanagh, Margaret Anna Cusack, or Sister Mary Francis 

Clare Cusack (The Nun of Kenmare) was an influential figure in the story of Knock 

following the apparition. Cusack took a detour to Knock in 1881 during a transfer from 

Kenmare to the Poor Clares’ Convent in Newry, after some initial confusion she stayed there 

for two years. Maria Luddy dedicates two pages to Mary Francis Cusack in, Women in 

Ireland, 1800-1918: A Documentary History.425 Cusack, a wealthy convert from the Anglican 

Church, spent five years in a Protestant sisterhood before joining the Catholic Church. 

Following her conversion, she joined the Poor Clares in Newry 1859 and was chosen to 

establish a branch in Kenmare in 1861; and after falling out with bishops and priests she went 

to Knock in 1881.426 Following disputes with clergy in Knock in 1883, she left for America. 

In 1888 she both resigned as Mother General of the Sisters of Peace and left the Catholic 

Church. Luddy notes that Cusack, ‘was a prolific writer and her publications went some way 

to support the convent.’427 She published an account of Knock in 1882 in which there are 

 
424 Anon.  An Account of The Apparitions, preface. 
425 Maria Luddy, Women in Ireland, 1800-1918: A Documentary History (Cork, 1995), pp 15-17. 
426 Sr. Catherine Ferguson CSJP observes that although Cusack’s stay in Knock was brief, she embarked on 

several ambitious programmes for the benefit of the people of Knock. Arguably, the most significant of these 

was the intended establishment of an Abbey, complete with an industrial school and hostel for visiting pilgrims. 

The Abbey was to be run by a group of new religious women dedicated to serving the local people and 

promoting the shrine. Ferguson remarks, ‘this ended sadly and abruptly in December 1883.’ See, Sr. Catherine 

Ferguson, Margaret Anna Cusack: The Nun of Kenmare, Knock, November 1881-December 1883  

(Warrenpoint, 2008), p.7. 
427 Maria Luddy, Women in Ireland, pp 15-17.  Sr. Ferguson also notes that for the twenty years she was in 

Kenmare, Cusack was, ‘allowed to fulfil her desire to be a writer.’ Furthermore, Ferguson suggests she was 

facilitated with material from archives and libraries at the request of clerical friends. Archbishop John McHale 

of Tuam commissioned her to write a biography of Daniel O’ Connell based on papers from his own collection 

and a collection of paper s from All Hallows College, Dublin. According to Ferguson, Cusack never arranged to 

return the material and it was subsequently lost. Cusack’s work received criticism, yet, since her earlier 
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medical certificates for four of the cures including her own.428 Cusack wrote that, ‘it is not as 

widely known as it should be, that the whole subject is before Ecclesiastical Commission, 

appointed by the Archbishop of Tuam.’ She continued, ‘As in the case of Lourdes, so in the 

case of Knock, some considerable time will probably be allowed to elapse before the Church 

will place the devotion on the same basis as the devotions of other shrines of the Ever 

Blessed Mother of God.’429  In addition to the medical certificates, Cusack included in the 

publication a selection of letters regarding cures as well as letters referring to moving statues.  

Cusack referred to the following certificate, which was sent by Geoffrey M’Carthy, 

L.R.C.S.I., L.K. & QC.P. I Kenmare, dated 1 August 1880. He wrote, ‘I Certify I have known 

John Fitzgerald, of Sneem, to be a cripple of four years at least.’ The letter mentioned that 

John went to Knock and when he returned, he was able to, ‘walk without the aid of crutches, 

the leg being about one inch and a half short.’ The doctor concluded, ‘This must have been a 

miracle, as it could not have occurred so suddenly, or at all, without the aid of a surgical 

operation.’430 Another certificate mentioned by Cusack is that of Sister Mary Francis Clare 

Cusack herself. She stated her case was complicated as she suffered from both rheumatism 

and an internal disease. In addition, she wrote that the medical certificates relating to her case 

were before an Ecclesiastical and as a result she could only include a short extract from one 

of them in the publication. The letter she published was from M. O’Keefe, M.A., M.D., 

D.S.C., Cork, dated 8 November, 1881.431 The author stated he was a Professor of Materia 

 

publications were based on approved sources and known authors, her superiors were not concerned.  see Sr. 

Ferguson, Margaret Anna Cusack, p.10. 
428Sr. Mary Francis Clare Cusack, Three Visits to Knock: With the Medical Certificates of Cures and Authentic 

Accounts of Different Apparitions (New York, 1882).  

 
429Sr. Mary Francis Clare Cusack, Three Visits to Knock, pp 80-81. 
430Ibid. p.83. 
431 Dr O’Keefe was a Protestant, it has been suggested that he was willing to testify that Cusack was not 

suffering from any ailment when he saw her, see Cusack, A Few Words About Knock (1882). It is interesting 

that Cusack approached ex Queen’s medical staff for a medical certificate as the Catholic University in Dublin 

had been established. Sir Robert Peel introduced the Colleges Bill in 1845, providing colleges in Cork Galway 

and Belfast, which, Paul Cullen, the newly appointed Archbishop of Armagh, condemned at the Synod of 
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Medica, Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and examiner, ‘in the late Queen’s University 

Ireland.’ This remark is significant, clause eleven of the University Education Ireland Act of 

1879, stated that ‘within a period of two years from the granting of a charter, to be fixed by 

the Lord Lieutenant and with the advice and consent of the Privy Council, the Queen’s 

University in Ireland shall be dissolved.’432 Referring to Cusack’s cure, O’Keefe stated, 

‘Your case was an extremely bad one, and if ever a human being deserved a miraculous inter-

position, your virtues and labours in the cause of creed and humanity are paramount.’ He 

continued, ‘When I last saw you at Kenmare, you certainly were in a most crippled condition, 

from which I despaired of any relief from medical art.’ He closed the letter with, ‘Your cure 

is outside our experience.’433  

Cusack’s cure received considerable attention in the press which she was dissatisfied 

with. The Nation published a grandiose account stating that she had been, ‘an invalid for nine 

years.’ The newspaper report also stated she was, ‘carried on a couch to the altar rails to 

receive communion, but before receiving it, she stood up from the couch, knelt at the rails 

and received communion kneeling, a thing which she had not done for nine years.’ It was 

alleged by the report that, ‘the miracle was witnessed by the priest, nuns and hundreds of the 

laity.’434 Cusack was eager to suppress the rumours surrounding the particulars of her cure at 

Knock that she was carried to the church by writing to the editor of The Freeman (which also 

published the same version of her cure as The Nation as mentioned above) expressing her 

 

Thurles in 1850, see, Tony Lyons, ‘Thomas Wyse and Non-Denominational Education in Ireland, 1830-1845,’ 

in, Deirdre Raftery and Karin Fischer (eds.), Educating Ireland: Schooling and Social Change, 1700-2000 

(Kildare, 2014), pp 42-59, p.54-56. Eventually a Catholic University was opened in St. Stephen’s Green Dublin 

1854, John Henry Newman, a convert, was its first Rector, see, For a discussion of Newman’s conversion to 

Catholicism and his role in the Catholic University see, Ian Ker,  ‘Newman, John Henry (1801–1890).’in Oxford 

Dictionary of National Biography (Online edn., edited by Lawrence Goldman, May 2011). It is strange that a 

Protestant University Professor would jeopardise his reputation and agree to produce a forgery in support of a 

medical miracle. 
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‘distress’ that the paper exaggerated the account as, ‘such reports, do incalculable harm, as 

they throw discredit on real miracles.’435 By her own admission in this letter it is plain to see 

she, ‘recovered her health in a manner which, in ordinary language, might be called 

miraculous.’436  

Holy Wells  

Michael P. Carroll argues that in Catholic societies popular Catholicism ‘revolved around 

cults associated with saintly relics and miraculous images.’437 Carroll suggests that in Ireland 

the laity and clergy were more likely to participate in cults organised around springs and piles 

of stones than around images and relics.438 Cian Marnell suggests the association of watery 

places with religion is a very ancient and a world-wide phenomenon.439 Patrick Logan 

suggests ‘it is remarkable that the cult still flourishes and shows many features and practices 

which are certainly pre-Christain, but now the entire ritual has been wrapped up in a cover of 

Christianity and at first look it appears ot be Christian.’440 In nineteenth-century Ireland, the 

practice of visiting holy wells was one of three main expressions of Catholic devotion, the 

other two were household based Stations and Chapel-based practice.441 According to Gary 

Branigan a holy well is ‘a location where water issues from the earth and where the site is a 

focal point for supernatural divination, the curing of illness through ritual, the cursing of third 

parties and the veneration of early Christian saints or pagan deities or elements of nature, 

specifically the water itself.’442  Marnell suggests that when holy well is mentioned, 
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sometimes all that is meant is a hollow in a stone which water gathers.443 Writing about 

Modeligo well, Co. Waterford, Gordon Forsayeth suggests ‘well is really deceptive, for the 

water is merely rainwater and does not derive its existence from any spring but is contained 

in a bath-shaped receptacle.444 Eamonn P. Kelly suggests that holy wells should be regarded 

as shrines rather than as natural features, and that this aspect of the tradition perhaps 

originated in the Classical world.445 While the exact number of holy wells in Ireland has not 

been ascertained, previous scholars tend to accept the estimated total of around three 

thousand. Michael Carroll has reviewed the estimated figure and suggests three thousand is 

plausible.446 

Holy wells are unevenly distributed, and the majority are located in the countryside.447 

In addition, Gary Branigan suggests they almost always overflow into another larger body of 

water.448 The association with a specific place is important. Holy wells, Branigan suggests, 

‘are found in areas of natural beauty, often in grooves of trees, hollows in the landscape, the 

edge of waysides or other bodies of water, or at points where borders and boundaries run or 

meet.’449 Many wells are situated near churches, more commonly near the ruins of medieval 

parish churches.450 Some wells are located close to megaliths or cillíní (the burial grounds for 

unbaptised children).451 Other wells are sometimes ‘hidden in darkness’ in mysterious 

underground tunnels, chambers and caves.452 Diarmuid Ó Giollain suggests common 
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locations for holy wells include the tops of hills or mountains, mountain passes, the site of 

inauguration of the Irish chiefs and by the seashore near the high water mark or between the 

high and low water marks as well as in offshore islands and lakes.453 Many of the wells on 

heights were associated with the harvest festival Lúnasa which was celebrated at the end of 

July or the beginning of August.454 In addition, Holy well sites usually contain a combination 

of three symbolic features, a spring, a venerated tree (also termed the bile) and venerated 

stones.455 At St. Patrick’s well, Rathvilly, Co. Carlow, a number of large, wedge -shaped, 

granite boulders are scattered around the field in which the well is situated.  In another field, 

100 yards from the well is a similar stone known locally as the ‘Bow Stone.’ The local name 

for the Banshee is the Bow, and the local people said that in ancient times, the Bow sat on the 

stone and cried when any member of the family which lived in Patrickswell House was about 

to die.456 Venerated trees and the belief they possess healing and other powers, pre-dates 

Christianity in Ireland.457 In the Celtic calendar, trees such as ash, hazel and whitethorn held 

significance, and were found at many holy well sites. The bile was believed to take upon 

itself the illnesses and sins of the parish, in addition, just as it was believed the well water 

didn’t boil, the branches of the venerated tree were believed not to burn.458 Pieces of cloth or 

the tassels of shawls (believed to contain the illness, pain or sins of the wearer), were often 

left at the well, sometimes they were attached to a nearby venerated tree.459  

An essential part of the pilgrim to the holy well involved leaving a votive offering.460 

Marnell suggests that on visiting the well one was always supposed to leave something, ‘not 
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necessarily money, but anything, even a safety pin.’461 Items left included but were not 

limited to articles of clothing, coins buttons, brooches, trinkets, pipes, hair pins, nails, pins, 

screws, fish hooks, rosary beads, crosses, holy medals and other religious relics.462 Locks of 

hair are left at Tobar Keelagh well Co. Mayo and broken china and cups are left at the grave 

of Fr John O’Callaghan in Co. Cork. The ritual at this well was to take water from the holy 

well in a cup and add earth from the priest’s grave. If the pilgrim’s complaint is external the 

mixture is applied, if internal, the mixture is consumed. The cup was then left as a votive 

offering.463 Usually, objects left by pilgrims were small, pieces of cloth which were hung on 

trees near the well, in Dublin, as Logan suggests, a holy well was known as a ‘rag well.’464 

An older practice was to use red cloth, although this was not universal, different areas used 

different colours of cloth.465 The colour red was associated with magical practices, it was 

believed to resist the power of evil and sometimes red ribbons were tied on the tails of cattle 

to protect them against supernatural dangers.466 It was a common practice to bathe the 

affected area with the well water, and then hang the cloth on the sacred tree.467 Nails, pins 

and coins were sometimes driven into the bark of trees near certain wells. At St. Bernard’s 

well in Rathkeale, nails were driven by pilgrims into the trunk of the ash tree. Pins and nails 

were driven into a sacred tree at Arboe, Co. Tyrone. There was a tree well at Magherinagaw, 

Co. Antrim, where pins were stuck into the bark.468 Logan suggests there is no certainty as to 

whether the nails were connected to the crucifixion.469 Coins were also beaten into the trunks 
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of trees near holy wells; it is believed that if anyone collected the coins for their own personal 

use they would get the disease which had been left by the pilgrim who left the coin.470 

Crutches and sticks were left at many holy wells often by grateful pilgrims who no 

longer needed them. At St. Colman’s well in Co. Limerick, a lame man who could not walk 

visited the well and was cured so he left his crutches. He later returned and took the crutches 

back to sell them, it was said he became lame again.471 Logan suggests that leaving the crutch 

or stick at a holy well that was needed by a patient was a dramatic gesture. The pilgrim 

perhaps identified the crutch with the disability, so hoping to get rid of the disability; the 

pilgrim would need to get rid of the crutch.472 Logan also suggests that the excitement of the 

pattern and the whiskey may have contributed to some cures, especially rheumatism, rather 

than the saint.473 One question Marnell raises is whether leaving the trinkets and rags at the 

wells derives its most basic inspiration from the desire to please and to petition, or whether it 

was from the belief that illness can be transferred by means of contagious magic.474 In 

Donegal there was a tradition that the cure at wells was based solely on transference.475 

James Rattue suggests that in Ireland, there are examples of wells being fully 

reverenced (with circumambulations, prayers and so on) yet there are is no specific mention 

of healing powers. Rattue suggests that the attitude to well worship was that it conferred a 

sort of spiritual benefit and gave a practical back-up to the prayers of the supplicant. Viewed 

in this light, the well was then a place to contact the Deity, to communicate petitions and 

impress Him with piety. According to Rattue, in this context, the most prominent feature was 

not the intrinsic healing property of the water, but rather its role as a repository or medium of 
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a kind of special power.476 Michael Carroll suggests that there were two types of well in 

Ireland, spa wells and holy wells.477 While spa wells had curative properties they were not 

regarded as holy; holy wells were believed to possess supernatural powers.478 

Holy wells in Ireland are usually dedicated to native saints, universal saints are a 

minority.479 St. Brigid and St. Patrick are the most common dedications. In addition, 

Diarmuid Ó Giollain suggests that the majority of dedications are to male saints.480 Although 

some Saints were connected to particular areas and the wells there were dedicated to them, 

wells could also be dedicated to Saints who were not linked to the area, an example is the 

locality of Corca Dhuibhne, Co. Kerry, where wells are dedicated to Saints Brendan and 

Manchán who have strong connections to the peninsula but wells are also dedicated to Brigid, 

Fionán, Ciarán, Molaga, and Edna who do not have links to the area.481 In some areas, wells 

are named after local priests. Moore’s well in Co. Kildare, named after a priest who died in 

1826 and in Rosscarbery, Co. Cork, the grave of Fr John Power (who died in 1831) was 

visited by pilgrims who made rounds and prayed for relief from illness on St. John’s Eve 

until 1858.482 Many other wells are named after their curative reputations, for example, in the 

townland of Dalkey Island, Tobar Ghalar Carrach or Scurvy Well, was believed to cure the 

Vitamin C deficiency.483 Throughout Ireland, other wells were similarly named, for example, 

Tobar na Súl (‘of the eyes’), Tobar na Deilge (‘of the thorn’), Tobar an Ailt (‘of the joint’).484 

Oral legends, a characteristic feature of holy wells, provide information on the origins 

of the wells, how the wells came to be named or they tell of how the wells moved as they 
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were profaned.485 In some accounts, the origin of the well is attributed to the saint being 

thirsty or letting a tear fall on the spot, resulting in a well springing up.486 In other instances, 

an existing well or spring was sanctified by the saint and a wonderful cure took place.487 

Certain wells were ascribed personalities of their own. At Roertstown, Limerick, and at 

Inismurray, Sligo, some springs were believed to have the ability to calm storms, while others 

were regarded with such sanctity that visitors to them were believed to be protected from 

shipwreck.488 Other wells were said to contain sacred fish. Patrick Logan suggests, that ‘if a 

person believes in the sanctity of the healing power of the holy well, it will follow that any 

fish found in the well will be supernatural.’489 There are many references to supernatural fish 

in holy wells; they are believed to be immortal and indestructible.490 The patient would be 

certain of a cure if he/she saw fish swimming in the well.491 It was said there was a white 

trout in Dabhach Phádraig and when a woman named Mrs Thomas Lilly was cured of a leg 

ailment, the trout tugged at her skirt.492 Certain times of the day were potent in folk healing, 

such as the period before sunrise and the boundary between night and day.493 There are also 

many legends about a supernatural cow known as the Glais Gaibhleann which is associated 

with holy wells; some wells are named Tobar na Glaise. Three wells, in Co. Sligo, one in 

Donegal and one in Cavan are associated with the supernatural cow. Legend holds that the 

cow gave milk to those who needed it until someone annoyed or insulted her, so she departed 

and was seen no more. Another supernatural cow, known as the Bo Finne, which lends its 
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name to both Inisbofinne off the Donegal coast, and to, Island of the White Cow, off the 

Mayo coast, used to be seen coming from the lake on the island.494 

According to Michael Carroll, Irish Catholics frequented holy wells for one of two 

reasons, to obtain relief from a physical ailment or to discharge a penance.495 One of the 

fundamental functions of the holy well was as a source of healing. In general, the diseases 

said to be cured are the more obvious ones. What are popularly called diseases are as Patrick 

Logan suggests, really symptoms which may be due to a number of different causes and 

many will clear up quickly regardless what form of treatment was used. It is impossible he 

argues, to make an exact diagnosis in these cases and so assess the therapeutic power of the 

well.496 Logan suggests that these aliments are psychogenic in origin and may be relieved by 

a visit to a holy well as efficiently as by any other means of psycho-therapy, and he suggests 

‘it is difficult to imagine any set of circumstances in which a visit to a holy well could do any 

harm.’497 

Branigan suggests the waters of holy wells are ‘associated with the power of 

divination and are attributed to the cure of specific or general disorders.’498 Although it was 

believed that the patron saint of the well protected the district from plagues and influenza, 

people went to wells for cures for various ailments and sicknesses including mental illness, 

sickness in children, eye diseases, toothache, headache, backache, barrenness, childbirth 

sprains, wounds and rheumatism.499 There were certain areas and pilgrimages associated with 

helping those who suffered from mental illness, such as Tobar na nGealt (Well of the 

Lunatics), in Co. Kerry. It is believed that if the patient drinks the water and eats the 
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watercress ‘their gloomy disease is relieved.’500 There are also many references to mad 

persons who sojourned in this valley and returned home, sane and in excellent health, such as 

Mary Mather who ‘came to it rabidly mad, and entirely naked in the year 1823 and who 

returned home (after having spent some months here) sound in mind and stout in health.’501 A 

man named Sullivan came to it in the year 1839, and returned entirely cured of his lunacy in 

three days.502 Sleeping in holy places to cure mental illness was reported in certain places. 

Among a cluster of ruins in an old cemetery in Co. Roscommon, was situated the Teach 

Dorcha (Dark House). It was believed St. Barry was buried in the doorway and the clay from 

his grave was used to cure bellyache and headaches. People with mental illness were taken on 

three consecutive nights, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, and slept on straw on the floor. The 

ritual was completed when the patients attended mass in Kilbarry church on Sunday morning. 

If the patient managed to sleep on all three nights it was believed the prognosis was good.503 

On Caher Island, off the coast of Co. Mayo, there was a stone called Leabaidh Phadruig. It 

was believed that if epileptics slept on the stone or on any part of the island itself, they would 

be cured.504 Tobar Mhuire or Lady’s Well, for example, in the townland of Cloghran, was 

frequented by childless women who bathed in the water. Locally, it was believed that women 

who did so would go on to have very large families.505  

A distinctive feature of the religious rituals performed at holy wells was the ‘rounding 

ritual.’506 The ritual was also known as a ‘station’ or ‘turas’ and was performed at the well in 
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order to receive a cure for a particular ailment.507 It is suggested that the rounding tradition 

originated in the post-reformation Tridentine period.508 Gary Branigan suggests the ritual 

involved specific prayers being recited while walking around the well an odd number of 

times in the direction of the sun and either drinking or bathing in the waters at certain 

intervals. The round is completed by tying a rag, which symbolises the ailment to a sacred 

‘rag tree,’ usually ash, hawthorn, holly or oak.509  To place a curse on someone, the round 

would be completed in reverse in their name; and ‘worse consequences’ were believed to 

befall the person who performed such an act if it was not deserved.510 Rounds often took 

hours to complete, they were sometimes undertaken barefoot and many accounts mention that 

extreme mortifications that occasionally occurred.511 Michael Carroll suggests that pain was 

believed to heighten the value of penitential rituals, pilgrims often completed the rounds on 

their knees or barefoot which caused lacerations and bleeding.512 Finbar McCormick, studied 

the Struell wells in Co. Down, and referenced the extreme mortifications practised by 

pilgrims. It was said that those who were guilty of black and grievous offences not only 

crawled on their knees but carried a large stone with their hands placed on the back of their 

necks.513   

Great powers were attributed to holy wells, so much so, that acts of vandalism in the 

vicinity of the well or profanities involving improper use of the water were believed to offend 

the well, resulting in it either drying up or moving location, in some instances, individuals 

lost their lives or property by meddling with the sacred sites. At Ballincrea well, in the 

Barony of Forth, Co. Carlow, it was said that a young girl from the neighbourhood cut some 
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bushes growing on the fence around the enclosure surrounding the well and she got a stroke 

and ‘never did any good afterwards.’514 At Tobar Rí an Domhnaigh in Rathwilladoon, a man 

tried to boil the well water, he was severely punished when his kettle exploded and killed 

him.515 In Balrothery village, legend holds that a woman named Biddy Boughy washed 

clothes in a holy well in Chapel lane. Consequently, the well dried up and moved to its 

present location. The well is known as Holy Well, An Tobar Naofa or Biddy Boughy’s Well, 

An Tobar Beannaithe.516 In another example, disrespecting sacred ground caused a man’s 

death. In the townland of Grange, is situated St. Mobhi’s Well or Tobar Mobhí which is 

believed to cure warts tooth and headaches and disorders of the throat. According to local 

legend, a ploughman who was engaged in ploughing an area in the nearby graveyard was 

advised not to continue as he was on holy ground. He responded, ‘St. Mobhí or St. Mobhó, 

I’ll plough my frough before I go.’ The ground opened up swallowing the man, his horses 

and the plough.’517 Another man, a yeoman soldier, lost his life after he offended St. Finian’s 

Well Tobar Fhinnín in the townland of Newcastle Farm. He washed his feet in the well, but it 

burst out and drowned him and his comrades. The water subsided after a priest said 

prayers.518 Wells may take drastic action against those who transgressed against their dignity. 

A man stole money from St. Patrick’s well in Limerick. He went to the pub and spent the 

money on drink. He was struck dead upon leaving the pub.519 In Tobersool, local legend 

claims that Oliver Cromwell washed his feet in the holy well and caused it to dry up. The 

well was restored by the prayers of a Catholic priest.520 Generally it is said that the well was 
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desecrated when someone washed his hands or dirty clothes in the water or in some way 

insulted the well.521 One dramatic example is from the Belgatheran townland in Mellifont, 

Co. Louth involving a well called Tobar an t-Solais (Well of the Light). It was said that 

butchers polluted the well by washing the viscera of cattle in it, so the well moved, 

accompanied by a great number of candles showing light which was seen by all the 

neighbours.522 One instance of transference occurred when the power of the well was 

mocked. Tradition asserts that at Modeligo well in Co. Waterford, a trooper of Cromwell’s 

led his blind horse in mockery to test the miraculous power of the place. The horse was 

cured, but the soldier became blind and the well moved location.523  

Although James Rattue suggests that formal Roman Catholicism was particularly 

important in maintaining the well-cult and that the traditions and rituals surrounding holy 

wells were largely practised by Catholics, people did not have to be Catholic to participate 

and sometimes Protestants partook in the rituals. In Fortrane, Co. Clare, a Protestant 

landowner signed a cross over St. Mochulla’s well, said the Lord’s Prayer, made a hollow 

with her left heel and left a gift of milk for the fairies in order to facilitate the production of 

butter.524 Cures were believed to be more efficacious on the pattern day; this was usually a 

significant date in either the pagan or Christain calendar and was different for each well.525 

The pattern was treated as a rural holiday and was enjoyed as such, Patrick Logan suggests 

that in many respects, pilgrims may be compared to modern tourists.526 As they were poor 

people and had not much to enjoy in life, in many respects the pattern was a day away from 
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the trial and drudgery of daily life.527 The pattern was the festival of a patron Saint and was 

celebrated at a location that often included a holy well.528 Other features often found at the 

pattern site include a tree, mounds of stones or cairns, ancient ecclesiastical buildings and 

‘stations’ which were sometimes visited during the pilgrimage.529 The pattern was often 

characterised by a mixture of frivolity and solemnity. Drawing comparisons between England 

and Ireland, James Rattue suggests that critics and observers of the early nineteenth-century 

patterns spoke of drunkenness, brawling and games being held.530 After the religious or 

devotional observance at the pattern was completed, the next part of the festival took place, 

and many accounts make reference to people drinking and dancing to the bagpipe or fiddle.531 

Large scale festivities were associated with patterns and pilgrimages to holy wells. Festivities 

often lasted a few days and, in some cases, lasted up to a week. Major sporting events such as 

wrestling, and football were promoted and stalls and tents selling items such as religious 

objects and alcohol were erected along the road leading to the well.532 

In conclusion, this chapter has examined popular and official attitudes to miraculous 

cures. Unlike the 1823 miracles which were authenticated almost instantaneously by Bishops 

Murray and Doyle, the Catholic Church exercised caution and the cures at Knock following 

the apparition in 1879, were not authenticated until well into the twentieth century. The two 

events occurred almost sixty years apart during both intense political and religious 

transformation. While there are some obvious differences such as, varying levels of church 

involvement, in terms of the scale of the occurrences, just two women were cured in 1823 
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531 Diarmuid Ó Giollain, ‘Revisiting the Holy Well,’ pp 11-41, p. 21. 
532 Larry Conlon, ‘The Holy Wells of County Louth,’  in Journal of the County Louth Archaeological Society, 

Vol. 24, No. 3 (1999), pp 329-356, p.334.  
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compared to the multitudes of pilgrims that were cured in 1879, either by visiting Knock in 

person or through obtaining cement which was sent in the post. Another difference between 

the 1823 miracles and Knock in 1879 is that the latter appears to have more in common with 

the holy well cult. The pilgrims that flocked to Knock said the rosary and recited prayers in a 

similar fashion to practising the rounds at holy wells. In addition, many of them left votive 

offerings, such as their crutches and as was the custom at holy wells to take or drink the holy 

water, the pilgrims to Knock took pieces of cement from the gable wall. Although the 

miracles or cures were the result of two different types of supernatural agency or divine 

intervention (the long distance healing powers of a German Priest and a Marian apparition), 

all the cures mentioned in both periods were obtained under conditions which suggest that 

those who were afflicted had a predisposition to religious excitement and were fanatically 

devout. In addition, in both periods, wider political, religious, and social developments were 

in part responsible for contributing to the mass panic and intensity, the land war and agrarian 

unrest in the 1870s and the campaign for Catholic Emancipation in the 1820s. It is interesting 

that in both 1823 and 1879 a relative of the local leading nationalist/Fenian obtains a cure. In 

1823 this is the daughter of James Lalor. It is not recorded if James was involved in any 

organisation, but Maria’s cousin Pat Lalor played an active role in the campaign for Catholic 

Emancipation in Queen’s County.533 In 1879, Delia Gordon daughter of P.J. Gordon, leading 

local Fenian was the first person to be cured using cement at Knock. This is not surprising as 

the church supported both organisations to which the families of the two girls were affiliated. 

In both periods, the hierarchy were personally involved in recording, publishing, and 

promoting the miracles. Bishops Murray and Doyle published accounts of the cures in 1823 

and in 1879 Cavanagh and Cusack published witness testimonies and medical evidence of 

cures. The difference was that as Knock had not been authenticated after the initial enquiry, 

 
533 Leinster Express,18 February, 1978. In 1831, Pat started a campaign against paying tithes. 
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Cavanagh sought to collect as much evidence of proofs to convince the church that the 

apparition was genuine. Following a second investigation in 1936, the testimonies of the 

three surviving witnesses of the apparition at Knock in 1879 were authenticated after they 

were questioned further on what they had seen almost 60 years previously.  
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Ghost Beliefs and the Catholic Church in the Nineteenth Century 

 

In A Haunted Land, Ireland’s Ghosts, Bob Curran remarked that ‘Ghosts have always been 

with us.’534 Curran suggests that it was our ancestors, who perhaps saw ‘things that were 

beyond their comprehension and suggestive of their own forebears,’ that gave birth to the 

ghost story, a tradition which has continued through the ages.535 What is a ghost?  In this 

chapter, the term ghost is used to describe ‘manifestations of the souls of the dead before the 

living.’536 The term soul is often associated with the term ‘spirit’ but the term ‘spirit’ in Irish 

folklore tradition and popular belief can be used to describe a multitude of otherworld entities 

including fairies.537 In addition, as Anne O’ Connor suggests the concept of afterlife was a 

central theme for those humans striving to understand existence.538 The Otherworld in 

Ireland, as discussed in previous chapters, was a place with all manner of supernatural 

creatures and beings.539 At certain times of the year, and in liminal places, the boundaries of 

this world and the next were believed to merge and overlap. For example, at May Eve and 

Halloween the veil between worlds was believed to be at its thinnest. In addition, places such 

as Fairy Forts were believed to act as a portal to the Otherworld.540 Popular belief is rich with 

tales of retuning spirits and human encounters with Otherworldly beings. Furthermore, as 

Padraic O’Farrell suggests, ghosts held a special place in Ireland as they were a rich resource 

for storytellers until at least the 1950s.541 In addition, W. Moore suggests that ghost stories 

 
534 Bob Curran, A Haunted Land, Ireland’s Ghosts (Dublin, 2004), p.7. 
535 Ibid. 
536 Owen Davies, The Haunted A Social History of Ghosts (Basingstoke, 2007), p.2. 
537 Anne O’ Connor, The Blessed and the Damned, Sinful Women and Unbaptised Children in Irish Folklore 
(Switzerland, 2005). For a discussion of ghost terminology see, Owen Davies, The Haunted A Social History of 

Ghosts (Basingstoke, 2007), p.2. 
538 Anne O’ Connor, The Blessed and the Damned, p. 31. 
539 Ibid. See also the chapter four on fairy changelings in this thesis.  
540 Ibid. 
541 Padraic O’Farrell, Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 2004), p.11. 
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provide historians with ‘valuable sources of information’ concerning the locality’s history.542 

Andrew Smith, writing about ghost beliefs in England, suggests that in the nineteenth 

century, the ghost story became ‘the form in which conventional cultural assumptions about 

identity politics were challenged by a process of radical disembodiment.’543 By transforming 

the self into the luminal form of the ghost he continues, the frailty of the self became 

apparent. Thus the ghost story addresses abstract contexts of social narratives, for example 

class, gender, and national identity.544 Owen Davies suggests that the ‘love affair’ with ghosts 

is a consequence of religious, social and cultural development over the last 500 years.545 

Jennifer Bann suggests that in the supernatural fiction of the nineteenth century ‘death began 

to bring freedom: shackles, silence, and regret were cast aside, and ghost became active 

figures empowered rather than constrained by their death.’546 Bann contends that the ‘rapid 

spread and popularity’ of the Spiritualist movement in the mid-nineteenth century, 

transformed the figure of the ghost into the ‘more-than-human’ characters of the later 

nineteenth century.547 This change was reflected in the use of the term ‘spirit’ to refer to 

apparitions of the dead, rather than revenant, specter or ghost.548 Writing about poltergeist 

phenomenon, P. G. Maxwell-Stuart suggests ‘the Middle Ages tended to treat poltergeists as 

a form of malevolent ghost; the early modern period, as a kind of demon; the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, either as ill-understood natural phenomena or as energy generated by 

emotionally disturbed and sexually awakening adolescents.’549 In addition he suggests that in 

 
542 W. Moore, The Irish Monthly, Vol. 57, No. 675 (September, 1929), pp 483-7. 
543 Andrew Smith, The Ghost Story,1840-1920, A Cultural History (Manchester, 2010), p.4.  
544 Ibid. 
545 Owen Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007). 
546Jennifer Bann, ‘Ghostly Hands and Ghostly Agency: The Changing Figure of the Nineteenth-Century 

Specter’ in Victorian Studies, Vol. 51, No.4 (2009), pp 663-685, p. 664. 
547Ibid. 
548 Ibid. 
549 P.G. Maxwell-Stuart, Poltergeists: A History of Violent Ghostly Phenomena (Gloucestershire, 2011), p.204. 
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consequence of nineteenth century occultist thinking, it was believed the dead were able to 

affect the living, through emotional energy left behind after their death.550  

This chapter will explore the transformations that occurred in the Irish ghost story 

from the ordinary returning, familial dead, to the poltergeist and demonic ghostly activity 

reported in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The first section in this chapter 

discusses the ordinary returning dead, often relatives or neighbours, these ghosts usually but 

not always died with unfinished business and themes such as why they returned and how they 

were dealt with particularly by Catholic clergy will also be examined in comparison to the 

second type of ghostly phenomenon involving poltergeists. The second section will explore 

poltergeist phenomenon in Ireland, and although I have found a substantial quantity of 

poltergeist phenomenon between the years 1800-1949, I will focus only on the period 1821-

1921, the century with which this thesis is concerned. Based on over thirty instances of 

Poltergeist activity found in contemporaneous newspapers, periodicals and published works, 

this section will explore the relationship between poltergeist phenomenon, the Spiritualist 

movement and other supernatural phenomenon such as demonic possession, witchcraft, and 

fairies. Poltergeists were more boisterous and violent ghosts believed to be of a demonic 

nature and it is widely accepted that they attached to emotionally repressed young people. A 

common trend in both ordinary ghost beliefs and poltergeist phenomenon is that the Catholic 

Church ‘laid’ or banished the troublesome spirit. This chapter will demonstrate that Catholic 

doctrine regarding purgatory and practices of banishment such as exorcism to a large extent 

promoted and encouraged ghost beliefs. In addition, it will be argued that the Irish ghost story 

was a tool used by the Catholic Church as a form of moral and religious instruction. 

 
550 Ibid, p. 206. 
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Before discussing popular ghost beliefs, it is necessary to begin by looking at the 

concept of the afterlife within orthodox Catholic doctrine and its relationship with popular, 

pre-Christian Celtic notions of the afterlife that had survived. The postmortem state of being 

in Catholic doctrine is referred to as Purgatory.551 People who have died in a state of grace 

and are Heaven-bound but with a debt of justice remaining on certain sins, must pay the debt 

through penitential suffering in an immediate location/state (neither Heaven or Hell) known 

as Purgatory.552 On behalf of those in Purgatory, the living can undertake prayer and 

almsgiving to lessen the debt of the deceased.553 Prior to the Reformation, it was believed the 

spirits of the dead returned to earth to ‘inspire their surviving friends and family to endow 

copious quantities of masses to speed their souls’ release from purgatory.554 Reformation 

theologians regarded these masses for the dead contrary to the bible and associated them with 

the work of the devil.555 Following the Reformation, Catholic theologians have ‘repelled 

Protestant attacks on the reality of apparitions of souls in purgatory and the Church’s power 

to exorcise evil spirits.556 Among the intellectual elite, in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth century, there arose a rediscovery of the spiritual and the supernatural.557 This 

appears to have continued into the nineteenth century.  

Richard Noakes suggests that in the Victorian period, also referred to as ‘age of 

science,’ the supernatural was dismissed as superstition and it was widely believed that the 

cosmos was ‘governed by immutable natural laws rather than capricious supernatural 

 
551 Travis Dumsday, ‘Religious and Paranormal Experiences as Evidence for Purgatory,’ in Kristof Vanhoutte 

and Benjamin W. McCraw (eds.), Purgatory: Philosophical Dimensions (Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), pp 33-50. 
552 Ibid. 
553 Ibid. 
554 Euan Cameron, Enchanted Europe: Superstition, Reason, and Religion 1250-1750 (Reprint edn., Oxford 

University press, USA, 2011), p. 187-188.  
555 Ibid, p. 187-188. 
556 Ibid, p. 232. 
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agencies or divine whim.’558 Concurrent to the advancements within science, there was a 

revival of interest in the supernatural that intensified with the emergence of Spiritualism in 

the mid-nineteenth century. It was the events that transpired in the Fox family home in 

Hydesville New York in 1848 that gave birth to the spiritualist movement.559 Disputes over 

spirit manifestations and disagreements on the proper approach to the spirit world redefined 

the boundaries between the natural and the supernatural.560 Furthermore, Roger Luckhurst 

suggests that the establishment of the Society for Psychical Research in London in the early 

1880s marked a new phase in Victorian endeavours to develop a ‘science of the 

supernatural.’ Luckhurst also suggests that the introduction of the following terms was 

intended to re-classify the supernatural as supernormal phenomena: 

‘ghosts became phantasms of the living, haunted houses were replaced by 

phantasmogenetic centres and superstitions relating to second sight and uncanny 

coincidences were treated as evidence of the newly coined concept of telepathy.’561 

In addition, Bob Curran suggests that the Catholic Church found itself in a difficult position 

regarding belief in ghosts. The Church could not condone ghost beliefs as it had labelled 

them as credulous and superstitious, yet ghosts could not be entirely dismissed as their 

supposed existence provided confirmation of the afterlife.562 Curran suggests the Catholic 

Church profited from this dilemma through masses. Although masses were genuinely said for 

the repose of the dead, they were also a source of income for priests.563 The Church 

reinforced and exploited the idea that if the family neglected to pay the Priest to say a mass, 

 
558 Richard Noakes, ‘Spiritualism, science and the supernatural in mid-Victorian Britain’ in Nicola Brown, 

Carolyn Burdett and Pamela Thurschwell (eds.), The Victorian Supernatural (Cambridge, 2009), pp23-43, p. 23.  
559 Jennifer Bann, ‘Ghostly Hands and Ghostly Agency: The Changing Figure of the Nineteenth-Century 
Specter’ in Victorian Studies, Vol. 51, No.4 (2009), pp 663-685, p. 665. 
560 Richard Noakes, ‘Spiritualism, science and the supernatural in mid-Victorian Britain,’ p. 23. 
561 Roger Luckhurst, ‘Knowledge, belief and the supernatural at the imperial margin,’ in Nicola Brown, Carolyn 

Burdett and Pamela Thurschwell (eds.), The Victorian Supernatural (Cambridge, 2009), pp 197-216, p. 197.  
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then the dead would not only be unhappy at being delayed in purgatory and denied their 

eternal reward, but they might be tempted to return to seek revenge for such neglect. Bob 

Curran further suggests that this not only ‘changed the perception of death in the Celtic 

mind,’ but gave birth to the idea of the angry dead- ‘phantoms who would terrorise the 

living.’564 It was the combination of the pursuit of science in Victorian era and the Catholic 

Church that turned ghosts into ‘creatures of menace and fear.’565 Curran reminds us that 

‘ghosts were not always terrifying.’566 Pre-Christian Celtic revenants were benevolent and 

watched over their descendants with a ‘paternal and friendly eye.’567 They returned with a 

specific purpose, either to indulge in earthly comforts (a pipe, a fire and a decent meal), or to 

monitor affairs in the locality. In earlier times then, Celtic spectres were more corporeal as 

opposed to the drifting phantoms of the Victorian period.568  

Ghosts in Irish folklore   

Owen Davies has suggested that in popular culture ghosts remained purposeful, returning 

with messages of moral instruction, for modifying behaviour or for ensuring justice was 

carried out.569 Furthermore, in Irish religious tradition, ghost beliefs provided the opportunity 

for religious and moral issues to be ‘aired without being discussed openly.’570 An example of 

this is Anne O’Connor’s study of Irish folklore surrounding the return from the dead of the 

souls of children who died without baptism and also the spirits of women who murdered their 

children or who died unrepentant for their transgressions. O’ Connor suggests the status of 
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women in the afterlife as either The Blessed or The Damned reveals the position of not only 

women in folklore, but the attitude of the Catholic Church towards women and sin.571  

Like their English counterparts, the ordinary ghosts mentioned in the Irish National 

Folklore Collection, returned for a variety of other reasons, the most common being that they 

had unfinished earthly business and could not rest.572 In the following two cases, the dead 

returned as he had received an unsatisfactory burial. At a certain spot on a hill near 

Ballydwan, the ghost of a man appeared every night for years. One night a man decided he 

would find out what was troubling the ghost. He waited until midnight and when the ghost 

appeared, he asked him what troubled him. The ghost told the man someone had tied his toes 

together at his wake and when they placed his body in the coffin, they had forgotten to cut the 

string. The man took out his knife and cut the string for the ghost there and then. The ghost 

was never seen again.573 Near Correagh Glebe, Co. Cavan a woman had a sheet blessed to go 

round her in the coffin when she died. This was a custom long ago. When the woman died 

her sons forgot to put the sheet around her. One of the sons went to bury her and the other 

stayed at home. As he was sitting by the fire, he heard footsteps in the room. He went to see 

what caused it and saw his mother standing with the sheet in her hands. He said he thought 

she was dead and buried, she said she had come to get the sheet and would not rest until that 

was done. The sons lifted the coffin, wrapped the body in the sheet and reburied her.574 

The dead also returned to haunt sinners and ‘plague the conscience of moral 

transgressors.’575 In Moneenroe, a parish close to Castlecomer Co. Kilkenny, a lodger staying 

a house reported seeing a ghost in the pantry. The man was dragged round the floor of the 

room, so he and the man of the house went to ask the priest to say a mass. The priest agreed 

 
571 Ibid, p.30. 
572 Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007), pp 3-7. 
573 NFCSC, Vol. 0648, p. 207, Bunmahon, Co. Waterford.  
574 NFCSC, Vol. 0999, p. 259-60, Correagh Glebe, Co. Cavan. 
575 Davies, The Haunted  (Basingstoke, 2007), pp 4-6. 
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and said he would find out who the ghost was. After the mass, the priest revealed the ghost 

was the lodger’s brother and advised them if he troubled them again to go to the bishop. The 

informant mentions that the family did not go to mass regularly but since the occurrence the 

man of the house has attended mass. The informant also stated that a seven-year-old child of 

the house never went to school, ‘the mother is telling everyone she will send her to school she 

has not sent her yet. The ghost would want to come again.’576 This story was collected by a 

pupil at Clochar na Toirbhirte (Presentation Convent), Kilkenny. It gives the impression of 

an ‘official’ Catholic stance on the subject and appears to be the opinion of a figure in 

authority, such as a nun or a teacher.577 In addition to haunting sinners and moral 

transgressors, spirits returned to correct legal injustices and often the ghosts of people who 

had been murdered came back seeking revenge on their killers. Sometimes, the ghosts of the 

killer returned and revealed their crimes.578 This is not an exhaustive list of reasons for the 

return of the dead but rather they are common themes in popular Irish Catholic ghost beliefs 

which indicate not only were ghost stories used to reinforce moral and religious instruction, 

but that the folklore that was collected could have a religious element of its own.  

In the majority of narratives relating to ghost beliefs in Irish folklore, individuals who 

saw the ghost often confronted it themselves to find out what it wanted and it usually left of 

 
576 NFCSC, Vol. 0865, p. 019, Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny. This account was collected by Mary E. 

Heatherington, seven stories were collected by Mary E. Heatherington in total, three of which (including this 

story), do not mention the name of the informant.  
577  Presumably Mary E. Heatherington was a pupil as the teacher is named as Na Mná Rialta. Mary did not give 

the name of her informant. The school’s name Clochar na Toirbhirte translates as Presentation Convent. The 

Presentation Sisters were a religious order in Ireland founded in Cork in 1775 by Nano Nangle, initially named 

The Sisters of the Charitable Instruction of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. By 1795, they had established links with 
a sisterhood in George’s Hill in Dublin and were renamed Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary. By the 1850s, there were forty Presentation Convents in Ireland and three overseas. For a discussion of 

Nano Nangle and the establishment of the Presentation Sisters, see, Caitriona Clear, ‘Nana Nangle (1718-1784): 

Educator’ in Studies, An Irish Quarterly Review, Vol. 98, No. 390, Overlooked in Irish History (Summer, 2009), 

pp 135-143.  
578 See, Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007), pp 4-6. 
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its own accord when it was satisfied they had carried out its request.579 In addition, there are 

numerous examples of priests being called upon to banish the ghost. Methods usually 

involved blessing or saying prayers and masses. In some cases, the priest locked the ghost in 

a room. It was said that long ago a house in Killynon was ‘lit up with a ghost.’ The priest 

came to ‘put away the ghost’ There was a room in the house that could not be opened because 

the Aunts of Mr Reynell appeared in it. They had all died aged eighteen years of age.580 

Another method frequently employed by priests was to banish the ghost to water for seven 

years. The following account is from Limerick. Two male friends, a catholic and a protestant, 

went out rambling at night. They would always part ways at a certain bridge. When the 

protestant man died, the catholic man saw his ghost at the bridge a few days later. He took 

out his rosary beads and said, ‘The cross of the Lord between you and me Harry,’ the ghost 

replied ‘yes.’ The friend went for the priest who came to the bridge and banished the ghost 

‘to the bottom of the sea for seven generations.’581 Usually the priest was successful in his 

efforts, which ties in to the popular belief in the powers attributed to priests as discussed in 

chapter one of this thesis. There are numerous instances where the priest was either injured or 

died shortly after interaction with a ghost. In Kilakeen, ‘about fifty years ago,’ a ghost used to 

appear at a house and spit at the occupants. When the priest came to settle the ghost, ‘a blaze 

of fire went out the window. All the cattle broke loose from the byre and could be heard 

bellowing miles distant.’ While returning home over Kilakeen hill, the priest sprained his 

ankle and was lame the rest of his life.582 In Co. Carlow, the following account was collected. 

A ghost used to appear in Ballyedmond which frightened everyone in the place. A priest from 

 
579 For a selection of such narratives see, NFCSC, Vol. 1012, pp 084-085, Bailieborough, Co. Cavan; NFCSC, 

Vol. 0648, p.207, Bunmahon, Co, Waterford; NFCSC, Vol. 0219, p. 231-232, Clooneagh, Co. Leitrim; NFCSC, 

Vol. 0569, p. 026, Ballingeary East, Co. Tipperary.  
580 NFCSC, Vol. 0737, p.425, Loughagar More, Co. Westmeath. 
581 NFCSC, Vol. 0527, p. 077, Kilcolman, Co. Limerick. Collected from Mr McGarth. 
582 NFCSC, Vol. 0999, p.265, Correagh Glebe, Co. Cavan.  
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Hacketstown came and laid the ghost, ‘but he was so overcome that he died in a few days 

after.’583  

Phantom Animals 

Reports of phantom animals, often described as black in colour, appear frequently in Irish 

folklore manuscripts, usually the animals are dogs or pigs.584 In some of the stories, it would 

appear that the legend of the phantom black dog or black pig was employed to reform 

behaviour as it was frequently seen by persons who stayed out late at night playing cards.585 

In a story collected in Dublin, the informant stated that the ‘predisposing cause to mysterious 

adventures with ghostlike characters was due to the fact that the traveller was carrying on his 

person a pack of cards.’586 In other stories, the black pig was said to signify the end of the 

world, ‘there is a haunted house in Littletown bridge, it is said that when the end of the world 

is coming a black pig will run out of the house and run across the bog.’587 In the following 

account of a haunting, it appears that local legends and popular nineteenth century 

supernatural beliefs regarding black dogs, fuelled rumours that ‘black magic’ was practiced at 

a house resulting in the occurrence of ghostly activities. A house in Co. Clare occupied by the 

[sic] D__ family became the centre of extraordinary occurrences. It was mentioned that [sic] 

Mr D__ asked a cousin of his to sit with him one night get to the bottom of ‘annoyances that 

were becoming unbearable,’ and the author was keen to point out that the cousins were sober 

 
583 NFCSC, Vol. 0909, p. 345, Hacketstown, Co. Carlow. Collected by Maura Duffy, Edward Whelan was the 

informant. The name of the priest was Fr Blanchfield.   
584 For a few examples see,  NFCSC, Vol. 0774, p. 390, Allenwood, Co. Kildare; NFCSC, Vol. 0873, p. 109, 

Aughclare, Co. Wexford; NFCSC, Vol. 0524, p. 193, Ahane, Co. Limerick; NFCSC, Vol. 0326, p. 140-141, 
Clondrohid, Co. Cork; NFCSC, Vol. 0799, p. 220, Phibsborough, Co. Dublin; NFCSC, Vol. 0772, p. 037, 

Maynooth, Co. Kildare. 
585 For examples see, NFCSC, Vol. 0089, p. 112, Burren, Co. Mayo; NFCSC, Vol. 0089, p. 022, Burren, Co. 

Mayo. 
586 NFCSC, Vol. 0799, p. 220, Phibsborough, Co. Dublin. 
587 NFCSC, Vol. 0774, p. 390, Allenwood, Co. Kildare.  
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men.588 They witnessed the following, ‘Mrs D_’s workbox was thrown down, the tablecloth 

was pulled off the table and the fender and fireirons were hurled about the room, and other 

similar things would happen.589 The men went up to one of the bedrooms, they searched 

every part it and found nothing ‘uncanny.’ They placed ‘two candles and a brace of pistols’ 

between them on the table and waited. For some time, nothing happened, eventually ‘a large 

black dog walked out from under the bed, both men fired, and the dog disappeared.’590 The 

family left the house. Rumours surfaced among the neighbours that black magic had been 

practiced in the house and ‘weird occurrences were the order of the day.’ It was alleged that 

when the hens were being cooked, they would scream, and the mutton would ‘bleat in the 

pot.’ Black dogs were regularly seen, beds were said to be lifted and it was claimed the 

family was beaten black and blue by ‘invisible hands.’591 One of the other popular stories 

about the property tells of a monk who fell in love with one of the daughters ‘who was an 

exceedingly fat girl.’ She ‘died unmarried’ and was interred in the family vault. When the 

vault was opened for another burial, they discovered [sic] Miss D_s coffin had been 

disturbed, the lid loosened and all the fat around her heart had been scooped away.592  

 The fat may well have been removed from the body; though it is unlikely the monk 

was the culprit. Commerce in human fat lasted until well in to the nineteenth century and was 

used to cure a wide range of ailments.593 There was,  

‘superstition among the peasantry that the possession of a candle from the lard of a 

corpse furtively abstracted form a cemetery is a safe guard against all dangers, and a 

 
588 St. John D. Seymour, Harry L. Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), p. 43-44. 
589 Ibid. 
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potent charm by which the butter of a farmer can be increased or diminished at the 

will of the possessor.’594  

This belief seems to be a variation of the ‘hand of glory,’ whereby the hand of an executed 

man, when prepared correctly,595 and a candle made from the hanged man’s fat (from the 

same corpse), served as a supernatural aid in the commitment of crimes, particularly 

robberies.596 It was believed that the hand stupefied those in its presence.597 The population in 

Co. Clare were familiar with such beliefs. On May Eve, 1858, there had been a fierce storm 

and when it subsided, it was discovered that the grave of Ralph Westropp Brereton had been 

dug up, the coffin opened and ‘human lard’ had been removed. Unsurprisingly the case 

caused a stir in the community and the upset family issued a reward. The explanation that 

circulated was that the human lard was used in a charm which increased the yield of butter.598 

That it occurred on May Eve was also significant as traditionally, supernatural forces were 

thought to be particularly active on this night. Kevin Danaher has written there was such 

widespread belief that ‘preternatural forces were so powerful between sunset on May Eve and 

sunrise on May Day that anything may be expected to happen.’599 It is unknown whether the 

rumours surrounding the [sic] ‘D__ family’ were inspired by the discovery of the fat having 

been removed from Mr Westropp, as the date of the occurrences were not mentioned in 

Seymour’s account. 

 
594 Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser, 6 May, 1858.  
595 Sarah Tarlow, Ritual, Belief and the Dead in Early Modern Britain and Ireland (Cambridge, 2013), p. 168-

70.  To prepare a hand of glory, the hand must be taken from the body whist still hanging from the noose or 

gibbet. It must be drained of blood, embalmed in a shroud and steeped in a solution of salt and pepper for two 

weeks before being dried in the sun. It will not be effective unless candles made from hanged man’s fat mixed 

with wax and Lapland sesame are also made. 
596 Owen Davies, Francesca Matteoni, ‘A virtue beyond all medicine;’ The Hanged Man’s Hand, Gallows 

Tradition and Healing in Eighteenth-and Nineteenth-century England’ in Social History of Medicine, Vol. 28, 
No. 4, pp 686-705, p. 697. 
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598 For a full discussion of the case see, Brendán Mac Suibhne, Alun Evans, ‘Forensics and Folklore The Theft 

of ‘Human Lard’ in Nineteenth-century Clare’ in History Ireland, Vol. 20, No. 6 (November/December 2012), 

pp 26-29. 
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In the following case, the phantom pig was discovered to be a man in disguise. 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century women in Dublin reported they had been attacked 

by a cloaked figure that looked like a pig as they walked home on dark winter evenings.600 As 

instances of this nature increased, women became afraid to walk home unescorted. Prior to 

these reports, a man named Olocher had been sentenced to death for assaulting a woman 

resulting in her death.601 While Olocher awaited execution he was held in The Black Dog 

Prison in Cornmarket. On the morning of his execution he was found dead in his cell, his 

throat had been cut. Authorities struggled to understand how he had obtained the weapon. 

The following night, a sentry stationed at Cork Street Steps was found unconscious and when 

he was revived, he was paralysed on one side and claimed he had been attacked by a huge 

black pig. Another sentry, this time at the Black Dog Prison, disappeared from his post and 

was not seen again. His clothes had been left draped over his gun, and it was assumed that he 

had been devoured by the black pig which was now believed to be the ghost of Olocher.602 

Sometime after this, a woman testified to magistrates that she had seen the ‘Dolocher,’ this is 

what it had come to be known as. For the next two winters the figure appeared in the Christ 

Church area and people were afraid to venture there at night. Locals in the area that kept pigs 

were sometimes accused of being the culprit. After two years, the matter was eventually 

solved. A blacksmith from the country was in Dublin on business. After the transaction was 

completed, he went on a drinking session with friends in Winetavern Street. On his way 

home he walked through Christ Church yard, known locally as ‘Hell.’ He was attacked by a 

black pig. ‘Taken unawares, the smith brought his huge fist down on the figure in a hammer 

blow which stretched the creature on the ground.’ The ‘Dolocher’ was found to be a man 

dressed in a black pig skin. Inquiries revealed the man was none other than the prison sentry 

 
600 Patrick F. Byrne, ‘Ghosts of Old Dublin,’ in Dublin Historical Record, Vol. 30, No. 1, December, 1976, pp 

26-36. 
601 Ibid. 
602 Ibid. 
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that had disappeared. Before he died of a fractured skull the following day, he confessed he 

had smuggled the knife into Olocher in prison and before taking up the disguise himself, he 

had spread the rumour of the ghostly pig to frighten people away so as he could rob houses at 

night.603   

Ghosts of Suicides  

Ghosts of people who committed suicide were frequently reported and in many respects the 

ghost stories reflect wider legal, medical and religious attitudes to suicide, especially the 

spiritual and physical punishment of their bodies after death.604 James Kelly suggests that 

there was an ‘enduring hostility to self-murder’ owing to a combination of legal, religious 

and popular sanctions. From the sixth century A.D., legal punishment of suicides included 

denial of a Christian burial and forfeiture of goods and chattels.605 Until the 1880s, the three 

major religious denominations in Ireland refused suicide burials on consecrated ground. 

Alternative resting places were sought, and suicides were often buried at a cross roads with a 

stake through the heart.606 In 1823, it became illegal for a felo de se (felon of himself), to be 

buried at a crossroads with a stake through their heart, and in 1872, legislation was 

introduced to prevent the state confiscating the goods belonging to a felon.607 Further 

legislation in the 1880s enabled the felo de se to be buried in consecrated ground, ‘during the 

day and without police surveillance, and with whatever prayers the relevant religious 

 
603 Patrick F. Byrne, ‘Ghosts of Old Dublin,’ in Dublin Historical Record, Vol. 30, No. 1, December, 1976, pp 

26-36. 
604Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007), p.51. Suicides were refused burial in consecrated ground; instead 

they were buried on the highways, usually at cross roads and suffered the profane act of having a stake driven 

through the heart.  
605 Georgina Laragy, ‘A Peculiar Species of Felony: Suicide, Medicine, and the Law in Victorian Britain and 

Ireland’ in Journal of Social History, Vol. 46, No. 3, The Politics of Suicide: Historical Perspectives on 

Suicidology before Durkheim (Spring, 2013), pp 732-743, p. 734.  
606 James Kelly, ‘Suicide in Eighteenth-Century Ireland’ in James Kelly, Mary Ann Lyons, Death and Dying In 

Ireland, Britain and Europe, Historical Perspectives (Kildare, 2013), pp 95-142, p. 130-36.  
607 Ibid, p. 734.  
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authorities permitted.’608 Despite these legal changes, a traditional view that suicide was 

sinful and shameful survived. Suicide remained a crime in Ireland and was only 

decriminalised in 1993.609 The Catholic Church’s view on suicide was that it was a mortal 

sin. For example, in an account collected in Dereen, Co. Kilkenny, the informant describes 

that ‘within living memory,’ a suicide occurred at the house of Mr Thompson and at the 

inquest the jury ‘added a rider to the verdict that the body be taken to the nearest crossroads 

and a hazel stick driven through the body and buried.’610 This was not carried out as suicides 

were permitted to be buried in consecrated ground at that time.611 It would appear that the 

jury in this instance still clung to older customs. 

In 1906, it was reported that ‘the latest sensation’ in South Ward Newry, was a 

‘spiritual visitor.’612 The ghost ‘was no modern production,’ although the events occurred 

sixty years previous the disturbance had been experienced by one tenant after another. A 

tenant had committed suicide in the house, he was ‘cut from a beam in the house’ and the 

body was interred. Following this, tenants reported ‘unearthly yells can be heard at night, 

then the sound of a scuffle, the quick passage of a man across the line of vision and then utter 

stillness.’ It was believed that something was troubling the suicide.613 The story was revived 

by a would-be tenant who ‘is seeking the opinions of former tenants regarding the ghost.’614 

Some believed it to be ‘fiercely militant’ and other reported it was more of a ‘beatific 

 
608 Ibid, p. 734-735. 
609Ibid, p. 735, 737. 
610 NFCSC, Vol. 0854, pp 129-30, Ballymack (Desart), Co. Kilkenny. It was mentioned that in older times, in 

this district suicides were buried at crossroads. In another account, collected in Clonfad, Monaghan, the 

informant stated a woman committed suicide by poisoning herself and had been buried in a bog as suicides 

could not be buried in church yards. At the time the account was collected, eighty or ninety years later, it was 

said her red hair and some bones were still visible, see NFCSC, Vol. 0947, p. 309, Clonrye, Co. Monaghan. In 

Armagh, a field named Cealdra containing mounds like graves was said to be the burial place of people who 

committed suicide, see NFCSC, Vol. 0938, p. 107, Lappan, Co. Monaghan.   
611 NFCSC, Vol. 0854, pp 129-30, Ballymack (Desart), Co. Kilkenny. 
612 Newry Reporter, 13 March, 1906. The correspondent also remarked that a ghost in a medieval building was 

considered ‘an essential,’ and that tin Newry this ‘mark of respectability was not appreciated’ as the house 

where these events occurred was ‘lying idle.’ 
613 Ibid. 
614 Ibid. 
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vision.’615 The correspondent of the Newry Reporter had the following to say; ‘the existence 

of a ghost is thoroughly believed in, which goes to prove that twentieth century education 

must be faulty in some particulars, when we have otherwise sensible people seriously 

enquiring after the ‘appearance’ of something or other which could easily be explained if 

trouble was undertaken to lay a rat trap or poison instead of bothering with ‘charms’ and such 

like to ‘lay a ghost.’616 

Apparitions at or after Death 

The following occurrence was reported in Castlebar in 1870. During the wake of a baby, 

towards midnight, ‘the witches’ hour’ a ‘tall, well dressed man with a foreign aspect entered 

the doorway and deliberately surveyed the watchers.’ He did not speak, he approached the 

baby’s corpse and ‘kissed it thrice-mystical number-‘ to the amazement of those present, he 

left as he had come without speaking a word to anyone. A man named Billy who was at the 

wake followed the strange man when he caught up with him, he asked his name and where he 

came from. The man produced a revolver and said ‘Billy Scahill, I know thee well; go thy 

way.’ Billy headed back to the wake but turned round in time to see the stranger talking to a 

man of low, stout build. When Billy told the others what happened, they believed they had 

been visited by ‘Rory of the Hills.’ It later transpired that the stranger was in fact the baby’s 

uncle who had died in America ‘ergo his fetch.’ The report concluded, ‘this story, of course, 

is to be taken for what it is worth.’617 

Haunted Buildings 

 
615Ibid. 
616 Newry Reporter, 13 March, 1906. The correspondent also remarked that a ghost in a medieval building was 

considered ‘an essential,’ and that tin Newry this ‘mark of respectability was not appreciated’ as the house 

where these events occurred was ‘lying idle.’  
617 Mayo Constitution, 22 January, 1870.  
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Houses, particularly those in which there had been a ‘bad death’ were believed to be 

haunted.618 According to Pat Jalland, the concept of a ‘bad death’ was associated with 

traditional Christian fear of judgement at the moment of death on the sins of life that could 

potentially result in eternal punishment in hell, in other words there was a sense of spiritual 

concern for the unrepentant.619 Catholics believed that a small number of saints were sent to 

heaven while sinners went to hell and purgatory was reserved for the majority to be cleansed 

by tribulation before being saved.620 Catholic perception of a ‘good death’ involved farewells 

and advice for children and spouses, whereas a ‘bad death’ could be a suicide or a sudden 

death that allowed no time for spiritual preparation.621 By the end of the nineteenth century, 

perceptions of a ‘bad death’ changed, more emphasis was placed on the suffering of the body 

rather than the soul of the deceased meeting its maker.622 In the following two of the cases 

involving haunted houses, the ghostly activities initiated a chain of events that resulted in the 

tenants and proprietors going to court. In Dublin in 1885, Mr Waldron, a solicitor’s clerk in 

Dublin, sued his next door neighbour Mr Kiernan, a mate in the merchant service, for £500 in 

damages to his house.623 Kiernan denied the charges on the grounds that the house was 

haunted. Twenty witnesses testified that the house was haunted, and the jury ruled in favour 

of Kiernan.624 The press in Dublin played down any supernatural involvement and reported 

that William Waldron sued Francis Kiernan for £500 damages for assault. It was stated that 

‘between July last year and January of the present year, Waldron claimed his property had 

been bombarded by Kiernan and his family with stones and missiles which broke forty-four 

 
618 For a selection see,  NFCSC, Vol. 0797, p.38, Edmondstown, Co. Dublin; NFCSC, Vol. 1028, p. 98-99, 

Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal; NFCSC, Vol. 0004, p. 034, Clifden, Co. Galway; NFCSC, Vol. 0905, p. 020, 

Rathnageeragh, Co. Carlow. 
619 Pat Jalland, Death in the Victorian Family (Oxford, 1999), p. 17, p. 59. 
620 Ibid. 
621 Ibid. 
622 Ibid. 
623 Freeman’s Journal, 23 February, 1885. 
624 Patrick F. Byrne, ‘Ghosts of Old Dublin,’ in Dublin Historical Record, Vol. 30, No. 1, December, 1976, pp 

26-36. 
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panes of glass and had caused Waldron to change residence.625 Kiernan denied the charges, 

stated some were imaginary and claimed Waldron had caused the damage himself.626 The 

press in England and Scotland carried reports suggesting that the house was haunted. St 

James’s Gazette states that Kiernan denied the charges against him alleging that the house 

was haunted.627 He stated, ‘each night from August 1884 to January 1885, the hall door of the 

Waldron’s was continually knocked and windows were broken.’628 Mrs Waldron testified that 

one night she witnessed one of the panes of glass cut through with a diamond and a hand 

entered through the hole. She ‘caught a billhook and aimed for the hand cutting one of the 

fingers completely off.’ When she examined the area, no trace of blood or the finger was 

found. English and Scottish press reports mentioned policemen and detectives investigated 

the occurrences and found nothing. When Kiernan was accused he suggested it was the work 

of ghosts and he advised Waldron to get Roman Catholic clergyman to ‘rid the house of its 

terrors.’629 A policeman testified that he witnessed the servant of Waldron kicking the door 

with her heels around the time the rapping usually occurred.630 The jury found for the 

defendant.  

A haunted house in Drogheda made headlines in 1890, as the case went to court over 

non-payment of rent. Events caused ‘quite a sensation’ in this ‘quiet and orderly 

community.’631 The ‘house on the Marsh’ was let by Miss Weir to Mr Kinney.632 Kinney  a 

tailor, ‘a master cutter ‘ and his wife rented the property at an agreed price of £23 per year, 

They had paid one quarter’s rent and another quarter’s rent was due. Miss Weir stated that he 

 
625 Freeman’s Journal, 23 February, 1885. 
626 Ibid. 
627 St James’s Gazette, 23 February, 1885. See also, Glasgow Evening Post, 23 February, 1885. 
628 Ibid. 
629 St James’s Gazette, 23 February, 1885. 
630 St James’s Gazette, 23 February, 1885. 
631 Dublin Daily Express, 31 January, 1890.  
632 F.G. Lee, Sights and Shadows (1894), p.43.  
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took the property on the Monday and left after two days as his wife saw a ghost.633 Mr 

Kinney was advised by a Drogheda based solicitor not to pay as they had not been informed 

before they moved in that the house was haunted.634 Mr Kinney testified on oath that on the 

second night of tenancy, his wife ‘was terrified by the noises which awoke her; something 

heavy was clashed on the foot of the bed, and I plainly saw a figure leaning over the foot of 

the bed; it then vanished. His wife ‘got a great fright and shock, the child was disfigured from 

the fright she got.’635 There were witnesses ready to swear to the place being haunted. The 

landlady denied the house was haunted and mentioned that none of the other tenants 

complained of ghosts.636 Press reports were keen to point out that about twenty-five years 

prior to the events, a Waterloo hero, Captain Auckland, lived in the property and suggested 

that it may have been his ghost ‘doing sentry duty at midnight.’637 The judge ruled a decree 

for the amount claimed as ‘there was ‘no such defence known to the law.’638 An account of 

this case was included in Seymours’ True Irish Ghost Stories and mentions that the wife 

having been violently struck with an object and the children were found ‘lying senseless and 

naked on the bed and had the appearance of having been severely beaten.’ The nurse was also 

attacked and died a few days later.639 None of these details were found in contemporary 

newspaper accounts of the Drogheda case, it is possible but unlikely that the press omitted the 

information; a more likely reason perhaps is a mix up with another case. Seymour cites two 

other authors who wrote about a haunted house at Drogheda in 1890, based on the date, he 

treated them as the same haunting.640  This case appears to be more about the property and 

the rent. Owen Davies has suggested that a haunted house caused problems for both landlord 

 
633 Drogheda Argus and Leinster Journal, 25 January, 1890. 
634 Seymour, Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), p.27-28. 
635 Drogheda Argus and Leinster Journal, 25 January, 1890. 
636 Ibid. 
637 Ibid. See also, Dublin Daily Express, 31 January, 1890. It was said the house was also the scene of Mrs 

Sadlier’s The old House by the Boyne. 
638 Drogheda Argus and Leinster Journal, 25 January, 1890. 
639Seymour, Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 2014), p. 28.  
640 Ibid, p. 28. A. G. Bradley and F.G. Lee were the two authors.  
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and tenant in the housing market.641 For the landlord, there was a risk that houses were 

reported to be haunted out of malice to sink rents, in addition, if word spread and crowds 

gathered it may be difficult to find tenants. For the tenant, the problem was perhaps worse. 

As happened in the Drogheda case, the frightened occupiers were not only discomforted by 

the manifestations but were contractually required to remain.642 Even if they left as this case 

shows, they were legally bound to pay as there was no place in the law for ghosts. Regarding 

the child being born disfigured, the Dublin Medical Press contains entries regarding birth 

defects and disabilities which suggest that there was a belief prevalent in Ireland in the 

nineteenth century that the child would be disfigured if the mother suffered injury or fright 

during pregnancy. In addition, this also ties in with the prevailing belief among the lower 

orders in rural areas that a married woman should avoid walking upon graves or standing on 

crosses in churchyards or the child will be born with a clubfoot.643 Other risk factors for 

having disabled children included marriage between relatives, syphilis, improper delivery and 

hereditary or generic causes.644 

In addition to haunted houses, the history, character and often turbulent past of old 

castles and houses, previously occupied by tyrannical landlords and noblemen were also 

believed to be haunted.645 Other similar buildings associated with suffering, such as prisons 

and workhouses were also believed to be visited by ghosts of former inmates and patients. In 

the Longford Workhouse in 1897, an inmate, a little boy of five years old was left ‘labouring 

under the most abject fear’ after a ghost appeared to him. He boy went to bed at the usual 
 

641Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007), p. 183. 
642 Ibid, p. 183. 
643 Lady Francesca Speranza Wilde, Ancient Legends, Mystic Charms and Superstitions of Ireland (1888), P. 

205-6.  
644 See the following newspaper articles, Dobell, Horace, ‘Hereditary Transmission of Deformity,’ Dublin 
Medical Press, 24 December, 1862,  Sedgwick, William, ‘The Influence of Sex On Hereditary Disease’, Dublin 

Medical Press,  9 September, 1863,  ‘Congenital and Hereditary Epicanthus,’ Dublin Medical Press,  September 

8, 1852, Sichel, Dr. ‘Consanguineous Marriages’, Dublin Medical Press, 9 August, 1865, Brodhurst, Bernard 

E., ‘Intra-Uterine Fractures,’  Dublin Medical Press, 18 April, 1860, Mac Swiney, S.M, ‘Contribution to the 

science of Syphilography,’ Dublin Medical Press, 1 April, 1857                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
645Curran, A Hunted Land (Dublin, 2004), p. 11.  
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time and fell asleep. After a while he became aware someone was ‘moving in the room, in the 

direction of his bed.’ When it was near the footsteps stopped, the clothes were thrown back 

and a hand grasped his wrist. Frightened at this, the boy asked the visitor who he was, and he 

was immediately ‘confronted with the figure of a nigger who died some months back in the 

workhouse hospital.’ After remaining visible for a few minutes, the black disappeared in the 

same mysterious manner as he had come.’ The newspaper correspondent remarked that as the 

boy is only five years old, he would not be capable of ‘making up such a narrative.’646  

Another workhouse ghost was reported in 1909 in Tipperary. On this occasion, a 

‘visitor from the land of shadows,’ proved an effective deterrent against the increase in 

casuals in the female ward.647 It was reported that ‘supernatural agencies have come to the 

assistance of Clogheen board.’648 The ghost ‘appeared in the form of a woman dressed in 

white, approaching the beds of some of the casuals and finally making an exit through a 

window twenty feet over the ground.’649 At a meeting of the Board of Guardians, the Clerk of 

the Union stated there had been ‘a great falling off in the number of casuals in the female 

tramp ward since.’650 It would appear that this ghost was perhaps constructed by the 

management of the workhouse in an attempt to combat overcrowding of the female tramp 

ward. The Cork Constitution reports, ‘Boards of Guardians in different parts of the country 

have been discussing the best means to abate the tramp nuisance.’651 It is impossible to prove 

or disprove whether this was a hoax, but the occurrence appears to have been favourable for 

the board. 

 
646 Donegal Independent, 26 February, 1897.  
647 Roscommon Messenger, 14 August 1909. 
648 Ibid. 
649 Roscommon Messenger, 14 August, 1909. 
650 Ibid.  
651 Cork Constitution, 31 July, 1909.  
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Prisons were also among the places where ghosts appeared. Maryborough Convict 

Prison was the scene of a ghostly disturbance in 1909. An inmate named Grant was alone in 

his cell when a ghost appeared and ‘gyrated and gesticulated in a manner that would unnerve 

the most lion-hearted.’ The prisoner ‘gave way to a prolonged and frightful fit of howling.’ 

Other prisoners in the adjoining cells took up the chorus, ‘and for a while disorder not 

unmixed with a certain supernatural fear took possession of both officials and convicts alike.’ 

When wardens went to assist him, he was in beads of perspiration and ‘he clung to them like 

a drowning man.’ Grant, who was ‘in no way mentally deranged,’ believed the ghost was the 

spectre of the girl he had murdered. He stated he could not survive another visitation from the 

spectre and much to the dread of his fellow prisoners, Grant requested not to be left alone in 

his cell. The matter was considered so serious; the Prison Board held a meeting as many of 

the convicts were demoralised and frightened.652 In November, 1908, near North Wall 

Dublin, Mary Carroll a thirty three year old woman was stabbed by a man seen in her 

company earlier that night. Although the body had been found shortly after the crime had 

been committed, it was not until the following day that a stab wound six inches deep was 

found during a post-mortem examination.653 Thomas Grant, a sailor was arrested in Scotland 

and was brought to Dublin along with five other seamen as they were seen in the area on the 

night in question with Mary and her two friends before their ship left.654 After the ship left 

Dublin, he had a discussion with another sailor in which he had admitted he murdered Mary, 

but told the other man to keep quiet.655 When he was arrested he was found in possession of a 

Spanish knife.656 The trial took place and Grant was charged with wilful murder and was 

sentenced to death, to be hung on 12 January 1909, but this was commuted to life in 

 
652 Newry Reporter, 1 May, 1909. 
653 Dublin Daily Express, 9 November, 1098.  
654 Dublin Daily Express, 13 November, 1908.  
655 Irish Times, 15 December, 1908.  
656 Dublin Daily Express, 13 November, 1908, see also Irish Times, 16 December, 1908. 
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Prison.657 His prison record states he received special privileges, and he was released back to 

Scotland in 1917.658 Perhaps Thomas Grant was fraught with a guilty conscience as it was not 

uncommon in popular ghost belief for murder victims to return from the dead to avenge the 

deed.  

Fraud, Hoaxes, and Imitations 

Due to the very nature of ghost belief, more specifically the inability to scientifically confirm 

hauntings or apparitions as real, hoaxes, fraudulent activity and imitations are relatively easy 

to perform. In a case from Limerick in 1840, a turnkey named Ivers heard loud groans 

coming from a prisoner named James Smith’s cell. He went to investigate and Smith claimed 

the cell was haunted by a ghost with ‘marrowless bones’ and ‘eyes in which there was no 

speculation, like goblin damned,’ and it had apparently taken up its position the corner. Ivers 

a ‘good natured turnkey’ pitied Smith and permitted him to share a cell with another prisoner 

Jack ‘Molowny.’ Upon entering Molowny’s cell, the two men turned on Ivers and attempted 

to tie him to the bed. Ivers managed to free himself and alert the head turnkey. Smith was 

brought before the Court again charged with attempting to escape prison; he had been 

committed to prison for obtaining money under false pretences.659 

There are a few similar cases where money was obtained fraudulently, although the 

perpetrators are treated very differently. A widow in John’s Gate Limerick was both ‘amazed 

and terrified’ by a visit from the ‘troubled spirit’ of her dead husband. The correspondent 

writes, ‘the grave really appeared to have given up its dead, the ghost appeared in the 

garments of the tomb.’ He came to her bedside and ‘addressed her in a low spectral tone,’ 

 
657 Irish Times, 16 December, 1908. For sentence commuted see, Dublin Daily Express, 29 December, 1908. 
658 Prison Registers, Maryborough Prison General Register 1899-1909, 1/55/27, Irish Prison Registers 1790-

1924. The entry in the prison register also mentions Grant had a scar ‘under lip and under chin’ as well as 

having tattoos, ‘rising sun, hands clasped and ship inside a wreath at arm, anchor at wrist and anchor left wrist.’  
659 Tipperary Free Press, 11 April, 1840.  
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informing her that he owed a sum of money which should be paid, ‘in order to do justice to 

the living and to take a burthen off his poor departed spirit.’ The woman informed him she 

only had a certain sum of money at his service, and she would ‘resort to every shift in order 

to make up what was required.’ Satisfied, the ghost left with four or five pounds and said he 

would return in a week or so.’ The woman told a friend or a family member what had 

happened and along with a neighbour they kept watch for a few evenings. The ghost returned. 

He was captured and brought to the Police office, ‘habited in an unearthly headdress and 

wearing the grave clothes of the deceased which was of course purloined form the 

Churchyard.’ It was remarked that thousands paraded in William Street to ‘get a glimpse of 

the extraordinary being who personated the dead to rob the living.’ Fearing for his safety and 

a possible revenge attack on the prisoner, the Magistrate kept him in the barracks, he was 

transferred to the city prison.660 Newspapers do not name the man, although there is an entry 

in the Prison Registers on 3 May, 1844 for a 36 year old man named John Meade, from 

Limerick for ‘obtaining money under false pretences,’ he was granted bail.661 

 For a period of two years, beginning in January 1838 and on several occasions since 

then, Mrs Coburn, an Innkeeper in North Street Belfast had money extorted from her under 

false pretences to the total sum of £200.662 Her own servant, a girl named Bradley and a 

woman named Sarah Miliken (a relative of the servant) and her husband Owen Miliken 

whom she was acquainted with, not only convinced Mrs Coburn that the spirits of her two 

dead brothers had appeared to her, but that Miliken could ‘lay’ the ghost. When Miliken 

realised Coburn was easy to manipulate, she ‘delayed business from time to time until 

 
660 Cork Examiner, 3 May, 1844.  
661 Limerick Prison General Register 1837-1858, 1/24/3, Irish Prison Registers 1790-1924.  It is not clear if this 

was the culprit, but it is the only entry for the crime of obtaining money fraudulently and on the same date.  
662 For a reference to Mrs Coburn keeping an Inn see Belfast Newsletter, 7 Sept 1841. For Milliken’s charge of 

defrauding Mrs Coburn see Belfast Newsletter, 3 November, 1840.  This case is reminiscent of the charges 

brought against cunning- folk as discussed by Andrew Sneddon, see, Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in 

Ireland (Basingstoke 2015), pp 124-144. 
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upwards of £200 was obtained.’663 Coburn was asked for money for various reasons, for a 

trip to consult Dr. Crolly, but when he was unavailable money was requested for Miliken 

travel to Derry to get consecrated mould and take it to a priest there, to lay the ghost.664 A 

series of letters were sent to Coburn allegedly from her deceased brothers. Money was 

requested to place a letter on the altar at Ballymena so the Priest M’Garry could ‘lay the 

ghost. Whilst on a trip to Derry, it was stated that Miliken fell out of the coach and hurt her 

arm.665 Following this accident, Miliken feigned her own death, a letter was sent to Coburn 

stating Miliken had died and money was needed to pay for the burial.666 In 1840, Miliken was 

tried and found guilty at Belfast Quarter Sessions; she was sentenced to seven years’ 

transportation. Owen Miliken was sentenced to three months imprisonment for his part. 

Unfortunately, for Mrs Coburn, this was not the end.667 One year later, in 1841, at Belfast 

Quarter Sessions, George Bradley, was tried for his part in ‘swindling’ from Mrs Coburn. 

Bradley was Sarah Miliken’s brother, and after she faked her death, he ‘took up the 

remainder of the plot.’ He pretended he was ‘entrusted to deliver a quantity of plate and other 

valuables that were bequeathed to her by a brother in New Orleans.668 Mrs Coburn was again 

swindled out of a considerable sum. Reference was made to the case involving Miliken the 

previous year. The Magistrate believed that Bradley was the more guilty party. Reference 

was also made to Miliken’s sentence having been commuted to 18 months in prison. Bradley 

was found guilty and was sentenced to seven years transportation.669 

In a similar case, a widow in Limerick was duped into selling two pigs by a ‘ghost.’ 

Not long after her husband had died, the woman heard a knock on the door one night. She 

 
663 Londonderry Standard, 10 November, 1841.  
664 Vindicator, 4 November 1840. 
665 Belfast Commercial Chronicle 2 November 1840. 
666 Belfast Newsletter, 3 November, 1840. 
667 Londonderry Standard, 10 November, 1841. 
668 Ibid. 
669 Ibid. See also, Dublin Kilmainham Prison General Register 1840-1850, 1/10/31, Irish Prison Register 1790-

1924.  Bradley was sent her awaiting transportation.   
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asked who was there and ‘a hollow voice’ replied,’ I am your husband whom you buried, I 

am miserable in purgatory till my bills are paid.’ The ghost instructed the woman to sell the 

two pigs and have the money ready for him when he returned. Either through fear or love, the 

woman did what was required. Between the ghostly visits, the woman mentioned it to her 

priest who advised her to have two policemen in the house when she was giving the ghost the 

money. The ‘purgatorial and shrouded ghost’ was arrested and taken to Limerick gaol 

pending trial. The ghost turned out to be neighbour who was godfather to one of the widow’s 

children.670 This case references official Catholic belief in purgatory, which, to some extent 

contributed to the unorthodox, popular belief in the returning dead. 

While they feature prominently in Irish folklore records, the purposeful ghosts 

discussed above are not entirely representative of ghost beliefs in Ireland. Aside from 

hauntings and apparitions of ordinary, restless revenants discussed above, another more 

sinister type of ghost terrorised its victims, particularly in the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. The remainder of this chapter will discuss Poltergeist phenomenon in relation to the 

impact of the Spiritualist movement in Ireland.  

Poltergeist Phenomenon671 

Among the records of everyday, purposeful ghosts, such as those discussed above, the more 

sinister phenomenon of the poltergeist is found. Poltergeist is a German term which translates 

as ‘boisterous ghost.’672 The term was introduced into English vocabulary in Catherine 

 
670 Cork Constitution, 7 January, 1862.  
671 A paper based on this section was presented at the annual Irish History Students’ Association (IHSA) 

conference and was selected for publication in a special edition of the journal History Studies, see Jodie Shevlin, 
‘Supernatural Visitings:’ Poltergeist Phenomenon in Nineteenth and Twentieth-century Ireland’ in History 

Studies, Proceedings from the 70th annual Irish History Students’ Association conference, Vol. 20 (March, 

2019), pp 131-145.  The paper discussed poltergeist phenomenon in Ireland in both Catholic and Protestant 

communities up to 1949, whereas this chapter is concerned with poltergeist phenomenon in Catholic 

communities between 1821 and 1921. 
672 St. John D. Seymour, Harry L. Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), p.55. 
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Crowes The Night Side of Nature published in 1848.673 Euan Cameron suggests that 

poltergeists, ‘the idea and the name alike’ were medieval in origin ‘if not earlier.’674 Due to 

the behavioural patterns and activities of Poltergeists, they are portrayed as hostile, violent, 

destructive and noisy, yet they have also been known to be playful and mischievous.675 P. G. 

Maxwell-Stuart suggests that Poltergeists float between spirit, demon, ghost and a rather 

vague ‘something other.’ Thus Poltergeist phenomenon simultaneously belongs to a category 

of non-human entities of its own whilst also overlapping with several others.676 In addition, 

poltergeists are treated as a separate phenomenon to ordinary ghosts as the returning dead 

were believed to be familiar departed souls, whereas poltergeists were believed to be demonic 

in origin.677 Although the general detail in each poltergeist case differs, there does appear to 

be a consistent pattern of poltergeist activity. Those afflicted commonly reported they were 

bombarded with stones (lithobolia), furniture was thrown about, sounds of knocking and 

rapping were heard, and household items moved places and/or levitated seemingly of their 

own accord. In addition, members of the household often recalled that they had been beaten 

by invisible hands, and pinching, biting and scratching of the skin were frequently 

reported.678 Spontaneous outbursts of fire, a characteristic which is found in international 

poltergeist cases, is present in only one poltergeist case in Ireland.679  

 
673 Catherine Crowe, The Night Side of Nature: Or Ghosts & Ghost Seers (3rd edn. London, 1852), p. 411-56. 
674Cameron, Enchanted Europe (Reprint edn. Oxford University press, USA, 2011), p. 46. 
675 P.G. Maxwell-Stuart, Poltergeists (Gloucestershire, 2011), p.7. 
676 Ibid, p.7.  
677 Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 2007), p. 74. 
678 P.G. Maxwell-Stuart, Poltergeists (Gloucestershire, 2011), p.12-13. 
679 A number of cases occurred in twentieth-century America and Canada where household items spontaneously 

caught fire. See, Decatur Daily, 15 September, 1958, for an article on ‘Voodoo Fires’ that caused disturbance 

for a family in Talladega. See also Winnipeg Free Press, 11 December, 1954, for an article on ‘ghostly fires’ in 

the home of the Parsons family in Flat Rock. In the paper published in History Studies, I stated that spontaneous 

fires were largely absent from Irish poltergeist cases, I have since found one case that occurred in Tandragee, 

see,  Belfast Weekly News, 21 November, 1874. 
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Jennifer Bann suggests ‘Spiritualism began in suburbia.’680 In addition, Lara Baker 

Whelan suggests that Victorian suburban ghost stories ‘addressed anxieties about class-linked 

space.’681 Baker suggests that in the mid-late Victorian period, the suburban ghost story was 

concerned with ‘ordering and normalising domestic space.’682 In addition, the suburban ghost 

story revealed anxieties about the instability of suburban space in a period of ‘uncontrolled 

and rampant suburban growth.’683  Baker suggests it was the anxiety surrounding suburban 

space that resonated with the anxiety ‘traditionally provoked by supernatural elements of 

ghost stories.’684 The impact of the struggle of suburban living on the ghost story is evident in 

poltergeist phenomenon as will be discussed below.  

The geographical location of the reported poltergeist cases is significant. Apart from a 

few cases, the phenomenon appears predominantly in Ulster and Leinster particularly in the 

counties situated along the Northern and Eastern coastline. Patricia Lysaght contends that the 

geographical, historical and social conditions of a particular area are ‘reflected in the image 

of its supernatural beings.’685 As Poltergeist activity was believed to be demonic in origin, the 

location of reported cases ties in with witchcraft and associated supernatural beliefs. Andrew 

Sneddon suggests that witchcraft and associated beliefs in Ireland were stronger in areas that 

had been settled by the English and Scottish, furthermore, beliefs of a more diabolical nature 

were carried over to Ireland by settlers of the higher social classes.686 In addition, W.Y. 

Evans-Wentz suggests that the belief in certain forms of spirits, restricted to certain localities, 

 
680 Jennifer Bann, ‘Ghostly Hands and Ghostly Agency,’  pp 663-685, p. 665. 
681 Lara Baker Whelan, ‘Between Worlds: Class Identity and Suburban Ghost Stories, 1850-1880,’ in Mosaic: 

An Interdisciplinary Critical Journal, Vol. 35, No. 1, a special issue: Haunting II: Citations (March, 2002), pp 
135-148, p. 133. 
682 Ibid, p. 134-135. 
683 Ibid. 
684 Ibid. 
685 Patricia Lysaght, The Banshee: The Irish Supernatural  Death Messenger (Dublin, 1996), p.87. 
686 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke 2015), pp 9, 14, 9, 24.  
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is perhaps due to ‘race intermixture.’687 A higher number of Poltergeist cases were reported 

in the periods 1860-1880 and 1900-1920. Peter Elmer has suggested that in early modern 

English witchcraft accusations, intense political and social unrest were contributing factors.688 

The same reasoning can be applied to Poltergeist phenomenon in Ireland in the latter half of 

the nineteenth century. The period 1860-1880, witnessed bitter and violent disturbances over 

high rent, tenant evictions and the campaign for tenant rights, which culminated in the land 

war in the 1880s.689 Additionally, the period 1850-1880 in Ulster was characterised by 

intense political, social and religious change. The Catholic Church in Ireland experienced 

transformation, reform, and revival throughout the nineteenth century. As well as this, a 

series of political and religious developments among the Catholic population in Ireland 

threatened the status quo for Protestants. Catholic Emancipation in 1829 not only signalled 

the end of the penal era but also marked the beginning of the process of modern Irish 

nationalism.690 Following Emancipation, further political mobilisation of the Catholic 

population combined with the appointment of Ultramontanist Paul Cullen to Archbishop of 

Dublin in 1852, the rise of Fenianism and the establishment of the Irish Republican 

Brotherhood (IRB) and the campaign for Home Rule posed a threat to Protestants especially 

in Ulster.691 Consequently, Ulster experienced a series of major violent sectarian outbreaks.692 

At least five major outbreaks of rioting and public disorder occurred between 1850 and 

 
687 W. Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith in Celtic Countries (The Lost Library edn. Glastonbury, 2016), p.30.  
688 Peter Elmer, ‘Towards a Politics of Witchcraft in Early Modern England,’ in Stuart Clark (ed.), Languages of 

Witchcraft Narrative, Ideology and Meaning in Early Modern Culture (London, 2001), pp 101-118.   
689 For a discussion of the Irish land war, see, Samuel Clark, The Social Origins of the Irish Land War 

(Princeton, 1979). 
690 Brian Jenkins, The Era of Emancipation: British Government of Ireland 1812-1830 (McGill- Queens 

University Press, 1988).  
691 For an account of the rise of the IRB see, Owen Magee, The IRB, The Irish Republican Brotherhood, From 
the Land League to Sinn Féin (2nd edn. Dublin, 2007). For an insight into the world of Paul Cardinal Cullen, see, 

Daire Keogh and Albert McDonald (eds.), Cardinal Paul Cullen and His World (Dublin, 2011). For a recent 

study of Home Rule see, Paul A. Townend, The Road to Home Rule, Anti-Imperialism and the Irish National 

Movement (Wisconsin, 2016).  
692 Kerron Ó Luain, ‘The Dog that Didn’t Bark in 1867’ in History Ireland, Vol. 25, No. 2 (March/April 2017), 

pp 28-31, p. 30.  
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1886.693 A contributing factor to these violent clashes was the influx of workers from rural 

Ulster who were seeking employment in Belfast’s expanding linen and shipbuilding 

industries often brought sectarian violence with them.694 Karl Bell has suggested that 

although modernisation occurred to varying degrees in each area this did not necessarily 

replace superstitious mentalities or traditions, rather, people retained superstitious traditions 

as a coping mechanism in order to navigate new territory and to deal with the uncertainty and 

fear and different social issues caused by modernisation.695 In addition, the establishment of a 

Dublin branch of the Society for Psychical Research (SPR) in 1908, First World War, the 

aftermath of the 1916 Easter Rising in Dublin and the Civil War, to an extent are contributing 

factors to the increase in poltergeist cases in the period 1900-1920.696 

It is not difficult to see how Poltergeist phenomenon overlaps with elements of both 

the Spiritualist movement and other supernatural phenomenon such as witchcraft, demonic 

possession, and fairies. Poltergeists and fairies share similar characteristics; they are both 

‘capable of controlled activity and chaotic and destructive outbursts.’697 Furthermore, certain 

areas in Ireland maintained a belief that fairies were the spirits of the dead.698 Mrs McCrink 

of Dromintee recalled that the fairies ‘once passed down this lane here on a Christmas 

morning; and I took them to be suffering souls out of purgatory, going to mass.699 Jenny 

Butler suggests that ‘bad deaths’ in Ireland were often attributed to supernatural forces and 

the deceased person was believed to be ‘in the fairies’ especially if they died without a priest 

 
693 Michael de Nie, ‘Ulster Will Fight? The British Press and Ulster, 1885-1886’ in New Hibernia Review/ Iris 

Éireannach Nua, Vol. 12, No. 3 (Fómhar/Autumn 2008), pp 18-38, p. 37. 
694 Andrew Holmes, ‘The Experience and Understanding of Religious Revival in Ulster Presbyterianism 1800-

1930’ in Irish Historical Studies, Vol. 34, No. 136 (November 2005), pp 361-385, p. 378.  
695 Karl Bell, The Magical Imagination: Magic and Modernity in Urban England, 1780-1914 (Cambridge 
2012), pp 11, 16, 19, 77.  
696 See, R. F. Foster, Vivid Faces: The Revolutionary Generation in Ireland 1890-1923 (New York, 2015), see 

also, Dermot Keogh, Twentieth Century Ireland: revolution and state building (Dublin, 2005).  
697 Richard Sugg, Fairies: A Dangerous History (London, 2018), p.142.  
698 W. Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith in Celtic Countries (The Lost Library edn. Glastonbury, 2016), p.76. 
699 Ibid. p.76.  
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being present.700 Butler suggests this is an example of a belief that survived from pagan times 

but had become meshed with Christianity in this example the Roman Catholic ‘Last Rites.’701 

Sugg suggests this belief that fairies were souls of the dead was particularly strong in Ireland 

as ‘Catholic theology actively promoted the presence and memory of the dead.’702 In 

addition, fairies are ‘invisible neighbours who must not be antagonised.’703 Butler suggests 

that ‘all across Ireland fear of the fairies dictated where people lived, how they farmed and 

where or how roads could be built.’704Fairy forts and fairy paths were believed to be 

especially dangerous places in Irish landscape, sickness and death was believed to befall 

people who disturbed such places.705 A handful of the poltergeist cases involving fairies 

follow a similar trend; neighbourly advice was ignored and the families suffered the 

consequences. In Portarlington, for example, a man had saved up enough money to purchase 

land and began to build a house. Neighbours and friends advised him not to build on the site 

as it was on a fairy path and it would bring ill-luck. The man disregarded the advice and 

continued to build the house. When the house was finished, the man moved in, but on the first 

night ‘an unseen hand threw furniture about and broke it, while the man himself was injured.’ 

Unwilling to lose the value of the money, he continued to live in the house but was tormented 

by disturbances on a nightly basis. The man subsequently left the property.706 When the 

account was publicised in 1914, it was stated the property remained empty, ‘a silent 

testimony to the power of the poltergeist.’707 

 
700 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, British and 

Irish Fairies 500 AD to the Present (London, 2018), pp 95-107, p. 99.  
701 Ibid. 
702 Sugg, Fairies: A Dangerous History (London, 2018), p.24. See also, Davies, The Haunted (Basingstoke, 

2007), p.3. Davies mentions this theme occurs in Scotland and Cornwall.  
703 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, A True Story (2nd edn. London, 2006), p.48. 
704 Sugg, Fairies: A Dangerous History (London, 2018), p.138. 
705 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, British and 

Irish Fairies 500 AD to the Present (London, 2018), pp 95-107, p. 101.  
706Seymour, Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), p.65. 
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 Two families residing in Larne in the late 1860s experienced stones being thrown into 

their homes night and day. Neighbours came in great numbers to sympathise and on one 

occasion a musket was fired in the direction of the stones. ‘The reply was a loud peal of 

satanic laughter, followed by a volley of stones and turf.’ At another time, a large pile of 

potatoes was ‘seen to be in commotion, and shortly afterwards its contents were hurled into 

the kitchen, where the inmates of the house were assembled.’  One of the explanations in 

circulation in the local area was that many years before a previous tenant suffered at the 

hands of the fairies as they held rendezvous in his house. The man left the house and it stood 

a vacant ruin for a long time. The story of the house being haunted was gradually forgotten. It 

was said that people who lived on nearby lands took some of the stones of the old haunted 

house to repair their buildings and the fairies were annoyed at this and continue to express 

their displeasure through the disturbances.’708  

  There were ‘prejudices as to disturbing old thorn trees’ as it was widely believed 

certain trees or bushes were associated with fairies and people would ‘suffer for meddling 

with them.’709 In the following account, poltergeist activity was attributed to a man having 

used a holly bush to clean the chimney. Mr M’Laughlin and his family, residing in the 

Magiligan district near Limavady, experienced ’manifestations’ in 1907. Soot which had 

been put outside ten days before the incident was found scattered over the kitchen floor, 

drawers and in a covered pot on the fire. Thirty panes of glass, a picture glass, and a mirror a 

lamp chimney and some articles of china had been broken. Stones were ‘thrown about the 

house,’ one of which weighed 11lb. Most of this activity occurred in broad daylight in the 

presence of the residents. It was reported that ‘very little noise accompanied this beyond the 

noise caused by breaking glass.’ No one was injured or struck by the stones. One press report 

 
708 Ibid, p. 62-63. 
709 A Statistical Account or Parochial Survey of Ireland (Dublin, 1819), Vol. 3, p. 27. 
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remarked, ‘either it is a very cleaver trick or else some ‘force’ of which we have not 

cognisance has been at work.’710 Another report of this case in the Coleraine Chronicle 

attributes the occurrence to the fairies. It was a common practice in country districts to use a 

bush to sweep the chimney. M’Laughlin cut a ‘gentle’ holly bush a fortnight before the 

manifestations began. He swept the chimney and buried the soot near the dwelling. ‘To the 

cutting of this ‘gentle’ or ‘fairies’ holly bush the whole trouble is ascribed buy the 

superstitious members of the community, this action of M’Laughlin evoking the displeasure 

of ‘the wee folk.’711 There had been a rumour in circulation that the ghost had been laid but 

the news correspondent investigated and found it had not and the manifestations continued.712 

Poltergeist phenomenon also shared characteristics with witchcraft beliefs. Jeanne 

Cooper Foster writing about Ulster folklore in the 1950s suggested that poltergeist 

phenomenon was still ‘widely associated with witchcraft in the rural mind.’713 It was believed 

to be ‘caused by young people reading ‘bad’ books,’ which, when these were located and 

burned put an end to the manifestations.714 Furthermore, she suggests that Poltergeist activity 

typically although not always involves or is centred on households with ‘young people.’715 In 

1913, a widow, Mrs Murphy and her children became the focus of Poltergeist activity in 

Cooneen, Co. Fermanagh. The poltergeist’s activities were typical of those associated with 

the phenomenon, ‘noises were heard, the children were beaten, scraped and scratched, the 

bed clothes were shaken and pulled in an unexplainable manner.’716 Neighbours visited the 

house and witnessed the manifestations.717 There were also rumours that members of the 

family had read bad books and had the ‘Black Art.’ Locally, the affair was attributed ‘to 

 
710 Larne Times, 2 February, 1907. 
711 Coleraine Chronicle, 26 January, 1907. 
712 Ibid. 
713 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore (Belfast, 1951), p. 100. 
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715 Ibid. 
716 Londonderry Sentinel, 26 April, 1913.  
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witchcraft, fairies and ghosts or spirits.’718 Shane Leslie suggests there was nothing in the 

history of the house to suggest ‘ghost-origin dating from real life’ other than a rumour of a 

pensioner having been murdered on the day he drew his pension.719 Contemporary press 

reports commented that ‘the family are in a state of terror, contemplating selling the farm and 

emigrating.’720 The priest that was due to investigate the case died in 1914.721 Three other 

priests investigated the occurrences at Cooneen and Bishop McKenna declared it was 

diabolical. He ordered Dean Keown to perform an exorcism, but the Dean refused.722 Unlike 

other poltergeist cases in Ireland, the Cooneen poltergeist was political, ‘it showed Protestant 

hostility to holy water, which seemed to infuriate it for it played back the tune of ‘The Boyne 

Water.’723 It also was believed there was ‘an intelligence working behind. They tried it in 

Latin and Irish successfully.’ When it was asked questions, it answered correct. It was asked 

to put the dog form under the bed, ‘the collie came out dancing mad, with fire from his 

eyes.’724  For his book on Irish ghosts published in the 1950s, Shane Leslie was given 

information from the Bishop regarding the Cooneen case and he interviewed some of the 

priests who visited the house.725 The following account was given by one of the priests, he 

told Leslie it was the most remarkable he had experienced during his time at the Murphy’s 

house. One morning the priest was in a room in the house and although there was no wind the 

bedclothes were moving ‘up and down fairly fast, especially in the centre of the bed.’726  The 

 
718 Londonderry Sentinel, 26 April, 1913. 
719 Shane Leslie, Irish Ghosts (Tumblar House edn. California, 2017), pp 49-61. John Randolph Leslie, third 

baronet, was a writer and lecturer. He was a first cousin of Winston Churchill and converted to Catholicism 

inspired by the novelist priest Robert Hugh Benson. He had interests in Irish nationalism and took classes in 

Irish. He changed his name to Shane which he pronounced ‘Shaun,’ and ‘took to wearing a kilt, a practice he 

kept up for the remainder of his long life,’ for a biographical entry on Leslie, see, Charles Lysaght, ‘Leslie, John 

Randolph (‘Shane’),’ in James McGuire and James Quinn (ed.), Dictionary of Irish Biography (Cambridge, 

2009).    
720 Londonderry Sentinel, 26 April, 1913. 
721 Leslie, Irish Ghosts (Tumblar House edn. California, 2017), pp 49-61. 
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724 Ibid.  
725 Leslie, Irish Ghosts (Tumblar House edn. California, 2017), pp 49-61. 
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priest held his hand over the bed for a few minutes. The priest told the others in the 

household and everyone followed him back to the downstairs room. They all witnessed 

‘movements of the bed-clothes gradually getting more pronounced, vigorous, and defined. 

The whole thing resembled the form of a person lying diagonally across the bed in his or her 

death agony. The centre where the clothes were heaving most was where the chest would be. 

Soon we could hear the heavy breathing, the gurgling in the throat, the symptoms of pain. It 

resembled what country people would call ‘a hard death.’727 This lasted ten minutes. The 

priest stated he ‘only saw this scene once, but heard that there were further such 

manifestations later on, but I can’t vouch for their truth.728 The priest was transferred to 

another parish after this. He mentions that ‘I heard afterwards that old people from the 

locality said that in the ‘olden days’ an occupant of the house hanged himself in that room. I 

cannot vouch for this.’729 The case attracted the attention of Catholic clergy in local parishes, 

priests from Enniskillen and Monaghan ‘have offered masses and used every effort to ‘lay the 

spook’ but with no avail.’730 Shane Leslie suggests that the Catholic clergy were divided in 

opinion, ‘the old ones leapt away, but the young curates leaped in where angels might fear to 

tread. It was believed that ‘bewildered and innocent girls, touching puberty, became 

unconscious mediums enabling mischievous forms of spirit life to manifest themselves.’731 

The three priests that investigated this case suffered for it, one had a nervous break-down, 

another developed spinal meningitis, and the third suffered from facial paralysis.’732 Priests 

that developed injuries or illnesses after performing exorcisms were not unheard of. W. Y. 

Evans-Wentz recorded an account told to him by Owen Conway, that a priest named Fr 

McGowan had exorcised a haunted house in Sligo and had died soon afterwards having been 
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killed by the exorcised spirit.733 Eventually the family immigrated to America unable to 

withstand the supernatural harassment. The ghost followed them and for several years it 

pestered them. Jeanne Cooper Foster suggests the disturbances ‘probably ceased when the 

child involved had outgrown the adolescent age.’734 

As the Cooneen case illustrates poltergeist phenomenon also shares similar traits with 

demonic possession. Young people especially emotionally conflicted and repressed 

adolescent girls, in far from ideal family situations and social environments were believed to 

attract demonic activity.735 Furthermore, Owen Davies suggests, previous studies of 

poltergeist activity have focussed ‘almost exclusively’ on interpersonal conflict within kin 

groups. In this light poltergeist activity has been interpreted as ‘psychic energy generated by 

troubled pubescent or hormonally charged minds.’ Poltergeist phenomenon is viewed by 

some as the ‘product of domestic violence, repressed hostility between children and parents, 

or sexual frustration resulting from overprotective or suffocating parents.’736 In addition, 

young girls also experienced poltergeist activity in other environments where they were out 

of their comfort zones. Owen Davies has suggested that poltergeist activity manifested 

among young female domestic servants. Isolated and removed from their families and 

familiar environments and living with strangers, they had to negotiate the inequalities and 

sexual politics between masters and servants. Thus, poltergeist activity was an expression of 

their emotional states.737  

The same reasoning is applicable to the following poltergeist activity which occurred 

in an all-girls boarding school in Coleraine, almost fifty years prior to the Fox sisters’ case 

which gave rise to the Spiritualist movement. In the winter of 1800, frequent knockings 
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occurred under the tables and the ladies were not able to discover the cause. Table services 

were removed and left ‘confusedly around the room,’ loud laughter was heard, bed clothes 

were thrown across the floors at night and water basins were emptied over the sleepers. 

Dishes would change places on the tables before the ladies and bottles of wine were emptied 

and left on the cellar floor.738 Some of the ladies wrote to their friends about the occurrences 

and once their letters were sealed, verbatim copies of the originals were left on their dressing 

tables. Two of the elderly ladies agreed they would poison a few wine bottles and place them 

in the bin, ‘so as not to be distinguished by any but themselves.’ This proved futile; the 

following morning the bottles were found separated from the others and labelled ‘poison.’ 

Eventually, the young ladies were gradually withdrawn from the school but the disturbances 

continued for the remainder of the winter, ceasing only when the family moved to another 

residence.739 There is no mention whether communication was attempted or if clergy were 

called to banish the entity.  

Poltergeist activity in Ireland was not always the result of repressed emotions of 

young girls. At Enniscorthy in 1910, a carpenter John Randall took rooms with the Redmond 

family and experienced poltergeist activity. For the three weeks that Randall lodged in the 

house, poltergeist activity occurred each night, resulting in him losing three-quarters of a 

stone in weight.740 Contrary to historical and modern theories of poltergeist activity, the 

following case suggests that poltergeists attach to objects as well as specific individuals. This 

case occurred at Seafield House in Co. Sligo, which was once the seat of the Phibbs family. 

Two types of ghostly phenomenon are associated with this property, one of which was 

malicious poltergeist activity. The occupiers of the house experienced unexplained 

 
738 Spiritual Philosopher, Boston, 7 September, 1850, vol. 1, no. 3. 
739 Ibid.  
740 Seymour, Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), p. 56. Professor Barrett of the Society for 
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disturbances, mysterious crashing noise and the sense of an alien presence in the house.741 

The house was handed over to Jesuit priests for a number of weeks and masses were 

performed daily to exorcise the spirit.742 One of the priests involved was Fr Stephen Brown, 

director of the Central Catholic Library Dublin, who later worked in the British Museum and 

the Bodleian Library.743 It was said that the house was renamed to Lisheen House to shake 

off the reputation of it being haunted.744  The poltergeist activity appears to have been 

associated with Owen Phibbs and his collection of foreign objects. Owen was an 

archaeologist and was known to have collected treasure form the Far East, Syria and Egypt, 

which he brought home and displayed in a gallery on the first floor known as ‘The 

Museum.’745 Following this, the mansion experienced an unpleasant and malicious poltergeist 

activity. A strange figure was seen on the stairway at night and loud crashes were heard 

throughout the house, in the morning broken pottery was found on the floor. On one occasion 

the house shook violently causing everyone inside to flee in terror. Joe McGowan mentions 

that servants refused to stay in the house and a gardener witnessed a shadowy figure 

disappearing into the sea ‘laughing maniacally.’746 The Phibbs had acquired the land during 

the Cromwellian confiscations and a house was built. The original house was rebuilt by 

William Phibbs in the 1840s. William was a vain and arrogant man, his reputation as a 

landlord was poor. Rent was excessive and those that could no longer pay were evicted. 

During the rebuilding of the house, he demolished the homesteads of evicted families and 

used the stones to build the boundary fences and demesne walls.747 It is rumoured that a 

woman, who had been ‘pushed to the brink of ruin,’ placed a curse on Lisheen and those who 
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lived there. She condemned the family to walk the castle for all time she said, ‘The day 

would come when the birds of the air build their nests in the ruins of Lisheen Castle.’748 

Widows’ curses as E. Moore Quinn, suggests are a form of verbal magic, whereby 

impoverished females, could assert their own sense of fairness after having been wronged. 

Not only did the widows believe in the potency of their actions, and regard their cursing 

action as justified, crucially, the ‘enemies believed in the verbal resources at her command as 

well.’749 The widow’s curse on Lisheen was a prophetic one as the house was sold by the 

Phibbs’ in the 1930s and has since fallen to ruins.750  

With the rise of the Spiritualist movement, attempts to communicate with and 

investigate poltergeist phenomenon increased. Spiritualism was imported to Britain in the 

mid-nineteenth century and brought with it the phenomena of spirit-rapping which involved 

communicating with the spirits of the dead through coded tapping.751 In 1848, the Fox sisters, 

of Hydesville, New York, experienced poltergeist activity in the form of knocking or rapping. 

Having established a code system to communicate with the spirit, it was discovered a pedlar 

had been murdered and was buried in the cellar.752 The poltergeist or ‘noisy ghost’ was not a 

new phenomenon. Knockings and rappings had long been reported and were associated with 

witches and possession.753 The events of 1848 changed how this phenomenon was 

interpreted; knocks and rapping became increasingly re-interpreted as the language of the 

dead.754  In addition, aside from just receiving these messages, people could now actively 

 
748 Ibid, pp 55-6. 
749 E. Moore Quinn, “All I had left were my words”: The Widow’s Curse in Nineteenth-Century Ireland,’ in 

Christina S. Brophy, Cara Delay (eds.), Women, Reform, and Resistance in Ireland, 1850-1950 (Basingstoke, 

2015), pp 211-233, p.225. 
750 Images of the ruins can be found in Blake, Abandoned Mansions (Cork, 2016), p. 286-7. 
751 Alison winter, Mesmerized: Powers of Mind in Victorian Britain (Chicago, 1998), p. 293. 
752 Ronald Pearsall, The Table-Rappers: The Victorians and the Occult (Gloucestershire, 2004), p. 29.  For an 

illuminating account of the lives of Kate and Maggie Fox, see. Barbara Weisberg, Talking to the Dead: Kate 

and Maggie Fox and The Rise of Spiritualism (New York, 2005).  A neighbour of the Foxes called out the 

alphabet and the spirit knocked at certain letters which were put together. 
753 Owen Davies, America Bewitched, The Story of Witchcraft After Salem (Oxford, 2013), pp 91-95. 
754 Ibid. 
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make contact with the dead, as Owen Davies puts it, they could ‘go knocking on Heaven’s 

door.’755 The Spiritualist movement never generated the same momentum and following in 

Ireland that it had obtained in the international arena. Although Dublin’s social and cultural 

elite, typically Protestants, engaged in séances, Irish intelligentsia favoured psychical 

research instead. One name, Professor Barrett, is frequently referred to in the investigation of 

Irish poltergeist cases. Sir William Fletcher Barrett was a physicist and a psychical 

researcher. Between 1873 and 1910 he held the position of Professor of Physics at the Royal 

College of Science in Dublin.756 He was better known for founding the Society for Psychical 

Research (SPR) in England in 1882. His interests began with mesmerism and thought 

transference and escalated to spirit rappings and poltergeist activity.757 He diligently 

investigated poltergeist phenomenon, delivering lectures throughout Ireland in which he 

deliberated over some Irish cases and beliefs in the phenomenon.758 Long before Barrett 

established the SPR in England, and America, he was already ‘an immensely well connected 

figure in Irish science and psychical research.’759 Aside from teaching physics in Dublin he 

began attending séances in the home of James Wilson in 1874. In addition, he investigated a 

ten year old medium, Florrie Clark and conducted experiments with the Lauder family who 

under the name of Lafayette, were not only spiritualists but were leading photographers in 

Dublin.760 It was not until 1908 that the Dublin Section of the Society for Psychical Research 

(DSSPR) was established by Barrett and Rev. Dr.  James William Barlow. In Northern 

 
755 Davies, America Bewitched (Oxford, 2013), pp 91-95.  
756Alan Gould, ‘Barrett, Sir William Fletcher (1844-1925)’ in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB, 

23/9/2004).   
757 Ibid.   
758 Whilst in Wexford attending a lecture, Professor Barrett chanced to investigate the Enniscorthy Poltergeist 

case of 1910 and interviewed the Redmond’s’, some of the witnesses and the lodgers.  
759 Shane McCorristine, ‘William Fletcher Barrett, Spiritualism, and Psychical Research in Edwardian Dublin,’ 

in Electronic Journal of the Spanish Association for Irish Studies (AEDEI), Issue 6, March 2011, pp 39-53.  
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Ireland, the Belfast Society for Psychical Research was first advertised in 1925.761 From the 

outset the DSSPR concerned itself with investigations into the planchette, Ouija board, and 

automatic writing as well as séance phenomena, and, like the SPR the DSSPR sought to 

distance itself from Spiritualism.762 Members of the DSSPR were primarily Protestant 

including a number of Protestant clergy.763 The explanation offered by Shane McCorristine 

for the lack of Catholics in the DSSPR is that traditionally the Roman Catholic Church was 

hostile to all forms of mesmerism, spiritualism, occultism and séances. Catholic investigation 

of ghost phenomenon relied upon the evil spirit theory.764 Furthermore, access to Irish 

cultural institutions with the latest intercontinental publications and connections with socio-

intellectual networks was limited among Catholics.765 The development of a satisfactory 

higher education system had long been an issue for the Catholic Church. Between 1845 and 

1908, the Irish University Question had been at the centre of bitter debates and dissention 

among the hierarchy. Following the failure of numerous attempted settlements, a compromise 

was reached in 1908 and the establishment of two new Universities was agreed upon.766 This 

meant that although Ireland’s folklore was brimming with supernatural incidents, the 

phenomenon was not interpreted according to the current contemporary psychical theories.767  

 
761 In May 1925 Belfast news papers advertised the Belfast Society for Psychical Research operating from 

offices in Donegall Street. I have found no mention of a psychical research society in Belfast prior to this.  
762 McCorristine, ‘William Fletcher Barrett, Spiritualism, and Psychical Research in Edwardian Dublin,’ pp 39-

53. 
763Ibid. By 1912, the DSSPR’s membership reached 110 members and during that year sixteen meetings had 

been held. The DSSPR had attracted a ‘research group of intelligent, informed and highly placed men and 

women.’ Like the SPR the DSSPR appealed to literary figures, W.B. Yeats became a member of the SPR in 

1913. 

764 Ibid.  
765 McCorristine, ‘William Fletcher Barrett, Spiritualism, and Psychical Research in Edwardian Dublin,’ pp 39-
53.  Spiritualism, McCorristine suggests, presented an ideological challenge to Catholic doctrine and social 

policy.  
766 Senia Paseta, ‘The Catholic Hierarchy and the Irish University Question 1880-1908,’ in Journal of the 

Historical Association, December, 2000, Issue 85, pp 268-284. 
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So far, I have discussed poltergeist behaviour, the connections with other supernatural 

beliefs and how poltergeist phenomenon was investigated. But how did those afflicted get rid 

of poltergeists? In both Catholic and Protestant communities, the poltergeist was ‘laid’, 

although the modus operandi varied depending on the religion of the afflicted families.768 As 

I have mentioned above, poltergeists were believed to be of demonic origins and were closely 

associated with the Devil. Unlike ordinary ghosts that left of their own accord when their 

‘responsibilities were discharged,’ poltergeists required ‘active dismissal or exorcism.’769  

Catholicism has long been associated with ‘long and complex rituals of exorcism.’770 In the 

majority of cases, the methods employed by priests to drive away the poltergeist involved 

saying masses, blessing the house and using scared items or relics such as the communion 

wafer, the Crucifix and Holy water. Stations of the Cross were used to banish a poltergeist in 

Cavan in 1869, which deviated from normal Catholic practices for driving out evil spirits.771 

The Co. Cavan family were harassed day and night by the poltergeist. During the day, 

it inhabited the chimney; they could not cook for ‘showers of soot would be sent down on top 

of every pot and pan that was placed on the fire.’  At night it left the chimney and dragged 

family members out of bed by the hair and pulled them round the house. Some of the 

neighbours went to the house and saw ‘the shape of a human being with a pig’s head and long 

tusks,’ another man had seen a ‘horse with an elephant’s head, and a headless man seated on 

its back.’ A Station was held by seven priests and ‘about five minutes after the station 

 
768 For a discussion of poltergeist activity disturbing a Protestant family in nineteenth-century Ireland, see Jodie 

Shevlin, ‘The Cookstown Ghost: Poltergeist Phenomenon in Urban Ulster in the 19th Century,’ in Andy 

Paciorek, Grey Malkin, Richard Hing, Stuart Silver (eds.), Folk Horror Revival: Urban Wyrd.-1. Spirits of Time 

(Wyrd Harvest Press, 2019), pp 193-213. 
769 Linda-May Ballard, ‘Before Death and Beyond: Death and Ghost Traditions with Particular Reference to 

Ulster’ in Hilda R. Ellis Davidson, W. M. S. Russell (eds.), The Folklore of Ghosts (Cambridge, 1981), p.39.  
770 Philip C. Almond, The Devil, A New Biography (New York, 2016), p.161. 
771 Michael P. Carroll, Irish Pilgrimage: Holy Wells and Popular Catholic Devotions (Baltimore, 1999), p. 96-7. 

Stations are a Catholic devotion in which scenes from the Passion of Christ are depicted in a sequence. They 

were either a free standing structure with pictures attached or they were fixed to the walls of the Church. In 
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opened, a rumbling noise was heard, and a black barrel rolled out with an unearthly din, 

though to people coming up the street it appeared in the shape of a black horse with a bull’s 

head, and a headless man seated thereon.’772 In this case the poltergeist or evil spirit not only 

physically manifested to spectators, which was unusual but it did so in the form of animal 

hybrids. Through the centuries, the Devil and by extension demons, have frequently appeared 

in animal form 773 and apparitions of this kind were not unusual in Ireland. In Kiltrustan in 

1918 an apparition of The Black Pig caused considerable excitement as it coincided with the 

circulation of a crude edition of the prophecy of St. Columcille that the Irish would conquer 

the English.774 Another point worth noting about this case is that in this same year, Cavan 

experienced violent sectarian clashes in the campaign for tenant rights. Whilst returning from 

a tenant rights meeting, shots were fired at a group of men, one man and a priest’s horse were 

killed and a few others from neighbouring areas were injured. Cavan was in a state of 

disturbance. 775 This reinforces the point mentioned earlier that instances of poltergeist 

activity occurred in times of intense political and social instability. 

 In Protestant cases of poltergeist activity banishing the entity involved reading from 

scriptures, praying, and waiting for God to intervene and drive out the spirit.776 Conversely, 

this method was not as effective as Catholic exorcisms. Elaborate Catholic rituals and the use 

of consecrated or Holy objects, psychologically reassured the inflicted person that something 

was being done.777 As a result, Catholic methods for laying poltergeists were believed to be 

more effective. Despite the deep-rooted animosity between Catholic and Protestants in 

nineteenth-century Ireland, Catholic priests were sometimes invited to perform exorcism and 
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lend assistance to Protestants experiencing poltergeist activity. In the case of the Cookstown 

ghost in 1874, that plagued Mr Allen and his family for almost eighteen months, a reference 

is made to ‘Clergymen and Doctors, churchwardens and businessmen of all grades and 

degrees of ability, trying their hand at lifting the veil,’ suggesting that clergy of all 

denominations tried to lay the ghost.778 A Methodist family experienced poltergeist activity in 

Derrygonnelly in 1877. Rats were initially blamed but ‘when things were moved by some 

unseen agent, and boots and candles were thrown out of the house, it was seen that something 

more than the ordinary rat was at work.’779  They could not keep a light or candle in the house 

and a Catholic neighbour Jack Flanigan lent them a lamp that had been sprinkled by a priest 

with holy water. That did not work, the next day the ghost took away the lamp. The house 

was investigated by Professor Barrett and a number of other important well known figures, 

and the poltergeist was eventually subdued when Mr. Maxwell- Close knelt in prayer and 

read from scriptures.780 This case resurfaced again in 1923, during a hearing at Fermanagh 

County Court contesting the Will of Miss Thompson.781 

Owing to the very nature of Poltergeist phenomenon, it is common for reproductions, 

imitations, rational explanations to be disregarded in favour of supernatural agency and 

fraudulent reports to emerge. A disturbance in Cork, at the cottage in the Quaker burial 

 
778 Jodie Shevlin, ‘The Cookstown Ghost: Poltergeist Phenomenon in Urban Ulster in the 19th Century,’ in Andy 

Paciorek, Grey Malkin, Richard Hing, Stuart Silver (eds.), Folk Horror Revival: Urban Wyrd.-1. Spirits of Time 

(Wyrd Harvest Press, 2019), pp 193-213. See also, Belfast Newsletter, 16 November, 1874. 
779 Seymour, Neligan, True Irish Ghost Stories (Dublin, 1914), pp 110-13.  See also Andrew Sneddon, John 

Privilege (eds.), ‘The Supernatural in Ulster Scots Literature and Folklore Raeder.’ Centre for Irish-Scottish 

Studies, University of Ulster, p. 92. See also, Shane McCorristine, ‘William Fletcher Barrett, Spiritualism, and 

Psychical Research in Edwardian Dublin,’ in Electronic Journal of the Spanish Association for Irish Studies 

(AEDEI), Issue 6, March 2011, pp 39-53.  Here McCorristine dates the Derrygonnelly case to 1877, previously 
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781 Evidence was presented at the hearing suggesting the house was haunted and she had communicated with the 

ghost through rapping. Extracts were read from a book describing an investigation of the occurrences carried out 

by Professor Barratt. The book was without a shadow of doubt Seymour and Neligan’s True Irish Ghost Stories 

(Dublin, 1914) as the story is featured on p.59. Seymour was careful not to mention names, but the details 
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grounds caused a stir in September 1853. A retired Captain and his daughter, ‘a gentleman of 

most unoffending habits,’ experienced stones being thrown on the roof which occurred on 

Friday night and again on the Saturday night. The ‘lower order imagine it is some invisible 

being’ and attributed it to supernatural forces, more specifically; there was a rumour among 

the locals that a woman was interred against her wishes in the Quaker burial grounds. 782 One 

month later, Catherine M’Carthy a servant working for the afflicted family, was arrested, and 

brought before the police courts charged with ‘malicious trespass.’ A policeman on duty at 

the burial ground testified he witnessed the girl throwing a stone of the roof of the house 

‘which was the scene of the ghost pranks.’783 The case was discharged by the bench as it was 

not properly laid out. The ‘Capwell ghost’ as it had been named, remained a mystery.784 In 

this case, the stone throwing was most likely the work of human agency.  

The following account is a potential imitation. Whilst attention was concentrated on 

the Poltergeist activity in Cookstown in late 1874, ‘supernatural visitings’ were also reported 

in Newtownards. The Belfast Telegraph stated ‘... the town of Cookstown cannot claim the 

monopoly in the ghost business ...’ At a farmhouse in the townland785 of Ballycallagh, 

‘fantastic tricks’ were played ‘before high heavens.’ A pot on the fire containing potatoes was 

later found to contain eggs, glass in the windows produced ‘the most unearthly noise’ and 

candlesticks would rise off the table and go upstairs the resume their position. When the lady 

of the house attempted to put on her boots ‘those useful articles of wearing apparel’ they 

would disappear through the ceiling. ‘Many other things even stranger than the above have 

occurred.’ As of November 1874, the ghost had not been laid. Although the events described 

in this account are typical of poltergeist activity, it is possible the story is an imitation or a 
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reproduction of the Cookstown ghost. The potatoes and the glass could be attributed to 

natural causes and human agency, while the rest appears fabricated. The motive for 

fabrication is generally financial gain and sympathy and attention in the neighbourhood. 

The reason for the fabrication of poltergeist manifestations invokes sympathy in the 

following report. At a farm in the Passage East district in 1892. An old Royal Irish 

Constabulary member took up the post of an emergency man during the land war. In 1892, he 

was in charge of an evicted farm in the district of Passage East, Co. Waterford. The farm was 

‘continually disturbed by furniture and crockery being thrown about in a mysterious 

manner.’786 The case was reported to the police who visited the property to investigate; 

nothing was heard or seen except for knocking on the inside of a bedroom wall in which one 

of the sons was sleeping, the knocking stopped when police entered the bedroom. The boy’s 

bed was not searched for a stick. Police found no explanation for the noise which continued 

night after night. Eventually, the family moved and took up residence in Waterford. ‘A great 

furore’ was raised when it was discovered that the hauntings had followed them. Another 

investigation was made, this time close watch was kept on the young boy. Witnesses reported 

he threw jam-pots and fire irons when his father was not looking. The events transpired to be 

a plot between the mother and the boy as she did not like her husband’s occupation which 

involved unpopularity and considerable personal risk and fearing the safety of the family 

conceived the plan to force her husband to give up his post. Her efforts were successful; the 

man resigned his post and went to live elsewhere.787 

In another case of fraudulent poltergeist activity it was reported that for more than a 

fortnight, the neighbourhood of Aughrim, ‘the quiet little village,’ was disturbed by nocturnal 

rappings and other noises which occurred in the house of one of its inhabitants.  Large 
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crowds gathered at night and some of the more intelligent carried out investigations to 

‘unravel the mystery’ but were unsuccessful. The disturbances were attributed to ‘ghostly 

intruders.’  Two men decided to ‘make acquaintance with the ghost and succeeded in 

accomplishing what so many had failed in.’ They detected ‘to their astonishment’ the servant 

girl was the disturber and was in league with the mistress of the house. The article concludes, 

‘the inhabitants rest quietly in their beds at night cured of their belief in the existence of 

ghosts.’ 788  

In conclusion, this chapter has explored two distinct categories within Irish Catholic 

ghost beliefs, the ordinary, purposeful ghost, and the poltergeist. Although these two types of 

ghost are treated separately due to their behavioural patterns, the Catholic Church dealt with 

them in the same way, by performing exorcisms, saying masses, and blessing the house of the 

afflicted person. By the late nineteenth century and following the rise of the Spiritualist 

movement, not only was there an interest in making contact with the dead, but there was also 

an increase in investigations into psychical phenomena, which led to the establishment of 

psychical societies, such as the SPR and the reclassification of the supernatural. Both types of 

ghost could be categorised as angry returning dead, although it was the poltergeist that 

orchestrated the most vicious and violent onslaughts, primarily directed against the family 

and domestic sphere of influence, which as Lara Baker Whelan has suggested may be related 

to the pressures, intensity and instabilities of suburban growth. The rapid succession of 

religious, political, social cultural and economic reforms and revival, both within and outside 

of the Catholic Church, in the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century, perhaps accounts 

for the increase in poltergeist activity in this period. In addition, the rise of the Spiritualist 

movement and the establishment of societies for psychical research in Dublin and Belfast 

resulted in a re-enchantment with the supernatural, although this was branded along pseudo-
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scientific lines. From the way in which ghost beliefs were handled by Catholic clergy, there is 

an indication that such beliefs were actively promoted within the Catholic Church. Orthodox 

Catholic belief in Purgatory (which is largely absent from Protestant teachings), and the 

official masses that were said for the repose of the dead, appear to have inadvertently 

contributed to the popular Catholic belief in the returning dead. By performing the masses, 

blessing the houses, and banishing the spirits, Catholic clergy appear to have encouraged 

ghost beliefs. 
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Fairy Changelings in Nineteenth Century Ireland 

Fairy beliefs were a major component of the popular, Catholic supernatural belief system in 

nineteenth-century Ireland, particularly among the rural classes.789 As early as the 1820s, 

Thomas Crofton Crocker had published a series of volumes relating to Irish customs and 

supernatural beliefs. Crocker’s work echoed that of Victorian folklorists, and resulted in 

networking with the Grimm brothers, and Walter Scott.790 Oscar Wilde’s parents, Sir William 

Wilde and Lady Wilde also wrote extensively on Irish folk customs and supernatural beliefs, 

the latter linking Irish folklore with Irish Nationalism.791 Further interest in Irish supernatural 

beliefs and traditions relating to fairies was generated by those who visited Ireland and 

documented the customs and traditions of the Irish, for example, the American translator, 

Jeremiah Curtin, who published Myths and Folklore of Ireland in the 1890s.792 Literary 

movements in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century, referred to as The Celtic 

Revival or the Celtic Twilight sought to renew and preserve aspects of Celtic culture that had 

been eroded through the process of Anglicisation due to colonisation or lost completely due 

to the human and cultural consequences of the Great Famine. During the latter half of the 

nineteenth-century, Anglo-Irish writes including Lady Gregory and William Butler Yeats 

collected and preserved folktales handed down through oral tradition.793 In addition, 

numerous other works on the customs and traditions of the Irish peasantry, both 

anthropological folklore collections and fictional re-interpretations of folklore, refer to a wide 

 
789 Fairy beliefs were also found in Protestant communities in nineteenth-century Ireland, see, Andrew Sneddon, 

Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke 2015). See also, John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: 

Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016). 
790 Richard. M. Dorson, ‘Forward,’ in Sean O’ Sullivan (ed.), Folktales of Ireland (London, 1968), p. vi-ii. 
791  Ibid. p. xv. 
792 Jeremiah Curtin, Myths and Folklore of Ireland (Boston, 1890). 
793 Lady Augusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland Collected and Arranged by Lady Gregory: 

With Two Essays and Notes By W. B. Yeats (New York, 1920). See also, W.B Yeats, Irish Fairy Tales (London, 
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range of supernatural beliefs including fairy beliefs, for example, Patrick Kennedy’s, 

Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celt .794 

Recently, there has been a revival of interest in fairy beliefs among scholars. While 

the abovementioned nineteenth-century antiquarian and folkloric accounts portray 

supernatural encounters as mere tales, current historiography suggests that for many, recourse 

to the supernatural served a functional purpose and provided an explanation for everyday 

misfortune, social tensions, mysterious physical and mental illnesses and inexplicable 

events.795 Ciaran McDonough has examined folk belief in Connaught accounts from the 

Ordnance Survey Letters and suggests the possibility that fairy belief appears to have been 

more prevalent in Catholic areas.796 Andrew Sneddon’s Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland 

primarily explores witchcraft belief in both Catholic and Protestant communities from the 

early modern period to the early twentieth-century. Touching on fairy beliefs including 

changelings and the services of fairy doctors, Sneddon suggests abductions, illness and death 

in humans and livestock as well as the destruction of agricultural produce was attributed to 

the fairies and various rituals and protective devices were employed to counter airy attacks.797 

John Fulton Simon Young and Ceri Houlbrook’s edited collection, Magical Folk, British and 

Irish Fairies 500 AD to the Present798 and Richard Suggs’s, Fairies: A Dangerous History,799 

both provide a brief overview of fairy beliefs in Ireland and both publications are structured 

in a way that affords a comparison between Irish fairy beliefs and fairy beliefs in other areas 

including Scotland, Wales, England, the Isle of Man and America and Canada. In addition, 
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among Simon Young’s publications relating to fairy beliefs, an article on ‘fairy imposters’ in 

Co. Longford in the Famine era suggests that supernatural beliefs were easily manipulated by 

opportunistic delinquents and criminals.800 This idea is substantiated by Angela Bourke’s 

examination of Ireland’s famed fairy changeling case, that of Bridget Cleary, who was 

burned to death by her husband and family members under the assumption she was a 

changeling.801 Bourke suggests fairy beliefs were often euphemism or cover ups for domestic 

abuse of which the community were aware but appeased.802 Christina S. Brophy suggests that 

culturally constructed and imaginative fairy and banshee tales were creative expressions of 

resistance to the powerful and pervasive oppression of rural labouring women in the latter 

half of the nineteenth-century.803 The oppression of women, outlined by Brophy, included but 

was not limited to domestic confinement, materialism and more intensely practised 

Catholicism.804 Brophy argues this defiance was ‘relegated to the folklore realms of coded 

language.’805 Although Sean Connolly argued there was a decline in unorthodox beliefs and 

practices in the post-Famine period,806 the occurrence of changeling murders in the late 1890s 

suggests that many still maintained belief in the supernatural. Karl Bell suggests that despite 

modernisation, industrialisation and advancements in technology, medicine, transport, and 

communication, people retained supernatural beliefs to navigate the changing and uncertain 

world.807  
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Although there are previous works which have explored fairy beliefs, there has been 

no in-depth study of Catholic changeling cases. These cases provide an insight into fairy 

beliefs in this period (1821-1921). Before proceeding with a discussion of changeling 

murders, an understanding of popular fairy beliefs is necessary. Douglas Hyde, a Gaelic 

scholar, founder of the Gaelic League (and later the first president of Ireland), mentioned that 

the Irish spirit world ‘contains quite a number of different orders of beings of varying shapes, 

appearances, sizes and functions.’808 Belief in them as Hyde suggests ‘formerly dominated 

the whole of Irish life.’809 Douglas Hyde also suggested that ‘of all the beings in the Irish 

mythological world the sídhe are, however, apparently the oldest and the most distinctive.’810 

In Irish language the term sídhe (pronounced as ‘she’ in modern Irish), was often used to 

refer to the mythical people known as the Tuatha Dé Danann who inhabited hills.811 Jenny 

Butler suggests they belong to the tribe of the Goddess Anú and are said to have fled when 

the Milesians and other mythical people invaded the Celtic tribes.812 The Tuatha Dé Danann 

hid in mountains, hills and burial mounds associated with pre-Celtic people and through time, 

became associated with underground fairies.813 Writing about medieval Ireland, Jacqueline 

Borsje suggests the English word ‘fairy’ was not used, rather it was introduced to Ireland by 

English colonisation to refer to the áes sídhe, ‘the people of the hollow hills’ or the ‘people of 

the other world.’814 With the colonisation and Anglicisation of Ireland, the term sídhe was 

eventually replaced with the term fairy.  In the traditional Irish worldview, the sídhe belonged 
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Marie Korte, Maaike de Haardt (eds.) The Boundaries of Monotheism: Interdisciplinary Explorations into the 

Foundations of Western Monotheism (Leiden, 2009), pp 53-82, p. 53-4. 
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to the otherworld or spirit realm.815 Today, the term sídhe has varied and inherited meanings 

and can refer to the fairy host or otherworld or an otherworld hill or mound.816  

While the mythological material remains fixed, as Jenny Butler suggests, the oral 

tradition or folklore is subject to change.817 Richard Sugg suggests ‘few beings of the 

supernatural world have suffered greater indignities than the fairy.’818 According to Sugg, 

they were ‘scrubbed clean, hideously perfumed, shrunk down from four foot of sturdy muscle 

into a diaphanous five inches , showered in glitter and rainbow hues, and forced to wave a 

flimsy wand at small girls.’819 Although Sugg is writing about the change in fairy belief in 

general, the concept of the fairy in Ireland has also changed drastically. Jenny Butler suggests 

there has been a ‘Disneyfication of fairies’ the effects of which have been felt in Ireland with 

‘winged, cutsey fairies’ portrayed in children’s books and on television.820  

In contrast to their modern counterparts, fairies in nineteenth-century Ireland were 

‘capable of controlled activity and chaotic and destructive outbursts.’821  Irish fairies 

abducted women, young children and occasionally men and were also believed to cause 

disease in crops animals and people.822  Food, especially milk, butter and crops was vital for 

survival; it is unsurprising that agricultural failures were attributed to supernatural forces. 

With turnips and corn, the field sometimes gave the impression of a good harvest and the 

owner pre-estimated the return, but when the crop was gathered and found to fall short of the 

estimate, it was believed the fairies had ‘extracted substance’ from it.823  In addition, the 

failure of the potato crop and subsequent famine of 1846-7 was attributed to ‘disturbed 

 
815 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, pp 95-7. 
816 Ibid. p. 96. 
817 Ibid. 
818 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p10. 
819 Ibid. 
820 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, p. 107. 
821 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p142.  
822 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 28. 
823 W.Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith, p. 38. 
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conditions in the fairy world.’824 John Glynn, the Town Clerk of Tuam, recounted to Wentz 

that Old Thady Steed once told him, ‘I saw the good people fighting in the sky over Knock 

Ma and on towards Galway.’ In this account, the Famine appears to be attributed to fighting 

within in the fairy realm.825 

To safeguard themselves against misfortune, people adopted the practice of leaving 

out offerings of food for the fairies. Pots of potatoes were left out at night, milk was 

deliberately spilled on the ground while milking cows and live coals were placed under the 

churn while butter was churned.826 Other practices involved placing one’s thumb in the pail 

of milk during milking and using the same thumb to make a sign of the cross on the cow’s 

thigh on the same side that was milked.827 At night, when dirty water was thrown out, it was 

customary to say ‘Hugga, hugga salach!’ to warn the fairies so their clothes would not get 

wet.828 It was generally believed that food which had been left out for the fairies was unfit for 

human consumption. The reason being that fairies ‘extract the spiritual essence from food 

offered to them and leave behind the grosser elements.’829 At certain times of the year, 

especially November Eve, ‘it is not right to gather or eat blackberries or sloes, nor after that 

time as long as they last,’ as it was believed fairies passed over them leaving them unfit to 

eat. If anyone dared ignore this advice it was believed that serious illness would befall 

them.830  

In Irish folklore collections, the majority of misery and misfortune that befalls the 

protagonist in narrative and which is attributed to the fairies appears to arise as a consequence 

of meddling with or building upon dangerous ‘fairy’ landscapes. Jenny Butler suggests, ‘all 

 
824 Ibid.  
825 Ibid.  
826 Ibid. 
827 W.Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith, p. 37. 
828 Ibid. p. 70.  
829 Ibid. p. 44.  
830 Ibid. p. 38. 
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across Ireland fear of the fairies dictated where people lived, how they farmed and where or 

how roads could be built.’831 Fairy forts and fairy paths were especially dangerous places in 

Irish landscape, sickness and death was believed to befall people who disturbed such 

places.832 If fairies were treated with respect they tended to mind their own business and 

sometimes rewarded favours.833  

Regarding their appearance, descriptions of fairies vary. Collectively, Irish fairies 

have been referred to as ‘gentry,’ ‘good people,’ ‘wee folk’ or ‘little people,’ although use of 

the words ‘wee’ and ‘little’ are not to be interpreted as an indication of their size. It was 

believed that they could take different forms and could appear as both big and little.834 In 

addition, Jenny Butler suggests the term ‘wee folk’ was not always used in an endearing 

way.835 In terms of their physical attributes, Dáithí Ó hÓgáin suggests they were ‘paler in 

hue’ than humans and were ‘dressed in clothing of silk and satin.’836 Recollections of 

encounters with ‘the gentry’ describe them as ‘far superior to us, they are not working class 

but a military-aristocratic class, tall and noble-appearing.’837 Fairies were also associated with 

the colour red and also reportedly dressed in apparel typical of past civilisations.838 Although 

they were regarded as distinct from humans, and lived parallel lives, there are references to 

fairies engaging in human activities such as keeping and selling cattle, drinking whiskey, 

playing music and smoking. It was also rumoured that while they liked gold, fairies disliked 

iron, fire, salt and the Christian religion.839 As will be discussed further in the section on fairy 

changelings below, combinations of iron, fire salt and religious paraphernalia as well as other 

 
831 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p138. 
832 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, p. 101.  
833 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 28. 
834 W.Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith, p. 32. 
835 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, p. 100. 
836 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, The Lore of Ireland: An Encyclopaedia of Myth, Legend and Romance (Cork, 2006), p. 

210. 
837 W.Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith, p. 46.  
838 Ibid. p. 36, 55. 
839 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 28. 
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methods such as herbs, such as vervain and fox-glove, were used to guard against the 

fairies.840  

Richard Sugg suggests that until the end of the nineteenth-century, it was widely 

believed that fairies were the spirits of the dead.841 Angela Bourke has written that ‘other than 

a gentle and gradual departure in old age,’ any death was interpreted as the work of the 

fairies.842 In addition, Jenny Butler suggests that ‘bad deaths’ in Ireland were often attributed 

to supernatural forces and the deceased person was believed to be ‘in the fairies’ especially if 

they died without a priest being present.843 Butler suggests this is an example of a belief that 

survived from pagan times but had become entangled with Christianity, especially the Roman 

Catholic ‘last rites.’844 Sugg suggests this belief that fairies were souls of the dead was 

particularly strong in Ireland as ‘Catholic theology actively promoted the presence and 

memory of the dead.’845 This theme was explored in depth in the previous chapter on ghosts, 

though the point to be made here is that fairies were invisible, they were not human but 

resembled humans and lived parallel lives. Fairies ‘belong to the margins’ and thus represent 

everything that is marginal in human life.846 Narratives of fairy encounters serve as reminders 

of everything that falls outside of human control as they tend to be constructed around the 

themes of death, illness and the unexpected.847 People who experienced trance-states were 

believed to be ‘away with the fairies enjoying a festival’ and usually had no recollection of 

 
840 Lady Wilde, suggests seven herbs had great powers, they were, ground ivy, vervain, fox-glove, eyebright, 

groundsel, the bark of the elder tree and young shoots of hawthorn, see, Lady Wilde, Legends, Charms and 

Superstitions of Ireland  (Dover Publications edn. New York, 2006), p. 182.  
841 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p23. 
842 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 29. 
843 Jenny Butler, ‘The Sídhe and Fairy Forts’ in Ceri Houlbrook, Simon Young (eds.), Magical Folk, p. 99.  
844 Ibid. 
845 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p24. See also Owen Davies, The Haunted A Social History of Ghosts (Basingstoke, 

2007), p.3. Davies mentions this theme occurs in Scotland and Cornwall.  
846 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 28. 
847 Ibid. p. 29. 
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what had occurred when they came round.848 More commonly, narratives describe the 

dangers of childbirth, the anxiety surrounding fertility especially late marriages.849 Fairy 

stories also appear to contain disciplinary messages warning against unacceptable 

behaviour.850 In cases involving fairy changelings, narratives express aggression against 

women and children in a coded form. Angela Bourke argues that some fairy stories serve as 

euphemisms for domestic violence, women who had been beaten may explain away the 

marks of violence as having been inflicted by the fairy abductor while the abusive husbands 

might account for his actions towards her as loss of patience with a fairy interloper.851  

In some respects, an obvious consequence of this idea of hidden or coded messages 

and euphemisms within fairy narrative is that the narrative itself could be deliberately 

manipulated to cover up crimes. This is visible in two strands of fairy narrative, fairy 

imposters and fairy changelings. Simon Young studied cases of fairy imposters and fairy 

swindling in Ireland during the Famine.852 What his study shows is that fairy swindlers duped 

people into believing that their dead relatives were among the fairies and could be restored. In 

one such example in Laois in 1842, the family of a man named Skelly who had left Ireland 

for Sydney but had died two years previously in England, were told by a woman that if they 

followed her advice he could be restored. The woman asked for articles of clothing and 

suggested the deceased’s sister accompany her to a fort. The woman was given the clothes 

and the two set off, the sister was unable to keep up with the woman, and eventually lost sight 

of her. The family heard nothing further.853 In other cases, imposters claimed to be the dead 

 
848 W.Y. Evans-Wentz, The Fairy Faith, p. 39. The duration of these states varies from a few hours or days to 

seven, fourteen or twenty-one years. Even if the person remembered what had transpired they were often sworn 

to secrecy by the fairies.  
849 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 36-7. 
850 Ibid. 
851 Ibid. 
852 Simon Young, ‘Fairy Impostors in County Longford in the Great Famine’ in Studia Hibernia, 38 (2012), pp 

181-199.  
853 Belfast Newsletter, 24 June, 1842. 
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relatives stating they had returned from being in the fairies which not only accounted for their 

absence but was employed to explain the change in their appearance. Imposters enjoyed 

home comforts of food, money, and shelter at the expense of the family.854 

The remainder of this chapter will focus specifically on murders (both accidental and 

deliberate), involving sick or disabled adults and children under the assumption that they 

were fairy changelings. Bourke suggests that with fairy narrative ‘comes an air of the 

preposterous, the nod and the wink, that allows one thing to be said and another to be 

meant.’855 When viewed in this light, the fairy changeling cases discussed below appear to be 

deliberate, violent crimes against sick adults and children that were glossed over, explained 

away or justified with folklore in order to absolve guilt. Elaine Farrell suggests that 

changeling cases were instances of infanticide; although the cases examined here involving 

adults and older ‘changeling’ children would suggest otherwise.856 Fourteen crimes against 

changelings were found including five cases towards adults and nine cases against children 

dating between 1818 and 1896.857 Cases were found in criminal files and in contemporary 

newspapers by using databases such as the British Newspaper Archive (BNA) and the Irish 

Newspaper Archive (INA) wherein searches were conducted in individual publication titles in 

both the North and South of Ireland between the years 1821-1921. Additionally, cases were 

found in printed nineteenth-century antiquarian and folklore collections. Seven of the 

children were male, one was female, and the gender of the other is unknown. Of the adults, 

three were female and two were male. Of the victims whose ages are known the majority 

were aged between 5 and 10, three were aged 1-5, two were over 25 and two were in their 

teens. All the adults but only seven of the children were ill for a period prior to their deaths. 

 
854 Simon Young, ‘Fairy Impostors’ in Studia Hibernia, 38 (2012), pp 181-199.  
855 Angela Bourke, The Burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 37. 
856 Elaine Farrell, ‘A diabolical deed:’ Infanticide and Irish Society, 1850-1900 (Manchester, 2013), p.30. 
857 See Jodie Shevlin, ‘Changeling Children in Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ in Retrospective: Proceedings of the 

66th Annual Conference Irish History Students Association (NUI Galway, 2016), pp 79-85. In this paper I 

focussed only on cases involving sick and disabled children. 
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Husbands, fathers, and magic practitioners were most commonly the perpetrators of violence 

and brutality and were ultimately responsible for causing death in ten of the cases. 

Furthermore, the number of cases in the period 1840-1860 indicates a continued belief in 

changeling phenomenon (although being concentrated mostly in Tipperary) and disagrees 

with Angela Bourke and Diarmuid Ó Giolláin’s suggestions that the Famine was responsible 

for eradicating superstitious and folkloric beliefs.858 As will be discussed below, these cases 

are wilful murder, committed primarily by fathers and husbands, they are not infanticide 

cases. All these cases illustrate attitudes to disease and disability in the eyes of the judicial 

authorities and through the lens of popular opinion in uncertain and difficult social, 

economic, and politically unstable times. 

The majority of the fourteen cases occurred in the periods 1840-1860 and 1880-1900, 

with most of the violence towards children occurring in the period 1840-1860. The period 

1880-1900 also had a high number of changeling cases although the victims in this period 

were mostly adults with only two child cases occurring. The significance of the high number 

of cases occurring within certain time frames is worth mentioning as both these periods 

witnessed intense social, economic, political, and religious difficulties and change. Within the 

period 1840-1860 a succession of crop failures and the Famine led to what Cormac Ó Gráda 

described as ‘a hierarchy of suffering.’859 Ó Gráda suggests that despite the initial charity and 

hospitality, ‘as the crises worsens, crime and cruelty increase, as do child abandonment and 

infanticide.’860 The brutality and violence of the changeling cases particularly those involving 

children would support this, although it must also be noted that the same level of cruelty and 

violence towards suspected changelings is found in cases occurring in times of increased 

 
858Angela Bourke, ‘The Baby and the Bathwater: Cultural Loss in Nineteenth Century Ireland’  in Tadhg Foley 

and Seán Ryder (eds.) , Ideology and Ireland in the Nineteenth Century (Dublin,1998), p79-92. See also, 

Diarmuid Ó Giolláin, ‘The Fairy Belief and Official Religion in Ireland’ in Peter Narváez (ed.), The Good 

People (Kentucky,1997), p205. 
859 Cormac Ó Gráda, ‘Famine, Trauma and Memory,’ in Béaloideas, Iml. 69 (2001), pp 121-143, p. 123. 
860 Ibid.  p129. 
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social stability.861 This suggests that while economic and social adversity were perhaps 

contributing factors, a more personal element lies at the centre of changeling belief and 

accounts for the violence and brutality regardless of what is occurring in the broader context. 

In addition, the response of the judicial authorities, the availability of medical practitioners in 

rural areas and how these murders were portrayed by the press will be examined to provide 

an insight into Catholic attitudes to ‘changeling’ murders in nineteenth-century Ireland.  

The fundamental concept of changeling belief is the idea that ‘a healthy, attractive 

human child had been abducted by fairies.’862 In addition, Lady Wilde suggests that people 

had an ‘immense dread and fear of mystic fairy power,’ and did their best not to interfere 

with or offend the fairies.863 Lady Wilde suggests people dreaded the idea of a fairy 

changeling being left in the cradle in place of their own child, and if a ‘wizened little thing’ 

was found, it was taken out at night and placed in an open grave until morning.864 The parents 

hoped their own child would be restored, but often ‘nothing was found save the cold corpse 

of the poor outcast.’865 Changeling children, it was said, grew up to be malicious and wicked 

and had voracious appetites.866 In addition, an article published in the Anglo-Celt in 1906 

aimed at younger readers stated, ‘these fairy children generally manifest an early taste for 

music.’867 It was believed that the mortal children were taken by the fairies as sacrifices as 

they had to offer one every seven years to the devil in return for the power he gave them. In 

addition, women were also believed to be taken as sacrifices and also to be wedded to the 

 
861 In 1888, Patrick Doyle, a thirteen year old boy, believed to be a changeling, was beaten to death with a 

hatchet by his mother in Co. Kerry, Freeman’s Journal, 13 July, 1888. 
862 Angela Bourke, ‘The Baby and the Bathwater: Cultural Loss in Nineteenth Century Ireland’ in Tadhg Foley 

and Seán Ryder (eds.), Ideology and Ireland in the Nineteenth Century  (Dublin, 1998), p82. 
863 Lady Wilde, Legends, Charms and Superstitions of Ireland  (Dover Publications edn. New York, 2006), p. 

39. 
864 Ibid. 
865 Ibid. 
866 Ibid. p. 91. 
867 Anglo-Celt, 3 March, 1906. The article was entitled, ‘Fairy Stories and Legends for the Young Folks.’ 
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fairy king.868 Wilde suggests ‘the ordeal by fire is the greatest test adopted by the peasants to 

try if a child or anyone is fairy-struck.’ 869 Although the term changeling was frequently used 

to describe children who failed to thrive, there are instances of adults, especially females, 

being referred to as changelings. Dáithí Ó hÓgáin suggests that the belief in fairy abduction, 

especially of children and women following childbirth was a ‘ready-to-hand explanation of 

unexpected and mysterious ailments.’870 Patrick Kennedy recounted the tale of a woman 

living in Grange who put off the baptism of her child as she was waiting on the child’s father, 

a sailor, to return. When the child was one and a half, he was ‘fairy struck’ and a changeling 

was left in its place.871 It was believed that dressing children in white clothes would prevent 

fairy abductions.872 William Wilde suggests that in cases of ‘mental aberration’ that occurs in 

recently confined females, the ‘unhappy state’ of the patient was attributed to fairy 

interference.873 In popular belief, women in childbed were abducted by fairies to act as nurses 

to fairy children or the fairy queen, in their place was left a fairy who assumed the features 

and general appearance of the abducted individual.874 Thomas Crofton Croker suggests that 

the ‘inhuman means used by ignorant parents’ to discover whether the child was a changeling 

was to place it undressed, on the roadside where ‘it is suffered to lie a considerable time 

exposed to cold.’875 Following this treatment Croker noted, it was concluded that a natural 

disorder caused the ‘symptoms of decay’ and the child was treated with tenderness as it was 

 
868 Lady Wilde, Legends, Charms and Superstitions of Ireland, p. 39. 
869 Ibid. 
870 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, Irish Superstitions (Reprint edn., Dublin, 2002), p.87. Ó hÓgáin suggests that this legend 

was imported to Ireland from Europe centuries ago.  
871 Patrick Kennedy, Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celts (London, 1866), pp 84-89. 
872 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, Irish Superstitions, p. 117. 
873 William Wilde, Irish Popular Superstitions (Irish Academic Press edn., Dublin, 1972), p. 128.  
874 Ibid. 
875 Thomas Crofton Croker, Researches in the South of Ireland, Illustrated of Scenery, Architectural Remains, 

and the Manners and Superstitions of the Peasantry (Forgotten Books edn. 2012), pp 85-6. 
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believed it had been possessed by a fairy.876 The most infamous changeling case in Ireland 

involving an adult being burned to death is that of Bridget Cleary.877 

In 1895 local and national newspapers reported the death of Bridget Cleary, an 

alleged changeling (some newspapers even went as far to call her a witch), was killed by her 

husband Michael and other relatives and neighbours.878 Ciara Breathnach and Andrew 

Sneddon suggest that by linking the Cleary case to the burning of witches in the early modern 

period, the press cleverly attracted more readers.879 Richard Sugg Suggests that in March 

1895, the English press and their readership were ‘taking strong interest in reports on Ireland’ 

as the Home Rule question still hung in the air and a new Land Bill had been passed by 

Liberal MP John Morley. 880 What they were not expecting, Sugg suggests, was the news that 

broke in The Times on 26 March, that twenty-seven year old Bridget Cleary had been forced 

to drink ‘noxious potions’ and had been roasted on a fire ‘under the supposition that she was 

a witch.’881 Ritual assaults, or ‘savage orgies’ such as those which Bridget was subjected to 

were motivated by the belief that Bridget was not herself at all but a fairy changeling and 

were intended to ‘gain the  return of  the real woman.’882 Despite the atrocities inflicted on 

women during the period of the witch hunts in England and Scotland in the sixteenth and 

Seventeenth centuries, and that both these countries had more cases of violent assault and 

murder against supposed witches, Sugg suggests the Cleary case served to reinforce the belief 

 
876 Ibid. 
877 Angela Bourke examined the full details of the tragic case in The burning of Bridget Cleary, A true Story (2nd 

edn. London,  2006). 
878 See, The Irish Times, 5 July, 1895, see also, Weekly Irish Times, 13 July 1895.  
879 Dr Ciara Breathnach (University of Limerick) and Dr Andrew Sneddon (Ulster University), recently 

contributed an online piece for RTÉ Brainstorm, revealing new details of the Bridget Cleary case, particularly 
the coroner’s inquest, see, Ciara Breathnach, Andrew Sneddon, “Darkest Ireland” and the burning of Bridget 

Cleary (October, 2019), https://www.rte.ie/brainstorm/2019/1025/1085544-darkest-ireland-and-the-burning-of-

bridget-cleary/. 
880 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p.113. 
881 Ibid. See also The Times, 26 March, 1985. 
882 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p. 113. 
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among right-wing Unionists that the Irish were not fit to govern themselves.883 In addition, as 

Breathnach and Sneddon suggest, the Cleary case fed into the newspaper’s argument that the 

continuation of such beliefs were ‘regressive for the lower orders’ and reflected a 

‘superstitious past.’884 Conversely, Angela Bourke illustrates that the Cleary’s were not the 

typical backward Irish peasants that the opposition of the Home Rule campaign had 

imagined.885 

Instead, Bridget held a recognised, respectable and fashionable trade as a dressmaker-

milliner and had a sewing machine in her bedroom; she also kept hens and sold eggs and fowl 

while her husband Michael was a cooper.886 The Cleary’s were ‘literate, relatively affluent 

and forward looking, housed in a newly built brick cottage whose windows and slate roof 

offered comparative luxury, given the number of Irish still living in windowless, mud-walled, 

thatched dwellings at the time.’887 Although their financial circumstances placed them ahead 

of the majority of rural working people at the time, their living arrangements were the source 

of gossip.888 When they married in 1887, they lived apart, which was unusual, Bridget lived 

with her parents working as a dressmaker and Michael visited at the weekends.889 Bridget 

may have been tending to her mother as it was mentioned during the trial she had been dead 

for some time. At the time of Bridget’s death, she and Michael were sharing a house with her 

father, they had been married for seven and a half years but had no children and they were 

both working and earning money.890  

 
883 Ibid. Sugg suggests the Irish were ‘likened to the Hottentots or the savages of Dahomey.’ The cases of 

violence cited by Sugg for England and Scotland are not medieval but occurred in 1842 and 1863 respectively.   
884Ciara Breathnach, Andrew Sneddon, “Darkest Ireland.” 
885 Angela Bourke, The burning of Bridget Cleary, pp 39-54. 
886 Ibid. pp 42,43, 50. 
887 Richard Sugg, Fairies, p. 114.  
888 Angela Bourke, The burning of Bridget Cleary, pp 45. 
889 Ibid. 
890 Ibid. 
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In the days before her death, Bridget was ill. On 4 March 1895, Bridget had travelled 

to an old relative’s home to sell eggs but he was out and Bridget waited several hours for him 

to return catching a cold in the process.891 Bridget spent the next few days in bed. Michael 

sent for the doctor and a priest. The Doctor diagnosed ‘slight bronchial catarrh’ while the 

priest believed she was suffering mental derangement, though her conversation ‘was coherent 

and intelligible.’892 There were also statements made that Bridget had a nervous condition 

and had been receiving treatment for eight or nine years.893 Bridget’s condition did not 

improve, and Michael ‘exasperated by the failure of both the professional and the religious to 

cure his wife, turned to local folklore.’894 Michael became convinced his wife was a 

changeling, he believed she was ‘too fine’ for him and that ‘she was two inches taller than his 

real wife.’895 Michael consulted a local fairy-doctor, Denis Ganey who lived in Slievenamon 

Mountain.896 According to Thomas McGrath, it is not clear at what point Michael Cleary 

became convinced his wife was a changeling, following one of her interrogations; Bridget 

herself had referenced ‘an attempt to burn her the previous Christmas in December 1894.’897 

It was recorded that on 14 March, relatives and neighbours gathered at the Cleary house to 

see Bridget take the cure to expel the changeling.898 In addition to the cure of the fairy-doctor, 

Bridget was subjected to other forms of public torture and humiliation by her husband and 

male neighbours, they ‘had touched her with a hot poker, drenched her with urine, forced her 

to drink concoctions of herbs in milk, and held her over the kitchen fire-asking insistently 

 
891 Thomas McGrath, ‘Fairy Faith and Changelings: The Burning of Bridget Cleary in 1895’ in An Irish 

Quarterly Review, Vol. 71. No. 282 (Summer, 1982), pp 178-184, p.179. 
892 Thomas McGrath, ‘Fairy Faith and Changelings,’ p.179. 
893 Ibid. 
894 Ibid. 
895 Ibid. 
896 As will be discussed in Chapter five, cunning folk usually lived in isolation to the community and were 

knowledgeable in herbs.  
897 Ibid. 
898 Ibid. 
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whether she was in fact Bridget Cleary or a fairy changeling.’899 On 15 March, Michael 

‘flung Bridget on the floor before the fire, brandished a piece of burning wood and demanded 

that she say her name three times, when Bridget failed to answer to his satisfaction, he doused 

her with lamp oil and set her ablaze.’900 Fearing their own safety, those who remained in the 

house attempted to leave but they were stopped by Michael who had locked the door and 

refused to give them the key. They took refuge in a bedroom as he threatened to stab them. 

Michael left the house locking the door from the outside and left them in the house with 

Bridget’s body. They said the rosary and waited for an hour until they heard Michael come 

back.901 When he returned, Michael mentioned he had made the hole and requested Patsy 

Kennedy to go with him to bury Bridget. Bridget was buried in a shallow grave, in marshy 

hole, ‘about three feet in length and two in breadth.’902 Michael swore those involved in 

Bridget’s death to secrecy. On one occasion following the first burning, while she was 

rendered insensible, Bridget muttered that she would appear riding a grey horse.903 After he 

killed Bridget and had buried her in a shallow grave, Michael spent three nights at 

Kylenagranagh Hill fort.904 Bridget’s body was found on 22 March and an inquest was held 

the following day. At the inquest, the extent of the torture Bridget endured was revealed: ‘her 

right side was so badly burned that her internal organs were protruding through the burned 

aperture,’ and her hands ‘were charred and contracted.’905 The jury concluded the inquest 

with the verdict that her death had been caused by ‘extensive burning’ by ‘whom’ or ‘how,’ 

they alleged they ‘had no evidence to show.’906 On 4 July, the case was heard at the summer 

 
899 Angela Bourke, ‘Reading A Woman’s Death: Colonial Text and Oral Tradition in Nineteenth-Century 

Ireland’ in Feminist Studies, Vol. 21. No. 3 (Autumn, 1995), pp 553-586. 
900 Ibid. 
901 Angela Bourke, The burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 113. 
902 Ibid. p. 112. 
903 Thomas McGrath, ‘Fairy Faith and Changelings,’ p.182. 
904 Ibid. 
905Ciara Breathnach, Andrew Sneddon, “Darkest Ireland.”  
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assizes.907 Initially, ten people including relatives of Bridget were charged with wilful 

murder; but the charge was commuted to manslaughter. All the accused were found guilty 

and were sentenced to ‘various terms of penal imprisonment.’908 Michael Cleary was released 

from prison on license in 1910; he emigrated to Montreal on 30 June.909 

 Bourke suggests fairy beliefs were often euphemism or cover ups for domestic abuse 

of which the community were aware but appeased.910 Diarmaid Ferriter, in his discussion of 

Victorian moralism and sexual constraints leading to an increase in sexual crimes, has 

suggested that contrary to what one would think the legal system was not always relied on 

and transgressors were not always male.911 He discusses the Cleary case as substantiation for 

this argument and suggests that not only did she not conform to social expectations, but that, 

‘there were rumours Bridget Cleary had a lover.’912 In addition Ferriter refers to 

contemporary newspaper reports that ‘she used to meet an egg man.’913 He describes Bridget 

as, ‘unusually economically independent, sexually attractive, confident and dissatisfied with 

her marriage.’914 Ferriter continues, ‘it is possible her buttocks were burnt as a result of 

sexual misconduct, though this cannot be proven.’915 Despite the sexually promiscuous 

picture he paints of Bridget, he states that ‘her murder was not deliberate or premeditated,’ 

arguing instead that in burning her to get her back from the fairies, the husband and other 

family members, ‘were settling other scores’ as they were ‘well aware a childless marriage 

was unusual, even shameful and that, combined with her refusal to conform increased the 

 
907 Angela Bourke, The burning of Bridget Cleary, pp 128, 180. 
908 Thomas McGrath, ‘Fairy Faith and Changelings,’ p.182. 
909 Angela Bourke, The burning of Bridget Cleary, p. 202. 
910 Ibid p.37. 
911 Diarmaid Ferriter, Occasions of Sin: Sex and Society in Modern Ireland (London, 2012) p.26. 
912Ibid. 
913Ibid. 
914Ibid. 
915Ibid. 
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resentment towards her.916 One trend scholars have observed in the Cleary case and similar 

changeling cases is the ‘functional power of fairy abduction stories.’917 Although Bridget 

Cleary is the only recorded adult changeling that was burned to death in Ireland, there were 

four other adults who were murdered using other methods under the belief they were 

changelings. 

News broke in September 1883 that Maria Glasheen had been murdered by her 

husband Michael on 30 August.918 Maria had been ‘confined to bed for some time.’ Michael 

‘dragged her out of bed, brought her to the fire and tried to burn her.’919 At the Coroner’s 

Inquest held on 1 September, the most compelling evidence was heard from Martin Glasheen, 

her 12-year-old son. He recalled that sometime after dinner, his father had returned home 

drunk. He described in detail the violence his father inflicted upon his mother. After his 

father beat her and threatened to cut her throat, he took her to the fire and burned her. The 

child described how ‘her hair took fire.’920 At one point the child tried to stop his father from 

burning his mother, he threw a bottle at him and told him to stop. His father replied that she 

was not his mother.921 It is unclear whether this is a reference that he believed his wife was in 

the fairies or a changeling as no references were made to the supernatural during the 

coroner’s inquest. Later, during the subsequent investigation that followed, witnesses recalled 

Michael referring to Maria as a fairy.922 Mrs Kennedy testified she went to visit Maria on the 

Thursday and when she got to the door she asked how she was, Michael replied, ‘oh she is a 

fairy, you may as well go home.’923 The witness left and didn’t see Maria alive after that. A 

 
916Ibid. 
917 Angela Bourke, ‘Reading A Woman’s Death: Colonial Text and Oral Tradition in Nineteenth-Century 

Ireland’ in Feminist Studies, Vol. 21. No. 3 (Autumn, 1995), pp 553-586. 
918 Irish Times, 1 September, 1883. 
919 Ibid. 
920 Ibid. 
921 Ibid. 
922 Freeman’s  Journal, 6 September, 1883. 
923 Ibid. 
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police Constable testified he arrested Michael on the road near his house. He was ‘shouting 

and singing incoherently and was half drunk.’924 On the way to the Barrack, ‘he said a few 

two or three times is she gone, is she dead, she is a fairy and they thought to take her from 

me.’925 The post mortem revealed that Maria had ‘extravasation of blood on the lungs’ and 

her lungs were in ‘an advanced state of disease.’926 There were burns and abrasions on her 

body. A burn on her neck had ‘penetrated the third layer of skin.’927 She had extensive burns 

on her trunk and several abrasions on her back and arms. Her hair had been singed and the 

doctor stated, ‘I am of the opinion the cause of death was shock to the nervous system 

accelerated by violence.’ The verdict was given as ‘death from direct violence inflicted by 

Michael Glasheen on the 30 instant.’928 At the trial, Michael was sentenced to 5 years penal 

servitude.  Although Maria Glasheen suffered a violent death at the hands of her husband, 

unlike the Cleary case the fairy narrative does not appear to have been constructed during her 

illness. It was perhaps constructed as an afterthought so Michael could justify his actions to 

the neighbours who called to ask about her and possibly absolve his guilt. 

At the Galway Assizes in 1829, a murder case was brought before the magistrates, 

although the woman had been killed in 1820 or 1821. It transpires from the account given in 

the Belfast Newsletter that a man had murdered his wife ‘under the influence of the wildest 

superstition,’ but he had ‘eluded pursuit for 8 or 9 years.’929 Whether the man evaded the 

authorities deliberately is not mentioned. It was stated that his wife had ‘fell into a state of 

melancholy’ and was thought by women in the community to ‘be in possession of the 

fairies.’930 The husband tried to cure her calling on a holy man from the convent to perform 

 
924 Ibid. 
925 Ibid. 
926 Irish Times, 1 September, 1883. 
927 Ibid. 
928 Irish Times, 1 September, 1883. 
929 Belfast  Newsletter, 22 September, 1829. 
930 Ibid. 
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an exorcism.931 This was a lengthy process and as nothing had been accomplished the 

husband resolved to, ‘bend a pair of tongs around her neck,’ in the presence of the Friar.932 

Despite the woman being strangled, it was remarked that the husband’s actions had the 

desired effect.933 The witnesses according to the reporter, were, ‘such wild unkempt creatures 

that nothing could be made of them.’ The author of the newspaper report further mocks the 

actions of another witness when the word ‘fairy’ is mentioned, suggesting the witness was a 

Catholic: 

[sic] one of them swore that he never saw or heard a of such a thing in his life 

as a fairy in his life, and he crossed himself most devoutly when the name was 

mentioned, for it was a word of ill omen, and not at all lucky to cross the mouth of a 

Christian man, but he possessed a most powerful and potent belief in the existence 

and influence of “the good people.”934 

The prisoner spoke in Irish and it is mentioned he gave a guinea to an interpreter to translate 

from the vernacular to English, ‘the consequence was that the version which that linguist 

gave of certain ugly passages in the original history was more remarkable for elegance than 

fidelity.’ The reporter continues, ‘several of the jury who were Irishians, took occasion to pint 

out inaccuracies,’ and the ‘Baron not being learned in the Pheniciane, was obliged to pick up 

the ins and outs of it as it might.’935 The reporter concluded that, ‘it was impossible to make 

 
931 The inference here is that the holy man from the convent was a monk as opposed to a priest. Lady Augusta 

Gregory, references cures performed by the Friars of Esker in Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland (New 

York, 1920). Accounts state a Fr Callaghan was the best, he cured by ‘reading some secret thing.’ It is also 

mentioned that the Friars were replaced by missioners who ceased to provide cures but instead blessed the 

water. Interestingly, the account suggests that although all priests were believed to possess curative powers, not 

all of them provided a cure. Furthermore, there is a reference to the Catholic hierarchy discouraging the practice, 
‘priests in old times used to have the power to cure, but the Pope and Bishops have that stopped; they said the 

people will get out of witchcraft little by little,’ see p. 159-60.     
932 Belfast  Newsletter, 22 September, 1829. 
933 Ibid. 
934Belfast  Newsletter, 22 September, 1829. 
935 Ibid. 
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out any connected story,’ and that, ‘the prisoner escaped with a caution against marrying 

again without consent of the good people.’936   

The language and tone of the newspaper reporter in the treatment of this story, 

particularly the anti-Catholicism, may perhaps be explained by the year. Although the man 

killed his wife in 1820/1821, he was not indicted until 1829, the significance so that this was 

also the year in which Catholic Emancipation was granted. Additionally, previous cases in 

the early 1820s, involving popular and official Catholic beliefs and practices had already 

fuelled heated sectarian debates.937 The anti-Catholic rhetoric employed by the reporter of the 

article reflects the wider contemporary sectarian debates, in particular, the longstanding 

grievances with both popular and orthodox Catholic supernatural beliefs and rituals. The 

mention of the witness blessing himself devoutly when the word fairy was uttered suggests 

the reporter played on contemporary anti- Catholic notions regarding the inherently 

superstitious and ritualistic nature of the Catholic Sacraments.938 In addition, the lack of 

comprehension when the prisoner and interpreter spoke in Irish as well as the use of the 

word, ‘Irishian’ to describe native Irish speakers, further reinforces anti-Catholic undertones. 

The sarcasm with which the verdict was stated is also revealing. The prisoner, who had 

committed murder, was ‘cautioned against marrying again without the consent of the good 

people.’939 Considering Vaughan’s definitions and penalties of murder and the breakdown of 

 
936Ibid. 
937 These were the case of Rev. John Carroll in 1824 involving an exorcism in which a child died, see chapter 
one of this thesis, the other instance was the two miraculous cures performed in 1823 that were authenticated by 

two prominent bishops, see chapter two of this thesis.  
938 The Dublin Evening Mail, 11 April, 1827, contains a letter stating that, ‘among the various instances of 

human depravity, madness and folly in matters of religion, the doctrine of transubstantiation stands pre-eminent, 

frowning upon it’s puny competitors in the catalogue of Popish ceremonies, superstition, and blasphemies.’  
939 Belfast  Newsletter, 22 September, 1829. 
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what constituted homicide and manslaughter, it would appear that the prisoner was treated 

quite leniently.940 

In May 1890, the Belfast Newsletter contained an account of an event which occurred 

in Donegal. Daniel M’Cormack was lodged in Derry jail on a charge of murdering his son 

Patrick. The son had been sick and was confined to bed and for some time previous to his 

murder he had been unconscious.941 The family had sat with him day and night and hadn’t 

noticed anything unusual about the father only that he was in ‘deep distress at the thought his 

son might die.942 On Saturday night the family consisting of the parents’ two daughters and 

two sons were in the room with the sick boy and at midnight they ‘joined in a rosary.’943  

When they had finished, the father told the others, ‘you are all tired, get something to 

eat, and go to bed, I will sit up myself.’944 They left the room and nothing unnatural was 

heard until the father opened the door and said, ‘I have done for ironsides now. I have killed 

the devil and the fairies for taking away Patrick.’ He then went to the kitchen fire and began 

throwing about the burning coals, saying, ‘I’ll burn the fairies, they have taken Patrick and 

left a wraith in his place.’945 It was stated he had a pair of tongs in his hand when he came 

from the room. He took a crook and a pair of pot hooks and ran out of the house in the 

direction of the priest’s.946 When he left one of the sons went to the room, ‘where he saw the 

horrible sight of his brother butchered.’ Shortly after the father returned with the priest, ‘he 

was in a wild excited state, saying they have taken away Patrick but I have done for 

 
940 V.E. Vaughan, Murder Trials in Ireland, 1836-1840 (Dublin, 2009), pp 8-21. Vaughan states that those who 

were found guilty of murder were sentenced to death, though in reality, few were executed, many sentences 

were commuted to life in penal servitude. 
941 Belfast Newsletter, 27 May, 1890. 
942 Freeman’s Journal Dublin, 8 April, 1848. 
943 Ibid. 
944 Ibid. 
945 Ibid.  
946 Ibid. 
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“Ironsides.”947 When the priest saw what had happened he sent for the police and when they 

arrived found three men holding Daniel M’Cormack down on the road.948  

The police account described the following, ‘lying on the bed was the lifeless form of 

a young man, the left side of his head and ear clean gone. The ceiling and walls and 

bedclothes bespattered with blood and brains, and the features totally disfigured.’949 The 

description continued, ‘a pair of tongs found in the possession of the accused, having marks 

of blood and hair, is the suppose instrument with which the deed was done, the tongs being 

bent.’950 The father was remanded in jail for eight days awaiting magisterial investigation.951  

The family in this case were Catholics as it is mentioned they said a rosary in the 

room of the sick boy and that a priest was called. There was no mention of the family 

attributing the boy’s sickness to the supernatural although it was stated the father found it 

hard to deal with the possibility the boy might die. The father perhaps found an explanation 

for the boy’s condition in folklore; it is also plausible that he said this after he killed the boy 

to escape the charges of murder. Surprisingly, the man does not appear to have been classed 

as insane during the inquest and no mention is made of whether a trial was to take place, it is 

clear from the account that the man’s state of mind was questionable. 

James Cunningham was murdered by his family in Roscommon in 1896. James had 

been ‘somewhat demented during the past week,’ and was, ‘evidenced by his neighbours to 

have occasionally visited a neighbouring ‘fort’ called the ‘fairies fort.’952 The newspaper 

report remarked, ‘the inhabitants in that part of the country are extremely superstitious and 

last night a number of them including James Cunningham were under the impression that evil 

 
947 Ibid. 
948Ibid. 
949Ibid. 
950Freeman’s Journal Dublin, 8 April, 1848. 
951Ibid. 
952 The Freeman’s Journal, 9 March, 1896. 
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spirits were hovering around their dwellings.’953 After having they having consulted each 

other, ‘retired to their homes but refused to sleep, the Cunningham’s thought they heard 

noises in their house and also sat up.’954 At midnight they joined in a rosary, and it is stated 

that during this pious work, James jumped up and seized his father by the throat throwing 

him to the ground.955 The rest of the family tried to assist the old man but James weighed 17 

stone and, ‘played havoc with them.’956 The screams aroused the neighbours and several men 

rushed in, following this, ‘a general melee ensued.’957 It was reported, ‘every instrument in 

the place was requisitioned to subdue the powerful maniac, who was making such desperate 

attempts on the lives of others.’958 After running all over the house, James eventually ran to a 

room off the kitchen, ‘where it is supposed he was done to death.’959 The family left his dead 

body lying there all night and slept in neighbours houses. The next morning a brother of 

James went to inform the police. When police arrived, they found, ‘the body of James lying 

on the floor, his battered in head resting against the leg of a table.’ Police also found, 

‘instruments with portions of hair and skin of deceased attached.’960 It was remarked the 

‘general aspect of the house conveyed the impression that a desperate struggle must have 

ensued.’961 The father, three brothers and three neighbours were arrested for his murder.962 

The particulars of the fairy belief in this case are inconsistent with the fairy narrative 

in the changeling cases discussed in this chapter. The reference to James’s visit to a fairy fort 

suggests he had been ‘led astray’ by the fairies, and the Irish Folklore Collection contains 

 
953 Ibid. 
954 Ibid. 
955 Ibid. 
956The Freeman’s Journal, 9 March, 1896. 
957 Ibid. 
958 Ibid. 
959 Ibid. 
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961 Ibid. 
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numerous examples of this.963 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin suggests the Tuatha Dé took ‘human heroes’ 

to help them in battle and great hurlers were taken away by the fairies to join their teams.964 

Additionally, accomplished musicians were also taken by the fairies to provide entertainment 

at feasts.965 Máirín Ní Cheallaigh suggests as ringforts were isolated and associated with the 

supernatural they were perhaps ‘safely used as more or less clandestine meeting places.’966 

One possibility could be that James and the neighbours had caught wind of secret political, 

agrarian or military operations. It was common for secret clubs and societies to meet in forts 

or other places shrouded in mystery which led to the claims of ‘nefarious practices and 

supernatural occurrences being associated with them.967 Furthermore, it seems unlikely that a 

devout Catholic would interrupt the rosary to swing for his father without being provoked. In 

addition, if James Cunningham were as was stated, ‘demented’ and visited the fort himself, it 

is unlikely whole community would have been swayed by his claims. This suggests that the 

neighbours also thought something was going to happen that night, and more than one family 

stayed up late waiting for their homes to be attacked. This would indicate the community 

were involved in trouble. On the other hand, he could have been genuinely insane, although it 

seems unlikely that he would only develop dementia a week before he was murdered. 

As the adult changeling cases illustrate, fairy narrative was employed to explain a 

range of sudden and ongoing sickness, disease, mental and nervous conditions. Similar fairy 

narrative was evoked in child changeling cases to rationalise illnesses and conditions in 

children such as, birth defects, sudden infant death, failure to thrive and a variety of 

 
963 For a few examples see, NFCSC, Vol. 0648, p. 244, Bunmahon, Co. Waterford; NFCSC, Vol. 0089, p. 024, 

Burren, Co. Mayo; NFCSC, Vol. 0141, p. 369-70, Gortateor, Co. Mayo; NFCSC, Vol. 0920, p. 283, 

Rathmeague, Co. Wicklow.  
964 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, Irish Superstitions, p. 85. 
965 Ibid. 
966 Máirín Ní Cheallaigh, ‘Going Astray in the Fort Field: ‘Traditional’ Attitudes Towards Ringforts in 

Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ in Journal of Irish Archaeology, Vol. 5 (2006), pp 105-115.   
967Ryan, David, Blasphemers and Blackguards: The Irish Hellfire Clubs (Dublin, 2012), p.1-2. Although these 

clubs were operational primarily in the eighteenth century, the secrecy of the neighbours and the element of fear 

from an attack suggests something perhaps something similar to a secret club or meeting.  
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congenital disorders which appear to correspond to stories of those who were ‘taken away’ 

and replaced by ‘mute, hairy, wizened creatures.’968 In addition, it has been noted that in such 

cases, infanticide, accompanied by a belief narrative was used to absolve adults from guilt.969 

The remainder of this chapter will explore child changeling cases in Ireland. 

In periods of intense political, social, economic and religious instability, such as 

during and after the Famine, it would appear that supernatural aggressors were more prolific, 

not only was there a higher number of changeling abductions, but as the chapter on ghosts 

suggests there was also an increase in poltergeist activity in the post-Famine period.970 Of the 

nine child ‘changeling’ murders studied below, the majority occurred in the South West of 

Ireland in the period 1840 to 1860. Six occurred in Munster and three took place in 

Tipperary. The figure for Munster is significant as historiography suggests this province 

experienced ‘violent and frequent’ agrarian disturbances.971 Furthermore, Richard Mc Mahon 

has noted that Tipperary in this period was characterised by, ‘lawless violence,’ and ‘high 

numbers of agrarian outrages,’ which ‘led to the perpetration of cold blooded murder.’972 

James Donnelly states Munster had a high mortality rate during the Famine.973 In addition, 

Cormac Ó Gráda suggests that these hardships, ‘forced on people by the famine produced 

cruelty and conflict.’974  

 
968 Angela Bourke, ‘Reading A Woman’s Death,’ pp 553-586. 
969 Ibid. 
970 For a discussion of poltergeist phenomenon see chapter three of this thesis. 
971 S. J. Connolly, ‘Aftermath and Adjustment,’ in W.E. Vaughan (ed.), in A new history of Ireland, v: Ireland 

under the Union I: 1801-1870 (Oxford, 1989), pp 1-22, p.19. 
972 Richard Mc Mahon, Homicide in Pre-Famine and Famine Ireland (Liverpool, 2013), p.95.  
973 James S. Donnelly, Jr, ‘Excess Mortality and Emigration,’ in W.E. Vaughan (ed.), in A new history of 

Ireland, v: Ireland under the Union I: 1801-1870 (Oxford, 1989), pp 350-56, p.351. 
974 Cormac Ó Gráda, Black 47 and Beyond: The Great Irish Famine in History, Economy, and Memory 

(Princeton, 1999), p.210; See also, Cormac Ó Gráda, ‘Famine, Trauma and Memory,’ in Béaloideas, Iml.69 

(2001), pp 121-43, p.129.  
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According to folklore narratives, a child would be kidnapped by a supernatural being 

and a sickly substitute left in its place.975 Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh notes that the replica could 

remain for some time before eventually expiring.976 Previous historiography has identified a 

connection between physical stigmata or a long-term physical disability from birth and 

changeling or substitute narrative, and in some of the changeling cases used in this chapter, it 

was explicitly stated the child had been physically deformed from birth.977 In other cases, the 

physical or intellectual abnormality did not present itself immediately following birth, but 

rather at a later stage in the child’s early development. Changeling narrative appears to have 

been constructed and employed to explain this, but rather than seeking licensed medical 

intervention, the methods used by the parents and ‘fairy doctors’ to cure the disability 

involved violence and cruelty.  

When a child was suspected to be a changeling, a number of proofs or tests were 

carried out in the hope of detecting the changeling and restoring the human child to health. 

Lady Wilde suggests that if the child survived, it was grudgingly accepted by the family, 

although it was hated by neighbours due to its impish ways.978 Diane Purkiss suggests that 

one way to get rid of a changeling was to leave it either at a cross roads or at a border 

between districts.979 Lady Gregory mentions that in Athenry, a child was taken. The family 

brought it to Lady Well to duck it and ‘such a ducking they gave it that it walked away on 

 
975 Séamas Mac Philib, ‘The Changeling (ML 5058), Irish Versions of a Migratory Legend in their International 

Context,’ in Béaloideas, Iml.59 (1991), pp 121-131. 
976 Críostóir Mac Cárthaigh, ‘Midwife to the Fairies: A Migratory Legend’ (unpublished M.A. thesis, University 

College, Dublin, 1988), p.35. 
977 For a discussion of changelings and disability see, Susan Schoon Eberly, ‘Fairies and the Folklore of 

Disability: Changelings, Hybrids and the Solitary Fairy’ in Peter Narváez (ed.), The Good People (Kentucky, 

1997), pp 227-50. See also, C.F. Goodey, Tim Stainton, ‘Intellectual disability and the myth of the changeling 

myth’ in Journal of the History of the Behavioural Sciences , Vol. 37, Issue 3 (July, 2002),  pp 223-240. 
978 Lady Wilde, Legends, Charms and Superstitions of Ireland, p. 91. 
979 Diane Purkiss, Troublesome Things: A History of Fairies and Fairy Stories (London, 2001), p. 56. 
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crutches, and it swearing.’ They got their own child back but it didn’t live long.980 In 

addition, changelings were left in places where mothers abandoned the bodies of their 

murdered children as in the cases of infanticide; such places included privies, roadsides, by 

the dung-heap and in the woods.981 The most commonly practised method was to place the 

child upon a shovel before the fire, this was to frighten away the fairy and make them return 

the stolen child. Dáithí Ó hÓgáin references the practice of heating tongs in the fire and 

threatening the changeling, this caused it to ‘race from the cradle, out the door, and into a 

nearby fairy rath.’982 Other methods involved leaving the child, ‘undressed, on the roadside, 

where it is suffered to lie a considerable time exposed to cold.’983 Thomas Crofton Croker 

told the story of a woman named Mary Scannell who went out to the fields to help bind the 

wheat and left her child wrapped in her cloak in a corner. When the work was finished, she 

went to the corner and in place of her own child she found ‘a thing in the cloak that was not 

half the size, and kept up such crying you might have heard it a mile off.’984 Mary went to a 

wise woman and was told ‘not to give it enough to eat, and to beat and pinch it without 

mercy.’985 Mary followed the advice and one week later she found her own child lying in bed 

beside her as the fairy ‘did not like the usage it got from Mary Scannell.’986 Diane Purkiss 

suggests that hot iron was often used in Ireland, while Jeanne Cooper Foster argues that in 

Ulster, children were subjected to branding in the shape of a cross with a hot poker to induce 

the fairies to return the abducted human child.987 Lady Wilde references an instance where 

 
980 Lady Augusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland Collected and Arranged by Lady Gregory: 

With Two Essays and Notes By W. B. Yeats (New York, 1920), p. 214-5. Gregory mentions that a pattern was 

held at Lady Well Athenry on 15 August, Holy wells will be discussed in chapter two of this thesis. 
981 Ibid. p. 57. 
982 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, Irish Superstitions, p. 87. 
983 Dublin Penny Journal, 12 Jan. 1833. 
984 Thomas Crofton Croker, Irish Fairy Legends (Dover Publications edn., New York, 2008), p. 31. 
985 Ibid. 
986 Ibid. 
987Purkiss, Troublesome Things, p. 57, see also, Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore (Belfast, 1951), p.77. 
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the child was put on a shovel outside on three consecutive nights between sunset and sunrise, 

he was given foxglove to chew and water was flung over him to ‘banish the fire-devil.’988  

Violence and brutality were consistent themes in both testing whether the child was a 

changeling and, in the attempts, to retrieve or cure it. For example, Lady Wilde has written, 

‘the superstition makes the peasant-women often very cruel towards weakly children.’989 

Andrew Sneddon has examined a number of cases in which the suspected changeling was 

held over the fire, beaten, abandoned and branded.990 Susan Schoon Eberly has argued that, 

‘methods of revealing the true nature of the changeling were little more than socially 

countenanced forms of infanticide.’991 In addition, Diane Purkiss suggests that the ‘idea of 

the changeling was used to legitimate cruelty to children.’992 Commentating on Thomas 

Crofton Croker’s Researches in the South of Ireland, Roy Foster states, ‘Croker points out 

that fairies are used by the superstitious to rationalise murder.’993 Furthermore, Elaine Farrell 

and Anne O’ Connor both suggest that economic factors influenced child murder. Farrell 

notes that a physically or mentally deformed child put a strain on resources, while O’ Connor 

argues that extreme poverty ‘provided little alternative to the disposal of unwanted 

infants.’994 Pauline Prior suggests that the social and economic changes which occurred from 

1850-1900 had an impact on family life.995 In light of this historiography, homicide would be 

a more fitting term to describe the child ‘changeling’ murders examined in this chapter as the 

children were older, were not illegitimate and were not exclusively killed by their mothers. 

 
988 Lady Wilde, Legends, Charms and Superstitions of Ireland, p. 210. 
989 Ibid. 
990 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke 2015), pp 100, 129, 141-2. 
991 Susan Schoon Eberly, ‘Fairies and the Folklore of Disability: Changelings, Hybrids and the Solitary Fairy’ in 

Peter Narváez (ed.), The Good People (Kentucky, 1997), pp 227-50, p.32. 
992Purkiss, Troublesome Things, p.196. 
993 Roy Foster, Words Alone: Yeats and His Inheritances (Oxford, 2011), p. 101. 
994 Elaine Farrell, ‘A diabolical deed:’ Infanticide and Irish Society, 1850-1900 (Manchester, 2013), p.30; See 

also, Anne O’ Connor, Child Murderess and Dead Child Traditions: A Comparative Study (Helsinki, 1991), 

p.30. 
995 Pauline M. Prior, ‘Psychiatry and the Fate of Women Who Killed Infants and Young Children, 1850-1900,’ 

in Catherine Cox and Maria Luddy (eds), Cultures of Care in Irish Medical History, 1750-1970 (Basingstoke, 

2010), pp 92-112, p.93. 
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There also appears to be a genuine belief in most of these cases that the child was indeed a 

fairy changeling and despite the cruel nature of the methods used to affect a cure, the desire 

of the parents or family was to restore the child to its former health. 

Two cases were typical of filicide, that is, the deliberate killing of a child by its male 

parent; Felix Blakely died as a result of, ‘strangulation and other violence’ and Jonny 

Sullivan was, ‘deliberately burned’ at the hands of his drunken father.996 In both cases, the 

mother and other children had died suggesting the fathers experienced difficulty in caring for 

the child. Both cases support Richard Mc Mahon’s suggestion that ‘misguided altruism,’ 

points to premeditation as ‘parent’s resorted to lethal violence out of hopelessness.’997 The 

response of the judicial authorities to these ‘changeling’ homicides reveals inconsistencies 

within the legal system, such as the difficulty in establishing sanity/insanity at the time of the 

crime and in some cases; the verdict appears lenient considering the level of violence that 

was inflicted. By the mid-late nineteenth-century, the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC) had 

become an increasingly influential force in the treatment of crimes involving popular, 

supernatural beliefs and practices, such as fortune-telling which will be discussed in chapter 

six of this thesis. Andrew Sneddon and John Fulton suggest that throughout the nineteenth-

century, policing and prosecution in Ireland had become more centralised and professional.998 

Sneddon and Fulton also suggest that the police were not only representative of the 

population but gradually became embedded in the communities which they served, partaking 

in gossip and actively engaging with the local community.999On the one hand, the police 

force was instrumental in uncovering the concealment of a changeling murder in 1856. It 

transpired that a sick nine-year-old boy was suspected by his family to be a changeling; a 

 
996 For the case of Felix Blakely see, Belfast Newsletter, 11 Aug. 1840 , For an account of Jonny Sullivan’s case 

see, Freeman’s Journal, 8 Apr.  1848. 
997 Richard Mc Mahon, Homicide in Pre-Famine and Famine Ireland (Liverpool, 2013), pp 78-79. 
998 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764, p. 5. 
999 Ibid. 
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neighbour brought in a fairy doctor, Thomas Donovan to cure him. Donovan ‘dragged the 

boy around the yard for some time until he became unconscious then sent him back to bed 

where he immediately expired.’ The Belfast Newsletter reported that the parents never 

interfered and that, ‘even after its death they made no complaint and were about to bury it 

privately had not the police discovered the facts.’ Donovan absconded but the neighbour was 

charged with being, ‘party to the crime influenced by superstition.’1000 During the trial, the 

Coroner and the jury stated if Donovan were to be found he should be tried for murder.1001 

On the other hand, it could be argued that if cases went to trial, in some instances 

neither the verdict nor the punishment matched the crime committed as in the case of Johnny 

Mahony. Johnny had been, ‘confined to bed for two years with an affection of the spine,’ and 

was, ‘accustomed to make the shrewdest remarks about everything he saw and heard passing 

round him.’ This led his parents and neighbours to believe he was a fairy. The child was 

taken outside and stripped to his linen and threatened with a red-hot shovel and a ducking 

under the pump if he did not disclose where the real Johnny Mahony was. The child stated he 

would send the real Jonny in the morning if the parents gave him a night’s lodging. The 

following morning, ‘he asked for a smoke,’ as ‘he often smoked for half an hour,’ shortly 

afterwards he died. A coroner’s inquest concluded he died as a result of the underlying 

medical condition combined with the threats of violence and exposure. The jury delivered the 

verdict that he, ‘died by the visitation of God.’1002   

As late as 1892, this idea of judicial leniency was one of the grievances of the Dublin 

branch of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. The Daily Express, published 

the society’s annual report which stated, ‘We are more inclined to believe that the fault 

 
1000 Belfast Newsletter, 15 Apr. 1856. 
1001 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke 2015), p. 142. Sneddon further suggest that 

the judges of these trials often displayed anger towards fairy doctors and cunning folk, see pp 141-42. 
1002 Belfast Newsletter, 17 Apr. 1840. 
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against sentence from time to time lies in the law itself rather than those who administer it for 

the punishment in many cases can hardly be said to fit the crime.’  The case of the child k 

was used to substantiate the abovementioned claim. It was stated the ‘child presented the 

most extraordinary appearance, being nothing more than a skeleton.’ The child was 

considered by the parents to be a changeling, ‘it was taken to hospital and was making slight 

progress, but the parents insisted on removing it and it died within a few days.’ Significantly, 

the report stated, ‘we are convinced...doing to death can be accomplished with a considerable 

amount of safety.’1003  

In addition to the above-mentioned discrepancies within the legislation itself, the idea 

of establishing sanity/insanity further complicated legal proceedings. Although legislation 

such as the Criminal Lunatics Act 1800 and the Lunacy (Ireland) Act 1821, were introduced 

to assist with the issue of insanity, it was almost impossible to classify certain actions as sane 

or insane, everything rested on culpability.1004 In 1843, this changed following the case of 

Daniel McNaughton. Suffering under the delusion that he was being persecuted by the 

Tories, McNaughton attempted to kill Prime Minister Robert Peel, instead, he killed Edward 

Drummond, Peel’s private secretary.1005 He was found ‘not guilty on grounds of insanity,’ 

and was sent to Newgate prison. People were unhappy with the verdict judging it to be too 

lenient and a heated debate in the press ensued. This led the Law Lords to issue a set of 

guidelines to assist future cases, these became known as the McNaughton rules.1006 In the 

following two changeling cases, criminal responsibility was the subject of debate. In 1848, 

Robert Sullivan returned home after having been drinking heavy and under the belief his son 

was a fairy changeling; he roasted him on a fire. The child died within twenty-four hours. A 

 
1003 The Daily Express, 15 Apr. 1892. 
1004 Pauline Prior, ‘Gender and Criminal Lunacy in Nineteenth-Century Ireland,’ in Margaret Preston and 

Margaret Ó hÓgartaigh, Gender and Medicine in Ireland 1700-1950 (New York,  2012), pp 86-107,  p. 90-91. 
1005 Pauline Prior, Madness and Murder, p. 56. 
1006 Ibid. These rules dominated Anglo-American law on criminal responsibility for over a century. 
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few months later the father was found and arrested by police in Liverpool, ‘at which time he 

was on board a packet bound to America.’ At the trial, the magistrate addressed the jury 

stating that the facts were clear and all they had to do was decide whether the father was, 

‘sufficiently in his senses at the time he committed the deed.’ The defence called for 

acquittal, ‘on the grounds that when the prisoner perpetrated the acts his conscience was 

astray, and the feelings of his nature altered.’ The jury acquitted Sullivan on the grounds of 

insanity. He was later transferred to Dundrum.1007  

A second case involving insanity occurred in 1888. Johanna Doyle murdered her 

thirteen-year-old son Patsy, ‘an epileptic idiot,’ with a hatchet in the belief he was a fairy. A 

constabulary sergeant who arrived at the scene stated he saw, ‘the dead body of a boy lying in 

the yard, it had no clothing except a shirt, the nose had disappeared and the front of both 

cheeks had been removed by violence.’ Johanna Doyle and her family were detained in 

Killarney Asylum, while there, they were observed by Oscar Woods and an article featuring 

the case was published in the British Journal of Psychiatry.1008 According to the account in 

the article, while pending trial, Johanna admitted, ‘I could have no luck with him in the 

house, I carried him outside, got a hatchet and struck him three blows on the head.’ The entire 

Doyle family were detained in Killarney asylum for a period of time and upon subsequent 

enquiries, they all claimed that after they murdered Patsy they had ‘prayed and been to 

Heaven.’1009 Only the mother was charged with murder, and in contrast to Robert Sullivan, 

Johanna Doyle was found guilty but insane and was also transferred to Dundrum.1010 As was 

discussed in chapter one, during the 1820s, publicly funded district lunatic asylums were 

 
1007 Freeman’s Journal, 8 Apr. 1848. For a recent discussion of child abuse and neglect see Sarah-Anne 

Buckley, The Cruelty Man: Child Welfare, the NSPCC and the State in Ireland, 1889-1956 (Manchester, 2013). 
1008 Oscar T. Woods ‘Notes of a Case of Folie à Deux in Five members of one Family,’ in, British Journal of 

Psychiatry, 1889, Vol. 34, No.148, pp 535-9. 
1009 Ibid. 
1010 Freeman’s Journal,  3 July. 1888. 
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opened throughout Ireland.1011 Between 1850 and 1870, a second wave of asylum building 

took place.1012 In spite of this, prison and asylum management had called for a separate 

establishment for criminal lunatics, that is, people who had committed a crime but also 

suffered from a mental disorder. The decision to open such an establishment in Ireland was 

agreed in 1843; but it was not until 1850 that the Central Criminal Lunatic Asylum for 

Ireland was opened in Dundrum.1013 Pauline Prior suggests that of the women patients in 

Dundrum who had committed murder, the majority had killed children.1014  

Aside from the inconsistencies within in the legal system, there is a contrast between 

Catholic and Protestant press reports of the child ‘changeling’ murders and broader 

supernatural beliefs of the lower classes. A Protestant ‘changeling’ case occurred in 1840, 

John Blakely was found guilty for the murder of his son Felix. A physician who examined the 

body stated, ‘its death had been a violent one,’ there was evidence of external violence and 

‘the skeleton was that of an emaciated child.’ The boy had also suffered from smallpox but 

had not received medical attention resulting in the loss of sight in both eyes and the fusing of 

his toes on one foot. During the trial, the child’s Aunt made comments suggesting local 

persons believed the child to be a changeling. The newspaper reporter used statements of the 

other witnesses to play down theses fairy beliefs, for example, it was remarked that another 

witness, ‘didn’t pay heed to the idle stories of people who said the child was so and so, a 

changeling.’1015   

In contrast, the anti-Catholic rhetoric invoked by the Protestant press in the coverage 

of some of the abovementioned Catholic changeling murders would suggest that the Irish 

 
1011 Pauline Prior, ‘Gender and Criminal Lunacy in Nineteenth-Century Ireland,’ pp 86-107,  p.87-90. 
1012 Ibid. 
1013 Ibid. 
1014 Pauline Prior, ‘Madness and Murder: Gender and the Insanity Defense in Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ in 

New Hibernia Review/Iris Éireannach Nua, Vol. 9, No. 4 (Winter, 2005), pp 19-36, p.21. 
1015 Belfast Newsletter, 11 Aug. 1840. 
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Catholic peasantry were characterised by superstition and backwardness. Commenting on the 

abovementioned changeling case of the child k in the annual report of the Dublin branch of 

the NSPCC, the Belfast Newsletter remarks, ‘the superstition still exists in Dublin, lingering 

there in defiance of numerous churches and their auxiliaries and mocking the influence of 

great and small educational establishments.’1016 This supports the suggestion by Angela 

Bourke that the anti-Irish press, ‘constructed narratives, which juxtaposed incomprehensible, 

primitive superstitions of a colonised people with the rationality and enlightenment of 

Victorian British justice.’1017 It is important to examine these aforementioned ‘primitive 

superstitions’ within the context of the Irish medical system in nineteenth-century. Catherine 

Cox notes that despite the introduction of the dispensary system, urban centres had better 

services and in the rural areas where licensed medical practitioners were available, patients 

still availed of the services of heterodox practitioners, ‘either as an alternative to or in 

conjunction with bio-medicine.’1018 Ciara Breathnach suggests this was due to, ‘a variety of 

political, socioeconomic and cultural reasons.’1019 

Fairy doctors were consulted by the Irish in predominantly rural areas as they 

possessed knowledge of the curative properties of herbs and thus served an important medical 

purpose.1020 In 1859, The Illustrated London News published an article on Irish beliefs and 

customs which contained the image shown below (Figure. 2) by Edmond Fitzpatrick of a 

fairy doctor being consulted.1021  

 
1016 Belfast Newsletter, 27 Aug. 1892. 
1017 Angela Bourke, ‘Reading a Woman’s Death: Colonial Text and Oral Tradition in Nineteenth-century 

Ireland’ in Feminism Studies, xxi, no.3 (1995), pp 553-586, p.554. 
1018 Catherine Cox, ‘Access and Engagement: The Medical Dispensary Service in Post-Famine Ireland,’ in 

Catherine Cox and Maria Luddy (eds), Cultures of Care in Irish Medical History, 1750-1970 (Basingstoke, 
2010), pp 57-78, p.65, p.70. 
1019 Ciara Breathnach, ‘Handywomen and Birthing in Rural Ireland, 1851-1955,’ in Gender and History, xxviii, 

no.1 (2016), pp 34-56.  
1020Owen Davies, Popular Magic: Cunning Folk in English History (London, 2007), pp 93-95. 
1021The Illustrated London News, 31 December 1859. This illustration reappeared in 1864 as, ‘Irish Sketches,’ in 

the Penny Illustrated Paper, 2 April, 1864. 
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Figure 2. The Illustrated London News, 31 December 1859. 

The illustration depicts a mother with a changeling child consulting a male fairy doctor.1022 

Fairy Doctors or cunning folk as defined by Owen Davis, were, ‘multi-faceted practitioners 

of magic.’1023 Contained within the picture are many paraphernalia associated with the 

supernatural, for example, the inclusion of a black cat, as well as the skull on the mantelpiece. 

In addition to these items, there are other magical objects which fairy doctors were said to 

both possess and use, such as, the magic bottles and the container of herbs, most likely to be 

foxglove as this herb was widely believed to be effective in restoring the changeling child.1024 

 
1022 In nineteenth century Ireland both sexes had careers as magical practitioners, although the two most famous 

examples are females, Biddy Early and Moll Anthony, both their lives have been documented, see Meda Ryan, 

Biddy Early, The Wise Woman of Clare (Dublin, Mercier, 1991) and Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-Woman of Kildare, 

Moll Anthony and Popular Tradition in the East of Ireland’ in Raymond Gillespie (ed.), Maynooth Studies in 

Local History, Number 94 (Dublin, Four Courts, 2011). 

1023Owen Davies, Popular Magic: Cunning Folk in English History (Hambledon,2007), p. vii. 
1024 Angela Bourke, ‘The Baby and the Bathwater: Cultural Loss in Nineteenth Century Ireland’ in  Tadhg Foley 

and Seán Ryder (eds.), Ideology and Ireland in the Nineteenth Century (Dublin,1998), p.82. Bourke states that 

in addition to its use in rural areas for expelling fairy changelings, foxglove was also used in ‘real’ conditions, 

for example, heart related illness.   
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Davies suggests that in England, from the seventeenth century, cunning folk were under 

increasing pressure to demonstrate that their abilities ran deeper than having knowledge of 

fairy beliefs or inheriting a supernatural ability.1025 In this illustration of the Irish fairy doctor, 

there are no magic books or pamphlet literature, suggesting that Irish magic practitioners 

were not under the same pressure as their English counterparts to prove their abilities. The 

appearance of the male fairy doctor and his living conditions portrayed in this image are 

significant, particularly as the accompanying text is critical of the customs of the Irish 

regarding changeling beliefs. The man appears shabby and untidy, wearing a tattered coat, 

while he is surrounded by general untidiness and dirt. This focus on dirt not only indicates a 

lack of competence regarding the fairy doctor’s skills but could also be interpreted as 

implying a sense of dishonesty on the part of the fairy doctor.  

 The accompanying text is critical of the practices of fairy doctors, in particular their 

nomadic nature. It is suggested in the text that when a fairy doctor enters a locality the wife 

circulates among the villagers that her husband possesses great skill. The author stated, ‘the 

mysterious professor is denounced by the clergy.’1026 Despite this the peasantry still visited 

fairy doctors for cures. The author of the article describes the character of the fairy doctor as 

nocturnal and mysterious, they ‘never stir by day but like an old spider remain crouched in a 

corner dressed in dilapidated suit of red and yellow materials.’1027 It is also suggested fairy 

doctors, ‘gather herbs by moonlight in places frequented by the fairies.’1028 The fairy doctor 

continues to practice, ‘in this manner on the credulity of the people until by his making a few 

awkward mistakes he gets intimidation his house will be pulled down and taking the hint he 

decamps.’1029 The underlying message of the above illustration (Figure. 2) and accompanying 

 
1025 Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p.70. 
1026 Penny Illustrated Paper, 2 April, 1864. 
1027 Ibid. 
1028 Ibid. 
1029 Ibid. 
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text is perhaps to undermine Irish peasantry as superstitious and credulous and portray the 

fairy doctors as frauds who took advantage of their client’s impoverished situations. It is 

difficult to assess how representative of both fairy doctors and the Irish peasantry this view is. 

In some of the changeling cases discussed in this chapter fraud played a role, although not all 

fairy doctors were frauds.1030     

Fairy doctors were consulted by the Irish in predominantly rural areas for a variety of 

reasons. Firstly, fairy doctors had knowledge of herbs and thus served a medical purpose as 

licensed physicians were often costly.1031 Secondly, in rural areas there was a general lack of 

education and people tended to rely on the supernatural for explanations of unexplainable 

illness and agricultural misfortunes.1032 While the majority of the fairy doctor’s clients were 

alleviated of their symptoms amicably, accidents occasionally occurred. At the Tipperary 

Assizes in 1851, ‘fairy doctress’ Bridget Peters, ‘a decent looking woman,’ was found guilty 

of murdering Mary Ann Kelly, a child aged six. Peters had administered large quantities of 

foxglove and placed the child naked on a dunghill overnight in the belief it was a 

changeling.1033 Despite the risks associated with administering herbs, Gearóid Ó Crualaoích’s 

examination of the practices of wise women suggests their supernatural powers were highly 

esteemed.1034 

Instances of violence and brutality towards clientele of fairy doctors, suggests a lack 

of professionalism, understanding and perception of their role as intermediaries between the 

client and the supernatural aggressors. The Nenagh Guardian contained an article in May 

 
1030 Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p. 89. Davies suggests the success of cunning folk rested on their ability to 

avoid prison. 
1031Ibid. p. 93-95. Irish fairy doctors served much the same purpose as English cunning folk. Services included 

but were not limited to, un-bewitching, restoring changelings and curing fairy blast. Like the cunning folk in 

England, Irish fairy doctors occasionally found themselves brought before magistrates.  
1032Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p. 93. 
1033 Belfast Newsletter, 28 Mar. 1851. 
1034 Gearóid Ó Crualaoích,  The Book of the Cailleach: Stories of the Wise-Woman Healer (Cork, 2003), p.38.  
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1844 titled; ‘A female Quack-Gross superstition-Another Johnny Mahony.’ The article 

describes an inquest held on the body of a male child. The child’s father John Buckley stated 

that after, ‘having heard there was a woman in the neighbourhood, who was clever at curing 

sick persons, he went to her, and told her he had a little boy sick for a long time, and that he 

could neither walk or stand.’ It was reported the woman asked the child’s father, ‘would he 

like the child could walk’ and ‘he answered in the affirmative.’ The woman asked the father 

to, ‘bring in a pint of porter,’ he brought it and ‘she got some fresh green herbs, amongst 

them was the Luskmore, and put them into the porter, which she boiled, and told me to apply 

poultice of the herbs to the child’s heart and give him the porter to drink.’ The father gave the 

child the porter ‘in two draughts, the child vomited in about two hours after the dose, and 

complained of a pin in his side and bowel.’ The woman told the man his son was not his at all 

and that he was a fairy. The father, ‘did not believe her entirely but stated he had doubts 

whether he was his son or not.’ The woman said she would ‘put the deceased to sleep, he 

would go away the same way he came and that his time soon would come in place of him.’ 

The boy died a short time after. The verdict of the jury was, ‘the deceased was in a delicate 

state of health, and that his death was accelerated by a portion of porter and herbs 

administered by a woman unknown.’ The newspaper account concludes with the statement 

that, ‘the father was bound in the sum of £5 to prosecute the woman whenever required.’1035  

This case is interesting in a number of ways. Firstly, the father doubted whether the 

child was his. It is unclear whether this is a reference to the fairy changeling belief or if 

implies that he was not the child’s biological father. This would suggest infidelity on the part 

of the mother. Supposing this was true, the condition of the child was a form of supernatural 

 
1035 Nenagh Guardian, 4 May, 1844. 
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a punishment for the mother’s actions, although this explanation in folk narratives is rare.1036 

Secondly, it also demonstrates that while magic practitioners or fairy doctors were widely 

consulted for their botanical knowledge, accidents did occur as a result they ‘walked a narrow 

path between cautious respect and gratitude.’1037 

Some magic practitioners advocated use of violence towards their clients. 1856 in 

Kilkenny, a child aged nine, had been ill for approximately three weeks and was confined to 

bed, ‘when his superstitious family formed the idea that he was being gradually carried off by 

the fairies.’1038 A neighbour brought in a ‘fairy man’ named Thomas Donovan. Donovan 

‘pronounced him to have received ‘a blast’ but undertook to cure him.’ He ‘gave the child a 

spoonful of water and ordered him to cough, the child wouldn’t cough and as this interfered 

with the spell, he stated ‘more violent means were necessary.’’ He ‘dragged the child out of 

bed, along the floor and out around the yard.’ After continuing these proceeding for some 

time, he ‘directed the child should be put to bed again.’ The newspaper report stated, ‘the 

little sufferer was in an unconscious state when taken up for the purpose and almost 

immediately expired.’ The parents never interfered, ‘supposing that the treatment to which 

the child was subjected was necessary and proper for its cure.’ The newspaper article 

concluded that ‘even after it’s death they made no complaint and were about to bury it 

privately had not the police discovered the facts.’ Donovan was found guilty but had 

absconded and the neighbour was ‘party to the crime being influenced by superstition.’1039 

In this case it was the police that had ‘discovered the facts.’ Their concern was based 

on the fact that the parents were willing to cover it up or keep it secret and were not going to 

 
1036 Susan Schoon Eberly, ‘Fairies and the Folklore of Disability: Changelings, Hybrids and the Solitary Fairy’ 
in, The Good People, New Fairylore Essays, ed. Peter Narváez (Kentucky, University of Kentucky Press, 1997) 

p229. 
1037Angela Bourke, ‘The Baby and the Bathwater: Cultural Loss in Nineteenth Century Ireland’  in  Ideology 

and Ireland in the Nineteenth Century, ed., Tadhg Foley and Seán Ryder (Dublin,1998) p82. 
1038 Belfast Newsletter, 15 April, 1856. 
1039 Ibid. 
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prosecute despite knowing a crime had been committed against their child. The fact that the 

neighbour was also held accountable for his part in the crime was perhaps to serve as a 

deterrent or a lesson to others to avoid encouraging superstitious behaviour and practices. 

Overall, the stance of the police was in line with the attitudes of the magistrates and the 

judicial system at the time, in that they were against superstition and actively discouraged it. 

On the other hand there was opposition to the police force in Ireland, ‘Farmers and labourers 

resented the intrusion of strangers seeking to dictate how they should behave, suppressing 

traditional customs and celebrations and interfering in their relations with each other and with 

their landlords.’1040Furthermore, ‘the British Government used the police to regulate and 

control everyday life on Ireland.’1041 In this case the family’s reaction towards the police is 

not mentioned.  

To conclude, this chapter has argued that fairy beliefs were invoked primarily among 

the lower orders to explain sudden physical and mental illness, disability and unusual 

behaviour or characteristics in adults and children. Newspaper reports of the ‘changeling’ 

murders suggest the anti-Irish press used the supernatural elements of these stories as fuel for 

sectarian and anti-Catholic rhetoric. Additionally, as Breathnach and Sneddon suggest, the 

Cleary case demonstrates that the press used such cases involving supernatural beliefs as 

opportunities to challenge popular beliefs.1042 Analysis of the ‘changeling’ cases involving 

murdered children indicates that they could be classified as homicides as opposed to 

infanticides. Furthermore, these cases highlight discrepancies within the legal system, 

particularly in determining culpability if insanity was suspected. Although there was a 

supernatural element to the crimes committed against the children discussed above, the 

 
1040Elizabeth Malcolm, The Irish Policeman, 1822-1922 (Dublin, Four Courts, 2006) p24.  
1041 Ibid. 
1042 Ciara Breathnach, Andrew Sneddon, “Darkest Ireland.” 
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primary concern of the judicial authorities was to assess the level of violence, cruelty or 

neglect the child received. Grisly details of each case were lamented by the presiding 

magistrate during the trial; yet the punishment did not always fit the crime. Perhaps the most 

important point regarding these changeling murders is that they raise questions regarding the 

social value of vulnerable adults and sick and disabled children. It was not until 1889 that the 

Dublin Aid Committee (later the NSPCC) was established.1043 Even then, as the 

abovementioned 1892 report shows, the society’s officers were faced with difficulties in 

pursuing cases. Fairy changeling narrative, when viewed as a euphemism for brutality and 

violence towards the marginalised, the vulnerable, and the disabled and the sick in society, 

appears so far removed from the romanticised Celtic Twilight era literature that reminisced 

the supernatural beliefs, customs and traditions of earlier generations.  
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Magical Practitioners Part I: 

Folk Healers, Cunning-Folk, and The Legend of the Bean Feasa (woman of 

knowledge, wise woman) 

 

 The study of magical practitioners will be divided into two parts, this first section will 

explore folk healers, cunning folk and the legend of the wise-woman, and part two (the next 

and final chapter) will examine fortune-telling, cup-tossing and card-cutting. Karl Bell’s 

concept of the ‘magical imagination’ is particularly relevant to this examination of magical 

practitioners in nineteenth-century Ireland. Bell suggests that the magical imagination was a 

secular and functional ‘mental tool’ employed to ‘temper, accommodate and navigate’ 

developments within modern urbanisation.1044 Religious and scientific belief and practices 

were interwoven with the popular magical imagination.1045 Thus, ‘the nineteenth century 

urban environment sustained a need for magical solutions and when ‘professional’ advice or 

aid was sought there were numerous magical practitioners willing to oblige.’1046 Magical 

practitioners continued to assist with traditional concerns; yet, due to the malleable nature of 

the magical imagination, they could easily adapt their divinatory abilities to suit the emerging 

facets of nineteenth-century modernisation.1047 Although Bell focused on urban England from 

the late-eighteenth to the early-twentieth century, much of his findings can be applied to 

explain the need for and function of magical practitioners in nineteenth-century Ireland. Nora 

Naughton suggests that ‘superstitions’ were part of a continually changing dual system of 

 
1044 Karl Bell, The Magical Imagination, Magic and Modernity in Urban England 1780-1914 (Cambridge, 

2012), p. 11. 
1045 Ibid. p. 12. 
1046 Ibid. p.75.  
1047 Ibid. p.76. 
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belief.1048 Although the Catholic Church discipline was ‘firm and effective’ it failed to 

eradicate the old faith.1049 Naughton suggests that belief in the supernatural was not only 

compatible with Christianity, but survived and intertwined with it.1050 The belief surrounding 

magical practitioners, their abilities and the methods they used to cure, illustrate the 

amalgamation of Christian and traditional world views. In addition, Owen Davies has 

suggested that as groups of practitioners had their own social and practical characteristics, 

there were significant distinctions between them.1051 The remainder of this section will 

discuss folk healers, cunning folk, and the bean feasa, respectively.  

 

Folk Healers and Charmers  

 

In 1944, a patient placed an advertisement in The Belfast Newsletter seeking a charmer 

specialising in swelling and sprains. The patient was familiar with the longstanding 

customary practice of giving gifts in kind as opposed to payment, as they offered to pay the 

charmer’s expenses, presumably for travel.1052 Patrick Logan suggests that there are many 

people who prefer to consult unqualified practitioners and as the use of charms has an ‘air of 

mystery and hidden power’ which, in some cases would be more effective for the patient than 

an official remedy.1053 Seán Ó Súilleabháin noted that prior to modern medicine, people 

could not rationally explain the cause of their ailments and diseases, and they sought 

alternative sources for their bodily disabilities. For them it seemed logical to blame either 

supernatural beings or human enemies who caused harm ‘by means of the evil eye, tongue 

 
1048 Nora Naughton, ‘God and the Good People: folk belief in a traditional community,’ in Béaloideas, 71 
(2003), pp, 13-53, p.53. 
1049 Ibid. 
1050 Ibid. 
1051 Owen Davies, Popular Magic: Cunning-folk in English History (Hambledon, 2007), p. 83. 
1052 Belfast Newsletter, 24 February, 1944.   
1053 Patrick Logan, Irish Folk Medicine (Belfast, 2009), p.1.  
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and heart.’ They resorted to verbal charms and sympathetic magic.1054 In addition, not only 

were qualified physicians costly, but they were in short supply.1055 For the majority of people 

their only hope of any sort of treatment was the local healer, a person who had the cure of a 

particular disease or symptom.1056 People like Maggie Clarke who had the ability to stop 

blood,1057 Mrs Gallagher in Donegal who had the cure for the rose1058 and Mr Thomas 

Marshell who lived in Old Leighlin, that able to cure every kind of skin disease1059 were 

frequented by people in the locality. In the majority of accounts in Irish tradition, reference is 

made to the seventh son or seventh daughter; they were considered lucky and were thought to 

possess healing abilities. They were reputed to have second sight and it was thought they had 

to take a trance a number of times during their lives in which they are shown both their own 

future life events and events concerning their locality.1060 The seventh son or seventh 

daughter in a family was called ‘doctor’ and had several cures.1061 The seventh son was 

believed to be able to cure any disease by touch.1062 In one account, the seventh son of a 

seventh son cured mumps by driving the person round a well three times, but, ‘the person 

must wear a donkeys bridle and reins.’1063 Twins were also believed to have powers to cure; 

it was thought they could cure deaf people by breathing in their ear three times.1064 Children 

born on Good Friday and Christened on Easter Sunday ‘had the most marvellous healing 

powers of all.’1065 

 
1054 Seán Ó Súilleabháin, ‘Foreword’ in Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine (Belfast, 2009), p. vii-xi. 
1055 Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine , p.2. 
1056 Ibid.. 
1057 NFCSC, Vol. 1033, p. 207, Rossnowlagh Upper or Crockahany, Co. Donegal. 
1058 Ibid. 
1059 NFCSC, Vol. 0906, p. 106, Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow. 
1060 NFCSC, Vol. 0206, p. 402, Slievenakilla, Co. Leitrim . 
1061 NFCSC, Vol. 0760, p. 490, Leggagh, Co. Longford. 
1062 NFCSC, Vol. 0745, p. 090, Kilcleagh, Co. Westmeath. 
1063 NFCSC, Vol. 1107, p. 73, Newtowncunningham, Co. Donegal. 
1064 NFCSC, Vol. 0097, p. 501, Irishtown, Co. Mayo. 
1065 NFCSC, Vol. 0304, p. 395, Coolkellure, Co. Cork. 
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Writing about Ulster Jeanne Cooper Foster stated, not all charm cures were hocus-

pocus.1066 Throughout Ireland, the older generations possessed great knowledge of herbs and 

their properties as well as recipes for herbal medicines and ointments, many of which had 

been handed down.1067 It was said that people who possessed the knowledge of a cure and 

knew the traditional way to administer it were scarce in any particular area and as custodians 

of their inherited knowledge they guarded it tightly.1068 Although folk medicine treated a 

wide variety of naturally occurring diseases and ailments, there were certain areas, for 

example, internal cancers and disorders of the central nervous system, that folk medicine did 

not deal with.1069  

The rhyme and ritual of the charm itself was harmless and may have been beneficial 

in some cases.1070 Charmers would not have been familiar with what we now refer to as 

psychology, but they would have been aware of the influence of the mind upon the body. 

Patrick Logan suggests that almost one third of people who seek medical advice do not have 

a physical cause for their complaint. In many respects, seeking the intervention of a folk 

healer or charmer was a type coping mechanism for ill health and misfortune.1071 In addition, 

there are certain psychosomatic diseases (ulcers, skin conditions and asthma) in which 

psychological tension or anxiety brings on a physical illness, if left untreated, severe physical 

disease will develop and may result in death. In these cases, the success of the treatment 

depends not on the medication or cure prescribed, but on the faith of the doctor.1072 This 

perhaps accounts for some of the success of unqualified practitioners. 

 
1066 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore (Belfast, 1951), p. 56. 
1067 Ibid. 
1068 Seán Ó Súilleabháin, ‘Foreword’ in Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine (Belfast, 2009), p. vii-xi. 
1069 Ibid. p.4. 
1070 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 56. 
1071 Ulrika Wolf-Knuts, ‘Charms as a Means of Coping’ in Jonathan Roper (ed.), Charms, Charmers and 

Charming: International Research on Verbal Magic (Basingstoke, 2009), pp 62-70.  
1072 Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine, p. 2. 
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In many respects, the practices of charmers and folk healers crossed the boundary into 

the realm sympathetic magic. Whilst preparing the room before childbirth, handywomen 

undid the knots in clothing, pillowcases, bed linen and curtains to ease the labour pains of 

women in childbirth.1073 Similarly, ornaments were removed from view if a pregnant woman 

was visiting a house. In one case, an ornamental monkey was taken off the mantelpiece for 

fear that if the pregnant woman looked at it the child would resemble it.1074 This is 

remarkably similar to the belief in ‘overlooking’ or the ‘evil eye.’ One account in the folklore 

collection stated that the old Irish people greatly believed in Local Cures that were handed 

down from generation to generation. ‘The cures were noted long before medical science 

reached the heights it has reached today.’ Herbs were most commonly used for cures. 

Dandelion was used to cure yellow jaundice and ivy leaves were known to cure corns. The 

juice of boiled roots of nettles was a good cure for a cough.1075  

To cure ringworm, the charmer put a white scarf on her head before applying lotion to 

the affected part, while doing this she recited a charm. This type of charm was widely 

believed among the farming people.1076 Charm practitioners have claimed to be able to cure 

cancer. Jeanne Cooper Foster mentioned she was aware of one charmer in Co. Derry and one 

in Co. Down at the time of writing her book in the 1950s. In Coleraine, one woman was 

known to have cured external cancers by applying a poultice of herbs.1077 In Donegal, it was 

reported that David Johnston, Copony had the cure for cancer.1078 

 
1073 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 65. 
1074 Ibid. p. 64. 
1075 NFCSC, Vol. 0975,  p 013-4, Cavan, Co. Cavan. 
1076 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 57. 
1077 Ibid. p. 58. 
1078 NFCSC, Vol. 1033, p. 207, Rossnowlagh Upper or Crockahany, Co Donegal. 
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Apart from the cures which were effected by specialist charm practitioners, there were 

certain well known remedies which Irish Catholics employed.1079 For example, to stop a cut 

from bleeding, it was covered with a spiders’ web.1080 A well known cure for worms in 

children was raisins soaked in whiskey. In fact, whiskey was so versatile it was widely used 

to cure many aliments from colds and toothache to biliousness.1081 For headaches, it was 

believed that clipping hair from a ferret’s back and rubbing it on the forehead would cure 

it.1082 To cure a cold, doctors recommended buttermilk with added sugar.1083 A small live 

frog rubbed on the jaw was believed to cure toothache.1084 Another cure for toothache was to 

put the jawbone of a hedgehog on the face.1085 In Co. Roscommon, carrying a sheep tooth in 

the pocket cured toothache.1086 

In regard to treating shingles, it was widely believed that if the rash met around the 

person’s body, they would die. In Annalong, Co. Down, the cure for shingles was to use the 

blood of a black cat.1087 Also from Annalong, and to prevent future fits of an epileptic, the 

blood of a black cock was sprinkled on the ground in the area where the epileptic had 

fallen.1088 This use of blood in these two accounts from Annalong is reminiscent of the 

practice of the customary practice of killing some sort of fowl on Saint Martin’s Eve (10 

November) to honour the saint.1089 Some of the blood was allowed to fall onto a cloth which 

was then placed in the rafters and was used to treat wounds and to stop bleeding.1090 A 

 
1079 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 60. 
1080 NFCSC, Vol. 1120, p. 63-4, Moville, Co. Donegal. 
1081 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 62. 
1082 NFCSC, Vol. 0591, p. 209, Tomgraney, Co. Clare. 
1083 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 62. 
1084 NFCSC, Vol. 0591, p 209, Tomgraney, Co. Clare. 
1085 NFCSC, Vol. 0920, p 051, Ballycomber South, Co. Wicklow. 
1086 NFCSC, Vol. 0265, p. 030, Ballymurray, Co. Roscommon. 
1087 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore,  p. 62. 
1088 Ibid. 
1089 NFCSC, Vol. 0525, p. 032, Roxborough, Co. Limerick.  
1090 Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine , p.87.  
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variation of this was that the fowl was killed, the blood was sprinkled on each door and the 

sign of the cross was made in the blood.1091 

To cure whooping-cough, it was believed that drinking water from a south-running 

stream three mornings in succession would cure it.1092 As discussed in a previous chapter on 

miraculous cures, water was widely believed to have healing properties.1093 If a child had a 

bad chest, a hen was cut open alive and the feet of the child were put down into the hen. It 

was believed that the heat of the hen sucked down the inflammation.1094 

A multitude of cures existed to treat warts, for example, rubbing the area with raw 

potatoes. One account stated that the potato was to be cut in ten pieces, the tenth piece was to 

be rubbed on the wart and thrown over the left shoulder while saying, ‘when you decay take 

my warts away.’1095 Some of the ‘cures’ for warts were merely transference, such as 

transferring the wart to a corpse - the person spat on their hands and wished to wart to follow 

a funeral that had just passed.1096 Another way to transfer a wart was to rub the wart with a 

coin and toss it away; the wart would be transferred to whoever picked up the coin.1097 

Poultices were widely used in curing wounds and biles. The poultice was generally 

made of oatmeal or brown soap. Mustard was widely used in poultices for treating 

pneumonia.1098 In Muff, Co. Donegal a man named George Huey was bad with boils. He was 

 
1091 NFCSC, Vol. 0250, p. 316, Cloonyquin, Co. Roscommon. 
1092 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 59. 
1093 See the section on Holy wells in chapter two of this thesis. 
1094 NFCSC, Vol. 0921, p. 089, Mucklagh, Co. Wicklow. 
1095 NFCSC, Vol. 1120, p. 63-4, Moville, Co. Donegal. 
1096 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 62. 
1097 Ibid. p. 62. 
1098 NFCSC, Vol. 0192, p. 332, Largy, Co. Leitrim. 
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cured with a poultice of boiled orange-lily roots.1099 A poultice of roasted onions was 

believed to be a good cure for earache.1100 

 Parts that were taken from human bodies, of both the living and the dead, were used 

to some extent in earlier folk medicine.1101 John Keogh states, ‘the filth of the ears is a perfect 

remedy for collic; outwardly applied it conglutinates wounds, fissures and chaps of the 

skin.’1102 Urine when applied to the ears cured deafness and it was believed that putting it on 

the eyes cleared sight.1103 Jimmy Lynch’s in Maghera had a Bishop’s skull and anyone who 

drank water out of the skull was cured of whooping-cough.1104 Similarly, there was a skull in 

the monastery in Inch Island and if people had a toothache and took the skull to Lough 

Gowna and drank water from it, they would be cured.1105 Moss that was found growing on a 

skull which was exposed to air was used to stop haemorrhages.1106 In the folklore records, 

there are numerous examples of cures for toothache which involved taking human teeth from 

a graveyard. In Dublin, it was believed that ‘if the person had the nerve to pull a tooth from a 

skull’ found in a graveyard and carried it on their person they would never suffer from 

ailments relating to their teeth. The method to remove the tooth from the skull was to pull it 

out with your own teeth.1107 A variation was that when a grave had been opened and there 

were teeth, you were to ‘take one and rub it on the teeth and you will never have toothache 

 
1099 NFCSC, Vol. 1113, p. 205, Muff, Co. Donegal. 
1100 NFCSC, Vol. 0877, p. 031, Duncormick, Co. Wexford. 
1101 For a recent discussion of the use of human corpse in medicine, see, Owen Davies, Francesca Matteoni, 

Executing Magic in the Modern Era: Criminal bodies and the Gallows in Popular Medicine, Palgrave Historical 

Studies in the Criminal Corpse and its Afterlife (eBook, 2017); see also, Owen Davies, Francesca Matteoni, ‘A 

virtue beyond all medicine;’ The Hanged Man’s Hand, Gallows Tradition and Healing in Eighteenth-and 

Nineteenth-century England’ in Social History of Medicine, Vol. 28, No. 4, pp 686-705. 
1102 John Keogh, Zoologica Medicinalis Hibernica, (Dublin, 1739,), pp 98-103. 
1103 Ibid. . 
1104 NFCSC, Vol. 0705, p. 141-2, Woodpole, Co. Meath. It was said the bishop was the first Bishop to die from 

whooping-cough. The curative powers associated with priests, their bodies and their relics is discussed in 

chapter one of this thesis.  
1105 NFCSC, Vol. 0765, p. 430, Killeen, Co. Longford. 
1106 John Keogh, Zoologica Medicinalis, pp 98-103. 
1107 NFCSC, Vol. 0783, p. 210-11, Balscaddan, Co. Dublin. 
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again.’1108 In Co. Roscommon, putting a dead man’s finger in the mouth was believed to cure 

toothache.1109 A less macabre account mentions that in Granardkille, there was a headstone 

with a hole in it and when a person with toothache dipped their finger in the water that was in 

the hole and applied it to the tooth, the pain would stop.1110 Transferring ailments to the dead 

was also widely practiced. For the following method to work it was vital to have a piece of 

snuff taken from a wake. When the tooth pained, the person would say, ‘snuff must take the 

pain,’ without thinking of the tooth. It was said that the person’s wake the snuff was taken 

from would take the toothache with them.1111  

Corpses of the recent deceased were sometimes mutilated to assist with cures. A dram 

of pulverised human heart taken in the morning after fasting was said to cure apoplexy, 

vertigo and diseases of the head.1112 The skin of a corpse facilitated labour and cured 

hysterical disorders when it was ‘worn about the belly.’1113 In addition, gloves of human skin 

were believed to cure blastings and contractions of the joints, while the fat or grease of a 

corpse when made into an ointment protected against gout, contracted nerves and it also filled 

the holes or pits left after small pox.1114 In Co. Clare in 1858, five pounds of human lard was 

stolen from a corpse in Drumcliff graveyard. It was discovered that the grave of Ralph 

Westropp Brereton had been excavated, the coffin which had been buried 7ft deep had been 

forcibly opened and the corpse had been cut open and the fat or sail had been removed. A few 

explanations were put forward, although the authorities believed the lard was most likely to 

be used in a charm to protect the butter yield. The theft of the human lard having occurred on 

 
1108 NFCSC, Vol. 0028, p. 0047, Killure, Co. Galway. 
1109 NFCSC, Vol. 0270, p. 041, Taghmaconnell, Co. Roscommon. 
1110 NFCSC, Vol. 0765, p. 431, Killeen, Co. Longford. 
1111 NFCSC, Vol. 0954, p. 098, Barratitoppy Lower, Co. Monaghan. 
1112 John Keogh, Zoologica Medicinalis, pp 98-103. 
1113 Ibid. 
1114 Ibid.  
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May Eve or May Day was believed to be very significant.1115 Traditionally, May Day was 

associated with pishogues relating to milk, butter and farm produce.1116 People believed that 

witchcraft was carried out on May Eve so Easter Water was sprinkled on fields, crops, cattle 

and other animals.1117 Farmers stayed up and kept vigil over their stock ‘fearing their enemies 

might come and milk their cows and by the agency of the devil, take the produce of the 

milk.’1118 While it was believed that certain individuals had the power to take from 

neighbours on May Eve, it was also believed that other people had the power to bring it back. 

It was said that people used to go to Biddy Early to get it back.1119 

 Animals as well as humans were also cured using folk medicine. A man from 

Inishowen obtained written charms from a wise-woman and mixed them with his pigs’ 

food.1120  A cure for farcey in horses practiced by a woman residing between Coleraine and 

Downhill, was to recite the Lord’s Prayer backwards into the left ear of the horse.1121 Folk 

medicine for animals had been an extensive practice until as Jeanne Cooper Forster suggests, 

‘The Vet’ was established in the countryside.1122 

 There is no evidence that the Catholic Church condemned the practice of folk healing 

or folk medicine nor is there any indication people prosecuted folk healers if the cure failed. 

Nevertheless, form the accounts in the folklore collection, it is plain to see that Christian 

rituals had filtered down into and were amalgamated with the older practice of herbal 

medicinal cures. There are numerous references to charmers muttering prayers and people 

 
1115 Breandán Mac Suibhne and Alun Evans, ‘Forensics and Folklore The Theft of  ‘Human Lard’ in Nineteenth 

Century Clare’ in History Ireland, Vol. 20, No. 6 (November/December 2012), pp 26-29. The other theory was 

that the man had been poisoned and to hinder a forensic examination to test for poison, the body was dug up in 

an attempt to destroy the contents of the stomach. The stomach was not stolen; instead, it was the fat that had 

been taken.  
1116 NFCSC, Vol. 0508, p. 72, Croom, Co. Limerick. 
1117 NFCSC, Vol. 0572, p. 450, Gormanstown, Co. Tipperary. 
1118 NFCSC, Vol. 0489, p. 170, Mahoonagh, Co. Limerick. 
1119 NFCSC, Vol. 0598, p. 198-199, Meelick, Co. Clare. 
1120 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 59. 
1121 Ibid. 
1122 Ibid. p. 65. 
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frequented holy wells to cure eye problems and other ailments, and water that was blessed in 

Easter Week was mentioned. One account of a cure for toothache involved taking straw from 

the Christmas crib and chewing it.1123 There are references to cures and charms being passed 

down to family and friends of the practitioners (particularly on their deathbeds), despite this, 

changes in society, and advancements within medicine and education have altered older, 

more traditional practices within folk medicine. 

Both town and country people placed a high level of faith in charm cures for a wide 

variety of ailments, believing that a charm was more effective than doctors’ treatments.1124 

Yet, with the passing of time, as Jeanne Cooper Foster writes, charms have become 

increasingly unintelligible. She stated, ‘languages have changed, fashions of speech have 

altered and many of the charm practitioners do not themselves understand the words they use, 

some of the charm-cures are such utter nonsense that one wonders how they ever came to be 

taken seriously.’1125 Seán Ó Súilleabháin suggests that ‘the therapeutic efficacy of popular 

medicine cannot be judged solely from the viewpoint of modern practice.’ Furthermore he 

points out that although the prescribed medication may have lacked rational effect, the role of 

the healer and the manner in which the cure was applied was important one in earlier times, 

because the ceremonial attempt at curing the afflicted person ‘restored in him the will to 

recover his health and live.’ The more elaborate and complicated the spell or ritual the more 

the individual and their family were impressed, thus, as is the case with modern scientific 

medical practice, the placebo-effect of the medication was merely to illicit the patient’s 

faith.1126 Folk medicine flourished as Patrick Logan suggests, because the ‘men and women 

who practiced it were intelligent and honest and believed in the efficacy of their treatment, 

 
1123 NFCSC, Vol. 0896, p. 303, Monagear, Co. Wexford. 
1124 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 56. 
1125 Jeanne Cooper Foster, Ulster Folklore, p. 56-59. 
1126 Seán Ó Súilleabháin, ‘Foreword’ in Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine (Belfast, 2009), p. vii-xi. 
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and few of these people were given any significant amount of money for their services.’1127 

Folk healers were distinct from cunning folk, the next type of practitioner discussed in this 

chapter, although the nature of the services provided by both practitioners required them to 

tap into similar resources within folk medicine. 

Cunning Folk 

In many respects, the majority of stories relating to magic practitioners in the National 

Folklore Collection bear striking resemblance to the English cunning-folk described by Owen 

Davies. It was Andrew Sneddon who suggested that these magical practitioners were also 

present in Ireland.1128 In addition, John Fulton’s research has yielded substantial evidence of 

these practitioners in the courts.1129 These practitioners in Ireland as Richard Jenkins has 

mentioned, were referred to by a variety of names in both Irish and English, including but not 

limited to, ‘fairy doctors,’ or ‘doctúrí na síofraí,’ bean feasa  and ‘fairy healers.’1130 Cunning-

folk were multi-faceted, male and female practitioners of magic, among the many services 

they provided, they told fortunes, healed the sick and could un-bewitch people, they also 

identified thieves and helped in matters of love.1131 Davies found that in England almost two 

thirds of cunning folk were males, in Catholic Ireland, while there were male practitioners, 

the majority of references to cunning folk in folklore records are to female practitioners, or 

wise-women.1132 As discussed in the chapter on fairy beliefs, it was the rural Catholic areas in 

Ireland that retained the strongest beliefs in the abduction of human children by fairies, in 

 
1127 Patrick Logan,  Irish Folk Medicine,  p.3. 
1128 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke, 2015). 
1129 John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and 

Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016). 
1130 Richard Jenkins, ‘The Transformations of Biddy Early: From Local Reports of Magical Healing to 

Globalised New Age Fantasies,’ in Folklore, 118 (2007), pp 162-182. 
1131 Owen Davies, Popular Magic: Cunning-folk in English History (Hambledon, 2007), p. vii.  
1132 Ibid. p. 69. Davies’ statistics here refer to the early modern period.  
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these areas magic practitioners were enlisted to drive out the changeling.1133 One crucial point 

to remember is that folk magic lacks a unifying any philosophical or theoretical basis, in 

other words there are no manuals on beliefs and practices, and instead, knowledge was 

preserved in the collective memory of each community and was tapped into when necessity 

required it.1134 

The Legend of the Bean Feasa (Mná Feasa plural, meaning Woman of 

Knowledge, wise woman) 

The mná feasa or wise women in Irish tradition lived in secluded often mountainous areas 

and often in isolation to the rest of the community; despite this they were quite common, 

there was at least one in each parish. In addition, based on the majority of accounts, it would 

appear that the journey to and from the abode of the wise-woman was in itself an arduous 

challenge; Moll Brogan walked ‘ten long miles across the mountain’ to reach Sorcha Ruadh, 

while _was warned there would be many obstacles on the way home, not to look back and to 

hold on tightly to the bottle.’1135 The following was taken from an account collected in Mayo, 

‘there were such women in every parish, at least. She generally lived alone in a small one 

roomed cottage generally on a mountainside or other barren place.’1136 While they were 

highly revered, they were often feared as a result of the ambiguity surrounding them and the 

source of their healing abilities and knowledge was rumoured to be of supernatural origins. 

The following account from Leitrim illustrates the supernatural powers wise women were 

believed to possess. Up at the back of Benbo mountain, ‘in a wee mudwall cabin,’ there lived 

a ‘very wise-woman,’ known locally as Sorcha Ruadh, ‘a quare ould damsel an’ the people 

 
1133 See previous chapter four of this thesis on fairies, see also Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in 

Ireland (Basingstoke, 2015), p. 143. 
1134 Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p. x.   
1135 NFCSC, Vol, 020, p.188, Coolaran, Co. Galway. 
1136 NFCSC, Vol. 0119, p. 512-4, Lisduff, Co. Mayo.  
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were afraid of her, though she had charms for curin’ warts an’ cancers an’ colics, an’ I 

couldn’t tell you what all, but it was supposed Sorcha used to have dalins with a black 

gentleman that I hope none of us would ever meet.’ It was also said Sorcha, ‘could turn 

herself into a hare quicker than you’d take of your hat.’1137 

Wise-women provided arrange of services, they prescribed for, explained and 

diagnosed a wide range of both physical and otherworld ailments; they told the whereabouts 

of lost and stolen animals, they foretold of death or diagnosed an otherworld ailment which 

resulted in death and they not only diagnosed but also participated in often complex 

procedures to reverse the supernatural abduction of adults.1138 Thus, the services of wise-

women were employed for a variety of every-day and out of the ordinary physical, 

psychological emotional, social and supernatural complaints.  

It was said that in the year 1700, a family of the name Tobin lived in Tybroughney. 

One of the sons was ‘wild and hard to get in at night.’ One night, at about 12 o’ clock, as he 

was coming home, he saw a funeral coming. When the funeral came up to him, he joined in 

with it and when it got to his gate, the men carrying the coffin dropped it and ran away 

leaving the boy with the corpse. He went and told his mother; she came out and helped him 

take in the coffin. They opened it and saw ‘a flaxen haired girl, sleeping, but not dead. She 

opened her eyes.’ When his mother saw this she immediately sent for the wise woman in 

Waterford. The wise woman told them to go to Dunhill and stop a funeral leaving a house 

 
1137 NFCSC, Vol. 0200, p. 188, Drumlease, Co. Leitrim. 
1138 Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, The Book of the Cailleach, Stories of the Wise-Woman Healer (Cork, 2004), p.94. 

This is not an exhaustive list of the functional role palyed by the wise-woman, rather it is a list compiled from 

the eighteen texts studied by Ó Crualaoich, it is used in this chapter to give an indication of some of the services 

the wise-woman provided. 
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there ‘as the girl was under a spell with the fairies.’ They went to Dunhill and got the coffin, 

when it was opened, they found a broomstick. This was burned and the girl recovered.1139 

A story collected in Waterford recounts that a man woke up after falling asleep in a 

bog and found something to be in his stomach. Days and weeks passed, and the man became 

thinner and weaker, ‘but his appetite became enormous and he ate loads of food.’ Eventually, 

he consulted a wise-woman and when she came to see him, she had with her, ‘a lovely dish of 

sliced meats cooked.’ She instructed the man to lie face down with his mouth open and sat 

the dish of meat a short distance from him, ‘almost immediately, a large airc luachra and 

several young ones came out the man’s mouth and hastened to eat the meat. They were 

promptly killed, and the man regained his health.’1140 In a similar case, a young girl swelled, 

her mother and the neighbours accused her of being ‘enceinte.’1141 A wise-woman was said to 

have ‘cured her in the orthodox fashion (holding her over frying bacon.)’ It was an 

‘arcloocra’ that had caused the girl to swell.1142 The airc luachra as it was called in 

Waterford had several names among the peasantry. It was a newt-like amphibian and was an 

‘object of terror in the country districts of Ireland’ as they were well known to jump into the 

mouth of anyone drinking the water or sleeping open-mouthed beside a stream or pond.1143  

A wise woman living in the mountains not far from Kilfinane was consulted by a 

concerned mother. The woman sent her three children out to school every day, but the eldest 

girl never went. When the mother asked why the girl was not going to school, she discovered 

that when the children passed a nearby liss [sic], a red-haired woman came out and 

 
1139 NFCSC, Vol. 0842, p. 279, Pilltown, Co. Kilkenny.  
1140 NFCSC, Vol. 0640, p.288, Ballycurrane South, Co. Waterford. 
1141 NFCSC, Vol. 0507, p. 248, Croom, Co. Limerick. Initially, it was thought the girl was pregnant.  
1142 Ibid. 
1143 ‘Notes on Irish Folklore,’ Folklore, Vol. 27, No. 4, Dec 31, 1916, pp 419-426, p. 421, 422.  In Leitrim the 

cure was to fast for at least twelve hours and then eat salt herrings without taking any liquids. The person was to 

go to a stream and lie down with their mouth open, the ‘murmur of whose water will tempt the man- keeper to 

drink.’  
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‘compelled her to go in and care the child for the day.’ The wise woman gave the mother 

lotion and advised her to wash the children with it. This was done and after that ‘the woman 

could only spit at the passing children.’ The re-haired woman threatened to take the first child 

of the eldest girl in revenge. In fear of this, the eldest girl never married and instead she 

joined an English order of nuns.1144  

A ‘wolf woman’ from Co. Wicklow enlisted the help of a wise woman to cure an 

abnormal appetite. ‘You have a wolf in you,’ was a commonly used phrase at the time to 

describe a hungry child. A woman of the locality had an abnormal appetite and ‘was very 

fond of her sup.’ When she passed a public house, ‘the wolf became very active and tore her 

inside until she had to satisfy its thirst.’ The same thing happened with food, especially 

‘anything dainty or with a relish about it.’ A wise woman in the parish was consulted for 

help. The ‘wolf woman’ was told to buy a pound of ‘nice thick juicy beefsteak and keep 

frying and turning it in the pan and on no account eat any of it.’ While the meat was frying, 

‘the wolf tore and tore hoping to get some.’ The woman followed the direction of the wise 

woman, eventually, ‘the wolf in anger at having to wait so long jumped up her throat and she 

was a cured woman ever after.’1145 

Sometimes, wise women instinctively appeared at the right time and effected cures 

without having been called upon. Annie Dunphy, a girl of six years old hurt her foot and 

became so ill she had to remain in bed. Her condition was not improving. One day, ‘a strange 

little woman’ called at the house and asked how the sick child was. Mrs Dunphy was 

unhappy at the stranger inquiring and replied there was no sick child there. The woman 

persisted to state there was a sick child and urged to let in to see her. Mrs Dunphy let the 

stranger in, and she pulled ‘what appeared to be a long hair’ from the child’s foot then left. 

 
1144 NFCSC, Vol. 0510, p. 224-225, Kilfinnane, Co. Limerick. 
1145 NFCSC, Vol. 0913, p. 117-118, Powerscourt Demense, Co. Wicklow. 
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Mrs Dunphy went to the door to see which way the woman went but she had disappeared. 

‘The foot got better straight away.’1146 

Wise women were sometimes called upon to locate buried treasure. It was said there 

was a field in North Ballindoney named ‘Clais an Airgid.’ It was believed that there was gold 

buried in the field. One account, states that ‘fifty years ago a man named Morrissey who 

owned the field went a wise-woman in Fethard to get advice to find the money.’ It was not 

known to the informant what advice was given, but it was recounted that Morrissey and some 

friends accompanied by a silenced priest, went to the place at midnight. With the aid of a 

lantern, they had been digging away for some time when they were surrounded by a ‘pack of 

big dogs like foxhounds.’ They ran away and the priest called for them to come back but they 

did not. It was said that ‘the money was never dug up since and it is there yet.’1147 It is 

interesting that the men fled even though they had a silenced priest with them. Silenced 

priests, they were priests who had been suspended for drink problems, were believed to 

possess supernatural powers, particularly as miracle workers.1148  

Aside from curing afflicted people, wise-women were frequently employed to assist 

with problems relating to animals, particularly to assist in cases where churning was not 

yielding the desired quantity.1149 R. B. [sic], a farmer who lived two miles from Rathvilly, 

kept between six and eight cows. No matter what precautions the farmer took, or how careful 

he was in churning, there was nothing but froth from his milk. His workman, who lived in a 

nearby cottage and kept just one cow, was ‘sending a large supply of butter to the market 

 
1146 NFCSC, Vol. 0825, p. 406-407, Clonin, Co. Laois. 
1147 NFCSC,  Vol. 0571, p. 004-5, Grange, Co. Tipperary.  
1148 See, Kevin Whelan, ‘The Role of the Catholic Priest in the 1798 Rebellion in county Wexford’ in Kevin 
Whelan (ed), Wexford: History and Society, Interdisciplinary Essays on the History of an Irish County (Dublin, 

1987), pp 296-315, p.305. 

 
1149 For a recent discussion of witchcraft involving bewitched livestock see, Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, 

Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical Journal, 

Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764. 
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each week.’ Neighbours advised the farmer, ‘go to the Currach and take the advice of molf 

Anthony.’ The farmer went and was told that the next time he was churning her was to put 

the chains of the plough around the churn and put the coulter of the plough into the fire until 

it was red hot and he was to put it into the churn. He was advised ‘keep the door locked and 

allow no person inside at your peril.’ The farmer took the advice and just as he plunged the 

red hot coulter into the churn, ‘a dreadful roaring and yelling was heard outside and the 

workman came rushing from the field and tried to burst in the door.’ The workman was kept 

outside ‘and appeared to lie in terrible agony until the churning was completed.’ Following 

this, the farmer got the usual quantity of butter from his milk and the workman no longer had 

a large supply to send to market.1150 

A farmer in Waterford was concerned at the small quantity of milk from his cows. 

This continued for some time and eventually he sought the advice of a wise woman living in 

the district. ‘The result of the interview was, that on May Eve a few weeks afterwards, the 

farmer and his son taking with them two greyhounds, his behind a fence bounding the field 

where his cows grazed peacefully.’ As it was a moonlight night, everything was plainly 

visible. At midnight, there was a movement among the cows, and ‘a low bellowing.’ They 

were surprised when they saw a large hare going from one cow to the other and drinking 

them. The son released the hounds, ‘which sprung with a bound towards the hare.’ They 

failed to catch the hare but began a chase, one of the hounds managed to bite the hare on one 

of its hind legs. To their amazement, ‘the limping hare ran in the direction of the little cottage 

where lived a woman of evil reputation.’ The hare jumped through the window and the 

hounds followed. The two men entered the cottage, ‘and to their surprise and horror they saw 

stretched on the bed in a dying condition the old woman with one of her legs bleeding 

profusely.’ It was stated in the account that ‘before her death she confessed her guilt and the 

 
1150 NFCSC, Vol. 0908, p. 020-022, Carlow, Co. Carlow.  
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farmer forgave her.’ From then on, ‘the neighbouring farms had the full amount of milk from 

the cows.’1151 

While there are countless narratives of successful outcomes after consulting a wise-

woman, there are instances when cures were prevented by forces beyond the control of both 

the wise-woman and the client. In Limerick, ‘about ninety years ago’ in the parish of Crecora, 

a boy named John McNamara, a hunchback from birth, was believed by the local people to be 

a changeling. The boy’s father was advised by neighbours to go to Biddy Early. The father 

found out where she lived and made the journey on foot. When he approached her cabin, ‘she 

came out and greeted him with the words ‘welcome James McNamara from Lemonfield.’ 

The father was surprised that she knew him. He told her about his son’s condition and she 

‘made up some mixture and put it in a bottle.’ He was given strict instructions to ‘take great 

care of it on the way home and he might meet many obstacles, and when he reached home to 

bolt the door and sweep the heartstone clean and put the bottle over on it, then bring the boy 

before the fire and rub the contents of the bottle over him.’ The man went home and did all 

Biddy Early had said, but when he had put the bottle on the heartstone, ‘the cock which was 

on the roost above the door started to crow and flew down and smashed the bottle into 

pieces.’ John McNamara remained a hunchback until he died.1152 

 In another scenario, an attempt to bring back a person who had been ‘swept’ proved 

futile. The story goes that a soldier was killed in Bruff, Limerick. Shortly afterwards, he 

appeared, he was seen ‘riding on horseback along a double ditch, and anyone whom he used 

to meet there, he used to sweep away with him to Co. Clare.’ A wise-woman in the locality 

told the Browns, whose brother had been ‘swept away by the Mulcach,’ that was the soldier’s 

name, that he would come on a certain night with an army of the Mulcach and he would be 

 
1151 NFCSC, Vol. 0640, p. 14-16, Templemichael, Co. Waterford.  
1152 NFCSC, Vol. 0525, p. 036-7, Roxborough, Co. Limerick.  
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the second last or the third last man in the army. They were told to cut the girth of the saddle 

of the horse their brother was riding on they would get him back. They sharpened knives and 

went into hiding to wait for the ‘ghostly army.’ When it came, ‘the Browns made the fogha, 

but it was the girth of another man’s saddle they cut, and their brother went past them in the 

form of a black dog with his teeth stripped and he snarling at them.’ Apparently, the Browns 

got such a freight they did not go back near the place anymore.1153 In some instances, fraud 

occurred. The services of a ‘wise woman’ were invoked by a married woman in Dundalk to 

ascertain the whereabouts of £10 that her husband had lost. During the process of the 

incantations, the ‘wise woman’ extracted 9l 6s 6d. To complete the operation there was to be 

a, ‘convening of an assemblage of fairies.’ To conciliate the good people, ‘a quart bottle of 

the best old malt with a glass of wine in it’ was requested. All this was provided, yet the wise 

woman the money and the malt vanished.1154  

While the majority of narratives relate ordinary men and women providing relatively 

ordinary cures as discussed in the previous section, there are a handful of wise-women that 

have been elevated to positions of special status; Gearóid Ó Crualaoich refers to these women 

as supernatural females. Ó Crualaoich suggests, ‘wise-woman legends continually re-

interpret ancestral symbolic materials in the light of prevailing, political and social 

conditions.’1155 ‘These narratives he argues, illustrate that in the historically masculine world 

of literary and folkloristic scholarship, feminine voice finds insistent expression in sometimes 

surprisingly authoritative fashion.’1156 Wise-women such as Biddy Early and Moll Anthony 

differ from folk healers, fortune tellers and cunning folk discussed in the previous section in 

one crucial respect. Although the folklore material collected in relation to them portrayed the 

 
1153 NFCSC, Vol. 0507, p. 452-3, Croom, Co. Limerick.  
1154 Newry Examiner, 28 January, 1854. 
1155 Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, The Book of the Cailleach, Stories of the Wise-Woman Healer (Cork, 2004), p.93. 
1156 Ibid. p.98. 
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wise-women as ‘real human females,’1157 no concrete historical evidence of their existence 

survives for what Erin Kraus terms, the ‘woman beneath the tradition.’1158 Despite extensive 

research by various people, these women remain shadowy, supernatural figures and due to 

the overlapping layers of their characters and the fact they possess extraordinary powers 

beyond healing, they are often equated with other autonomous female deities, the cailleach, 

the hag, the virgin the mother and the pre-Christain and Christian goddesses.1159 Gearóid Ó 

Crualaoich suggests the lore and legends regarding wise-women ‘are possessed of the truth, 

not of history, but of another order of knowledge.’1160 This other order of knowledge Ó 

Crualaoich suggests is closer to religious faith than historical fact, the legends then are to be 

treated as expressions of religious tradition.1161 To interpret wise-women legends in this light 

they must, he suggests, be placed alongside examples of Christian piety and fairy legends as 

subgenres of religious folk narrative.1162 This section argues that wise-women like Biddy 

Early and Moll Anthony represent a different branch of folk medicine; they are different from 

the cunning-folk that end up in court in that they appear to have more in common with Owen 

Davies’ description of charmers as opposed to previously discussed cunning folk. Davies 

suggests that although charmers hail from the same social group as cunning folk and both 

profited from supernatural healing, charming was a distinct practice involving ‘innate healing 

touch, ownership of a healing object’ and knowledge of the charm was a heavily guarded 

secret, passed down from one generation to the next.1163 In addition, charmers generally 

operated through the tradition of gratuity, accepting gifts in kind if they were freely given, 

rather than demanding money. Although it was uncommon for charmers to practice other 

 
1157  Ibid. 
1158 Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare, Moll Anthony and popular tradition in the east of Ireland’ in 

Raymond Gillespie (ed), Maynooth Studies in Local History: Number 94 (Dublin, 2011), 40. 
1159 Ibid. p. 45. 
1160 Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, ‘Reading the Bean Feasa’ in  Folklore, Vol. 116, No. 1 (April 2005), pp 37-50, pp 

38-9. 
1161 Ibid. 
1162 Ibid. 
1163 Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p. 83. 
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types of magic, some ‘complemented their gift’ by incorporating herbal medicine.1164 As 

previously mentioned, cunning folk on the other hand were often attracted to the practice by 

the power, prestige and money and very often found themselves on the receiving end of the 

law.1165 Unlike cunning folk, the wise-women discussed below do not appear to have clashed 

with their clients or peers; but they were denounced by the Catholic Church. The remainder 

of this short chapter will be divided into individual sections which will discuss the most well 

known wise-women, Biddy Early and Moll Anthony respectively and a short section on 

lesser known but equally ambiguous wise-woman of the twentieth century, Nan (Anne) O’ 

Toole .  

Biddy Early   

The most renowned supernatural female in Irish tradition is Biddy Early, the wise-woman 

healer of Co. Clare. Writing about Biddy Early, Lady Gregory remarked, ‘I think that as time 

goes on her fame will grow and some of the myths that always hang in the air will gather 

round her.’1166 It was arguably Lady Gregory’s collection of folklore that posthumously 

catapulted Biddy Early, the wise-woman of Clare to fame.1167 Nancy Schmitz suggests, that 

since her death, Biddy Early’s fame has not diminished and ‘her legend seems to gaining 

force with time.’1168 Richard Jenkins’s study illustrates that Biddy Early has been 

transformed, ‘from a woman of local report, to a regional and international, legend, to a motif 

in New Age and cyber fantasies and, most recently to a marketing device.’1169 In recent years, 

Biddy Early’s name has been used in a variety of commercial enterprises from a micro 

 
1164 Ibid. 
1165 Owen Davies, Popular Magic, p. 84-5, 89. 
1166 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs in the West of Ireland  (1920).  
1167 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
1168 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman : Fact and Legend’ in Journal of the Folklore Institute, Vol. 14, No. 3 

(1977), pp169-79, p. 169.  
1169 Richard Jenkins, ‘The Transformations of Biddy Early: From Local Reports of Magical Healing to 

Globalised New Age Fantasies’ in Folklore, Vol. 118, No. 2 (August, 2007), pp 162-82, p.176.  
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brewery, to craft beers and pubs to a strain of cannabis.1170 Some of the marketing devices 

explicitly ‘rehash’ the story of Biddy Early to give the product more appeal, for example the 

micro brewery claimed that Biddy Early’s bottle was found in a river at the back of the 

brewery in 1995 and their craft beer named Black Biddy was based on its contents.1171 

Previous attempts to confirm the basic facts about Biddy Early’s life have been faced 

with difficulties arising from the lack of record keeping until the late nineteenth century. 

Aside from Parish records, few birth and death records exist for Irish country people before 

the nineteenth century, and it wasn’t until 1864 that deaths were registered under penalty of a 

fine.1172 As Biddy was a well known figure, it would be presumed her death would have been 

noted, yet, Schmitz found no record of her death under any of her husband’s names except for 

one death registered for a Bridget Connors who died on 22 April, 1874 in Slievenore.1173 

Schmitz suggests that local tradition refuses to admit that Biddy died outside Feakle as 

Slievenore is situated in close proximity to Feakle.1174 In oral tradition, Biddy Early was said 

to have been Bridget Connors, born in Faha Mountain, Co. Clare, in 1798. Although she is 

rumoured to have married a local labourer named Early in her twenties and had three children 

to him, only her son is mentioned in the narratives. Biddy Early lived in various places before 

settling in Feakle, Co. Clare where she lived until her death, which Nancy Schmitz estimates 

to have occurred between 1872 and 1874.1175 Biddy Early married a few times, even in her 

old age she married Thomas Meany on 27 July, 1869.1176 Some of her husbands are reputed 

to have died as a result of heavy drinking, caused by the fact that people often brought 

 
1170 Ibid. 
1171 Ibid. 
1172 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman ,’ p. 170.  
1173 Ibid. See, John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth 

and Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016). John found records for Biddy Early under a 

different name. 
1174 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman ,’ p. 170.  
1175 Ibid. p. 170. 
1176 Ibid. p. 171. 
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whisky as payment for the cures they received.1177 Biddy Early had at least one son who 

survived, although it is mentioned he went away, some accounts say to London and some say 

with the fairies.1178 

Biddy Early was both feared and revered, ‘the very mention of her name in any part 

of Ireland, releases a flood of stories of cures, foretellings, warnings and broken spells.’1179 

Edmund Lenihan suggests that ‘Biddy was a real person of flesh and blood, she was a person 

(albeit an extraordinary one), who lived a normal life among reasonably normal people.’1180 

Lenihan also cautions that ‘there is a danger that with her passing into the lore of general 

currency she may become a semi-mythological figure.’1181 Biddy Early’s life is shrouded in 

mystery; there are very little surviving records to corroborate the oral accounts of her life. 

Much of the information regarding her later life is pieced together from the oral testimony of 

those who met or knew her, or from those whose parents and grandparents knew and met her. 

Biddy’s early life is rather ambiguous; the only mention of her childhood is concerned with 

the acquisition of her psychic gifts and curative abilities. Meda Ryan’s research suggests 

Biddy Early was Bridget Ellen Connors who was born in 1798 and that her mother’s maiden 

name was Early.1182 Ryan suggests Biddy received her ‘gift’ from her mother and that’s the 

reason she took the name Early.1183 It was claimed that Biddy’s mother had a limited 

reputation as a herb-healer.1184 Ryan suggests that gifts of power and knowledge to heal were 

believed to have been passed from father to son and mother to daughter.1185 Nancy Schmitz 

 
1177 Edmund Lenihan, In Search of Biddy Early (Cork, 1987), p. 26. 
1178 Ibid. p. 16-17. 
1179 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p.7. 
1180 Edmund Lenihan, In Search of, p.8. 
1181 Ibid. p.8.  
1182 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p.7-8. 
1183 Ibid. 
1184 Ibid. 
1185 Ibid.  
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maintains that ‘knowledge of a wise-woman was not inherited.’1186 A few accounts in the 

Folklore collection suggests that Biddy was a travelling woman, while other suggest her 

mother was and it was widely believed that travellers ‘knew’ things.1187 Schmitz suggests that 

people who were marginalised in society were often associated with healing powers such as 

the Irish travelling community.1188  

The central theme in the Biddy Early legend was her buidéal draiochta or magic 

bottle. This bottle is what distinguished her from other wise-women. Wise-women such as 

Moll Anthony (discussed below), would give out remedies in dark coloured bottles; but 

Biddy’s was always kept by her and was believed to be the source of her power.1189 It was 

believed that Biddy spent some time in the fairies and while there, she was given a magic 

bottle that was said to be the source of her knowledge.1190 Other accounts suggest that 

Biddy’s dead mother appeared to her and gave her the bottle.1191 The most popular accounts 

of how Biddy obtained her power involved contact with the fairy world, either through Biddy 

herself or her son, Schmitz suggests this was because curative powers of the wise woman 

were believed to be directly related to the fairy world.1192 In some accounts of how she 

obtained her powers, it is her son that is gifted a bottle by the fairies after playing a hurling 

match with them (discussed below).1193 It was believed by some that she could foretell what 

was going to happen, ‘some said it was by the power of the devil and some said it was by the 

power of God.’1194 Ryan suggests, ‘arguments still persist as to whether Biddy was a witch or 

a person of God because she possessed powers and natural gifts beyond the comprehension of 

 
1186 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman,’ p. 171. 
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those who knew her personally.’1195 From reading the oral testimonies, it would appear that 

the confusion over whether Biddy was a witch or was acting by the power of God, has a lot to 

do with the uncertainty surrounding how she acquired the ‘magic’ bottle and the purpose for 

which it was to be used. It was a commonly known fact that Biddy possessed a magic bottle, 

which, ‘she used to tell a lot of things out of.’1196 An account from Galway states that, ‘when 

she would look into it, she would see the Devil.’1197 How Biddy obtained the bottle is 

uncertain but there have been numerous theories and tales put forward. According to a 

popular ballad: 

 In ’41 when her first born son 

 Played a fairy game of hurley 

 I tell you true that the Bottle o’ Blue 

 Was given to Biddy Early.1198 

Some stories suggest that Biddy received the bottle from her brother; ‘she was supposed to be 

in communication with the fairies, her brother who had been taken in the fairies some time 

before, returned and gave her a bottle which enabled her to know the future and past of 

different persons who lived in different counties.’1199  

Another theory was a priest had given the bottle to Biddy Early. This account 

suggests that as a young girl Biddy ‘went with her mother through the country begging from 

house to house.’ They ‘used to put up in a house in Kilbarron.’ In this house lived a large 
 

1195 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p.7. 
1196 NFCSC, Vol. 0629, p. 325, Knockerra, Co. Clare. 
1197 NFCSC, Vol. 0050, p. 0154, Reyrawer, Co. Galway. 
1198 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 40. This is a popular theory as to how Biddy Early acquired the bottle. Her son 

was supposedly a great hurly player, and one night fairy men asked him to play with them to make up numbers, 

after the match as they were parting ways, they handed him a bottle and said his mother would know what to do 

with it. See, Edmund Lenihan, In Search of, p. 22, for a variation of this story. The son was told that the bottle 

would be good for him while he lived, he died shortly after and the bottle was left by him to his mother.   
1199 NFCSC, Vol. 0818, p.110, Drumakeenan, Co. Offaly. 
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family. On one occasion, the woman of the hose was expecting a baby, the priest and doctor 

were called for as she became very ill. When they arrived the doctor ‘could do no good for 

her, and the priest anointed her, and as he was going out the door, Biddy said, father why 

don’t you do something for the poor woman and her houseful of children. What will they do 

at all if she dies.’ The priest put his hand in his pocket, took out a bottle and gave it to Biddy 

saying, ‘this is for you let you do some good for her.’ Biddy took the bottle and said’ This 

blessing of God on you.’ She gave the woman a few drops. The baby was born immediately, 

and the woman’s health was restored in a few days. The news spread, ‘and Biddy and her 

bottle were the subject of conversation at every fireside throughout Munster.’1200 

One account stated it was a chalice and not a bottle. ‘She was looked upon as a witch, 

but some people say that it was only how she stole a Chalice from the Church, and through it 

she could foretell.’1201 As the majority of accounts mention a bottle as opposed to a chalice, it 

will be assumed for the remainder of this section that Biddy Early was in possession of a 

bottle of some description. Disagreements as to the colour of the bottle are numerous. Some 

say it was blue some say it was black. Whatever the colour, shape and size, it was supposedly 

a dark bottle and it was said that Biddy kept it in her dresser in a red cloth, and when she 

journeyed away from home she ‘held it firmly, close to her body, out of public view beneath 

her shawl.’1202 Allegedly, a priest who lived near Biddy heard about the bottle she had. He 

went to her and asked her for it, but she refused to give it to him. He then tried to take it off 

her, but he could not. When Biddy died, ‘her cousin wanted to get the bottle, but the priest 

took the bottle and threw it into a lake near Biddy Earlys’ house.’1203 

 
1200 NFCSC, Vol. 0596, p. 148-149, Dangan, Co. Clare. In this account, the bottle was said to have been orange 

in colour.  
1201 NFCSC, Vol. 0601, p. 067, Tullycreen Upper, Co. Clare. 
1202Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 41-3. 
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There appears to be a correlation between the narratives that Biddy Early gazed into 

the bottle almost as though it were a crystal ball, to assist her in providing cures or obtaining 

information from the otherworld. In the minds of the people, her power was attributed to the 

bottle.1204 There are a few theories as to what was in the bottle. In one account it is stated, 

‘her cure was a bottle and a little man inside it and, if the little man was standing the cure 

would be successful- but when the little man was lying down, the cure would not be 

successful- but this rarely happened.’1205 A variation of this was that there was a coffin inside 

the bottle, when it lay flat the person would die when it stood on its edge the person would be 

cured.1206 Regarding the mysteries of the infamous bottle, Lenihan writes, ‘the simple truth is 

that since no one knew, a set of circumstances had to be invented.’1207 

Biddy Early’s Cures 

Biddy Early’s ‘ability was a combination of spirit-given healing within her magnetic hands, 

intelligence and a dash of traditional lore.’1208 Her cures were so sought after that people 

arrived at her house long after she died. When Lady Gregory visited the house of Biddy Early 

twenty years after her death, the occupier informed her that when she first moved in, she was 

‘annoyed for a while by people coming to look for her.’ The woman sent them on their way 

telling them Biddy was dead, when she mentioned it to the priest he replied, ‘why didn’t you 

let on you were her and make something out of them.’1209  

Due to the sheer number of Biddy’s cures, it would be almost impossible to retell 

them all in this section. Instead, I will focus on a few themes that are consistent with each 

story. The first is that Biddy possessed a superior knowledge to her contemporaries. 
 

1204 Edmund Lenihan, In Search of, p. 26. 
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Numerous accounts mention, ‘when Biddy Early used see the people coming to her she used 

know what would be wrong with them before they would tell her.’1210 It was believed that 

this knowledge was supernatural in origin and she was in league with the fairies.1211 In one 

account from Limerick, a farmer suspected a cow had been stolen and he set off to Co Clare 

to consult Biddy Early. While riding along, the horse stumbled and almost fell, the farmer 

said, ‘Oh bad luck to you, Biddy Early, am I not the fool to be going to you at all!’ 

Eventually the farmer arrived at Biddy’s house, she opened the door, called him by his name 

although she had never met him before and said, ‘why should I tell you where the cow is after 

the nice prayer you said for me yesterday when your horse stumbled?’ Biddy told the man to 

go to the fair in Leaba Molaga in two day’s time and he would see two men bringing the cow 

to be sold. According to the story, the man went to the fair with some friends and recognised 

his cow, when the robbers were confronted, they confessed and were jailed.1212 

Another theme within the oral accounts is that Biddy gave people little bottles, 

presumably it was a herbal mixture, and she warned them that while returning home there 

would be great obstacles along the way and to ensure the cure was successful the person had 

to be extremely careful not to lose or break the bottle and follow whatever instructions she 

provided. Daniel Shea was told ‘do not let many days pass without coming again.’ He 

thought his child was improving, ‘but seeing him so well, I thought it no use to go again.’ 

The child died.1213 One woman went to Biddy for a cure for her daughter. Biddy gave her a 

bottle and told her to come back on the same day in seven years. When the seven years had 

passed, the mother joked to neighbour at the thought of returning to Biddy the following day 

as the daughter had been very well. The next day both the mother and daughter were found 
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dead.1214 Two women went to Biddy and when they left, she warned them ‘not to let the 

bottle fall when passing the wall around Ballinagarde.’ When the women got to Ballinagarde, 

the wall fell on top of them but the bottle didn’t break and they got home safely.1215 Based on 

the oral accounts describing Biddy Early’s powers, it would appear that another theme was 

that people believed she could transfer misfortune.  

In one account ‘a man asked the priest to cure his only son who was dying. The priest 

was unable to cure the child, so the father went to Biddy Early. The man said, ‘I know you 

can cure him,’ Biddy replied, ‘I can alright, but it will be costly on me.’ It was said that 

Biddy cured the child but her own son died.’1216 In another case, Daniel Curtin tells of his 

neighbour who went to Biddy for a cure. She told him, ‘you’ll have to lose something, and 

don’t fret after it.’ The man had a grey mare that was ready to foal, one morning her went out 

and found the foal had been born but was lying dead beside the wall. Remembering what 

Biddy had advised him, ‘he didn’t fret.’1217 There is continuity between accounts that Biddy 

did not accept monetary payment for her cures, instead she preferred offerings of food. Many 

accounts also indicate that people often brought whiskey, and the local men congregated at 

her house playing cards and engaging in all sorts of merriment which contributed to her 

conflicts with the authorities.1218 

Biddy Early and the Catholic Church  

 
1214 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 66-7. 
1215 NFCSC, Vol. 0525, p.035, Roxborough, Co. Limerick. 
1216 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 63. Ryan doesn’t mention the source of this information. Presumably it was 

obtained from the National Folklore Collection.  
1217 Lady Augusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
1218 John Rainsford, ‘Feakle’s Biddy Early: a victim of ‘moral panic?’ in History Ireland, Vol. 20, No. 1 

(January/February 2012), pp 28-31. 
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Cara Delay suggests that both women and priests held precarious positions in parish life.1219 

In the nineteenth century, the age of renewal and revival in the Church, the priest represented 

a caring and trustworthy authority figure, a confidante for some women.1220 The relationships 

between women and priests were complex, controversial and often marked by power 

struggles.1221 Due to clashing world views, the post-Famine clergy resented some Catholic 

women who clung onto superstitions such as fairy belief as it undermined the power of the 

parish priest.1222 Nora Naughton suggests that although ‘the power and perceived power of 

the clergy has emerged s a recognisable part of the folklore record,’ in some instances the 

clergy appear to have had little power.1223 Furthermore, where clerical power was ineffective 

or deficient, people had ‘no hesitation turning to other sources of spiritual power and 

comfort.’1224  In addition, Catholic doctrine was compatible with some aspects of 

supernatural belief, for example, fairies and banshees.1225 Catholic clergy, particularly in rural 

areas inadvertently encouraged supernatural beliefs. Mrs McDonagh related the following: A 

man went to Biddy Early because his wife was so bad that went out into the field at night in 

her shift. Biddy Early said, ‘within three days a disgraced priest will come to you and will 

cure her.’ Mrs McDonagh went on to state that after three days, ‘the disgraced priest that had 

been put out for drink came bowling into the house, and they reached down from the shelf a 

bottle of whiskey. Father Boyle was mad when he heard of it, but he cured her all the 

same.’1226 Mrs McDonagh mentions another ‘discarded’ priest by the name of Fr James also 

 
1219 For a recent discussion see, Cara Delay, Irish Women and the Creation of Catholicism, 1850-1950 

(Manchester, 2019), chapter 6. See also, Cara Delay, ‘Confidantes or competitors? Women, priests, and conflict 

in post-famine Ireland,’ in  Éire-Ireland, 40: 1&2 (Spring/Summer 2005), pp 107-125, p. 111-2. 
1220 Ibid. 
1221 Ibid. 
1222 Ibid. 
1223 Nora Naughton, ‘God and the Good People: folk belief in a traditional community,’ in Béaloideas, 71 

(2003), pp 13-53, p.23. 
1224 Ibid. p. 23. 
1225 Ibid.  p.26.  
1226 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. The idea of a disgraced or silenced priest having healing abilities 

is discussed in more detail in chapter one. 
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cured a man’s wife.1227 Whilst disgraced or silenced priests were believed by the laity to 

possess healing abilities and powers, the Church authorities criticised priests that encouraged 

such beliefs. As discussed in chapter one, the Bishop of Ferns, Bishop Sweetman condemned 

certain priests for acting the fairy doctor and for reading gospels and exorcisms over the 

already too ignorant in 1771.1228 As mentioned in previous chapters, as the nineteenth-century 

progressed, the Catholic Church authorities grew increasingly hostile to the non-Christian 

supernatural- customary traditions, beliefs and practices which had survived from earlier 

religious traditions.1229 In 1834, priests in Donegal endeavoured to ‘get rid of as many 

superstitions as possible.’1230 As discussed elsewhere in this thesis, the Catholic Church 

authorities launched an all out attack on popular traditional observances, whilst the wake and 

pattern bore the brunt of clerical reforms,1231 in addition, parishioners were also actively 

discouraged from consulting magic practitioners.  

From their pulpits, the local Catholic clergy openly condemned Biddy Early and her 

practices and discouraged the locals from showing strangers to her home.1232 Subsequently, 

many people ‘feared the witch,’ believing the source of her powers was the devil and they 

viewed her cures with suspicion.1233 As a result of this animosity from the Church throughout 

her life, Biddy had ‘several heated confrontations with priests.’1234 Biddy, ‘being a forceful 

person, she was not intimidated by anybody and always took a firm line, respecting the clergy 

only in so far as they showed themselves deserving of respect.’  

 
1227 Ibid. 
1228 See Chapter one of this thesis and ‘The Diocesan Manuscripts of Ferns during the Rule of Bishop Sweetman 

(1745-1786)’ ed. W.H Grattan Flood, Archivium Hibernicum, 3 (1914): 117. 

See also, Connolly, Priests and People, p. 123. 
1229 Ibid. p. 112-124. 
1230 William Wilde, Irish Superstitions (Dublin, 1852). 
1231 Connolly, Priests and People, p.125. 
1232 Meda Ryan,  Biddy Early, p.50. 
1233 Ibid. p.52. 
1234 Ibid. p. 50. 
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Once, a priest went to her dressed in plain clothes, to find out her secrets. Biddy 

recognised him at once, ‘there is nothing wrong with you Father but you are coming to find 

out my secrets, you can go again as you came.’1235 Ryan suggests Biddy ‘defied the Church 

and all its powers and against it she courageously and successfully used her own personal 

powers.’1236 Her weapon was according to Dermot MacManus, ‘the undoubted cures which 

she effected,’ cures which the Catholic hierarchy could not perform.1237 A few accounts 

suggest that priests had the ability to cure sick persons but chose not to, yet they criticised 

Biddy and other wise-women for attempting to alleviate symptoms. Mrs McDonagh 

commented, ‘the priests can do cures as well as she did, but they don’t like to do them, unless 

they’re curates that like to get the money.’1238 Furthermore, Bartley Coen recollects that he 

was awakened one night by a neighbour to go to the house of Andrew Dennehy because 

‘they’ were calling him. When Bartley arrived, there was nothing to be found. ‘But some see 

these things, and some can’t. It’s against our creed to believe in them.’ Bartley suggest, 

‘priests won’t let on that they believe in them themselves, but they are more in dread of going 

about at night than any of us. They were against Biddy Early too.’ Bartley tells the story of 

another neighbour who had set out to visit Biddy Early. Along the way he stopped at a 

brother in law’s house and while he was there a priest visited and bid him not to go to her. 

The man said, ‘well father, cure me yourself if you won’t let me go to her to be cured.’ 

Bartley continues, ‘When the priest wouldn’t do that, (for priests can do many cures if they 

liken to), the man went on to her.’1239  

 
1235 Ibid. p.59-60. 
1236 Ibid. p.53. 
1237 Dermot MacManus,  The Middle Kingdom,  
1238 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
1239 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
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Despite the past grievances, in 1874, Biddy Early was reconciled with the Church on 

her deathbed with the help of her two close friends, Tim Minogue and Pat Loughnane.1240 

Edmund Lenihan suggests the men ‘harboured doubts about the source of her powers and the 

possible consequences for her in the next world.’1241 It is rumoured that priests not only 

attended her funeral but at mass the Sunday after she was buried, the parish priest of Feakle 

that used to criticise her, gave a sermon in which he acknowledged that she received criticism 

from other priests and referred to her as a ‘great, charitable, good woman,’ he said, ‘we never 

heard her doing bad to anybody,’ and that ‘she was as good and maybe better than us.’1242 

Accounts vary as to what became of her bottle after she died, allegedly, ‘Father Connellan 

left the house and taking with him the famous bottle, he made his way across the short 

distance of a field, and hurled the bottle into the nearby Kilbarron Lake.’1243 It is unclear 

whether Biddy agreed this with the priest as they were alone in the room whilst he gave her 

the last rites. Shillana Sanchez suggested that Biddy Early ‘successfully negotiated the space 

between Catholicism and the supernatural.’1244 Biddy Early and wise-women in general were 

mediators, they were the link with the supernatural, between the fairy world on the one hand 

and the ecclesiastical on the other, and they established equilibrium in the community.1245  

Biddy Early charged with Witchcraft 

It has been claimed in number oral accounts that Biddy Early was brought before Ennis court 

in 1865 under the 1586 statute for the charge of practicing witchcraft. John Fulton has argued 

 
1240 Edmund Lenihan,  In Search of, p. 102. 
1241 Ibid. 
1242 Ibid. p. 106-107. 
1243 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 89. 
1244 Shillana Sanchez, Review of Marian Broderick, ‘Wild Irish Women: Extraordinary Lives from History’ in 

New Hibernia Review/ Iris Éireannach Nua, Vol. 8, No. 3 (Autumn, 2004), pp 153-4, p.154.  
1245 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman ,’ p. 173-4. 
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that she was charged for obtaining money under false pretences.1246 The suggestion by folk 

narratives that she was brought to court for witchcraft, may not be wholly unfounded. It was 

public knowledge that the Catholic Church condemned her practices, yet there is also an 

indication of ill feelings between Biddy and local elites including, medical professionals, 

landlords, as well as the police and judicial authorities.1247 John Rainsford states that in her 

old age Biddy became cranky and absent minded suggesting this ‘contributed to smears 

associating her with witchcraft.’1248 In addition, Masy Glynn recounted how she only saw 

Biddy Early once, on the occasion she was ‘brought to the committee and the courthouse.’ 

Masy stated as Biddy was being evicted by her landlord a Doctor in Limerick, Dr. Murphy, 

she held his men in the door and told them, ‘whoever will be the first to put a bar to the 

house, he’ll remember it.’ One of the men disregarded this, ‘he put his bar in between two 

stones, turned and got a fall some-way and broke the thigh.’ Following this Dr Murphy 

brought her to court, ‘fairies and all’ as he brought the bottle along with her.’1249 She was 

evicted and ‘forced into the Ennis house of industry,1250 ‘but Murphy had cause to remember 

it, he was living in a house by himself, one night it caught fire and was burned down, and all 

that was left of him was one foot that was found in a corner of the walls.’1251  

 This is not the only reference to Biddy Early being evicted. Edmund Lenihan recounts 

stories suggesting that after one of her husband’s Tom Flannery died, Biddy Early and her 

young son were threatened with eviction. The tales describe that her dead husband appeared 

to her after she had a visit from police telling her she would be evicted the following day. The 

apparition of her husband gave her a bottle, told her when she looked into it, she would be 

 
1246 John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and 

Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016). 
1247 John Rainsford, ‘Feakle’s Biddy Early: a victim of ‘moral panic?’ in History Ireland, Vol. 20, No. 1 

(January/February 2012), pp 28-31, p. 29. 
1248 Ibid. pp 28-31. 
1249 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
1250 John Rainsford, ‘Feakle’s Biddy Early,’  pp 28-31. 
1251 Lady Agusta Gregory, Visions and Beliefs. 
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able to see what will happen. The same apparition of Tom appeared to her when she went to 

bed and advised her that to stop the eviction she had to say, ‘stay where you are,’ and the 

police will be unable to move, he also advised her to tell them not to trouble her again or she 

will continue to stick them. 1252  The story goes that Biddy followed her dead husband’s 

advice and the police gave her no further bother.1253 Lenihan mentions that there is no 

evidence of this occurrence in police records, it remains unclear as to whether the event 

happened or if it was merely a ‘figment of folk yearning.’1254 Regardless of whether it 

happened, this particular account is reminiscent of the ‘widow’s curse.’ One fundamental 

concept of the widow’s curse as suggested by E. Moore Quinn, was that using a form of 

verbal magic, impoverished females, like Biddy Early, could assert their own sense of 

fairness after having been wronged.1255 The widows believed in the potency of their actions, 

and regarded the cursing action as justified, crucially, the ‘enemies believed in the verbal 

resources at her command as well.’1256 

Evictions were quite common occurrences in Biddy Early’s lifetime. Co. Clare 

certainly witnessed bitter agrarian violence as groups such as the Ribbonmen and 

Moonlighters carried out revenge attacks on the Landlord class over the eviction of 

tenants.1257 Moonlighters were a secret society engaged in nocturnal acts of rural sabotage 

targeting landlords, such as maiming cattle. Descended from the Munster Whiteboy tradition 

of the late eighteenth century, it is believed that the first group of ‘moonlighters’ formed in 

Castleisland, Co. Kerry, in 1879. Furthermore, Sean Lucey discusses the close relationship 

between moonlighting and the League, he suggests that agrarian outrages in Kerry were 

 
1252 Edmund Lenihan,  In Search of, pp 18-21. 
1253 Ibid. 
1254 Ibid. 
1255 E. Moore Quinn, “All I had left were my words”: The Widow’s Curse in Nineteenth-Century Ireland,’ in 

Christina S. Brophy, Cara Delay (eds.), Women, Reform, and Resistance in Ireland, 1850-1950 (Basingstoke,  

2015), pp 211-233, p.225.  
1256 Ibid. 
1257 John Rainsford, ‘Feakle’s Biddy Early,’ pp 28-31. 
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carried out on behalf of the Land League to enforce its objectives.1258 The Terry Alts or the 

Terrys were another secret society in Clare with connections to Ribbonism and Moonlighting. 

Terry Alt was a Protestant ex-soldier who on two occasions ‘incurred the displeasure of the 

Rock legislators.’ The connection with Ribbonism was based on a remark linking him with 

an assault on Synge’s workman. The remark gained notoriety and local moonlighters 

mockingly adopted his name possibly for the purpose of poking fun at police at the expense 

of a Protestant. ‘Terry gave to Ribbonism a new word, and thereafter the Terry Alts or Terrys 

became synonymous with agrarian outrage in Clare. 

In 1816, following a petition against the raising of rents, Biddy was served a court 

order for her eviction. On the day she was put out she said to the landlord, ‘you Sheehy, your 

bones shall not be found to receive a Christian burial, but even I shall be laid to rest on 

hallowed ground.’1259 Three tenants later killed the landlord (Sheehy) and burned his house 

down the case was dropped due to insufficient evidence.1260 Ryan mentions that in 1860, 

Alderman William Sheehy, a brother of the abovementioned landlord who had evicted Biddy 

in 1816, was shot by ‘Mick the Moonlighter- a cousin of Biddy Early’s.1261  

Alderman William Sheehy, a Roman Catholic, came to possess a property once 

belonging to a family of the ‘old stock.’ He was an ‘active member of society’ and was a 

notorious mob orator who played a prominent and violent part in the land question and tenant 

rights.1262 The descriptions of his cottage in the Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser following 

the discovery of his remains, suggest Sheehy suffered a worse fate than simply being shot. 

The newspaper report mentions Sheehy had previously had grievances with tenants, ‘he 

 
1258 Donnacha Seán Lucey, Land, Popular Politics and Agrarian Violence in Ireland The Case of County Kerry, 

1872-86 (Dublin, 2011), p. 99. 
1259 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 21. 
1260 Ibid. 
1261 Ibid.  
1262 Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser, 1 November, 1860. 
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evicted persons of the name Minogue, who bore a bad reputation and had some law processes 

against these people at the last Killaloe quarter sessions.’1263 A Sub-inspector had written to 

Sheehy on the 20, warning him to be more cautious and to let police know when he planned 

to return. Sheehy had indicated to the Sub-inspector that he had a dream. Sheehy returned 

home on the 22; he failed to warn the authorities of his arrival. He conversed with his 

workmen for a while and had sent home the girl who waited on him, who stated she heard 

him lock the door. His ploughman left after 9 and was the last to speak to him. ‘Nothing more 

was seen or heard until the house was discovered to have been burned on the following 

Monday.’ When Sheehy’s ‘charred body’ was discovered in passageway between two rooms, 

‘a portion of his trousers was found adhering to his leg next the ground, and which was 

saturated with blood...the head, arms and one leg were entirely burned off.’1264  The wall in 

the passage was scraped, mortar had been knocked off and on either side of where the body 

lay were two pistols. On the wall in the bedroom, were the ‘distinct marks of five balls.’1265 

Subsequently, the coroner’s inquest failed to establish a conclusive cause of death due to the 

body being badly charred. It is unclear if Sheehy was shot or beaten, and whether he was 

alive or dead when he was mutilated and burned. Due to the signs of struggle, the balls in the 

wall and the amount of blood on the ground near the body, it was stated he was murdered and 

his body was burned.1266 ‘General belief is the murder was the result of his late evictions.’1267  

It is unclear who is responsible for the murder of Sheehy. One newspaper report 

attributes it to Ribbon outrage,1268 another account suggests some of Sheehy’s tenants were 

connected to the Terrys, ‘the Minogues were a numerous gang in Feakle and had a lot of 

 
1263 Clare  Journal and Ennis Advertiser, 25 October, 1860. 
1264 Ibid. 
1265 Ibid. Four were through to have been fired from the kitchen, and one was thought to have been fired from 

the yard through the bedroom window. The report suggests a struggle ensued and Sheehy attempted to defend 

himself.  
1266 Ibid. 
1267 Ibid. 
1268 Ibid.. 
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Terrys in their train,’1269 and another newspaper report from Limerick reports that 

‘mysterious hints are given of a certain witch who was one of the evicted.’1270 The report fails 

to name the witch, but if it was a reference to Biddy Early, it only contributes to the 

confusion. There is evidence that Tom Flannery, ‘husband of the witch’ was arrested with 

five other men in connection with the murder of Sheehy,1271 he was bailed and it was reported 

that ‘there is not the least evidence to connect them with the crime.’1272  

When an historic event becomes part of folk memory, it tends to be remembered by 

the form it takes in oral tradition and not necessarily by historical evidence. Ryan claims that 

Alderman William Sheehy had Biddy’s cousin ‘Mick the Moonlighter’ evicted upon finding 

out he was involved in the secret society.1273 Mick went to Biddy Early for advice, she helped 

‘Mick the Moonlighter’ to escape to America via a route that would evade the ‘Peelers.’1274 

Shortly after Mick left Biddy’s home, the police arrived and arrested Tom Flannery, Biddy’s 

then husband, for involvement in the murder. The case was dropped due to insufficient 

evidence as it was discovered that the culprit had absconded.1275  

Biddy may well have appeared at court in relation to previous evictions and she most 

likely accompanied her husband to court in relation to the Sheehy murder investigation. In 

folk memory, the abovementioned reasons for her court appearances have been skewed, 

either to fill in the gaps or to make for more interesting fireside tales, inspired by the 

mysteries surrounding her healing work.1276 On another note, it is unlikely that the burning of 

 
1269 Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser, 25 October, 1860. 
1270 Clare Journal and Ennis Advertiser, 29 October, 1860. 
1271 Limerick Reporter, 13 November, 1860.  
1272 Limerick Reporter, 30 October, 1860. 
1273 Meda Ryan, Biddy Early, p. 68-74.  
1274 Ibid. 
1275 Ibid. 
1276The story of Biddy Early, particularly the lack of historical substantiation for the majority of what is stated in 

oral accounts, highlights some of the reasons oral tradition is to a certain extent unreliable. Details are distorted, 

added and omitted to stories to fill gaps. Often, it is difficult to substantiate the details in the narratives in the 

absence of surviving official records, for example court records, in addition, chronological sequences of events 
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the landlord Murphy’s house was the work of Biddy Early, but in Irish folklore narratives, the 

enigma surrounding Biddy Early meant that the misfortunes that befell persons who clashed 

with or had a run in with Biddy were ascribed to her getting revenge in some way. Many 

people were evicted in the nineteenth century, the males in Biddy Early’s life may have been 

involved in secret moonlighting societies and even Fenianism, due to lack of surviving 

historical evidence, her role in these activities remains unclear. Contrary to folk memory, 

Biddy Early certainly did not appear in court in 1865 charged with witchcraft. 

John Rainsford has examined whether Biddy Early was a victim of ‘moral panic,’ that 

is, someone who was regarded a ‘threat to societal values and interests.’ If Biddy Early is to 

be viewed in this light, as a threat, then she was not alone, there were others ‘of her sort.’ In 

fact, there was a wise woman in every parish according to oral narratives, and aside from 

Biddy Early, Moll Anthony and Maire Ni Murrachu (among others), are familiar names in 

Irish folklore collections. Wise-women were in some respects a threat, in so far as they, 

according to Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, could do what the ordinary peasant could not.1277 The 

biggest threat they posed was to the Catholic Church which in some way explains why the 

clergy in their respective parishes treated them with hostility.  

 

are sometimes difficult to establish. For a full discussion of oral tradition as a source, see the introductory 

chapter to this thesis. See Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, The Book of the Cailleach, Stories of the Wise-Woman Healer 

(Cork, 2004), and see also, Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare, Moll Anthony and popular tradition in the east 

of Ireland’ in Raymond Gillespie (ed), Maynooth Studies in Local History: Number 94 (Dublin, 2011), 
1277 Gearóid Ó Crualaoich, The Book of the Cailleach, Stories of the Wise-Woman Healer (Cork, 2004).  
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Nan (Anne) O’Toole, Née Conneely (1877-1952), Claddagh, Galway 

Figure 3. Nan O’Toole, © Musée Albert Kahn, Paris. 

 

Nan (Anne) O’ Toole, of Claddagh, Galway, is perhaps one of the few wise-women for 

whom historical and biographical information is known. In 1913, two French ladies, 

Marguerite Mespoulet and Madeleine Mignon-Alba arrived in Ireland as part of a project 

Archives of the Planet funded by Albert Kahn to document disappearing cultures around the 

world. The French women are believed to have taken the first colour photographs depicting 

life in early twentieth century Ireland and among the collection is a picture of Nan, it is 

believed to be the first colour photograph of an Irish wise-woman.1278 Nan was reputed to 

 
1278 See Figure. 3 above.    
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have cures for a multitude of ailments.1279 If babies were born premature, they were hung in a 

fishing net over a basin of warm water as this was believed to replicate the womb and provide 

comfort to the child. In infants with bowel problems she advised that at feeding times, a 

mixture of holy water mixed with burnt turf dust should be added to their bottles. This 

suggests Nan may have been a handywoman.1280 Nan was also supposedly well renowned for 

curing eye infections by licking the eye.  In the photo (see Figure 3.), Nan is wearing the 

traditional dress of the Claddagh region.  

The Claddagh, ‘famed as being one of the most remarkable fishing districts in Ireland 

was situated within the parameters of Galway city.’1281 Traditionally, Claddagh people lived 

in isolation. Inhabitants of Claddagh married among themselves.1282 Images captured by 

Robert Welch, a Belfast born photographer, at the close of the nineteenth century showing 

Claddagh housing, illustrates the extent to which Claddagh heritage embodied the rural 

tradition. Claddagh people lived in ‘old, low, thatched, whitewashed cottages dotted about in 

an irregular pattern.’1283 By the end of the nineteenth- century, emigration, the Famine and 

changes in fishing patterns had taken its toll on the Claddagh community; the population had 

dwindled from four hundred families to just two hundred families.1284 It is difficult to assess 

whether Nan’s story survived because record keeping had improved by the early twentieth 

century, or that following the redevelopment of the Claddagh region in the 1930s, efforts 

were made to record and preserve lost traditions.  

 
1279 Nan was married to Michael O’Toole, a Claddagh fisherman who also sailed emigrant ships. For 

information see Galway County Museum.  
1280 For a recent discussion of handywomen see, Ciara Breathnach, ‘Handywomen and Birthing in Rural Ireland, 

1851-1955,’ in Gender and History,28 (2016), pp 34-56, https://doi,org/10.1111/1468-0424.12176.  
1281 Lorna Moloney, ‘Welch’s Claddagh Images’ in Ciara Breathnach (ed.), Framing the West: Images of Rural 
Ireland 1891-1920 (Dublin, 2007), pp 145-162, p.145. Using images captured in black and white by Robert 

Welch, a Belfast based photographer, at the close of the nineteenth century, Moloney provides a detailed 

maritime history of the Claddagh.  
1282 Ibid. p.146. 
1283 Ibid. 
1284 Ibid. 
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Moll Anthony 

The Red Hills of Kildare were the home of wise woman and healer Moll Anthony. Moll 

Anthony, like Biddy Early, was a woman veiled in mystery in both her life and after her 

death, although she has received less scholarly attention than Biddy Early. It was claimed that 

‘people from all parts of Ireland came to her and the name Moll Anthony was well known in 

all parts of Leinster.1285 One story mentions ‘many people from this district used to go to 

Moll Anthony a wise-woman who lived at the Red Hills, for cures for persons and 

animals,’1286 ‘she nearly always cured the cattle that were brought to her.’1287  Some accounts 

suggest that Moll Anthony did not take payment, ‘everyone used to bring her some present or 

other.’1288 In another account a woman received a cure from Moll Anthony and ‘crossed her 

hand with silver.’1289 

‘When anyone arrived looking for a cure she was always about to tell who they 

were.1290 Henry Gibson had a valuable mare that became ill. Accompanied by a man named 

Johnny Sleator he went to Moll Anthony for a cure. Upon their arrival she told them what had 

brought them, and she filled up a bottle for them. On their way home one of the men ‘had a 

look at the bottle and exclaimed ‘musha it’s only bog water’ and he fired to across the ditch.’ 

The mare got better after this and was called Moll Anthony’s mare.1291 Another version of 

this same story recounts that when Moll gave the bottle to them she warned them to ‘mind the 

bottle going through a certain gap near their home.’ If they succeeded past the gap the animal 

 
1285 NFCSC, Vol. 0771, p. 105, Derrinturn, Co. Kildare. 
1286 Ibid. 
1287 NFCSC, Vol. 0688, p. 093, Dunboyne, Co. Meath. 
1288 Ibid. 
1289 NFCSC, Vol. 0914, p. 336, Merginstown, Co. Wicklow. 
1290 NFCSC, Vol. 0916, p. 127-8, Grange Con, Co. Wicklow. 
1291 Ibid. 
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would be cured. The two men went into a public house, left the bottle on the counter and it 

got smashed, but the mare got better.1292 

It was said that Moll passed the cure to her son and ‘some of these cures are in the 

family still.’1293 Many of the narratives surrounding Moll Anthony are similar to stories told 

about Biddy Early, such as those describing her as a witch and attributing her powers to the 

devil. One account states ‘Moll Anthony was looked upon by most as a kind of witch’1294 

while another account mentions Moll Anthony ‘ was known as one who was in league with 

the devil,’ this account goes on to suggest she was often referred to as a ‘witch’ or ‘hag.’1295 

Due to the source of her abilities, Moll ‘could not be comfortably explained by natural 

laws.’1296 Some thought she was in league with the fairies and others believed the influence 

was demons. Erin Krauss suggests that the inconsistencies between her character and the 

Otherworld are largely dependent on the beliefs system of the individuals collecting and 

telling the stories.1297   

The legend of Moll Anthony follows a similar pattern to that of Biddy Early. In the 

majority of narratives, she is linked to the tradition of fairy healer and bean feasa (woman of 

knowledge), though there are instances where she is referred to as the witch of the Red Hills 

or witch doctor. Unlike Biddy Early, there is no mention that Moll was charged with 

witchcraft. Ireland experienced occasional witchcraft accusations as Andrew Sneddon’s 

recent research shows, though widespread belief in witches was not a feature of native Irish 

tradition. Furthermore, Pádraig Ó Héalaí has written that there are ‘relatively infrequent 

 
1292 NFCSC, Vol. 0916. P. 127-8, Grange Con, Co. Wicklow. 
1293 NFCSC, Vol. 0771, p.105, Derrinturn, Co. Kildare.  
1294 NFCSC, Vol. 0771, p. 105, Derrinturn, Co. Kildare. 
1295 NFCSC, Vol. 0916, p. 127-8, Grange Con, Co. Wicklow. 
1296 Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare, Moll Anthony and popular tradition in the east of Ireland’ in 

Raymond Gillespie (ed), Maynooth Studies in Local History: Number 94 (Dublin, 2011), p. 14. 
1297 Ibid. 
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manifestations of demonic witchcraft in Irish folk tradition.’1298 In addition, ‘in the parts of 

Ireland settled by the English or Scotch more traces of popular belief in magic practices and 

in the wizards’ or witches’ profession remain, than in our purely Celtic districts.’1299 One 

explanation for the use of the term ‘witch’ may be outside influences, such as Church 

teachings and imported sentiments of witchcraft.1300 Due to the increasing integration of these 

outside influences with Irish tradition, people viewed those with supernatural powers as 

witches.  Erin Kraus suggests that although the idea of making a deal with the devil was 

largely absent, the term ‘witch’ was increasingly associated with isolated, supernaturally 

gifted wise women.1301 

While wise-women were typically valued by people in their communities who 

believed in their abilities, their unusual independence and social roles often led to clashes 

with the local clergy.1302 Nora Naughton has suggested that the powers attributed to many 

priests and the belief that they performed miracles is indicative of an organisation whose 

members enjoyed a divine or magical authority.1303 Thus, as Cara Delay has written, wise-

women were ‘a thorn in the side of the institutionalized church, the wise-woman or healer 

stood as the priests’ main enemy.’1304 Biddy Early and Moll Anthony challenged this 

authority as they fulfilled the priests’ roles of confessor, advisor and healer. Problems often 

began after new priest joined the parish where the presence of a wise-woman had already 

been long established.1305 By the late nineteenth-century, priests increasingly hailed from 

middle-class households, as a consequence, they were so far removed from the practices and 

 
1298 Pádraig Ó Héalaí, ‘Priest Versus Healer: The legend of the priest’s stricken horse,’ Béaloideas, 62-3 (1995), 

186-7. 
1299 Revd. John O’Hanlon, Irish folk lore: traditions and superstitions of the country (Dublin, 1870), p.37. 
1300 Ibid. 
1301 Ibid. p. 39. 
1302 Ibid. p. 37. 
1303 Nora Naughton, ‘God and the Good People,’ p. 37.  
1304 Cara Delay, ‘Confidantes or competitors? Women, priests, and conflict in post-famine Ireland,’  in Éire-

Ireland, 40: 1&2 (Spring/Summer 2005), pp 107-125, p. 123. 
1305 Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare,’ p. 37. 
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beliefs of folk culture in the rural communities in which they served. This paved the way for 

conflict when the two independent and empowered individuals came into contact.1306 Pádraig 

Ó Héalaí has defined the body of legends surrounding such confrontations as ‘the priests’ 

stricken horse.’1307 A recurring theme is that the priest denounces the wise-woman and 

following this, his horse becomes ill. After a while, the priest is forced to go to her for help. 

After the priest agrees to cease harassing her, health is restored to the horse by the powers of 

the wise woman.1308  

In conclusion, this chapter has explored a range of quite distinct types of magic 

practitioner, folk healers, cunning-folk, wise-women, and supernatural females. In many 

respects there are similarities between the services they provided, the reactions of the judicial 

authorities when things went wrong and, in some cases, the vehement opposition from the 

Catholic Church. In other ways, the differences between these magic practitioners and the 

fact that they operated simultaneously and within the same field, suggests that in nineteenth-

century Ireland, there was a market for different types of physical, psychological, and 

supernatural assistance. Studies concerning magic practitioners provide valuable insight into 

personal anxieties, levels of state control and the place of magic practitioners in popular and 

elite culture. Despite the lack of historical and biographical information for the women in the 

bean feasa legend neither the impact of their past existence nor their continued influence 

appears to have been undermined. While there may have been at least one wise-woman in 

every parish, Schmitz suggests that ‘none have become so completely the symbol of a region, 

of a certain form of identification with their county in Ireland, as has Biddy Early.’1309  

 
1306 Erin Kraus, ‘Wise-woman of Kildare,’ p. 37. 
1307 Pádraig Ó Héalaí, ‘Priest versus healer: the legend of the priest’s stricken horse,’ Béaloideas, 62-3 (1995), 

pp 186-7. 
1308 Ibid. 
1309 Nancy Schmitz, ‘An Irish Woman : Fact and Legend’ in Journal of the Folklore Institute, Vol. 14, No. 3 

(1977), pp 169-79, p. 169. 
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Magical Practitioners Part II:  

Fortune-tellers, Cup-tossing, and Card-Cutters 

 

The first part of this chapter on magical practitioners has discussed folk healing and the 

legend of the wise women. This section will discuss another set of magical practitioners 

whose services were equally sought after; they are the fortune tellers, cup-tossers and card-

cutters who professed to be able to foretell the future and preyed on vulnerable young girls. 

Fortune-telling is broadly defined as the practice of professing to predict information about a 

person’s life through the gift of prophecy or other supernatural means. In both scope and 

principle, fortune-telling encompasses a range of techniques that are similarly used in 

divination, such as, cards or other objects, tea leaves, palmistry and in some cases astrology. 

Fortune-telling was used for a multitude of purposes; it was employed for both personal 

amusement and for professional aid. In Irish folk tradition, fortune-telling is associated with 

the festivities and games of certain calendar customs, for example, one account notes that, 

‘Halloween is a great day in Skerries for fortune-telling, especially to find out who one’s 

future wife or husband is to be.’ This account describes four methods for revealing the name 

or initial of the future spouse one of which was to, ‘go to a crossroads at night with your 

mouth full of water and five beans. There you will hear somebody say the name of your 

future wife or husband.’ Another method was, ‘put flour on a plate, put a slug in and it will 

leave a mark in the flour like the first letter of your future wife’s or husband’s Christian 

name.’1310 On a professional level, fortune-tellers in Ireland were similar to the English 

fortune-tellers which Owen Davies has researched; both provided services relating to 

marriage, finances and lost/stolen goods and were often prosecuted by clients for assault, 

 

 
1310 NFCSC, Vol. 0784, p. 105, Holmpatrick, Co. Dublin. 
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theft and obtaining money under false pretences.1311 A crucial difference, which suggests 

Irish fortune-tellers were a separate type of practitioner, is that the fortune-tellers discussed in 

this chapter were not consulted regarding witchcraft or unbewitching, which Andrew 

Sneddon and John Fulton have identified as a feature of Irish cunning folk in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century.1312 Rather, the Irish fortune-tellers discussed below appear to 

have been opportunistic imposters who deliberately preyed on the vulnerable and the weak, 

and who were treated as such in the eyes of the judicial magistrates. Owen Davies suggests 

that fortune tellers were mostly female.1313 Furthermore Alana Piper suggests that women 

used fortune-telling consultations to evaluate their personal lives and the fortune-teller took 

on the role of an emotional counsellor.1314 Both of the above observations (Davies’s for 

England and Piper’s for Australia respectively), appear to be true of Irish fortune-telling. An 

article published in the Northern Whig in 1933 suggests that fortune-telling was widely 

practiced. It is stated that a ‘large number’ of people in Belfast ‘had a hankering after psychic 

manifestations.’1315 The article continues to suggest that ‘in almost every area in Ulster, town 

and country alike, fortune-tellers, cup-tossers, crystal-gazers and card-cutters flourish 

exceedingly, in spite of the police-women’s activities, at the expense of ‘mugs’ who firmly 

believe the stereotypical nonsense which these seers tell them.’1316 In Belfast, the magical 

practitioners or ‘pythonesses’ as the article referred to them, were ‘usually quite ignorant 

women.’1317 Although the date of this article falls outside the timeframe of this thesis (1821-

1921), it highlights a number of important points regarding the practice of fortune telling, 

 
1311 For a discussion of cunning folk in England, see, Owen Davies, Popular Magic: Cunning-folk in English 

History (Hambledon, 2007).  
1312 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764.  
1313 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War: Magic Divination, and Faith during the First World War (Oxford, 
2018), p. 116. 
1314 Alana Jayne Piper, ‘‘A menace and an evil’ fortune-telling in Australia, 1900-1918,’ in History Australia, 

11:3 (2014), pp 53-73, p. 61-2. 
1315 Northern Whig, 8 May, 1933. 
1316 Ibid. 
1317 Ibid. 
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including the social status of the magical practitioner, the naivety and faith of the clientele, 

the stance of the judicial authorities and the popularity of the of the practice. These points 

will be expanded upon in the discussion below in relation to the Catholic Church’s views on 

fortune-telling. Although scholarly research relating to fortune-tellers in Ireland is ongoing, it 

remains scarce in comparison to the abundance of studies for other areas, such as England 

and Australia. Andrew Sneddon suggests Irish fortune-tellers were a separate kind of magic 

practitioner and they operated in both Catholic and Protestant communities.1318 John Fulton 

suggests that from the mid-nineteenth century, not only was there an increase in the 

prosecution of fortune-tellers in Ireland but that fortune-telling was more prevalent in urban 

areas, particularly Dublin.1319 From the mid-nineteenth century, fortune-tellers appeared 

before courts throughout Ireland including Belfast, Cork and Westport.1320 In addition, Fulton 

suggests Irish fortune-tellers were given harsher custodial sentences in comparison to 

cunning-folk and other magical practitioners in the same period.1321 The remainder of this 

chapter will focus specifically on cases involving Catholic Irish fortune-tellers practicing 

unlawfully demonstrating that Irish fortune-tellers were not exclusively women from the 

lower socio-economic classes. The attitudes of the judicial and religious authorities will be 

explored to provide an insight into fortune-telling within both rural and urban Catholic 

communities in Ireland in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

Fortune-telling, Cup-tossing, and the Judicial Authorities 

Before proceeding to analyse cases involving Irish Catholic fortune-tellers, it would be 

worthwhile to briefly explore judicial attitudes and legislation relating to fortune-telling. 

 
1318 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic in Ireland (Basingstoke, 2015), pp 126. 
1319 John Fulton, ‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and 

Nineteenth-Century Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016), pp 241-254. 
1320 Ibid. 
1321 Ibid. 
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Owen Davies suggests ‘the prosecution of fortune-tellers exposed some tendentious areas 

regarding the freedom of religious and scientific expression, and the porous boundary 

between occult practices and occult purpose.’1322 While Davies was referring to fortune-

tellers during the First World War, the concept can be applied to magic practitioners in 

nineteenth-century Ireland. Until 1871, Ireland’s magical practitioners were tried under a 

series of amended legislation which was initially introduced in the reign of Henry VIII 

regarding vagrancy.1323 In 1542, a statute dated 1530 was extended to Ireland by the Irish 

Parliament, it was aimed mostly at beggars and vagrants but also contained a section 

outlining the punishment for persons who practised unlawful games, palmistry and fortune-

telling, such persons were liable to whipping, and the pillory and if they repeated the offence, 

one or both ears were cut off.1324 By 1635, the aforementioned statute had been replaced.1325 

Under the 1635 Act, ‘all idle persons...using any subtle craft, games or plays or feigning 

themselves to have knowledge in physiognomy, palmistry, or other like crafty science, or 

pretending that they can tell destinies, fortunes or such other like fantastical imaginations,’1326 

were deemed rogues and vagabonds and were punished in the same manner as described in 

the statute of 1542 mentioned above.  In 1772, an Act was passed that repealed the statutes of 

1542 and 1635.1327 Mel Cousins argued that Ireland differed from England and Wales in the 

eighteenth-century in that it lacked a national poor law system, although within a European 

 
1322 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War, p. 100. 
1323 The legislation referred to in this section can be found in the Irish Legislation Database at 

https://www.qub.ac.uk/ild/  and in print in The statutes at Large passed in the parliaments held in Ireland (20 

Vols., Dublin, 1786-1801). 
1324 22 H. 8, c. 12. , was amended and extended to Ireland by 33 H. 8, c.15. An Act for Vagabonds (1542).  
1325 10&11 C 1,c.4. An Act for erecting houses of correction, and for the punishing of rogues, vagabonds, and 

sultry beggars, and other lewd and idle persons (1635). Although there are clauses against using ‘subtle craft’  
and ‘feigning knowledge in palmistry,’ this Act appears to have been primarily directed at Egyptians.  
1326 10&11 C 1,c. 4. An Act for erecting houses of correction, and for the punishing of rogues, vagabonds, and 

sultry beggars, and other lewd and idle persons (1635). 
1327 11&12 Geo.3, c.30. An Act for badging such persons as shall be found unable to support themselves by 

labour, and otherwise providing for them, and for restraining such as shall be found to support themselves by 

labour or industry from begging (1772).  
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context; Ireland was similar to other countries.1328 A series of Acts introduced between 1771-

2, recommended the establishment of corporations and the building of work houses or houses 

of industry in every county for providing poor relief and set guidelines for punishing 

vagrants.1329 Cousins suggested this legislation was inspired by both Richard Woodward’s 

arrival in Ireland in 1763 and his publications calling for the establishment of county poor 

houses.1330 An Act introduced in 1795 applied to Dublin only and extended the vagrancy laws 

to include ‘intending criminals.’1331  This Act appears to have been introduced to specifically 

target, ‘all night- walkers, all suspicious person in the day time, loitering about without any 

visible means of maintaining themselves, all persons not giving a satisfactory account of 

themselves, all persons suspected of being thieves, and all persons gaming or tippling in the 

public streets, by-places or fields, shall or may be apprehended by any petty constable.’1332 A 

point worth mentioning is that in 1586, the Irish Witchcraft Act was introduced.1333 Although 

it was primarily directed towards punishment of witchcraft and sorcery, this Act also included 

a clause aimed at combating divination for buried treasure, lost or stolen goods and matters of 

love.1334 As recent research has shown there were few prosecutions for witchcraft under this 

legislation and by 1821, Andrew Sneddon and John Fulton have suggested, the attitudes of 

the authorities regarding witchcraft belief had changed.1335 The Irish Witchcraft Act was 

 
1328 Mel Cousins, ‘The Irish Parliament and relief of the poor: the 1772 legislation establishing houses of 

industry,’ in Eighteenth-Century Ireland/Iris an dá chultúr, Vol. 28 (2013), pp 95-115. 
1329 11&12 Geo. 3.c. 11. An Act for better regulating the Foundling Hospital and Workhouse in the City of 

Dublin, and increasing the Fund for the support thereof (1771-2).  See also, Statutes Passed in the Parliaments 

Held in Ireland, Vol. V. Containing from the 1st year of Geo. III. A.D 1761 to the 11&12 year of Geo. III. A.D. 

1771-72 inclusive (Dublin, 1795).   
1330 Mel Cousins, ‘The Irish Parliament and relief of the poor:’ pp 95-115. 
1331 35 Geo. 3. c. 36. Irish. 
1332 35 Geo. 3,c. 36, Irish. 
1333 28 Eliz 1. c. 2. An Act against Witchcraft and Sorcerie (1586).   
1334 For a full transcript of the 1586 Witchcraft Act see, James G. Butler, The Statutes at Large, Passed in the 

Parliaments Held in Ireland: From the Third Year of Edward the Second,  A.D. 1310, To The Twenty Sixth Year 

of George the Third, A.D. 1786Inclusive: With Marginal Notes, and a Complete Index to the Whole, Published 

by Authority, In Thirteen Volumes, Vol. 1 (Dublin, 1786), pp 403-405.   
1335 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764.  
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repealed in 18211336 and coincided with the introduction of legislation for lunacy in 

Ireland.1337 In England from 1824, fortune-tellers and other magical practitioners were tried 

under the Vagrancy Act.1338 Initially this Act only applied to England, but in 1871, under the 

Prevention of Crimes Act, section 4 was extended Ireland.1339 The Vagrancy Act of 1898 

amended the 1824 Act and was initially applied to England only; in 1912 it was further 

amended and was extended to Ireland and Scotland under the Criminal Law Amendment 

Act.1340  

 While there was some legislation in place in Ireland for dealing with magic 

practitioners, it remained outdated and insufficient until 1871. Furthermore, the lack of 

legislation should not be interpreted to suggest there was a lack of criminal cases against 

magical practitioners. This point is illustrated by Andrew Sneddon and John Fulton in 

relation to their examination of witchcraft in Ireland in the period 1822-1922.1341 Charges of 

obtaining money under the pretence of telling fortunes are a common occurrence in court 

records during the nineteenth century, especially during periods of increased economic 

uncertainty. Combined with the legislation introduced in Ireland aimed at targeting poor 

relief and prostitution, the Prevention of Crimes Act 1871 essentially gave more power to the 

police to specifically punish fortune-tellers. Davies suggests there was a double standard in 

the law regarding fortune telling. Fortune-tellers he suggests were frequently employed in 

charity bazaars and fundraisers as forms of entertainment. This led to confusion of where the 

 
1336 1&2 Geo 4. c. 17. An Act to Repeal an Act made in the parliament of Ireland in the twenty-eighth year of the 

Reign of Queen Elizabeth, against Witchcraft and Sorcery (1821).   
1337 As mentioned in the first chapter in this thesis, this is not to suggest a medicalisation of witchcraft beliefs 

but rather poor relief and provision of institutions for the mentally ill were of greater importance in this period.  
1338 5 Geo 4. c. 83. Vagrancy Act (1824). 
1339 34 & 35 Vict. c. 112.  Prevention of Crimes Act (1871). 
1340 61 & 62 Vict. c. 39. Vagrancy Act (1898). This Act was not extended to Scotland or Ireland and appears to 

have been introduced to combat prostitution in England. In 1912, legislation was brought in to tie together the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885, the Vagrancy Act 1898 and the Immoral Traffic (Scotland) Act 1902;  

2&3 Geo 5. c. 20. Criminal Law Amendment Act (1912).  
1341 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764. 
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boundary line between fortune-telling as a ‘frivolous entertainment’ and fortune-telling as a 

punishable crime should be placed.1342 Organisers of charitable events got round the problem 

by offering the services of the fortune-teller free of charge. In the eyes of the law, the 

distinction between the element of entertainment and the element of crime then, was based on 

whether the fortune-teller’s intention was to deliberately deceive the client.1343 

The Royal Irish Constabulary was an instrumental force in prosecuting fortune-tellers. 

They engaged in stake outs, monitored the activities of fortune-tellers and often consulted the 

fortune-tellers themselves as witnesses, hoping for money to change hands so a successful 

prosecution could be brought against the practitioner.1344 Furthermore, Andrew Sneddon and 

John Fulton suggest that throughout the nineteenth-century, policing and prosecution in 

Ireland had become more centralised and professional.1345 Sneddon and Fulton also suggest 

that the police were not only representative of the population but gradually became embedded 

in the communities which they served, partaking in gossip and actively engaging with the 

local community.1346 In 1920 in the Southern Police courts, two police women had their 

fortunes told by Jane Gilbert. One was told she would receive an offer of marriage from a 

brown man and the other was informed she that where she worked there were uniformed 

men.1347 Both police women testified they had paid a shilling each to the fortune teller for the 

service. Similarly, In 1887 in Belfast, two policemen, Constables Watson and Mulvilill each 

dressed in plain clothes on separate occasions, on the 8 and 11 September, and had their 

fortunes told at a house in Cinnamon Street.1348 The case was brought to the Summons Court. 

The Constables each testified that they went to the house and had asked for Mrs Carson, 

 
1342 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War, p. 110-12. 
1343 Ibid. 
1344 Ibid. 
1345 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764, p. 5. 
1346 Ibid. 
1347 Irish Examiner, 29 Sept, 1920. 
1348 Northern Whig, 29 September, 1887. 
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presumably a known fortune-teller, but they were told she didn’t live there and Mary 

Compton offered her services and claimed she was ‘the best fortune-teller in Ireland.’1349 

Both officers stated that Compton, ‘by using subtle craft means and devices, did profess to 

tell their fortunes, thereby deceiving and imposing on both.’1350 Compton was sent to gaol for 

one month. The exact wording of the charge in this case is significant as it corresponds 

directly with the wording in Section 4 of the Vagrancy Act of 1824, which was extended to 

Ireland in 1871 under the Prevention of Crimes Act. It remains unclear whether fortune-

telling was a widespread problem for the authorities or if the police, armed with clearer 

categories for punishing fortune-tellers actively sought to prosecute known magical 

practitioners in the community to prevent vulnerable people falling victim to fraudsters. 

Sneddon and Fulton suggest that a combination of factors including the role of the police, 

legal and structural changes as well as changes in attitude on the part of the authorities made 

it easier for people to report crimes.1351 Although the majority of fortune-telling cases in 

Ireland were brought to the attention of the authorities by the victims, there are number of 

cases which follow a similar trend to England and Australia whereby undercover police 

posed as clients and brought charges against fortune-tellers.1352      

One explanation perhaps, for the zeal with which the police apprehended fortune-

tellers is that fortune-telling was viewed as a problem, albeit a female problem. When it came 

to divination and popular magic, women had long been stereotyped as gullible and 

superstitious. The threat was that women were ‘drawing upon intimations of the future to 

build confidence in their prospects,’ this was unsettling to religious and judicial authorities 

 
1349 Ibid. 
1350 Ibid. 
1351 Andrew Sneddon, John Fulton, ‘Witchcraft, the Press and Crime in Ireland, 1822-1922,’ in Historical 

Journal, Vol. 62, No. 3 (Sept, 2019), pp 741-764, p.5.  
1352 For a discussion of police raids on fortune-tellers in Australia see, Alana Jayne Piper, ‘‘A menace and an 

evil’ fortune-telling in Australia, 1900-1918,’ in History Australia, 11:3 (2014), pp 53-73, p. 70. Piper suggests 

the police in Australia employed women as enquiring agents to gather evidence on fortune-tellers, p. 60. 
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who were predominantly male.1353 As a result of the advancements within policing and the 

consolidation of the constabulary in urban and rural Ireland, there was a clampdown down on 

fortune-telling and related crimes. The practice of fortune-telling continued and practitioners 

such as, Madame Eugenie (discussed below), became repeat offenders.1354 Repeat offenders 

shrewd enough to avoid explicitly stating they could tell fortunes, or take payment for the 

divination were also treated leniently. Authorities were faced with a great deal of difficulty in 

prosecuting people for fortune-telling under the vagrancy act, as it became a common 

practice of fortune-tellers to give a free consultation for the divination but they would then 

charge for another service, as in the case of Eugenie Howard. Although money was 

exchanged, fortune-tellers argued it was not for reading the palms or the cards.1355 At the 

Northern Police Court, Dublin, Eugenie Howard, alias Madame Eugenie, was ‘summoned to 

show cause why she should not be committed to prison a as a rogue and vagabond for 

pretending to tell fortunes by palmistry and otherwise to deceive his Majesty’s subjects.’1356 

On a previous occasion, Madame Eugenie had ‘gave his majesty an undertaking that she 

would discontinue to deceive servants, shop girls and other young girls with these ‘mysteries 

of the future,’ but ‘she was at it again and not keeping her word.’ She was accused of ‘trying 

to evade the law’ by claiming she was not paid for fortune-telling but for bottles of ‘the 

waters of youth,’ following the purchase of which, ‘she would lift the veil of the future for all 

and sundry buyers.’1357 The Belfast Weekly News reported that the prosecution was brought 

under the Prevention of Crimes Act 1871, which ‘prohibited persons from telling fortunes by 

palmistry or other devices.’1358 Dublin Evening Telegraph stated that the Act in question was 

 
1353 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War, p. 114-6. 
1354 Ibid. p. 113. Davies suggests a similar finding in his study concerning the practice of fortune-telling during 

the period of  the First World War. 
1355 Ibid. p. 110. 
1356Dublin Evening Mail, 31 January, 1906. 
1357 Irish Independent, 1 February, 1906. The bottles were priced at one shilling each. 
1358 Belfast Weekly News, 8 February, 1906. 
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‘a renewal of an old Act passed under Philip and Mary against ‘rogues and vagabonds’ and 

was mainly directed against Egyptians.’1359 

 Kirwan, a detective constable, testified that on January 18 he went to Samuel’s Bazaar 

on Henry street, ‘where there was a sort of ‘Donnybrook Fair’ going on upstairs.’ He saw pill 

boxes and phials of the ‘waters of youth’ on a stall with a notice that Madame Eugenie could 

read the hands for anyone who wanted it done. The constable bought a bottle of water which 

he was told was ‘good for neuralgia and would strengthen the muscles of the face.’1360 

Madame Eugenie told him reading the hand was given in addition, he went with her to a 

partitioned off room. She read his hand and told him he was ‘subject to rheumatism, chest 

and lung disease and to be very careful that he had trouble in his family owing to drinking.1361 

She also mentioned ‘he would be lucky if he took a long sea voyage but a short one would be 

of no use.’1362 He was told there was ‘no death in his hand but his life had been in great 

danger once.’1363 Madame Eugenie told the constable she was ‘not allowed to take any 

money for her service.’1364 

 Based on the cross examination of the constable, there appears to have been little 

evidence to secure a conviction. The constable was asked, ‘were there three men working 

outside?’ He replied there was not.1365 Kirwan was then asked, ‘did you buy the book?’ and 

‘Did she tell you she could read your character and disposition from the shape and lines of 

your hand?’ The answer to both these questions was no. The constable was also asked if he 

bought he bottle as a cure for neuralgia, his response was, ‘yes, I was told it was a great skin 

 
1359 Dublin Evening Telegraph, 31 January, 1906. The following clause from the Act was printed, ’Every person 

pretending to or professing to tell fortunes and using any subtle craft, means or device by palmistry or otherwise 

to deceive or impose on her Majesty’s subjects shall be deemed to be a rogue and a vagabond and shall be liable 

to a penalty.’  
1360 Dublin Evening Mail, 31 January, 1906. 
1361 Dublin Daily Express, 1 February, 1906. 
1362 Belfast Weekly News, 8 February, 1906. 
1363 Dublin Daily Express, 1 February, 1906. 
1364 Belfast Weekly News, 8 February, 1906. 
1365 Dublin Evening Mail, 31 January, 1906. 
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tonic.’1366 Mr Moriarty who defended, stated, ‘unless the lady professed to tell fortunes, she 

committed no offence.’1367 A debate over evidence and whether Madame Eugenie pretended 

to tell fortunes arose between defence and prosecution. A Mr Tobias stated that ‘the essence 

of the offence was to pretend to be able to tell fortunes,’ and ‘the bottle was a pretence,’ he 

added that ‘she knew that she was engaged at an illegal business.’1368 Mr Moriarty was 

‘satisfied she was a very crafty woman, and knew she was breaking the law.’1369 Madame 

Eugenie told them she was going back to America and would give up the practice. Mr 

Mahony bound her to the peace, he ‘allowed her out on bail, to come up for judgement,’ and 

warned her if she persisted in these practices she would be put in jail.1370  

Although each case was assessed individually, there were discrepancies in the 

punishments meted out to fortune-tellers as magistrates followed their own discretion which 

occasionally resulted in leniency. In Newry quarter sessions, Mary Carrothers, originally 

from Strabane and previously convicted for being drunk, was charged with and pleaded guilty 

to fraudulently obtaining money under the pretence she was dumb and able to foretell coming 

events. Presiding magistrate Robert Johnston remarked, ‘This is an offence against the law 

and believing you were not fully aware of this we will not leave so heavy hand you, however 

we must make an example to deter others.’ Mary was sentenced to just three months in 

prison.1371 This leniency is perhaps the result of a lack of specific legislation for the 

punishment of crimes relating to fortune-telling until 1871. 

 

Who Were Fortune-tellers, Cup-tossers and Card-cutters? 

 
1366 Belfast Weekly News, 8 February, 1906. 
1367 Dublin Evening Mail, 31 January, 1906. 
1368 Belfast Weekly News, 8 February, 1906. 
1369 Irish Independent, 1 February, 1906. 
1370 Dublin Evening Mail, 31 January, 1906. 
1371 Newry Telegraph, 23 October, 1863. 
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Figure 4. The Illustrated Police News, 13 February 1868. 

As this sketch from the Illustrated Police News shows, Fortune-tellers were often portrayed 

as itinerant, older, unattractive females from the lower classes or the travelling 

community.1372 Owen Davies suggested this was the case for English fortune tellers, and John 

Fulton has found this to be the case in Ireland.1373 This kind of magic practitioner requested 

their palms be crossed with silver in return for fortunes being told. They were regarded as 

‘innocent enough’ because they ‘afford a great deal of amusement to those concerned, 

especially if the soothsayer is a genuine old thing with little real knowledge and sufficient 

tact to limit her prophecies pleasant generalities.1374 In Irish folk tradition, there are numerous 

references to ‘gypsy’ fortune-tellers, for example an account collected in Dublin states:  

[sic] ‘gypsies also come round this locality fortune-telling. One time a gypsy told my 

grandmother she would get married very young and she would have fifteen children, 

 
1372 The Illustrated Police News, 13 Feb, 1868. 
1373 See, Owen Davies, Witchcraft, Magic and Culture 173-1951 (Manchester, 1999); see also John Fulton, 

‘Clerics Conjours and Courtrooms: Witchcraft, Magic and Religion in Eighteenth and Nineteenth-Century 

Ireland’ (PhD, Ulster University, 2016), pp 241-254. 
1374 The Penny Illustrated Paper, 21 Jan, 1911. 
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and that one of them would die. Also, that her husband would die, and it all came 

true.’1375  

Fortune-tellers were not exclusively from the Irish travelling community, both they and their 

clientele transcended boundaries of class, religion, and gender. There were those who 

conducted fortune-telling as any other business, ‘open and elaborate.’ Clients were usually 

wealthy, and people attended them of their own accord.1376 Finally there were ‘blood 

suckers,’ fortune-tellers who ‘went from house to house taking for their prey ignorant servant 

girls.’ These fortune-tellers had, ‘scarcely a smattering of the science they pretend to 

practice,’ and were regarded as imposters.1377 

Imposters frequently feigned afflictions of deafness and dumbness to enhance their 

credibility to would-be clients as hearing and speech impediments were associated with the 

abilities of foresight and wisdom.1378 In 1867, Patrick O’Ganagan was fined a shilling for 

pretending to be ‘dumb’ and telling the fortunes of a crowd of small boys.1379 Furthermore, it 

was not uncommon for supposed deaf and dumb persons who were accused of obtaining 

money under the pretence of telling fortunes to suddenly regain use of their faculties and 

defend themselves in court. In the Dublin Police courts, a constable described that while on 

duty in Phibsborough, he heard voices coming from a nearby cottage and becoming curious 

decided to investigate. On entering, he found David Carr, a discharged soldier, sitting in the 

centre of the room surrounded by eight women. On his knees were bellows and in his hand 

was chalk. Pretending to be dumb, Carr made signs and after receiving what he thought to be 

appropriate fee for his services, recorded messages for the women using chalk. A small boy 

was also in the room, reading the messages out. One woman, ‘a fine looking girl,’ offered a 

 
1375 NFCSC, Vol. 0794, p. 396, Brittas, Co. Dublin.  
1376 The Penny Illustrated Paper, 21 Jan, 1911. 
1377 Ibid. 
1378 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic, pp 127. 
1379 Cork Examiner, 5 March, 1867. 
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half penny for her fortune to be told. Carr went into a rage at this gesturing to do, ‘all kinds of 

mischief.’ The Constable intervened at this point and brought Carr into custody. When 

reporting to his inspector, the constable mentioned Carr was ‘a dummy.’ To his amazement 

Carr exclaimed, ‘you lie, I am not,’ and, ‘entered into a most elaborate defence of his 

conduct.’ The magistrate ordered Carr be imprisoned for fourteen days or find bail, Carr 

could not raise the bail.1380 A similar case was reported in the Ballyshannon Herald. William 

Donnell was charged with obtaining money under false pretences. He ‘feigned to be deaf and 

dumb’ and carried a slate and pencil, ‘on which he wrote his prophecies of the future events 

in the career of his dupes.’ The jury sentenced him to twelve months’ imprisonment and hard 

labour. ‘Upon receiving his sentence, he gave strong proof of the perfect use of his tongue by 

sending the jury to a nameless locality.’1381  

The following account from a woman residing in the same building as a cup-tosser 

gives an indication of the cost of the service, the type of people who consulted fortune-tellers 

and the lifestyles they led. The Banner of Ulster published a series of articles exploring 

poverty in Belfast in 1850. The reporter visited a three-storey building in Smithfield area and 

was informed by a lady dwelling in one room that ‘I have little knowledge about the persons 

living on the same lobby as me. They are all Roman Catholics and I keep myself to myself. 

The first room off the stair is the room of a cup-tosser. She is an old woman and has a large 

family. The old woman tosses the cups, and her eldest daughter, they say, ‘cuts the cards.’ I 

don’t know what ‘cutting the cards’ means, but I have heard it said that it is the way she 

makes her living. The mother charges 1d for tossing the cups and the girl 2d for cutting the 

cards-that is to the poor people. Respectable people are charged accordingly. Great crowds 

come to visit her. They are principally mill-girls and servants, and often times respectable 

 
1380 The Freeman’s Journal, 1 Sept, 1855. 
1381 Ballyshannon Herald, 10 March, 1854. 
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tradesmen and shopkeeper’s daughters. Her visitors are mostly females. I have seen very 

respectable people going in and I have heard she sometimes earns 10s a day. Her and her 

daughter drinks it all. They are always in misery, and the old woman herself is seldom sober. 

Her husband is a respectable man. He does not live there. He left her long ago but calls at 

times to see her and the children.’1382 

Who were clientele? 

From the cases discussed in this chapter, it would appear that young girls were either 

deliberately targeted by or willingly consulted fortune-tellers. In some cases, older women 

resorted to fortune-tellers. The Belfast Newsletter reported in 1876 that, ‘there is a 

considerable amount of mischief done in large towns by quacks and imposters,’ as ‘servant 

girls are tricked out of their wages,’ by stories of marriage.1383 In a palmistry case, at 

Limerick Petty Sessions in 1906, a District Inspector mentioned that the fortune-teller was 

visited by, ‘hundreds of domestic servants and factory employees.’1384 An article in the Penny 

Illustrated Paper states that, ‘the servant class is extremely romantic and suggestion plays an 

important part in the minds of such girls.’1385 Servants were not the sole clientele of fortune-

tellers. At the coroner’s inquest of a deceased fortune-teller witnesses reported that on the 

morning of her death, ‘a well dressed female between 30 and 40 came to have her fortune 

told and on hearing that Mrs Griffith was no more, she went away, ‘bitterly lamenting her 

disappointment.’1386 The cases discussed in this chapter would suggest that young women 

were very often manipulated by fraudulent magical practitioners. In such cases, the victims 

brought charges against the fortune-teller and most of the time the outcome was favourable 

for the complainant, either the fortune-teller paid a sum of money or was imprisoned. In the 

 
1382 The Banner of Ulster, 22 November, 1850. 
1383 Belfast Newsletter, 21 Sept, 1876. 
1384 Dublin Daily Express, 29 Dec 1906. 
1385 Penny Illustrated Paper, 21 Jan, 1911. 
1386 The Freeman’s Journal,  26 Oct, 1852. 
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following case, the fortune-teller was not brought to justice as the servant took her own life 

following a consultation with a cuptosser. Although the case involved a Protestant fortune-

teller, it is particularly relevant as it demonstrates the perils of telling fortunes to vulnerable 

and impressionable people. On Sunday 23 May 1875, Mary Beattie, a 35 year old servant 

committed suicide by hanging.1387 A Head Constable found a pocket-handkerchief and 

newspapers with writing on a table in her bedroom, from which, it was deduced she had 

committed suicide in consequence of having consulted a cup-tosser. The Constable testified 

at the Coroner’s court ‘some of the words I cannot decipher and the writing is very 

disconnected.’1388 The handkerchief contained the following; [sic] ‘I brought shame my poor 

old mother, nor sister, nor brother. I done no crime. Don’t hide from the world, Take this old 

cup-tosser that lives in the Shankhill Road and burn her with fire. She is sending hundreds to 

hell. O burn for my sake. Let this be warning to all in Belfast. Miss Latimer tell a victim to 

cup ___. Do not hide this, for it be the means of saving hundreds hell. Give it to the Rev. Mr. 

White. I was led down to the slaughter. For God sake warn, ___ is her name. For seven years 

I was happy, I loved my mistress dearly.’1389 Two pieces of paper were also found by the 

Head Constable and on one was written, [sic]’I became a victim going to that serpent of a 

cuptosser on the Shankhill Road. Warn young women, for they will send them to hell as they 

done me, I loved my mistress and master. I wanted to fly, but devil would not let me.’1390 The 

second piece stated, [sic] ‘I want the Rev. Mr. White to write a book on me. For seven years I 

listened with pleasure in the Hall in Victoria St. To I went a old Cuptosser. Take that 

Cuptosser on the Shankhill Road and said that I would get husband before I would and burn 

her alive for she is leading hundreds to hell___ she led me to Hell.’1391 It was testified that 

 
1387 Belfast News-Letter, 25 May, 1875. 
1388Ibid.  
1389Ibid.  
1390 Ibid.  
1391 Ibid. 
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there was insanity in Mary’s family. Her paternal grandfather ‘attempted something 

similar.’1392 In addition, her father had also committed suicide. Prior to Mary committing 

suicide, she had complained of a pain in her head and had taken pills prescribed by Dr Beck, 

who thought she ‘was of unsound mind’ but he had never discussed it with anyone.1393 The 

coroner’s inquest concluded that Mary had ‘committed suicide whilst labouring under 

insanity.’1394 This case highlights the extent to which the practice of telling fortunes played 

on vulnerable women’s minds, in this instance with fatal consequences. In addition, Alana 

Piper has found similar cases in Australia, in which suicide was attributed to ‘despondency 

over bad news related by fortune-tellers.’1395 Mary appears to have been religious, it is 

mentioned she met with Rev. Mr. White frequently, perhaps this is why she did not press 

charges as fortune-telling was denounced by the Church. 

In 1916, in a section of the North Down Herald and County Down Independent 

entitled ‘Chit Chat,’ a warning was issued to ‘cup-tossers.’ Referencing a Belfast woman who 

had been prosecuted a few day previous, the article remarked that ‘very little could be said 

about the poor, foolish people who allowed themselves to be gulled by such a nonsensical 

thing as fortune-telling.’1396 The section appears to be aimed at female readership of the 

newspaper and the portrayal of cup-tossers and those who consulted them in this light was 

perhaps intended to act as a deterrent.  

Methods of Divination and Services Provided  

 
1392 Ibid. 
1393 Belfast News-Letter, 25 May, 1875. 
1394 Ibid. 
1395 Alana Jayne Piper, ‘A menace and an evil,’ pp 53-73, p. 61. 
1396 North Down Herald and County Down Independent, 24 November, 1916.  
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Alana Piper suggests that in Australia, tarot cards, palmistry and clairvoyant communication 

with the spirit world were customary methods of divination.1397 In addition Piper mentioned 

readings were also given using crystal gazing, tea-cup reading, bibliomancy graphology and 

phrenology.1398 In Ireland, a variety of the above divination techniques were employed by 

fortune-tellers, and cards, tea-leaves and palmistry were the most common methods used. 

Magical practitioners sometimes used cup-tossing as a means for foretelling the future of 

their clients. Cup-tossing involved reading the patterns left by tea leaves at the bottom of 

cups. From the cases discussed below, this method of divining appears to have been practised 

by the lower classes, and their clientele appears to have been servant girls. In addition, 

although cup-tossers were readily consulted, their methods were often questionable as will be 

discussed below, many were charged with obtaining money or goods under false pretences. 

Margaret and Anne Kearney were indicted at Kilkenny Assizes in 1849 for obtaining money 

under false pretences from Bridget Neale.1399 They pretended that by the methods of cup-

tossing and card-cutting they could discover who had stolen clothes from the coroner, Mr 

Isod. Neale paid 6d, but ‘no magical feats were to be done for so little money.’1400 They said 

they would require 7s 6d to ‘open the black book and iron key on the head of the person’ who 

took the items.1401 Judge Perrin who presided over this case appears to have had some 

difficulty with this case, he asked if there were precedents for such an indictment. 1402 A 

verdict of not guilty was decided as the indictment was erroneous; it had stated that the 

articles of clothing belonged to the Coroner Mr Isod rather than one of the servants.1403 Judge 

Perrin remarked that if a conviction had taken place he would have referred the question for 

the 12 judges as to whether the indictment on obtaining money under false pretence specified 
 

1397 Alana Jayne Piper, ‘‘A menace and an evil,’ p.55. 
1398 Ibid. 
1399Dublin Evening Packet and Correspondent, 24 May, 1849. 
1400 Ibid. 
1401 Ibid. 
1402 Cork Examiner, 28 March, 1849. 
1403 Ibid. 
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could be sustained.1404 Part of the difficulty Judge Perrin faced, as will be discussed below in 

the section relating to fortune-telling and the judicial authorities, is that there was no specific 

legislation in place in Ireland for prosecuting people who pretended to tell fortunes until 

1871.1405  

In the following case, a woman was charged with theft as she fitted the description of 

the thief which was provided by a cup-tosser. In Belfast in 1850, Ellen Mount was brought 

before Belfast Police Court, charged with stealing a pair of shoes.1406 A female cup-tosser 

named Tapping, was consulted by Catherine M’ Aleer (the complainant) and Ellen Donnelly 

(an acquaintance of the complainant) in relation to the theft of a pair of shoes belonging to 

Catherine M’ Aleer. When the ladies arrived at Tapping’s, they found her in a state of 

‘beastly tossication.’1407 It took some time before she ‘could get her faculties cleared 

sufficiently to unravel the mystery.’ When she came round, she stated the shoes had been 

stolen by a person fitting the description of Ellen Mount. Tapping handed M’ Aleer a looking 

glass ‘so as she could observe the lineaments, or as she said the shadow of her 

countenance.’1408 The case was dismissed by the bench who ordered information to be issued 

against Tapping, ‘a well known impotent imposter in the neighbourhood, who is said to 

realise large sums from the gullible portion of the community by her pretended 

divinations.’1409 No reference was found to Tapping having been charged following this 

incident. 

 
1404 Ibid. 
1405 34 & 35 Vict. c. 112.  Prevention of Crimes Act (1871). Section 4 of the 1824 Vagrancy Act for England 

was introduced  to Ireland under the Prevention of Crimes Act 1871, which contained specific provisions for 
trying fortune-tellers.  
1406 Banner of Ulster, 21 June, 1850. 
1407 Ibid. This phrase appears to have been intended either as a pun by the newspaper reporter or to indicate 

colloquialism. 
1408 Ibid. 
1409 Ibid. 
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As Owen Davies suggests, sometimes fortune-tellers in England provided services 

that crossed over into other forms of divination such as astrology and even popular magic.1410 

In Ireland, some of the wandering and itinerant fortune-tellers, were more opportunistic and 

employed a range of unique techniques.  It was reported in the Belfast Newsletter that a ‘cup 

tosser’ or a ‘card-cutter’ from Belfast went to the townland of Ballygrangey and called at the 

house of a woman named Hamilton, whose daughter had been ‘ailing for some time back.’ It 

was alleged ‘she gave the poor girl such hope of life, through the virtue of her art.’ The girl 

collected all her clothes and the clothes of her sister and went to Belfast with the cup-tosser. 

Before arriving in Belfast, the girl was taken to Movilla graveyard near Newtownards and 

was made to kneel and pray. When in Belfast, the girl was taken after dark to the door of a 

Roman Catholic chapel where she was ordered to stand until the cup-tosser found a man 

‘whose assistance she required in the ‘magical operation.’ The ‘old hag’ did not return and 

the girl was taken to the house of a respectable gentleman who entertained her for the night. 

The girl later discovered she had lost two pounds, ‘two pieces of paper were substituted in 

their stead.’ It is unknown whether the cup-tosser was apprehended, although the case 

illustrates the level of trust and faith that people put in the people who professed to be 

fortune-tellers and the lengths imposters were prepared to go to obtain money. A similar 

opportunistic method was recorded in the London Police Court; a witness testified that an 

Irish fortune-teller requested her to ‘fetch a shawl and an apron. The fortune-teller wrapped 

them in a bundle and crossed it, and then placed some white powder in witnesses hand and 

some black powder in her right boot, after which she was to throw nine grains of salt in the 

fire and wish three times.’1411 

 
1410 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War, p. 102, 105.  
1411 Belfast Newsletter, 14 January, 1853. 
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Some fortune-tellers in Ireland obtained money and goods under the pretence that 

they possessed abilities to communicate with the planets to either obtain information or to 

break spells for the client. Eighteen year old Rebecca Wilson who was living in a caravan in 

Kilmainham with her mother and sister, and who was ‘alleged to tell fortunes,’ was charged 

and brought before the Southern Police Court with stealing, ‘£20, a gramophone and rings 

etc,’ from Lizzie Geoghegan a domestic servant. Lizzie had given Rebecca one shilling on 

the first visit to have her hand read. Lizzie was told that if more monetary offerings were 

made, ‘the aid of the planets would be invoked.’ Rebecca promised to tell Lizzie the 

whereabouts of a man known to her who had left Dublin. Lizzie returned on the same day 

with ten pounds. On two subsequent visits Lizzie paid Rebecca a further three pounds and 

two pounds. Lizzie also made payments with a gold watch, a gold wedding ring, a guard ring, 

a pair of lady’s boots and a gramophone. Lizzie did not receive the information she was 

promised as Rebecca, ‘could not get into communication with the planets,’ the planets ‘would 

not roll’ and if Lizzie gave her more ‘the planets would roll.’ It was initially instructed that 

bail would be refused on the grounds that Rebecca lived in a wandering caravan. Rebecca’s 

mother paid twenty pounds bail and Rebecca was ordered not to leave Dublin pending 

trial.1412 

Fraudulent Practitioners   

While there were fortune-tellers that were held in high esteem, from the mid nineteenth 

century onwards, clients increasingly prosecuted fortune-tellers for assault, theft and 

obtaining money under false pretences.1413 In the English Police Court, Catherine Taylor, ‘a 

middle aged Irishwoman with a child at her breast,’ was charged with obtaining money and 

 
1412 Dublin Daily Express, 7 June, 1917. The article refers to Rebecca Wilson was a gypsy, suggesting she was 

an itinerant magical practitioner. 
1413 Andrew Sneddon, Witchcraft and Magic, pp 126-127. 
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‘wearing the apparel from two servant maids under the pretence of telling their fortunes.’ She 

was sentenced to three months hard labour.1414 In the following case, the client refused to 

pay, which resulted in the husband of the fortune-teller being sentenced. The Freeman’s 

Journal reports that in the Dublin police courts, a man named Michael Collum was charged 

with using violent and abusive language and threatening to cause bodily injury to a servant 

girl, Eliza Breen. It transpired that Eliza, ‘not by any means blessed with what is called 

beauty ...desired to obtain a husband,’ had sought the services of Michael’s wife, a fortune-

teller who told Eliza that she would obtain her desire and would also have wealth and 

comfort. Michael was sent by his wife to collect the fee; Eliza refused to pay, ‘seeing no 

likelihood of the promises being fulfilled.’ Michael was sentenced with contemplated fraud 

and threatening language and was ordered to pay a penalty or spend two months in prison.1415 

From the cases discussed in this chapter, it appears that fortune-tellers had the 

potential to make a considerable profit, for some this may have been a motive in practicing 

fraudulently. In the case of Ellen Sheridan, the presiding magistrate remarked that, ‘during a 

short but successful practice in the Liberty, she had realised a very considerable income.’1416 

Furthermore, the roommate of a deceased fortune-teller stated at the inquest that, ‘she earned 

more upon an average of 2l a week and that her receipts sometimes amounted to 3l. In 

addition, it was stated the fortune-teller charged between 5s-10s from each visitor.’1417 While 

some fraudulent practitioners operated through choice, others were driven by necessity. In her 

study of fortune-telling in Australia, Alana Piper suggests that women of ‘varying 

backgrounds’ were compelled to earn or supplement their incomes through fortune-telling, 

especially widows and those divorced or estranged from their husbands.1418 For many women 

 
1414 Belfast Newsletter,14 Jan, 1853. 
1415 The Freeman’s Journal, 12 February, 1857.  
1416 The Morning Post, 13 Dec, 1855. 
1417 Freeman’s Journal, 26 Oct, 1852. 
1418 Alana Jayne Piper, ‘‘A menace and an evil,’ pp 53-73, p. 66-7. 
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in Ireland, similar personal circumstances also led them to take up the practice of fortune-

telling. In the case of Mary Kelch in the Dublin Police court, charged with pretending to tell 

fortunes by palmistry, she stated in defence, ‘I am Carmen Sylvia, and a palmist by 

profession. It is certainly objectionable to me but unfortunately I am compelled to follow it 

up as a profession.’1419 She mentioned that her husband had been dead for 15 years; she had 

an 18 year old invalid son and practiced palmistry as a means of living.1420  

Occasionally, people who had a reputation for cup-tossing or fortune-telling found 

themselves charged with other offences. Mary O’Donnell, ‘a well looking gypsey,’ was 

sentenced to seven years transportation at the Westport quarter sessions. Mary was charged 

with, ‘feloniously taking and carrying away an infant child with intent to deprive the parent 

of the child.’ In addition, witnesses also testified that Mary ‘acted the part of the dummy and 

earned her livelihood by imposing on females as a fortune teller.’1421 In this case it was the 

additional crime of stealing the child which resulted in a harsher sentence. In Belfast, Jane 

Beatty, ‘an old cup-tosser,’ was charged with being disorderly and assaulting an individual in 

view of a Constable. She was sent to prison for two months.1422  In the following case, a cup-

tosser was brought before the courts, though the cup-tossing and card cutting was not the 

main charge against her, rather they were contributing factors to her child’s neglect along 

with charges of drinking. In 1097, at the Belfast Custody Court, Florence Forrester was 

charged with neglecting her twelve year old daughter, Eveleen Forrester.1423 Forrester 

appeared in court ‘dressed in black and wearing dark coloured spectacles,’ which caused her 

to be mocked by the prosecution. As a Constable stated there were allegations of drinking 

 
1419 Dublin Daily Express, 6 Nov, 1915. 
1420 Ibid. 
1421 Freeman’s Journal, 24 April, 1851. 
1422 Belfast Morning News, 20 September, 1860.  
1423 Irish Independent, 30 May, 1907. 
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against her, a member of the prosecution, Mr Lewis, asked, ‘against the cup- tosser?’1424 Mr 

Graham, from the defence, objected to this terminology stating the description was false, to 

which Mr Lewis replied, ‘whether it is true or false, she looks the part, there is an air of 

mystery about these spectacles that remind you of something you would see at a séance.’1425 

Her daughter gave details of the ill treatment she received from her mother and stated that she 

told fortunes with cards and cups, and received at times either a shilling, or two pence or 

sixpence for the services.1426 Neighbours mentioned the accused did not work and that people 

mistakenly arrived at their homes to have their fortunes told and that they could hear ‘the 

fortune-telling going on inside.’ While the fortunes were being told, the girl left the house 

and received food and shelter from neighbours. The magistrate adjourned the case for a 

fortnight, he ordered the girl was to be sent to the workhouse for a few days before being sent 

to an industrial school and Inspector Smith of the N.S.P.C.C. was tasked with making 

inquiries. While the prosecution scorned the practices of fortune-telling and made a mockery 

of Forrester’s style of dress, the allegations of child cruelty and neglect were taken seriously 

by the authorities. By the early twentieth-century, branches of the N.S.P.C.C. had been 

established all over Ireland.1427 

On occasion, fortune-tellers themselves were victims of violence. In 1915, John Dune, 

a plasterer and his wife were charged with, ‘wilful murder of a fortune-teller.’ Catherine 

Byrne a widow lived a ‘wandering life,’ lived between lodging houses and earned her living 

telling fortunes ‘on the palms of her hands.’ On the night of her murder, witnesses reported 

seeing her singing on the steps of a lodging house, she appeared a ‘gay and happy creature.’ 

 
1424 Ibid. 
1425 Ibid. 
1426 Ibid. 
1427 Sarah-Anne Buckley, ‘Child neglect, poverty and class: the NSPCC in Ireland, 1889-1939- a case study’ in 

Saothar, Vol. 33 (2008), pp 57-70, p. 59.  The Belfast branch was founded in 1891.  See also, Sarah-Anne 

Buckley, The Cruelty Man: Child Welfare, the NSPCC and the State in Ireland, 1889-1956 (Manchester, 2013). 
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A Mr Murphy went out to her and took her inside number two to try and secure her a lodging 

for the night. An hour later the door of number two opened and three women were seen 

carrying the body of the fortune teller with a garment over her face. The body was left there 

for over an hour until discovered by police. When the garment was removed, it was 

discovered her face had been subjected to deadly violence. It was ‘battered all over and the 

nose was flattened.’ Cause of death was given as ‘intercranial hemorrhage.’ Witness testified 

that John Dune knocked her door with the deceased and asked if she wanted her fortune told, 

witness refused and John was heard saying when he had his fortune told he would ‘fling her 

downstairs.’  Another witness heard heavy falling, opened her door deceased was half sitting 

half lying on the steps and pointed to Dune and said he done it.  A Surgeon testified the jaw 

was shattered, bones in ear were broken, there were two haemorrhages on the brain and the 

body had been dragged through mud. A fall may have caused head injury but not the injuries 

to the face. Mr Dune was found guilty and was sentenced to 12 months in prison.1428  

This chapter has explored fortune-telling in nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Ireland in relation to the religious and judicial authorities. Both the Catholic Church and the 

courts condemned the practice of telling fortunes or pretending to tell fortunes. Fortune-

telling was outlawed by the Catholic Church. One narrative in Irish folklore recounts the 

story of a woman who consulted a fortune-teller to locate a horse that had been stolen from 

the stable. The fortune-teller told the woman the whereabouts of the horse which was brought 

back safely. Nevertheless, ‘when the woman went to confession afterwards, the priest refused 

to give her absolution, because fortune-telling is forbidden by the Catholic Church.’1429 The 

Irish fortune-tellers discussed above appear to have been opportunistic imposters who preyed 

on the vulnerable and the weak, and were certainly treated as such in the eyes of the judicial 

 
1428 Dublin Daily Express, 6 Aug, 1915.  
1429 NFCSC, Vol. 0851, p. 255-257, Windgap, Co. Kilkenny. 
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magistrates as can be seen from the harsh sentences. While there are references to some male 

practitioners, Irish fortune-tellers were mostly females. Irish males engaged in telling 

fortunes practised specific forms of pseudo scientific divination such as astrology and casting 

horoscopes as opposed to the cup-tossing and card-cutting practised by females. This chapter 

has focused specifically on cases involving Irish fortune-tellers practicing unlawfully as there 

are few recorded instances of fortune-tellers receiving praise for their services in the period 

discussed, which is perhaps linked to the changes in the legal system that made it easier for 

victims of crime to prosecute the assailant. One of the main difficulties with the practice of 

fortune-telling appears to have been in establishing the boundary between entertainment and 

punishable crime.1430     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1430 Owen Davies, A Supernatural War, p. 110-12. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis has explored elite and popular attitudes in relation to various aspects of 

supernatural belief including demonic possession, fairies, miraculous cures, fortune-telling, 

folk- healing and ghosts in Catholic Ireland in the nineteenth century. This study has 

challenged previous historiography that popular Catholic supernatural beliefs and practices 

declined in the post-Famine period and demonstrates that recourse to the supernatural 

prevailed in rural and urban Ireland well into the early decades of the twentieth century. This 

study supports recent research undertaken by Andrew Sneddon and John Fulton who have 

argued contrary to the idea of the ‘devotional revolution,’ and the notion that witchcraft, 

magic and wider supernatural beliefs and practices declined in the post-Famine period. In 

addition, this thesis has argued that by selecting singular aspects of Irish popular supernatural 

beliefs which they sought to reform, the Irish Catholic hierarchy inadvertently encouraged 

belief in and recourse to a substantial body of supernatural beliefs and practices both within 

and outside the jurisdiction of the Catholic Church. 

In nineteenth-century Ireland, the Catholic Church implemented Tridentine 

Catholicism. This model of Catholicism was based on initiatives recommended at the Council 

of Trent to standardise religious practice and was characterised by catechising, recruiting, and 

training new clergy, and opposing popular superstition. Niall Ó Ciosáin suggests reform was 

aimed at the laity and had three objectives, to replace unorthodox practices (such as, patterns 

and wakes), to improve attendance at religious services and to increase the laity’s knowledge 

of Catholic doctrine.1431 From the mid-nineteenth century, these reforms were visible and 

combined with the increased mass attendance and observance of devotions has led to Emmet 

Larkin’s ‘devotional revolution’ thesis. As has been previously mentioned, since the 

publication of Larkin’s work in the 1970s, scholars have debated the timing and extent to 
 

1431 Niall Ó Ciosáin, Print and popular culture in Ireland, 1750-1850 (Dublin, 1997), 119. 
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which the Catholic population became ‘practising Catholics.’ Although David Miller’s 

research indicates that by the end of the nineteenth century mass attendance had increased to 

90 percent, and as Donal Kerr’s study shows that Irish Catholics adopted Roman and French 

devotions such as devotions to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Blessed Virgin, this 

indicates that there was still a need for intercession, and healing of the sick, albeit church 

sanctioned.1432 While the Catholic Irish population adapted to Tridentine reforms, in both 

rural and urban areas people still sought cures and charms from folk healers and wise-women 

and consulted fortune-tellers regarding matters of love and money and the pilgrimages to 

sacred sites and holy wells continued. Brendán Mac Suibhne suggests that in the 1850s, there 

were two world views or cosmologies and people ‘vibrated’ between them.1433 One was 

ancestral and the other was Christain, the former included belief in fairies and observances of 

calendar customs that encouraged ritualised gatherings at wells or fires in correspondence 

with solar and lunar cycles. The latter also contained traces of magic such as cults of the early 

Christian Saints and Mary, relics, and pilgrimages to scared sites. Furthermore, the rise of the 

Marian cult in the post-Famine period and the apparition at Knock in 1879 not only suggests 

that certain elements of supernatural belief were imported from Catholic Europe, but the 

miraculous cures (that in many ways resembled the cures obtained at holy wells) and the 

hierarchy’s caution in authenticating them (not until the 1930s), suggests the Catholic Church 

hierarchy to a certain degree were met with resistance in replacing certain beliefs and 

practices. 

In addition, the efforts of the Irish Catholic Church in reforming catechisms and 

instilling knowledge of Catholic doctrine in the laity in the post-Famine period has 

 
1432 See, David W. Miller, ‘Irish Catholicism and the Great Famine,’ in Journal of Social History, Vol. 9, No. 1 

(1975), pp 81-98. See also, Donal Kerr, ‘A Nation of Beggars’? Priests, People and Politics in Famine Ireland 

1846-1852 (Oxford, 1994), pp 318-322. 
1433 Breandán Mac Suibhne, The End of Outrage: Post-Famine Adjustment in Rural Ireland (Oxford, 2017), pp 

2-5. 
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inadvertently encouraged supernatural belief, particularly in ghosts. Catholic doctrine relating 

to Purgatory combined with elements of the spiritualist movement that had been imported to 

Ireland since the Fox sisters developed a system of communication with the spirit world in 

1848 and changed perceptions in communicating with the dead. By using ghost belief as a 

tool for improving religious instruction, the Catholic church exploited people’s fears and 

encouraged masses for the dead which they profited from. This gave rise to the concept of the 

angry dead returning for revenge and in some ways explains the increase poltergeist 

phenomenon in Ireland in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.  

Recourse to the supernatural prevailed primarily as it was used as a coping 

mechanism, to alleviate misfortune, to treat and explain inexplicable ailments, diseases and 

illness, to mediate interpersonal fears and tensions and to explain natural disasters and 

circumstances beyond their control. Even with reforms in Irish Catholicism, and with 

advancements in medicine and access to education through the National School system, 

supernatural beliefs and practices continued in Ireland, not in spite of modernisation but as a 

result of it. As Karl Bell suggests modernisation brought with it a different set of fears and 

uncertainties and people sought supernatural assistance as they chartered new and unknown 

territory.1434    

 

 

 

 

 
1434 Karl Bell, The Magical Imagination: Magic and Modernity in Urban England, 1780-1914 (Cambridge 

2012), pp 11, 16, 19, 77. 
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